
DOUBLE BAY TRIO TURN 
YEAR AS CHAMPIONS 

THE Double Bay 
team of Brandon 
Conway, Bernard 
Fridman and Phil Filler is the 
60th Diamond Jubilee Turn-
of-the-Year (TOY) Open 
Triples Champions. 

They are the first team from 
Double Bay to win the TOY 
triples in the past 34 years. 

A three count on the 24th of 
the 25 ends paved the way for 
the 25-24 win over the 
composite team of two 
experienced female bowlers 
skipped by Bill Farrell. 
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Rare win in Turn-of-the-Year by Double Bay team 
THE championship win by the triples team of Brandon Conway, Bernard 

Fridman and Phil Filler, in the 60
th 

Diamond Jubilee Turn-of-the-Year 

(TOY) tournament, was only the third time since 1982 that a Double Bay 

entry has taken out a title. 
Available statistics reveal that in the past 36 years, Les Lilian and Rod Davies won the TOY 

Pairs in 1998 while in 2007 the Champion Pairs was Double  Bay’s Phil Gordon Jnr and 

James Cook. In the Singles event Gerald Weinberg was runner-up in 1998 

State-wide representation of highly-rated competitors competed in Singles, Pairs and 

Triples in the 2017-18 Turn-of-the-Year events from Wednesday, December 27, 2017 to 

Thursday, January 4, 2018. 

The tournament was co-sponsored by Ashfield and Double Bay Bowling Clubs. 

TRIPLES: Double Bay members in the two-bowls triples were Ian Ossher, 

Mark Sack, Peter Grunfeld; Werner Kos, Harry Black, John McDonald 

(Coogee); Arnold Javen, Gerald Raichman, Les Brem; Brandon Conway, 

Bernard Fridman, Phil Filler; *Dafna Orbach, Ian Hadassin, Gus Franco. 

The Conway combination made a late change to its line up when Fridman 

replaced Walter Jacobs, who now is also a registered Taren Point member. 

However, Fridman’s team work was professional enough to win the Section 6 round-robin, 

which included a three-shot win over club mates Ian Ossher, Mark Sack and Peter Grunfeld. 

In the quarter-final Conway & Co. overcame the challenge from The Hills entry headed by 

G. Drabsch 25-21 and in the semi-final held out the strong unit from South Coogee skipped 

by Phil MacDonald 25-21. 

But they had a torrid time in the final against the mixed combination of Cabramatta 

Women’s Club members, Kerry Farrell and Loretta Marchese, with Kerry’s husband, Bill 

Farrell, who plays at The Hills, taking the skip’s responsibilities. 

After 10 ends, Conway’s squad was lagging by 11 shots (6-17) as the opposition always had 

more bowls in the head. Their line and length improved in the second half of the game and by 

the 20
th

 end a three count had the score locked at 21-21, then for the first time Conway’s trio 

hit the front at 25-23. 

The last end was a cliff-hanger. After Fridman played his final delivery, Double Bay was 

four shots down. Conway played into the head and managed to remove one of the shots; then 

he used a drawing bowl to just about held second shot on a measure.  

Bill Farrell’s last delivery turned in Conway’s bowl for a sure Double Bay second shot to 

score his team a single count, but giving the title to Double Bay by 25-24. 

Conway told Double Bay Watch that their opponents were a very good team. The two 

women playing lead and second were very seasoned bowlers, while the skip, had an excellent 

game producing only a few bad bowls, he said. 

“Unfortunately, for him, one of his off target deliveries was the final bowl that turned in my 

bowl for second shot and the match,” Conway said and added: “All-in-all we turned in a good 

team effort from the start and in the final it just goes to show if you hang in, anything is 

possible.”  

The Bill Farrell team on the way to the final came up against sides from Ashfield, Gulgong, 

Wentworth Leagues and Cabramatta 

The Ian Ossher threesome was on its way to beating Conway in the Section 6 matches, but 

dropped a late five and lost by three. Ossher was up 10 shots up against D. Carder’s team 

from Bronte, but again lost by three.  

“We did have the biggest score of the day beating Steve Cohen’s Diamond Bay outfit 27-6,” 

was Ossher’s consolation comment. 
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Two teams make last 16 in TOY Pairs 
PAIRS: In the pairs the well-performed Double Bay combination of Jack 

Kampel and Gerald Weinberg fell in the semi-final to the eventual 

championship team. 

  They won their way through three rounds of 15-ends round robin play, two post 

sectional 21-ends knock-out games, including a 20-17 win over Pat Stembridge and 

Terry Buckley (EBP) to qualify for the quarter-finals, where they defeated the 

Blakehurst duo, Geoff Frost and D. Jones by 20-18. 

In the semi-final they came up against the top-rated Taren Point pair, Mike Nagy and David 

Axon, going down in an even match 16-19. 

The other Double Bay pairing to reach the last 16 was Ian Ossher and Mark Sack, who 

recorded three solid opening wins over 15-ends and came up against tough opposition from 

The Hills club of U. Bendt and G. Drabsch, when they lost on an a nail-biting extra end 25-

24. 

With only two of the 21 ends to go, Ossher-Sack were six shots up, but gave away counts of 

a four and a two, to have the score tied 24-all which called for a one-end playoff when The 

Hills duo held the shot which nestled just behind the jack.  

Ossher’s last bowl took the jack out of play to be re-spotted, but the measure for the closest 

bowl went against the Double Bay team. 

The club’s other Pairs contestants were Werner Kos and Harry Black, Gerald Raichman and 

Arnold Javen, Ian Hadassin and *Dafna Orbach.  

Nagy and Axon won the Pairs title from Bernie Melville and Andrew Batterham 

(Alexandria Erskineville) 19-15.  

SINGLES: (2 sets of 9 ends plus a 3-end tie breaker). Long-time member Walter 

Jacobs did the best of the four Double Bay entries in the singles event, to finish as 

a semi-finalist. 

Jacobs was listed as a 

Double Bay entry 

when he won his section 

from Alexandria Erskineville 

and Ashfield opponents, but 

the later results listed him as 

being a Taren Point Bowling 

Club member. (See report 

this page) 

On the way to the semi-

final Jacobs accounted for Rick Roper (Waverley) 19-7, 7-3 then knocked out Cabramatta’s J 

Glennie 3-12, 11-5, 7-0. In the semi-final he went down to eventual champion, Bernie 

Melville, (Alexandria Erskineville) 3-9, 6-7. 

Gerald Weinberg lost his first match against Danny Roper (Waverley) then played Terry 

Warder, a No. 1 skip from Harbord. He tied the first set but lost the second.  

Ian Ossher lost the opening round-robin sectional game against NZ champion, Michael 

Nagy (Taren Point), then defeated Neville Seton (Orange City).  

Ian Hadassin was Double Bay’s other entry who was an early casualty against opponents 

from Hillsdale and St Ives. 

*Women’s Club member, Dafna Orbach, competing as a St Johns Park Club player, 

outplayed her male opponents to reach the semi-final with wins over D. Laurie (Nightcliff 

Sports NT) 9-9, 6-6, 2-1 and D. Hawkins (Cabramatta) 9-5, 7-6. In the semi-final she fell to 

Terry Warder 5-8, 4-9. 

High profile Walter Jacobs switches to Taren Point 
Double Bay Men’s Club high profile member, Walter Jacobs, 

recently requested the transfer of his membership to Taren 
Point Bowling Club and therefore his allegiance is to that club.  

Double Bay completed the transfer paper work and 
submitted it to Taren Point, which, in turn, lodged it with the 
required transfer fee to the NSW Royal.  

 
Jacob’s decision means that he will no longer compete for Double Bay in 

pennant teams, nor will he be eligible to nominate for Major championship 

events at the club. 
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RESULT 
2017 DRAWN PAIRS 

 
SEMI-FINAL 

Bernard Fridman 
Stan Franks 24 

v 
Norman Morris  
Ray Novis 20 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Council to “police” parking in Kiaora Road 
WOOLLAHRA Council has informed the Double Bay management that it intends to 

take action in a bid to deter all day parking to free up spaces in Kiaora Road. 

The club management understands that policing of the time allocation of the parking bays 

will not necessarily clear parking spots, but at least vehicles illegally parked should in due 

course be reduced and that would be to the membership’s advantage, particularly on 

Wednesdays when a minimum of 100 members and visitors attend the club. 

Double Bay’s executive secretary, Peter Wyner (pictured), has been at the head of attempts 

to solve the problem of parking in Kioara Road, taking in representation at 

local Council and State level. 

His most recent negotiation was during a phone conversation with Mark 

Keulen, Woollahra’s Team Leader Traffic and Transport, who will refer the 

issue of Kioara Road parking policing to Council management. 

Keulen said the conversation with Wyner had provided him with background 

information related to the parking situation and they had discussed various 

changes to parking restrictions in the area to help enable a higher turnover of parking spaces. 

However, none were deemed suitable for members of the club considering the length of 

continued playing time required. Alternative arrangements such as carpooling, on-demand 

transport, and nearby car park arrangements were also discussed. 

At Wyner’s request at the conclusion of the discussion, Keulen said he is 

forwarding the suggestion for increased enforcement prior to 10 am of the 

six-hour parking between 8 am and 4 pm restrictions and with a particular 

focus on Wednesday mornings when over 100 members arrive, to Council’s 

Acting Manager Compliance to allocate available resources and deter all 

day parking to free up spaces. 

Earlier Wyner’s efforts included a request for local State member 

Gabrielle Upton MP, to support Double Bay’s efforts for improved parking 

conditions. 

 Council’s current response was initiated by Upton’s correspondence to Mr. James, the 

General Manager of Woollahra Council, which said she was writing on “behalf of Peter 

Wyner JP, Double Bay Bowling Club, regarding his concerns about better enforcement and 

monitoring of parking in Kiaora Road and surrounds”. 

 

Fridman-Franks combine to contest 2017 Drawn Pairs title 
A-GRADER Bernard Fridman and his Grade 7 partner, Stan Franks (pictured), will 

compete for the 2017 Drawn Pairs Title, following a semi-final win at the 

weekend. 

They combined well to account for Norman Morris and Ray Novis 24-20 and 

now face the similarly-graded pair of Pepe Glick and 

Andy Baker for the title. 

Fridman and Franks were hot from the start racing to a 

12-3 lead after eight ends, until they gave away a four count on the 

13
th

 which shortened their advantage to 16-12.  

After another six ends Morris and Novis were still lagging by 

eight shots (15-23) and battled to contain the accuracy of Fridman 

and Franks, until the 20
th

 end when they scored a single shot, 

followed by a two count and two singles to reduce their arrears to 

the game score of 20-24.  

2017 MIXED PAIRS RESULTS PAGE 6 
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New membership brings mother and 
daughter combination to Double Bay 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has added 

nine new names to its membership list, Pam 

Stein, announced last week. 

Stein, the club’s public relations official, said 

that the additions brings the membership up to 

almost 100. 

Among the newcomers is Natalie Franks, 

who is the daughter of one of Double Bay’s top-listed players, Barbara Shur. 

The most recent other mother-and-daughter 

membership was in 1983 when Jan Hutchins played 

at Double Bay with her mother, Lee Baskett, who was 

a Founding Member of the Women’s Bowls Club and 

married to Alan Baskett, a top-line Double Bay 

Men’s Club member with the 1980 Major Singles 

Champion title to his credit. 

Jan Hutchings (pictured left) joined Double Bay in 

1989 and played alongside her mother until Lee put 

away her bowls in 1993. Another lawn bowling 

member of the family is John Lennox, a long-time 

Men’s Club player at Double Bay. 

The club’s other new members include Greta 

Archibold, Tina Ferguson, Jill Abrahams, Wendy 

Perkins, Irene Forman, 

Joanne Greene, Donna, 

Jones and Marianne 

Woods. 
CONTINUES NEXT 

PAGE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Natalie Franks (left) and her 
mother Barbara Shur  

Pam Stein photo 

NEW MEMBERS 
Pictured back row (l-r) 

Greta Archibold,  
Natalie Franks, 
 Tina Ferguson, 
 Jill Abrahams;  

Front (l-r) 
 Wendy Perkins, 

 Joanne Greene and 
 Irene Forman 
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RESULTS 
as at January 6, 2018 

 
2017 MIXED PAIRS 

 
2

nd
 
 ROUND 

David Kellaway  
Wendy Perkins 25 

v 

Ian Ossher 
Barbara Shur 22 

 
Jack Kampel  

Iris Kampel 20 
v 

Trevor Rosenberg  
Judy Bihari 8 

 
 

3
rd

 
 
ROUND 

Alan Saidman 24  
Rene Saidman 

v 
Phillip Joel 14 

Lorraine Becker  
 
 
 
 
 

New members tell about their backgrounds 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE  

Two of Double Bay Women’s Club new members, Greta Archibold and Irene 

Foreman, were recruited by Men’s Club member, Alan Kavnat, while playing as 

bridge partners at Vaucluse Bowling Club. 

"So here we are together playing bowls at Double Bay and enjoying it,” they said. 

Jill Abrahams is in the residential letting business. She has two sons and cares for 

her father, who will be 98-years-old next month. 

Wendy Perkins graduated as a pharmacist and with her late husband owned a 

pharmacy in Bellevue Hill for 30 years. Then worked in Bondi, Elizabeth Bay and 

Kings Cross pharmacies, before retiring 13 years ago. 

Tina Ferguson came to Australia from Italy as a five-year-old.  

She is an interior decorator and loves swimming, dancing and a great cup of coffee. 

Tina was encouraged to take up lawn bowls by Men’s Club member, Paul Baker, and 

proved her ability by being named in December as the Most Improved in the last six 

months.  

Natalie Franks arrived in Australia in 1999 from South Africa and works as a 

Massage Therapist at Square One Physio in Mosman.  

Joanne Greene is playing lawn bowls after an illness and is looking forward to 

having much enjoyment at the club. 

 

The Kampels are coming after seventh Mixed title 
SIX-TIME winners of the Double Bay Mixed Pairs Championship, Jack and Iris 

Kampel, took a step nearer to a seventh title at the weekend. 

The husband-and wife combination soon after the 2000 merger with Rose Bay Bowling 

Club, started their assault on the title in 2002 and followed 

with the championship win in 2004 and a hat-trick of victories 

from 2008 to 2010. Their most recent Mixed Pairs trophy was 

in 2013 when they accounted for Mark Sack and Karen 

Levinson. 

In the 2017 second round encounter they were always in 

control over Trevor Rosenberg and Judy Bihari finishing the 

match after 19 ends by 20-8. 

They now look to overcome the quarter-final challenge from 

David Kellaway and partner, new member Wendy Perkins, the 

pairing which scored a three-shot margin (25-22) decision over 

the well-performed combination of Ian Ossher and Barbara 

Shur, the 2016 Mixed Pairs runners-up.  

Another husband and wife entry, Alan and Rene Saidman, is 

the first to reach the 2017 semi-final after they knocked out 

Phillip Joel and Lorraine Becker 25-14. 

Rene Saidman, the current Women’s Club Major singles title-

holder, continued her fine form as she and Alan took early 

control to be in front 14-3 at the half-way stage. 

Joel and Becker hit back and reduced the deficit to 14-15 by 

the 17
th

 end, but the run ended as the Saidmans added 10 shots 

on ends 18-21 to remain in the 2017 title-chase. 



Club gets DA okay for town house project 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has been granted approval to erect a two 

storey dual occupancy building at 42 Glendon Road, Double Bay, the land 

it owns adjacent to the clubhouse site 

in Kiaora Road, Double Bay.  

Woollahra Council last week approved 

the club’s Development Application 

(DA) for the project which was first 

lodged in late 2016, but amended a year 

later. 

The Double Bay Bowling Club 

membership first heard of the building 

project at its 73
rd

 Annual General 

Meeting in November 2015, when both 

Board chairman, Barry Lazarus, and 

board secretary, Peter Wyner, gave an 

outline of the likelihood of developing the property next to the bowling greens, 

which is listed as being in Glendon Road, Double Bay. 

Until mid-2016 the Glendon Road property, which houses the accommodation 

for the club groundsman, Rob Fetherston and his family, was part of a covenant 

of the Double Bay Bowling Club site which restricted its use only for recreational 

purposes. 

The club then sought and gained the approval from Woollahra Council to remove the 

covenant over the property, which allowed Double Bay Bowling Club to lodge a DA 

to build a two-level domestic property. 
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  
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Townhouse project to provide “positive income” 
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

AT the Double Bay Club’s 75
th

 Annual General Meeting on 

October 15, 2017, chairman, Barry Lazarus (pictured), 

reported that a revised DA had been submitted to 

Woollahra Council in July and he was “confident” it would 

be approved and provide the club with a “very positive 

annual cash income”. 

Peter Wyner in an email to the Double Bay membership last 

week said that Double Bay Bowling Club’s Development 

Application for the construction of a two storey dual occupancy, at 42 Glendon 

Road has been approved by Woollahra Council.  

He said that the Board of Management is now planning the next steps of the 

project. 

First step will be to call for builders’ quotes to prepare, in conjunction with the 

architect, construction drawings for the purpose of lodging a Construction 

Certificate.  

“The time frame for the project is yet unknown. It is the intention of the Board 

to release project updates at the appropriate time,” Wyner added. 

Glendon Road cottage was Double Bay’s first club house 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club purchased the property in Glendon Road 

soon after it was founded in 1942 when a member, who was the Woollahra 

Town Clerk, suggested the purchase of the cottage, which adjoined the club 

grounds in Kioara Road, could be used as a clubhouse. 

Club leadership approved of the idea and the cottage was purchased for £1100, 

while Woollahra 

Council allocated 

£250 towards the 

cost of a clubhouse 

reconstruction and 

renovation. 

However, the 

overall cost of the 

project was £27,000, 

partly financed by 

the issue of 

debentures bearing 

interest at the rate of 

three percent. 

Following the opening of the current Double Bay clubhouse in 1954, the 

clubhouse cottage became the greenkeeper’s accommodation. 

This picture from the club’s 25th anniversary publication in 1967 
shows a group of members posing outside the original cottage 

club house  
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Coaching program 

for all grades in bid 

to improve results 

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club will launch a training skills program this week 

in a bid to improve the overall playing standard of its membership. 

Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg (pictured), announced 

the program at the Wednesday afternoon tea last week. 

The opening session is set for Friday, January 19, from 11 am. 

The course will be conducted by 

Rob Hutchins, a Bowls Australia 

accredited coach, assisted by top-

shelf club players Gerald 

Weinberg, John Wineberg, Jack 

Kampel, Brandon Conway and 

Arnold Javen. 

Rosenberg said the initial session will consist of 

a brief talk on safety, stretching and players’ roles, 

followed by a 60-minute circuit training program. 

New member, Rob Weiss, a Physical Training 

Instructor, will conduct the stretching segment. 

An advanced program headed by the club’s most 

skilled bowlers will offer theories on angles of the 

green, on-shot and drive bowling, as well as the 

“reading” of the head. 

There will also be “refresher” coaching sessions for bowlers who started 

playing lawn bowls at Double Bay in recent months. 

Rosenberg said it will be a very valuable program open to all bowlers and he 

implored every member to become involved. 

Club officials are concerned at the decline in the club’s pennant standings over 

the past years. 

Pennant results have been well below par and last year Double Bay, for the 

first time in decades, did not field an A-grade team. 

The Men’s Club’s current challenge is to improve each bowler’s skills, 

Rosenberg said.  

“Unfortunately our pennant results in the past year have not produced the 

required results,” he added. 

The skills program announced last week followed Rosenberg’s recent meeting 

with club coaches and experienced bowlers to discuss ways-and-means of 

harvesting players’ potential and improving the club’s overall pennant 

performances.  

Rob Hutchins (inset) and (main) 
demonstrating the art of 

measuring for shot during a 
recent coaching session at 

Double Bay. 
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RESULT 
2017 DRAWN PAIRS 

 

FINAL  
Pepe Glick 23 
Andy Baker  

v 

Bernard Fridman 9 
Stan Franks  

 
 
 

2017 MIXED PAIRS 
 

 3
rd

 ROUND  
 

Jack Kampel  
Iris Kampel 26 

v 
David Kellaway 7 
Wendy Perkins  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pepe Glick and Andy Baker too solid in Drawn Pairs final 
THE charismatic Pepe Glick joined a short list of Double Bay players who 

have competed in two Drawn Pairs finals when he partnered the ever-

consistent Andy Baker to win the 2017 event on Sunday. 

The Glick-Baker duo took out the championship 

title with a surprisingly comfortable 23-9 win over 

Bernard Fridman and Stan Franks. 

Glick’s previous Drawn Pairs finals appearance was 

in 2009 when he and Brian Grill finished second to 

Michael Libesman and Sam Brick. 

Only Ray Novis has won the Drawn Pairs twice at 

Double Bay, initially in 2005 alongside Leon 

Portrate, and in 2010 when partnered by Len Sandler, 

while Brian Grill was drawn with Mark Sack in 2011 

to take the trophy from Les Lilian and Alex Horwitz. 

Of the club’s listed A-grade players no more than three have taken out the 

Drawn Pairs event since it was introduced following the 2001 merger with Rose 

Bay Bowling club.  

Brandon Conway (who was also runner-up in 2008) was drawn with Cedric 

Amoils to win the title in 2016, James Cook had Les Ginzberg as his partner in 

2007, and Harry Black was paired with Arthur Sharp in 2004. 

The 2017 final was played in conditions which did not favour consistent 

bowling with wind gusts recorded at more than 60 km/h. The Glick-Baker 

combination took early command and were well ahead after 12 ends on a 12-5 

scoreboard. Only a couple of times did Fridman and Franks produce their best 

including a three count on the 17
th
 end. 

Andy Baker, since his arrival at Double Bay from the Bronte Club, has proved 

a most constant competitor with runner-up honours in the 

2016 Major Pairs and Minor Singles as well as last year’s 

Handicap Singles.  

KAMPELS NEARER ANOTHER MIXED PAIRS TITLE 
JACK and Iris Kampel eased 

into the 2017 Mixed Pairs semi--

final with an all-the-way win 

over David Kellaway and his 

partner Wendy Perkins on 

Sunday. 

The Kampels, aiming for their 

seventh Mixed Pairs trophy at 

Double Bay, put the writing on 

the wall when they gathered five 

shots on the first end to go on to score a comfortable 26-7 

win. 

Pepe Glick and Andy Baker  

David Kellaway and Wendy 
Perkins  
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Women’s Club’s Most Improved of 2017 

 

Maxine Brem (left) last week was presented with the trophies associated with being named the 
Women’s Club’s Most Improved Player of 2017 by president Iris Kampel. 

THE 2017 CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS AND RUNNERS-UP ARE LISTED BELOW 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

MAJOR SINGLES:  

 RENE SAIDMAN  
  *Lorraine McLaughlin  
 

MINOR SINGLES 

 JAN FRAPE  
 *Wendy Engelander  

 MAJOR PAIRS:  

     IRIS KAMPEL  
RENE SAIDMAN  

     *Judi Snider  
 Judy Bihari  
 
HANDICAP PAIRS: 

  Barbara Shotland  
 Wendy Engelander  

  *Marna Morris  
Judy Thomas 

 

MAJOR TRIPLES:  

SUE JOHNSON 
JUDI SNIDER  
MARNA MORRIS  

*Lea Portrate 
Alma Goldman  
Barbara Shotland  
 

MAJOR FOURS:  

HILDA FILIPOVIC  
KATHY PASSMAN  

           LORRAINE MCLAUGHLIN  
BARBARA SHOTLAND 

* Faye Glover 

 Jill Abrahams 
 Gail Black  
 Iris Kampel  

 

 

 

DUTCHIE BACKHOUSE 
TROPHY FOR 

 NON-PENNANT PLAYERS: 

 
PAULA YEOMANS 

 
MEG COLLINS TROPHY 

 FOR YEAR’S MOST 
 IMPROVED PLAYER: 

MAXINE BREM 

MOST 
 IMPROVED PLAYER LAST 

 SIX MONTHS 

TINA FERGUSON  

 

Pam Stein 
photo 



Members respond to coaching program 
MORE than 50 Double Bay Bowling Club members attended the opening 
session of the training skills program last Friday conducted by Rob Hutchins, 
a Bowls Australia accredited coach, assisted by top-shelf club players Gerald 
Weinberg, John Wineberg, Jack Kampel, Brandon Conway and Arnold Javen. 

 

Participants heard John Wineberg 
stress the importance of safety on the 
green, followed by Hutchins, who 
outlined the main duties of each 
member of a fours team.  

Rob Weiss, a Physical Training 
Instructor, conducted a stretching 
segment, then demonstrated the various 
exercises to improve body core strength 
for lawn bowlers. 

Under the guidance of experienced 
bowlers participants took part in a 
conducted circuit training on six rinks.  

Hutchins said this week that copies of 
the circuit training tasks and stretching 
exercises will be available to members 
on Wednesday when the coaching team 
will conduct an advanced training 
course for 24 women and men bowlers.  

This session will commence with a 
brief discussion followed by instructions 
on the green. 

The coaching squad held a debriefing 
meeting last Saturday and decided that 

the 32 new bowlers coached by Gerald 
Weinberg in the past year will be given 
a refresher course starting on Sunday 
morning, January 28. 

Men’s Club president, Alan 
Rosenberg, said he is “more than 
happy” with the response and outcome 
of the program. 

“For those not participating in this 
course it is recommended that they use 
the training sheets and practice on the 
green,” he said. 

“They will be advised when the next 
course is to be held,” he added. 

The Double Bay website has a 
Coaches' Corner link which can be 
viewed, downloaded and printed. It also 
includes Jack Kampel's tips on many 
aspects of lawn bowling. 

Webmaster, Peter Wyner, said there is 
also a link to Bowls NSW site for 
coaching which includes videos at 

 http://bowlsaustralia.com.au/Club-
Assist/Coaching/The-Coaches-Den. 
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Fours champions 
out in first round 

ANY hope of the 2017 

champions retaining the 

Major Fours title was 

dashed in the first round of 

the 2018 event on Saturday. 
It is seldom that a Major Fours 

entry retains the same 

combination, but the 2017 

championship team of Ian 

Ossher, Wayne Podger, Mark Sack and David 

Newman lined up again for a tilt at becoming the 

first side to win back-to-back Major Fours at 

Double Bay since the merger with Rose Bay in 

2001. 

The 2018 draw gave the Ossher side, all of whom 

competed in last year’s Grade 3 pennants, no 

favours when it put  them against a well-performed 

opposition team skipped by Pepe Glick alongside 

fellow A-graders Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black 

and Les Brem a regular in last year’s Grade 3 

pennant team. 

Coincidently, Black and Glick were in the team 

which Ossher defeated in the 2017 final. 

Glick’s team took the honours 22-18, although the 

Ossher group was in control from the start racing to 

13-3 by the 10
th

 end, 

But it got stuck on 14 shots from the 12
th

 to the 

18
th

 end as Glick turned the match to be ahead 20-

14 with three ends to play. 

Ossher’s side steadied with a single on the 19
th

 

followed by a triple count to lag by only two shots 

(18-20) going into the last end where Glick had the 

better of the head to collect two shots and the 

match at 22-18. 

The first round also featured a tussle between two highly-rated outfits, when Jack 

Kampel’s entry of Stan Franks, Doug King and Bernard Fridman scraped home 21-20 

over Ray Jankelowitz, Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Les Ferguson. 

In a see-saw match Jankelowitz almost lifted the match when his foursome scored 

three shots on each of the last two ends to turn the score from 14-21 to 20-21. 

In another close encounter Rob Hutchins' team scored a single on the 21
st
 end to halt 

the challenge from Julian Engelman’s side. All other matches went according to form. 
Second round matches are set for Saturday, January 27. Team skips are reminded that unavailable players must 

be substituted as no postponements will be considered. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 

FIRST ROUND 
 

Les Brem, Harry Black  
 Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick 22 

d 
David Newman, Mark Sack  

Wayne Podger, Ian Ossher 18 
 

Rod Ferrer, Alan Saidman 
Sol Caganoff, Phillip Joel 39 

d 
Ian Hadassin, Brian Rosmarin  
Maurice Hurwitz, Len Smith 5  

 
Robert Weiss, Jody Glasser 
Phil Filler, Norman Morris 29 

d 
Peter Erdos, Jack Fisher 

James Flaxman, Frank Mogor 17 
 

Sid Glick, Gerald Raichman  
Arnold Javen, Brandon Conway 21 

d 
Les Ginzberg, Andy Baker  

Rob Fetherston, Michael Rowley 10 
 

Ronald Munz, Max Thomas  
Paul Baker, Rob Hutchins 23 

d 
John Wineberg, John Rosen  

Barrie Brickman, Julian Engelman 22 
 

Stan Franks, Doug King  
Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel 21 

d 
Les Ferguson, Les Lilian,  

Harold and Ray Jankelowitz 20 
 
 

Wayne Podger, Mark Sack, David Newman, Ian Ossher, 
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Four teams seek Zone Fours title 
DOUBLE Bay will have a four team representation in 

the 2018 Zone 13 State Fours set to start on Saturday, 

February 3, at the Grandviews Club. 

The teams are combinations of the club’s leading players. 

Thirty one teams from Zone 13 clubs will contest the 2018 

event which will be played in four sections with the winners 

contesting the semi-finals and the final on Saturday, 

February 10. 

Two members of Double Bay’s 2017 Major Fours 

championship team, Mark Sack and skip Ian Ossher, have 

entered the event with Trevor Rosenberg as lead and Phil 

Filler playing in the thirds position and will compete in 

Section 2 where Ray Jankelowitz will skip the team of 

brother Harold alongside Michael Becker and Les Lilian. 

Two of last year’s Major Fours runners-up team Harry 

Black and skip Pepe Glick will combine with Arnold Javen 

and Brandon Conway where Glick moves into the third’s role with Conway playing skip. 

 They are in section three and could come up against Double Bay’s fourth entry, the strong 

line-up of Doug King, Gerald Weinberg, Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel. 

 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club 
patron, Sonia Davis, who 
celebrated her 90th 
birthday, a couple of weeks 
ago has been on a cruise 
around Australia. 
While cruising is a popular 

holiday routine for many 
Double Bay Bowling Club 
members, Sonia was 
unaware if any of her fellow 
passengers on the two-week 
journey taking in Australian 
capital cities and other landmarks, would be Double Bay Club members. 
As luck would have it there were at least three Double Bay bowlers onboard.  
They were Men’s Club committee member, Peter Goldman and wife Alma, along 

with Women’s Club secretary Marilyn Davis (no relation to Sonia). 
At the Queensland port of call the Goldmans and Sonia took a scenic tour 

around Brisbane as evidenced by the photograph snapped by Alma with the city’s 
background.  

CONWAY 
IN STATE 
   TRIAL 
Brandon Conway has 

been named in the Zone 
13 Seniors Side Trial to 

be played at Grandviews 
on Saturday, March 11. 

He will play second in 
the side skipped by 
Engadine’s Peter 

Hughes, with Ray Tozer 
(Grandviews) lead and 
Martin Kralj (Engadine) 

playing third. 
They will play two trial 

games of 18 ends. 
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The  final class of the first 2018 Double Bay Bowling Club training 
skills program was conducted last Wednesday morning when a 
selected squad of 24 male and female members were given an 
advanced training session. 
Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, said this week that he 

complimented all who were involved in the course.  
Coaching notes are now available to the membership, he said. 
The club is hopeful that the course will encourage more members to 

play in the upcoming Zone 13 pennant competition which starts on 
Saturday, April 28. 
Double Bay wants to field teams in six grades, but will need a pool of 

at least 85 eligible players. 
 
 

WOMEN’S CLUB FIRST GRADE 
PENNANT TEAM “BANKED” IN 

DISTRICT COMPETITION 
SEE PAGE 4 

COACHING SESSION ENDS COURSE 

JOHN WINEBERG PHOTO 

CLUB AND ZONE 
FOURS C’SHIPS 

PAGES 2-3 
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Three teams set for Major Fours semi-finals 
BRANDON Conway’s team was the first of three to qualify for the 2018 

Major Fours semi-finals when it defended the challenge of Norman Morris’ 

side 23-18 early last week. 

The fourth semi-final is due to be decided on Saturday (see 

next page).  

Both Conway and Morris combinations were compelled to 

call on substitutes. 

Conway was on holidays and was replaced by Maurice 

Boland (pictured) with Arnold Javen taking on the skipper’s 

role while Morris called on Sam Abrahams to play second 

due to the absence of Jody Glasser. 
The Morris side of Phil Filler, Robert Weiss and Abrahams, 

looked to be the better outfit early on and was ahead 15-10 until 

the 15
th

  end. 

Javen’s team with Gerald Raichman, Sid Glick and Boland, however, came from 14-

18 down to steam home on the last three ends to collect nine shots and book a spot in 

the last four. 

Conway’s semi-final opposition is the combination of four consistent fifth-graders 

skipped by Len Sandler with David Kellaway, Peter Wyner and Alan Simmons. 

The Sandler four won 19-18 on Saturday afternoon against Grade-3 players, Rod 

Ferrer, Alan Saidman and Sol Caganoff, but without its skip, the regular first-grader, 

Phillip Joel, who had Maurice Boland substituting 

in the second’s role, and Caganoff taking charge at 

the head. 

After 12 ends both teams had scored 10 shots. 

Then Caganoff’ forged ahead to 17-11 until the 17
th

 

end when his fourth bowl removed his team’s 

bowls in the head to hand over four shots for a 17-

15 scoreline. Then Sandler added two on the next 

end to be square on 17-17 and it was still even on 

the 20
th

 at 18-18. 

 On the deciding end Boland’s delivery was 

holding shot with the Sandler team close enough to 

have second, third and fourth counts. Sandler 

produced a brilliant bowl which took the shot bowl 

out leaving his side’s three bowls close to the jack.   

Caganoff’s last backhand draw bowl aimed to 

bring in one of his bowls into the head. It made 

contact with the target and looked like being the 

match winner as it slowly rolled towards the jack 

until its momentum eased causing it to fall away 

from being the required one shot. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 

QUARTER-FINALS 
 

Alan Simmons, Peter Wyner 
David Kellaway, Len Sandler 19 

d 
Rod Ferrer, Alan Saidman 

Sol Caganoff, Phillip Joel 18 

 
Les Brem, Harry Black  

 Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick 21 
d 

Stan Franks, Doug King  
Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel 15 

 
 

Sid Glick, Gerald Raichman  
Arnold Javen, Brandon Conway 23 

d 
Robert Weiss, Jody Glasser  
Phil Filler, Norman Morris 18 

 
 

TO BE PLAYED 
 

Ronald Munz, Max Thomas  
Paul Baker, Rob Hutchins  

v 
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis  

Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein  
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Pepe Glick team six better than Kampel’s 
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

JACK Kampel, who has skipped teams to win three Major Fours titles at Double 

Bay, bowed out of the 2018 event on Sunday when his side fell by a six shot margin 

to the unit headed by another prolific club champion, Pepe Glick. 

The Glick combination of Les Brem, Harry Black and Gerald Weinberg eased into the 

semi-final round on a 21-15 scoreboard over Kampel, Doug King, Bernard Fridman and 

Stan Franks. 

It was a game which produced two multi-count ends; on the fourth Glick & Co. scored a 

six to be ahead 9-1 after Kampel failed to draw into the head, then on the eighth Kampel 

claimed some revenge when Glick was two-shots ahead, but Fridman played the ultimate 

delivery to nudge the jack back for a tally of five shots and reduce his team’s deficit to 7-

13. 

 On the 20th end, with Glick ahead 20-15, Kampel sent the jack out of bounds, but his 

task of scoring another multi-count was dashed as his opposition was content to defend its 

one shot it secured early in the replay end. 

The fourth team to compete in the semi-final round will be decided on Saturday when 

the Rob Hutchins headed side of  Paul Baker, Max Thomas and Ronald Munz clash with 

Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and Alan Sacks. 

FOUR IN ZONE FOURS 
THE completing rounds of the Double Bay 
Fours have been put on hold for at least a 
week as the majority of the players are 
involved in the 2018 Zone 13 State Fours 
Championship which gets underway on 
Saturday at the Grandviews Club. 

All four Double Bay entries are involved in first 
round matches. 

 The combination of Doug King, Gerald 
Weinberg, Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel 
face the South Coogee unit skipped by Brian 
Molloy, while in the same section Brandon 
Conway, Pepe Glick, Arnold Javen and Harry 
Black come up against the Western Suburbs 
four skipped by Shane Donaldson. 

Both Double Bay’s other entries are in Section 
2 where Ian Ossher’s line up of Phil Filler, Mark Sack and Trevor Rosenberg meets another South 
Coogee four led by Peter McDonald, the same time as Ray Jankelowitz and brother Harold combine 
with Michael Becker and Les Lilian to battle opponents from the powerful Engadine Club. 

Ray and Harold Jankelowitz, Michael Becker, 
 Les Lilian.  

Brandon Conway, Pepe Glick, Arnold Javen,  

Harry Black.  
Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Gerald Weinberg, 

Doug King  

Ian Ossher, Phil Filler, Mark Sack, Trevor Rosenberg.  
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Grade 1 team “sits out” 2018 District Pennants 
as club makes two lower-graded challenges 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s top-shelf players will have to sit out the 

2018 Eastern Suburbs Pennant season following the club’s promotion to 

Grade 1. 

Double Bay’s Grade 2 panel of Barbara Shotland, Barbara Shur, Pam Stein, Marna 

Morris, Iris Kampel, Rene Saidman, Lorraine Becker, Gail Black and Jenny Welton,  

won the 2017 District and Regional Pennants and competed at State level for 

the Flag. 

However, the  elevation to Grade 1 makes Double Bay a “standalone” team, 

because there is no other Eastern Suburbs District Club with a team at that level. 

Double Bay’s leading players will join the 2018 Pennant challenge at the 

Regional stage in May which pits them against State-listed opponents and 

several who are in the professional ranks. 

However, Double Bay will contest Easts Pennants in Grades 3 and 4 over 12 

rounds with each team having two byes starting on Saturday, February 10. 

The opening match in Grade 4 is against 

Waverley followed on Thursday, February 

15, verses Randwick 

Grade 3 opens its campaign against 

Matraville on Thursday, February 8, then has 

Clovelly as its opponent on Tuesday, 

February 13. 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

GRADE 3 (from left) Audrey Weinberg, Jan Frape, 
 Kathy Passman, Rein Rowlands, Cynthia Katz,  

Lesley Judelman and Margo Michael. 

GRADE 4 ( back) Back: Wendy 
Engelander, Alma Goldman,  

Lorraine Stafford,  Barbara Hower, 
 Faye Glover; 

 (middle) Frankie Grusd,  
Jenny Welton, Carol Engelman; 

 (front)  Judy Bihari and 
 Maxine Brem.  

 



 

 

 

CLUB’S MAJOR CHAMPIONS COMBINE TO 
MAKE ZONE’S STATE FOURS SEMI-FINAL 

THE team which included three of Double Bay’s current best credentialed 

players, has qualified for the semi-final of the 2018 Zone 13 State Fours 

Championship. 

Three of the side which won Section 3 of the Zone 13 Fours title at 

Grandviews last weekend are 2017 club Major championship title holders. 

The team of Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Gerald Weinberg and Doug King 

won three tough 

encounters to head 

the tournament’s 

Section 3 and will 

clash with the home-

based entry from the 

Grandviews Club in 

Saturday’s semi-final 

round.  

Kampel, a prolific 

title-holder at Double 

Bay, won the 2017 Major Triples (with Peter Levy and Doug King), Weinberg, 

another with a host of club Major trophies, won last year’s Major Pairs 

(partnered by Arnold Javen), King is the 2017 Major Singles title-holder, while 

Fridman is consistent in Major level competition with the 2015 Major Fours 

title under his belt. 

To make the semi-finals the Kampel outfit defeated Greg Helm’s Engadine 

team 24-19 on Sunday morning and set up the encounter for the final against the 

foursome skipped by Grandview’s State representative, Adam Jeffrey. 
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  
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Double Bay team collects a six in Zone match 
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

The Jack Kampel side in the first round of the Zone 13 State Pairs 

Championship at Grandviews last weekend outplayed South Coogee’s 

Barney Milloy’s team 28-17 scoring counts of six, five and a four.  

It then accounted for Andrew Grove’s Alexandria Erskineville team 26-16 

when it lead by six shots and added four shots on the  last end 

  In Sunday morning’s Section final against  Helm’s team, King was in 

brilliant form, but Fridman and Weinberg struggled on a slow green, compelling 

Kampel to pull out a number of shot-saving deliveries. 

 None-the-less the Double group lead 8-7 after nine ends, but slipped behind 

10-14 before regaining a narrow advantage at 15-14. With two ends to go 

Kampel & Co. lead by two shots.  

On the penultimate end it held one shot following a good bowl from Fridman 

only to see Helm drew the shot as Kampel replied by pushing one of his side’s 

bowls onto the jack to go three up. The opposition skip then missed with his 

drive, give Double Bay a five-shot margin. 

  Double Bay on the last end held second and fourth closest bowls compelling 

Helm to send down a drive which took out his shot bowl and his second attempt 

was unable to change the position for Double Bay to add two shots and a seven 

shot 21-15 win. 

The other semi-finalists are two entries from Taren Point; one skipped by 

David Axon and the other by Grant Schuberg. 

THREE OTHER TEAMS MAKE EARLY EXITS 
Double Bay’s three other Zone 13 Fours entries went close, but not close 

enough.  

The Brandon Conway, Pepe Glick, Arnold Javen and Harry Black team won 

its opening Section 3 match 22-16 against S. Donaldson (Western Suburbs 

Leagues) then exited to the Greg Helm side 24-19. 

Ian Ossher’s (Section 2) line up of Phil Filler, Mark Sack and Trevor 

Rosenberg battled against P. MacDonald (South Coogee) before going down 

18-16. 

Ray Jankelowitz, Harold Jankelowitz, Michael Becker and Les Lilian received 

a first round forfeit from the Engadine entry of T Delmar, but succumbed to 

Schuberg 19-15 in its second match. 
 

Double Bay to host Zone’s 2018 State Pairs Championships 
DOUBLE Bay will host the 2018 Zone 13 State Pairs Championships set for decision on 

the weekends of February 23-24 and March 3-4. when the three greens will be used for the 
three divisions of the event. 

Double Bay will have a strong representation in the restricted championships. Ten teams 
will contest the Seniors (over 60) Pairs and seven have nominated for the Presidents 

(Grades 5-7) Pairs. One team will compete at Open level. 
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BUSY WEEKEND OF BOWLING FOR TOP 

DOUBLE BAY PLAYERS 

Players in the Double Bay team which will 

contest the Zone 13 State Fours semi-final 

on Saturday, February 10, will front up 

again the following day to compete in teams 

challenging for the Zone’s State Triples 

Championship.  

The Saturday Fours title will be played at 

Grandviews, while the Triples event is spread 

between Taren Point and South Coogee. 

First and second rounds of the triples are on 

Sunday February 11, then continue the 

weekend of February 17 and 18 at South 

Coogee. 

Double Bay will have an eight team 

representation in the Zone 13 State Triples 

Championship.  

Four have been drawn with a first round bye 

in the four section contest. 

At Taren Point Double Bay’s hopes are 

(Section 2) the Pepe Glick skipped trio of Rob Fetherston and Harry Black, and 

the Werner Kos’ team of Gerald Raichman and Arnold Javen. 

In Section 1, there is the successful club trio of Harold Jankelowitz with Les 

Lilian and Dan Flanagan, as well as Gerald Weinberg at the head of his entry 

with Sol Caganoff and Peter Levy. 

Round 2 winners of Sections 1 and 2 at Taren Point play the section semi-

finals and final on the following Saturday, February 17 at South Coogee with 

Section winners clashing at the same venue for the semi-finals and final on 

Sunday, February 18.  

The Double Bay entries which play at South Coogee are in Section 3 and 

Section 4. 

Section 3 will have the Jack Kampel’s team of Bernard Fridman and Doug 

King; and the Ray Jankelowitz unit of Alan Simmons and Michael Becker.  

Section 4 has Double Bay’s Ian Ossher skipping for Trevor Rosenberg and 

Wayne Podger and Brandon Conway has Phillip Joel and Paul Baker in his line 

up. 

The Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan team was runner-up to 

Jack Kampel, Peter Levy and Doug King in the 2017 club Major Triples. 

For the 2018 Zone Triples event Levy joins Gerald Weinberg and Sol 

Caganoff, while Levy is replaced by Bernard Fridman in Kampel’s squad.  

CLUB MAJOR FOURS 
DELAYED DUE TO 
ZONE PRIORITIES 

With all four players in the 
Double Bay Fours team 

contesting the Zone semi-final 
on Saturday and also in teams 
competing in the Zone’s Triples 

titles, the Double Bay Major 
Fours final rounds have 

 been put on hold. 
Players involved in the club 

Major Fours and in the zone 
events are Pepe Glick, Gerald 
Weinberg, Harry Black, Jack 
Kampel, Arnold Javen and 

Brandon Conway. 
 

SEE STORY NEXT PAGE  
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Fours team’s chance for second Major title 

THE team of Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen, 

Ray Novis and Alan Sacks could become the 

first to win two Major Fours titles at Double 

Bay since 2001 following its 24-15 quarter-

final win on Saturday 

The lower-graded foursome took out the 2016 

championship and continues the good form in 

this year’s event. 

In the quarter-final it called on Len Radomsky 

to substitute for the unavailable Alan Sacks, but 

the combination was always in charge of the 

opposition team skipped by Rob Hutchins with 

Maurice Boland playing in place of Paul Baker 

alongside Max Thomas and Ronald Munz. 

Wainstein’s outfit hit its straps from the start 

and never lost the lead. 

 It was ahead 11-1 after  seven ends and after 

the 13
th

 had a 14-10 advantage. 

A count of four shots on the 17
th

 end put paid to the Hutchins team’s hopes. 

RESULT 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 

QUARTER-FINAL 
 

Alan Sacks, Ray Novis  
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein  

d 
Ronald Munz, Max Thomas  
Paul Baker, Rob Hutchins  

 
 

SEMI-FINALS 

to be played 
 

Les Brem, Harry Black  
 Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick  

v 
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis  

Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein  
 

Alan Simmons, Peter Wyner 
David Kellaway, Len Sandler  

v 
Sid Glick, Gerald Raichman  

Arnold Javen, Brandon Conway  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The 2016 Major Fours winners Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and Alan Sacks with inset Len 

Radomsky who substituted for Sacks, in last week’s quarter-final win. 



Club’s new uniform debuts 

in women’s  pennants team 
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Double Bay Bowling Club’s new uniform made its debut 
when the Women’s Club opened its 2018 Eastern Suburbs 

Pennant in Grade 3 competition last week. 
TURN TO PAGE 5 
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Rein Rowlands  Margo Michael  Audrey Weinberg  Jan Frape  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

THE Double Bay team of 
Jack Kampel, Bernard 

Fridman, Gerald Weinberg 
and Doug King exited the 
2018 Zone 13 State Fours 
title in the semi-final when 
it went down by five shots 
to a powerful home team 

at Grandviews on Saturday 
morning. 

The score was 17-22, but 
it was a far better result for 

the four Double Bay 
players, who teamed for 
the first and only other 

time in the 2016 Zone 13 
Fours event and lost the 
quarter-final to another 
Grandviews entry which 

included the famed 
Australian star, Cameron 
Curtis, without scoring a 
shot over 16 ends played. 
That time the result was a 

record 0-42. 

FULL REPORT NEXT PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY 
FOURS TEAM 
BUSTED BY 

FIVE SHOTS IN 
ZONE 13 

SEMI-FINAL 
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ALTHOUGH Double Bay’s team of Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Gerald 

Weinberg and Doug King, lost the 2018 Zone 13 State Fours semi-final by 

17-22 to the well-credentialed 

Grandviews unit of Adam 

Jeffrey, David Thomas, Paul 

Rowe and Mike Rowe, its 

performance appeared as good, 

if not better, than the team 

which the Grandviews side 

knocked over to take out the 

title. 

The Grandviews combination 

won the 2018 championship with 

a convincing 15-shot margin (25-

10) result over the Taren Point 

four of Grant Schuberg, Jacob Bobeldyk, Peter Armstrong and Jason Bouldon. 

The Double Bay team was “on fire” in the opening end of the semi-final when 

it scored a sensational five shots.  

The match started in cool, cloudy conditions with the green running at about 

15 seconds, a lot better than during last week’s sectional matches.  

In the first end Double Bay was down several shots, but Kampel played a great 

drive and killed the end. On the restarted end Double Bay scored an excellent 

five count. 

After five ends the Double Bay unit realised that the opposing players were all 

tip-top bowlers, in particular, skip Adam Jeffrey, who lives in Canberra and 

boasts State team credentials. 

At that stage Kampel and his team lead 8-2, but then dropped a three reducing 

the lead to 8-6 as Grandviews lead Rowe, was playing consistently while King 

was just a bit off his best.  

After 90 minutes the weather changed to very hot. On the 11
th
 end when 

leading 10-7 Double Bay dropped a four due to some excellent bowls from 

Jeffrey. By end 13 Double Bay was down 11-13 and then exchanged singles due 

to some great bowling by Fridman and Kampel.  

Came the 16
th

 end the team dropped another four count due to two excellent 

deliveries from the Grandviews skip and was six shots off the pace at 12-18.  

On the 17
th
 Double Bay recovered by adding a triple to its score (15-18), but 

on the next end Kampel again was asked to kill the end when it was obvious  

the team needed a  multi-score to save the game. The outcome was not what 

was wanted as Grandviews added a single.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

Bernard Fridman, Doug King, Jack Kampel,  
Gerald Weinberg  

Double Bay’s strong game in Zone Fours semi-final 
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LAST YEAR’S MIXED PAIRS TITLE NEARS FINALITY 
BERNARD Fridman and Judy Thomas are one 

win away from claiming their first Mixed Pairs 

title at Double Bay 

They scored a 23-13 win over the husband-and-wife 

pairing of Norman and Marna Morris to be the first 

team in the 2017 championship round 

Their opponent for the trophy will come from the 

semi-final conflict between another betrothed pair of 

Jack and Iris Kampel against Brandon Conway and 

Barbara Shotland, 

The Kampel pair will be aiming for their seventh 

Double Bay Mixed Pairs crown, while the Conway-

Shotland pairing won the 2015 event 

In the quarter-final the Kampels had little or no 

worry taking on the challenge of David Kellaway 

and his partner, Wendy Perkins  

The match was over by the 16
th

 end when they held 

a 19-shot lead  

 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

ON the 19
th

 end of the Zone 13 State Fours Championship, Bernard 

Fridman played a great shot moving the jack back from Grandviews’ 

resting toucher only to see the jack roll a touch too far so that, instead of 

adding two shots, Grandviews remained holding shot  

Jeffrey again played a great bowl to add a second Grandviews shot while 

Kampel just failed to put the kitty in the ditch  

On the 20
th
 end Fridman and Weinberg both just missed a trail for a three or 

four shot gain, and Kampel did the same with his first bowl  

The opposing skip failed to cover the Double Bay bowls resting a metre 

behind the jack, giving Kampel the opportunity to trail the kitty a metre-or-so to 

have four or five shots 

It was a  near perfect bowl, but the jack finished 30 centimetres-or-so short of 

the pack and Double Bay had to be content with two and going into the final 

end at 17-21 

It was a tight last end with Grandviews content to defend its best bowl for one 

shot and the match by a five-shot margin 

While the Grandviews team had solid support from its home-ground members, 

Double Bay was supported by a number of the club’s leading players, including  

John Rosen, Barrie Brickman, Harry Stein, Jimmy Flaxman, Mike Becker and 

Norman Morris  

CLUB RESULTS 

2017 MIXED PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 
Bernard Fridman  
Judy Thomas 23 

d 
Norman Morris  

Marna Morris 13 
 

Quarter-final 
 

Jack Kampel  
Iris Kampel 26 

d 
David Kellaway  

Wendy Perkins 7 
 

SEMI-FINALS 

to be played 

 

Jack Kampel  
Iris Kampel  

v 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fridman’s perfect bowl with a touch too far! 
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Two club teams in Zone’s Triples section semi-finals 

DOUBLE Bay has two teams qualified for the section semi-finals of 2018 Zone 13 

State Triples Championships played on Sunday. 
The club had eight entries for the event where rounds one and two were spread between 

Taren Point and South Coogee clubs with the section semi-finals and finals to be played this 

coming Saturday, February 17, at South Coogee and the 

finals to be decided at the same venue the following day.  

The Double Bay teams which return to play the section 

semi-finals this weekend are the trios of Harold 

Jankelowitz, Les 

Lilian and Mark 

Sack, and 

Brandon Conway, 

with Phillip Joel 

and Paul Baker. 

At Taren Point, Harold Jankelowitz’s team won its 

opening Section 1 match against the Western Suburbs 

Leagues trio of C. Lawson, J. Law and M. Mouawad 

by 25-14 and continued the good form on Saturday 

afternoon with a narrow, but convincing 27-24 

decision over South Coogee’s Mick Bruce, Ray Stokes and Peter MacDonald.  
The deciding end was a thriller. The teams were all square and an extra end was called. 

Lilian drew the shot, but Stokes took out the bowl. Then MacDonald  produced a close 

second, while Jankelowitz failed with his first delivery, but after the opposing skip made no 

further contribution, the Double Bay skip drove and put the jack in the ditch to score a three-

shot win. 

Next in line for Harold Jankelowitz and company is the power-packed Engadine trio  

headed by David Ferguson, which put an end to the hopes of Double Bay’s entry of Gerald 

Weinberg with Peter Levy and Sol Caganoff in the second round 28-19. 

The Weinberg team started with a solid 27-10 win (after 18-ends) over the Waverly trio of 

Dan Roper, G. Anlezark and S. Garry. 

In Section 4 at South Coogee, the Conway team received the luxury of a first round bye and 

then defeated the Blakehurst entry of G. Jones, G. Frost, L. Gore 25-20 to set up a semi-final 

encounter against the Alexandria Erskineville team skipped by Wal Picklum. 

Also in Section 4 Double Bay’s Trevor Rosenberg, Wayne Podger and Ian Ossher got 

past the Ashfield side of E Baker, S Richards and D Strickland, then just missed against the 

Picklum outfit 22-20 in the second round.    

In Section 2 Double Bay’s Gerald Raichman, Arnold Javen and Werner Kos were faced 

with a well-matched trio of M. Chapman, J. Chapman and A. Moran from Taren Point  and 

fell at the first hurdle by 29-16. 

The same fate was in store for Double Bay’s Harry Black, Rob Fetherston and Pepe 

Glick when they clashed with Alexandria Erskineville’s P. Wright, P. Means and D. 

Templeton and finished behind at 27-15. 

At South Coogee (Section 3) the Doug King, Bernard Fridman and Jack Kampel group 

had a first round bye, but couldn’t overcome the challenge from South Coogee’s Barney 

Molloy, G. Kennedy and C. Vlastaras on the  score of 27-20.  

Also in Section 3 was the set of Michael Becker, Alan Saidman and Ray Jankelowitz, 

which, after an opening round bye, went down 26-16 to Taren Point’s D. Axon, J. Green and 

S. Lyttle.  

Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel,  
Paul Baker  

Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian,  
Mark Sack  
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Tough 2018 opening for pennant teams 
THE Double Bay players looked smart and chic wearing the new club 

uniform when they took the green for the start of the Eastern Suburbs 

District’s 2018 Women’s Pennant season last Tuesday. 

The new outfit was debuted by the Grade 3 team at home to the visiting 

Matraville side, but the good looks didn’t reflect the outcome of the match won 

by Matraville 43 (4½)-32 (½). 

Double Bay’s unit of Judi Snider, Leslie Judelman, Cynthia Katz and skip, 

Kathy Passman came up against opposition which included inter-district 

representatives as well as well-known and 

experienced Sandra Keegan and Bev 

Pittfield. 

The Matraville Grade 3 played in the 

Pennant 2 last year, while Double Bay’s 

squad  was promoted from Grade 4 setting 

the pace for a very keen encounter. 
Double Bay’s other rink of Rein Rowlands, 

Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg and Jan 

Frape in the skip’s role was behind 2-9 on the 

6
th

  end when it scored a five count to hit the 

front from the 10
th

  to the 17
th

 ends of the 

required 21 ends. On the 21
st
 end Double Bay 

led 18-13 only to Matraville’s skip, Linda 

Ross, drew shots to give her side a tally of 

five and square the match at 18-all and split 

the one point. 

Grade 4 team hit by heat 
Double Bay’s Grade 4 team was also on the 

losing end when it hosted Waverley on 

Saturday. 

Heat played a part when skip Jenny Welton, 

became unwell and Florrie Cohen took on the 

responsibility as Double Bay completed the 

match with three players. 

Waverley took the honours by 44 (4½) to 40 

(½). 
TEAMS: Rink 1: Frankie Grusd, Di Engelander 

Florrie Cohen, Jenny Welton. 

Rink 2: Judy Thomas, Susan Johnson, Wendy 
Perkins, Judy Bihari. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Judy Thomas, Susan Johnson, 
 Wendy Perkins and Judy Bihari  

Frankie Grusd, Di Engelander, Florrie 

Cohen and Jenny Welton  



DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will host at least 100 players on Saturday, 

February 24, when they compete in the first rounds of the 2018 Zone 13 

State Pairs Championships. 

Double Bay will sponsor the Championships over this weekend (February 24-

25) and on Saturday, March 3, with sectional play also being conducted at 

Blakehurst, Earlwood Bardwell Park, Taren Point, Engadine, Grandviews and 

South Coogee bowling clubs on Saturday and Sunday. 

In all, 300 Zone 13 registered bowlers are competing in the event.  

The championships are being played in four divisions where the largest 

nomination of 55 entries is in the Open event, 51 teams nominated for the 

Reserve Pairs (grades 5-7), while the Seniors (over-60 years) contest attracted a 

list of 42 teams and the Veterans will be contested by 8 pairs of players over 70-

years-of-age. 
First round matches start at 9 o’clock on Saturday morning for all divisions with 

second round games due to start at 1 pm. 

Sectional semi-finals and finals are scheduled for Double Bay on Sunday for the 

Senior and Reserve divisions, while the Open championship is to be played at Taren 

Point and Grandviews until the Section playoffs.  

Double Bay will host all four Championship semi-finals and finals on Saturday, 

March 3 from 9 am. 

Double Bay has 16 teams participating in three of the four championship events. 

The club has the one team contesting the Open, but it has a strong entry in the Senior 

Pairs with a listing of 10 teams. 

In the Reserve event Double Bay is represented by seven pairs from its Grade 5 

pennant teams. 
DOUBLE BAY’S ZONE PAIRS TEAMS – See page 2 
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One hundred at Double Bay  
for Zone 13 State Pairs event 
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DOUBLE Bay’s current Major Pairs 

Champions, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold 

Javen, head the club’s entry in the 2018 Zone 

13 State Pairs Seniors Championship which 

starts on Saturday. 

The Weinberg-Javen pairing are three-time winners of the Double Bay Major 

Pairs having taken home the trophy in 2017, 2011 and 2009. 

They will be playing on home turf when they open their challenge for the Zone 

13 title in Section 3’s first round against the Taren Point team of P. McGregor 

and L Symonds. 

Two other Double Bay Senior Pairs entries are one-time club Major 

Champions and both are playing at home. 

Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, who won Double Bay’s Major Pairs title in 

2013, are in Section 4 and face T. Buckley and P. Stembridge  from Earlwood 

Bardwell Par k(EBP) in the first round. 

The third club Major Pairs winning combination, Les Brem and Julian 

Engelman, the 2014 champions, team again and are in Section 4 at Double Bay 

where they have the benefit of a first round bye. 

The Ray Jankelowitz and Michael Becker team in Section 1 is at Blakehurst 

BC, where Brandon Conway and Doug King have a bye into the second round. 

 EBP will stage Section 2 matches, which include Double Bay combinations of 

Pepe Glick-Harry Black and Werner Kos-Sol Caganoff, plus Peter Grunfeld-

Jody Glasser, who go directly into the second round. 

Section 3 has opening games for the two Double Bay combinations of Gerald 

Raichman-Sid Glick and Bernard Fridman-Jack Kampel. 

Fourteen teams in lower grade championship 

Fourteen of Double Bay’s lower-graded players have entered for the Reserve 

Pairs Championship. 

Section 1 at Engadine BC has the Double Bay units of Eric Grusd-Peter Wyner and 

Frank Mogor-Peter Erdos both of which drew first round byes, while Max Thomas-

Sam Abrahams also have a first round bye in Section 2 at the same venue. 

The pairs of Len Smith-Alan Simmons and Len Smith-Maurice Hurwitz have first 

round matches in Section 3 at South Coogee. 

Double Bay hosts play in Section 4 where Double Bay nominations Norman Morris-

Phil Filler and Michael Rowley-Andy Baker, have the advantage of going direct into 

round two.  

Double Bay’s only team in the Open title is the pairing of Ian Ossher and 

Trevor Rosenberg, who clash with the Clovelly duo of S. Wright and G. 

Fitzjames in the first round at Taren Point. 

Experienced teams seek 
Zone 13’s Major Pairs title 

Gerald Weinberg Arnold Javen,  
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Brandon Conway and Barbara Shotland (pictured below right), who won the Mixed 

Pairs title in 2015, last week were involved in an “usual” ending to the 2017 semi-final 

which knocked out the multi-time Mixed Pairs winners, 

Jack and Iris Kampel. 

All four players are recognised as being the most consistent 

and accurate bowlers in the men’s and women’s club ranks, 

yet on the last end of their match, not one bowl was within 

two metres of the jack. 

It was a situation, which Jack Kampel, described as “a 

nightmare, which kept him awake for a couple of nights” 

because he and wife, Iris, were ahead 20-18 going into the 

21
st
 end. 

The Kampels only had to defend the end to go into the final and make a bid to win their 

seventh Mixed Pairs title at Double Bay. 

But the pressure obviously told on all four players as the Conway-Shotland duo’s bowls 

were way off the mark, but these appeared closer to the target 

than those of the Kampels. 

The long measure was used to determine the outcome. It 

showed that Conway-Shotland had  scored three shots to catapult 

them into the final  by a single shot.  

From the start Conway-Shotland took charge and led 11-6 after 

10 ends and was still ahead 17-10 going into the 17
th

 . 

The Kampels hit back with a five count, then a single on the 

18
th

 and on the 20
th

 end grabbed four shots to hit the front for the 

first time at 20-18. 

And that was when the most extraordinary last end of a mixed 

bowling semi-final started! 

THE husband-and-wife team of Alan and Rene Saidman 

(pictured below) produced the more consistent bowling when they defeated Bernard 

Fridman and Judy Thomas on the last end of the 2017 Mixed Pairs semi-final on 

Saturday. 

They came from 19-20 going into the 21
st
 end to score two shots to book their first-time 

place in the championship round.  

It was a dramatic few minutes of nail-biting bowling as Fridman drew a 

resting toucher which neither of the Saidmans could change the situation. 

 That was until Alan Saidman's last bowl “ cracked an egg” and moved 

the jack back for two shots and the match. 

For most part the Saidmans held sway and were ahead 10-6 then 14-9. 

On the 14
th

 end Fridman scored a four to reduce the leeway to one shot 

and by the 20
th

 end he and Thomas were ahead 20-19. 

And that was when dramatic last end of another mixed bowling semi-

final started! 

RESULTS 

2017 MIXED PAIRS 
 

SEMI-FINALS 
 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland 21 

d 

Jack Kampel  
Iris Kampel 20 

 

Alan Saidman  
Rene Saidman 21 

d 

Bernard Fridman  
Judy Thomas 20 

 

 THE semi-finals of the 2017 Mixed Pairs championship were played last 
week and both had dramatic last end incidents resulting in one-shot wins 

which produced same score lines. 

Last ends to end-all-ends in Mixed Pairs semi-finals 
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BROTHER v BROTHER IN 
MAJOR FOURS FINAL 

BROTHERS will be in opposite teams in the 

2018 Major Fours title following the semi-final 

win by the combination skipped by Pepe Glick 

on Sunday. 

The Glick unit of Les Brem, Harry Black and 

Gerald Weinberg, accounted for Eric Wainstein, 

Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and Alan Sacks 25-14 to 

set up the final against Brandon Conway’s team in 

which Pepe Glick’s brother, Sid Glick, is the lead 

player alongside Gerald Raichman and Arnold Javen. 

The only other time in recent years that brothers have 

opposed each other in a Major final was in 2012 when Ray 

Jankelowitz and Harry Black won the Major Pairs from 

Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian. 

Only once have the Glick and Jankelowitz brothers been 

team mates in sides which have won a club Major event.  

In 2006 the Glicks teamed with Gerald Weinberg to take 

out the 2006 Triples, while in 2010 the Jankelowitz pair 

combined with Les Lilian and Harry Black to win the 

Major Fours. 

The Glick unit was always in command against Weinstein’s four being 15-5 ahead at the 

midway stage. A five count on the 16 end settled the issue for an 11-shot margin victory. 

The final is on hold until the players have completed current Zone commitments. 
 

NO ADVANCE IN ZONE 13 TRIPLES CHAMPIONSHIP 
HOPES of a Double Bay team qualifying for the final rounds of the 2018 Zone 13 

State Triples Championship were dashed early last Saturday at South Coogee 
Bowling Club. 

Double Bay had two teams qualified for the section semi-finals, but both were eliminated. 
The Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Mark Sack team, which won two Section 1 games the 

previous week, came up against the power-packed Engadine trio headed by David Ferguson, now 
listed among the top players in the State, and went down fighting until they conceded the match 
without playing the last two ends, when nine shots in arrears at 27-18. 

Ferguson’s ability was evident as his team in the next match outplayed Bernie Melville’s trio from 
Alexandria Erskineville 28-13 to win the section. 

At the same time Double Bay’s entry of Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel and Paul Baker, came 
up against the Alexandria Erskineville team skipped by Wal Picklum in the Section 4 semi-
final. 

The Picklum trio 
were too consistent 
and moved into the 
section final on a 
comfortable 25-12 
scoreline. 

The David  
Ferguson team 

lost the final to the 
Dave Axon trio 

from Taren Point. 
by 23-16. 

RESULT 
 

2018 MAJOR FOURS  
 

SEMI-FINAL 
 

Les Brem, Harry Black  
 Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick 25 

d 
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis 

Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein 14 

 

  Pepe Glick                  Sid Glick  

 

THURSDAY, 
MARCH 8 

BOWLS 4.45 pm  
followed by 

BUFFET DINNER 

by Executive Chef 
Paulo 

MAJOR MEN’S CLUB 
AND MIXED TROPHY 

PRESENTATIONS 

SEE CLUB 
NOTICE  BOARD 

FOR ALL 
DETAILS 

$25 PER 
HEAD 

 
 

One night only ... 

Twilight Bowls 
and 2017 Trophy 

Presentation 
ALL DETAILS ON CLUB NOTICE BOARDS  
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Grade 3 scores 

first win in 2018 

Pennant chase 
DOUBLE Bay’s No 3 

Grade Eastern Suburbs 

District 2018 Pennant 

team scored a 4-1 win 

over Clovelly last 

Tuesday, to make up for 

its loss in the opening 

round the previous week. 

It could have been a 5-0 result, but for the rink of Lesley Judelman, Judi 

Snider, Cynthia Katz and Kathy Passman giving away six shots on the 

penultimate end. 

The other team skipped by Jan Frape with Rein Rowlands, Margo Michael and 

Audrey Weinberg played a strong game and won 26-21. 

Passman’s group was battling early with scores even at 10-all and then squared 

on 14-14 apiece, before it gained the upper hand to forge ahead to 20-14. 

On the 20th end the Double Bay four could not land a bowl near enough to the 

jack to avoid a loss of six shots to have the game again all tied on 20-20. 

The final end was close, but not close enough for Double Bay when the 

measure gave one shot to Clovelly and the game 21-20. 

RESULT: Double Bay 4 (46 ) to Clovelly (1) 42. 

 

 

THE Grade 4 team at home to Randwick in a round 

three encounter suffered a 5-0 loss last Thursday. 

Both Double Bay rinks put up a solid fight, but team 

experience proved the deciding factor as the Wendy 

Engelander, Alma Goldman, Florrie Cohen and Barbara 

Hower combination battled throughout before going 

down 20-22.  

Double Bay’s other side, had new member, Wendy 

Perkins (pictured), skipping for Carol Engelman, Frankie 

Grusd and Judy Bihari, and was just off the pace going down 17-23. 

RESULT: Randwick 45 (5) Double Bay 0 (37). 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider,  Cynthia Katz,  Kathy Passman  

Randwick grabs all points in Grade 4 
 



 

Sunday rain hits Zone 

Pairs at Double Bay 
SECTIONAL final matches of the 2018 Zone 

13 State Senior Pairs and Reserve Pairs  

Championships being played at Double Bay 

on Sunday afternoon were halted due to 

inclement weather. 

Persistent early afternoon rain compelled 

officials to call players from the greens and 

arranged for the games to be continued at 

Double Bay on the morning of Saturday, March 

3).  

Three Double Bay teams were competing when 

the rains came. 

In the Senior Pairs, Double Bay’s lone 

surviving entry is Jack Kampel and Bernard Fridman, who had completed nine 

ends of the Section 3 final against Western Suburbs Leagues, Les Thorne and 

M. O’Malveney, when play was abandoned. 

In the Reserve Pairs two Double Bay teams are contesting the Section 4 final.  

When rain stopped play Norman Morris and Phil Filler (with David Kellaway 

substituting for the injured Morris) are competing against club mates Michael 

Rowley and Andy Baker.  

They will resume on Saturday with only one shot the difference after eight 

ends. 

Double Bay is the major sponsor of the Championships which will be finalised 

at the club on Saturday, March 3 and if required on Sunday morning. 

 

 

ALL THE SCORES AND DETAILS NEXT PAGES 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 
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Monday’s club 
games also off 

THE wet weather, which 
caused the Zone Pairs at 
Double Bay to be stopped on 
Sunday, continued overnight 
and Monday morning 
compelling the ground staff to 
close the greens and 
postpone the fixtures for the 
club’s Monday intra-club 
competition. 
The decision was made at 7.30 
am and the membership 
advised by email and 
notification on the website 15 
minutes later.  
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Kampel-Fridman behind  
when Zone Senior Pairs 
 Sectional final resumes 

JACK Kampel and Bernard Fridman 

(pictured) face a six-shot deficit when they 

resume their 2018 Zone 13 Reserve Section 3 

final at the club on Saturday morning. 

When rain stopped play on Sunday they were 

behind 10-4 against the Western Suburbs Leagues team of Les Thorne and M. O’Malveney in 

wet, slippery and uncomfortable conditions. 

 Kampel and Fridman opened their chase for honours with a 28-14 win over Phil Means and 

Peter Wright (Alexandria Erskineville) last Saturday morning. 

In the afternoon clash, they had a tougher assignment when they came up against the 

Ashfield pairing of B. Fletcher and T. Robson, who in the morning session, had put an end to 

Double Bay’s team of Gerald Raichman and Sid Glick by 25-13. 

Kampel and Fridman restored Double Bay’s reputation with a narrow 21-19 win over the 

Ashfield visitors. 

In the afternoon session the Kampel-Fridman pair almost gave the match away against 

Bronte’s Shane Dollar and Dave Carder. 

They were behind early until they changed to maximum length ends with good results.  

With two ends to go they held a 20-13 shot lead. Then the unthinkable developed when 

Dollar drove the jack into the ditch and it required the umpire to decide whether the jack was 

in or out of play. It was ruled that it was in the rink area and the Double Bay team dropped 

two shots. 

With a five shot advantage Double Bay looked “home and hosed” playing the last end. 

Remarkably, they gave away a five count and the mat was placed for an extra end which 

fluctuated back and forth until Dollar again sank the jack.  

Kampel with his last bowl drew the shot some five metres from the ditch while Dollar failed 

to do better as the local pair claimed victory by 22-20. 

Earlier on Saturday, the well-established pairing of Double Bay’s 2017 Major Pairs title 

holders, was changed at the last minute when Arnold Javen was unavailable and was 

substituted by Peter Levy to partner Gerald Weinberg against P. McGregor and L Symonds 

from Taren Point. 

The Double Bay pair was giving away little to their opponents until the 16
th

 end when the 

score was dead-heated at 18-all.  

Surprisingly, Weinberg and Levy couldn’t continue to keep pace and failed to win any of 

the remaining five ends and exited the tournament on 26-18. 

Another duo which has won the Double Bay Major Pairs, Harold Jankelowitz and Les 

Lilian, completely outplayed their first round opponents T. Buckley and P. Stembridge, from 

Earlwood Bardwell Park, to race into the second round by a big margin score of 23-7. 

Their afternoon opposition from Engadine, G. Turpin and M Robinson, was a stronger 

combination which produced consistent bowling to take out the Double Bay pair by a 

comfortable 29-12 result. 

On the Blakehurst Club’s greens Ray Jankelowitz and Michael Becker knocked out J. 

McDonald and A. Hughes (Coogee) in the first round, then fell to the home team pair of G. 

Jones and L. Gore by 23-19. 

 

CONTINUES PAGE 3 
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Club will have a Reserve 
Pairs Zone section winner 

ONE OF Double Bay’s teams which entered the 2018 

Zone 13 State Pairs Reserve Championship will compete 

in the Sectional playoffs when play resumes at the club 

this weekend. 

The Section 4 final, which was halted by rain on Sunday, 

is being contested by the Double Bay teams of Norman 

Morris and Phil Filler and Michael Rowley with Andy 

Baker. 

But whether Morris will take his place depends on how 

serious is the injury he suffered during last Saturday’s match 

and was substituted by David Kellaway for the Sunday 

games. 

On Saturday Morris and Filler just got past the Ashfield 

entry of J. Finnegan and D. Latham by 18-14 and at the 

same time Rowley and Baker outshone the Engadine duo of 

R. Cox and I. Chambers to the tune of 23-15. 

Three other Double Bay teams were drawn to play at 

Engadine with first round byes, but the side of Max Thomas-Sam Abrahams forfeited the 

match to the Waverly team of G. Milgate and M. McKeon. 

After a ninety-minute mid-Saturday journey to Engadine, the two Double Bay teams were 

greeted by humid conditions and near 40° heat. 

Double Bay’s regular Grade 5 pennant team mates, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner, came up 

against J. Bornstein and C. Crosby (Moorefield) who produced bowling well above the grade 

required for the Reserve Division. 

Wyner told Double Bay Watch that he had been informed that the skip had been in a 

winning State triples team and a member of a club’s Major Fours championship side.  

“And, the lead was almost equally talented, so the scoreline against us of something like 31-

8 was not surprising. No doubt we played against high quality young players,” Wyner added. 

The Crosby pair went on to win the section final in easy fashion with a 26-7 win over the 

Sylvania duo of A. Miles and J. Maxwell, which earlier had inflicted a heavy 26-7 first round 

loss to Double Bay’s Frank Mogor and Peter Erdos. At South Coogee Len Sandler and 

Alan Simmons fell to Waverley’s G. Grady and G. Sotiriou while Len Smith and Maurice 

Hurwitz went out to R. Green and M. Hamson from Taren Point. 

Zone Senior Pairs results   CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 

Another team which has won the club’s Major Pairs, Les Brem and Julian Engelman, 

came up against the Seniors pair B. Dashwood and R Higham from Moorefield, but could not 

reproduce the form which won them the 2014 title, going down 23-14. 

Other Double Bay entries which did not advance included Pepe Glick and Harry Black 

who lost to D. Jones and G. Frost (Blakehurst) 21-17, Werner Kos-Sol Caganoff fell by 22-

12 to J. Brennan and B. McDonald (Randwick), while Peter Grunfeld and Jody Glasser 

couldn’t overcome the Taren Point unit of P. Cavanagh and P. Wright. 

At Blakehurst, Brandon Conway and Doug King, who had an opening round bye, forfeited 

the second round match against M. McMaster and G. Copas (Randwick). 

Double Bay’s lone entry in the Open Pairs event, Ian Ossher and Trevor Rosenberg, lost 

in the first round to S. Wright and G. Fitzjames, from the Clovelly Club by 20-13.  

Norman Morris – Phil Filler  

Michael Rowley – Andy Baker  
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Veteran coach returns to skip 

winning Grade 3 pennant team 
EXPERIENCED Lorraine McLaughlin (pictured) 

returned to pennant play last week as the Grade 3 

team scored a 5-0 at home against South Coogee. 

McLaughlin, who was a nominee for the 2017 Women’s 

Bowls NSW Club Coach-of-the-Year, came in to skip the 

team of Kathy Passman, Cynthia Katz and Lesley 

Judelman. 

With the new combination combining well Double Bay 

accounted for the opposition rink by 20-17. 

McLaughlin, a qualified coach, who came to Double Bay when Rose Bay 

merged in 2001, now restricts her playing time due to the many hours she spends 

coaching Double Bay’s new members. 

She is also is Chairman of the Eastern Suburbs District Women’s Bowling 

Association’s Match Committee and is often called upon to officiate as an umpire in 

local tournaments. 
In the other rink Double Bay’s unchanged selection of Jan Frape, Audrey 

Weinberg, Margo Michael and Rein Rowlands overcame a mid-game collapse 

to take the honours 22-13 for a match win by 42 shots to 30. 

The South Coogee team of Louise Berkshire, Margaret Judge, Lyn Gordon and 

Val Holt, was off the mark early as, after eight ends, Double Bay was well in 

control on with a 17-0 score. 

The tide turned and the visitors came back to add shots on the following eight 

ends to cut Double Bay’s lead to 17-11. 

However, with Frape steadying the team, Double Bay regained command to 

win by a nine-shot margin. 

THE Grade 4 team scored a narrow two shot aggregate win over South 

Coogee 37 (4) - 35 (1) on Saturday. 

 

 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

ALL DETAILS ON CLUB NOTICE BOARDS 
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Double Bay’s 

first Zone 13  
champions  

 Michael Rowley and substitute 
player, Maurice Boland, on 
Sunday became the first 
Double Bay players to hold a 
Zone 13 State Championship 
when they won the 2018 
Reserve Pairs event. 
 Until the merger of New South 
Wales Zones in late 2015, 
Double Bay was affiliated with 
Zone 11 where it  had a 
successful record of champion 

representatives.  
In the Zone 13 Reserves final, the Double Bay pair defeated Jay Bornstein and 

Cameron Crosby, from the Moorefield Bowling and Recreation Club, 19-18 at the 
hosting Double Bay Club. 

With Rowley’s constituted partner, Andy Baker, called interstate on a family 
emergency, Boland also substituted in the two winning games leading to the 
championship round. 

CONTINUES PAGE 2  
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Injury no bar for Zone Pairs team, 
 but club mates take the honours 

  FROM PREVIOUS PAGE  
NORMAN Morris, who had to withdrew from last 
weekend’s Zone 13 State Reserve Pairs 
Championship sectional final due to a knee injury 
and was substituted by David Kellaway, disobeyed 
medical advice to take his place with partner Phil 
Filler when the match resumed on Saturday 
morning against club-mates Michael Rowley and 
substitute Maurice Boland. 

The Morris and Filler duo led for most of the time 
and held a two shot lead (17-15) going into the 21st end when firstly Morris held two 
shots, then Rowley pushed out the shot bowl to have the shot only to see Morris drew 
second shot which was there until Rowley produced a perfect bowl be in a measure for 
three winning shots. 

Morris’ drive to disturb the head missed its mark and the measure confirmed three shots 
and the match for Rowley and Boland on 18-17. 

In the championship semi-final against the Taren Point side of R. Green and M. 
Hamson, Rowley and Boland matched their opponents in the early ends and had the score 
at 10-all after 10 ends. 

From then on they took control claiming a five count and a collect of six to race away 
with the match 28-15 without playing the last two ends to set up Sunday’s final against 
the well-credentialed pair from Moorefield of Cameron Crosby and Jay Bornstein, which 
had knocked out Double Bay’s Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner on their way to winning 
Section 1.  

A strong wind caused concern to the players in Sunday morning’s championship final, 
but home ground knowledge was vital for the Double  Bay pair as they defended well in 
the opening ends having the scores at 5-all going into the sixth end and 14-apiece after 15 
ends 

By the 21st end it was anyone’s title. Rowley and Boland had the advantage at 19-17 
which prompted Crosby to, at best, level the score and force an extra end. 

He last bowl went close to achieving it, but the Double Bay pair managed to retain 
second shot and the championship pin by 19-18. 

Kampel and Fridman miss In Zone Senior Pairs section final 
HOPES of Double Bay having a finalist in the 2018 Zone 13 State Seniors Pairs 

championship were dashed at the club on Saturday morning when the Jack Kampel – 

Bernard Fridman combination lost the Section 3 final to the Western Suburbs Leagues 

Suburbs side of M. O’Malveney and L. Thorne. 
The section final was carried over from last Saturday-week when rain stopped play at the 

time the Double Bay pair was trailing by six shots (4-10) after 11 ends. 

But the good start required on Saturday morning hit a brick wall when the Double Bay pair 

dropped four shots and then faced an uphill task against solid and well-balanced opponents. 

Although Kampel-Fridman won more of the remaining ends they couldn't realistically get 

on top and was held to a six-shot deficit for the remaining ends on a 19-13 result. 

Jack Kampel told Double Bay Watch that the damage was done in the session the previous 

rain-soaked week during which the opposition performed much better. 

 O’Malveney and Thorne went into the semi-final where they fell to B. Dashwood R. 

Higham (Moorefield), the pair which defeated Double Bay’s Les Brem and Julian Engelman 

in an earlier Section 4 match. 

Norman Morris and Phil Filler  
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Experienced four take out 2018 Major title 

EXPERIENCE, as much as anything, paved the way for the Pepe Glick 

combination of Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black and Les Brem, to 

comfortably win the 2018 Major Fours Title by 26-11 on Saturday. 

Between them they had appeared in 15 Major Fours finals at Double Bay in 

the past 17 years, compared to five by the team of Brandon Conway, Arnold 

Javen, Gerald Raichman and Sid Glick. 

Pepe Glick 

skipped the 

winning team in 

2012 and was in 

last year’s final 

alongside Black, 

who has a list of 

two Championship 

wins and has been 

runner-up on three 

other occasions, 

while Brem has 

twice taken the 

runners-up prize.  

Conway and Sid Glick have each a Fours title to their credit and 

both were in teams which reached one other final, while Javen’s 

only final appearance was in 2010 when his team took second 

place.                            CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

Gerald Weinberg                    Les Brem                      Harry Black                   Pepe Glick 

Brandon Conway, Sid Glick, Arnold Javen, Gerald Raichman  

PHOTOS 
BY 

GERALD 
RAICHMAN  
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Major Fours to 

Pepe Glick and 

his company 
 

 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 
 

In the 2018 final on 

Saturday the Conway unit 

was holding its own early 

scoring on five of the 

opening eight ends to be 

ahead 8-6. 

Then, on the ninth end, the 

tide turned as Pepe Glick’s unit hit the front with a three count followed by a two and 

a single to have the score in its favour at 12-8.  They continued the scoring spree with 

a four on the 13 end to be in charge at 16-9.  
From that time Conway’s team was never in the hunt as Brem found the line with his 

lead bowls as Black consolidated the head while Weinberg and Glick produced a 

number of telling deliveries to take control and go on to have the title in their pocket 

on the 20
th

 end by a 15-shot margin. 

Harbour Bridge crossing for Mixed Pairs champions 
A couple, who travel across the Sydney Harbour 

Bridge to bowl at Double Bay, on Sunday became 

the 12
th 

husband-and-wife combination to win the 

Double Bay Bowling Club’s Mixed Pairs title in 

the past 17 years. 
Alan and Rene Saidman, who live in North Sydney, 

scored a 20-16 win over the 2015 champions, Brandon 

Conway and Barbara Shotland, to continue the success of 

married couples in the overdue final of the 2017 event. 

The defending 2016 champions, Julian and Carol 

Engelman, went out to 

the Saidmans in the 

semi-final, while the 

Conway and Shotland 

pairing defeated the   

six-time champions, 

Jack and Iris Kampel, in 

the other semi-final.  

Seven of the 18 entries 

for the 2017 title were 

married couples. 

The Saidmans staged a mid-game comeback to claim the trophy.  

They lagged 6-11 after 12 ends and 10-14 going into the 18
th
 

where they scored a match-winning five shots followed by a four 

count to take the lead at 19-14. 

 Conway and Shotland pulled back two shots, but the Saidman 

duet scored a single on the last end for the match by a margin of 

four. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 

FINAL 

Pepe Glick, Gerald Weinberg  
Harry Black, Les Brem 26 

v 
Brandon Conway, Arnold 

Javen, Gerald Raichman 
Sid Glick 11  

 

2017 MIXED PAIRS FINAL 

Alan Saidman  
Rene Saidman 20 

v 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland 16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WEINBERG’S 18th MAJOR TITLE 
WHEN Gerald Weinberg won a fifth Major Fours title on 
Saturday it brought his tally of Major championships at 
Double Bay since 2001 to 18, six more than the club’s 
second most prolific title-holder, Jack Kampel. 

Included in the list are three Major Singles. He has skipped 
teams in winning 15 other Major events, but in the 2018 Major 
Fours he took a “back seat” when he played third to Pepe Glick 
alongside Les Brem and Harry Black to win the event from 
Brandon Conway’s line-up of Arnold Javen, Gerald Raichman 
and Sid Glick by a comfortable 26-11 score line. 

Outside the Major events Weinberg has partnered wife 
Audrey to take home two Mixed Pairs trophies, while Jack and 
Iris Kampel have won  that event on six occasions.  

The only club title which does not have Gerald Weinberg’s 
name recorded is the Drawn Pairs. 

 

At right - Rene and Alan Saidman with 
(left) Brandon Conway and 

 Barbara Shotland.   
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Grade 4 team scores over 

“new girls” of Moorefield 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 4 Eastern Suburbs pennant 

team on Saturday scored a solid 5-0 (57-24 shots) 

win over Moorefield, the fresh team in the 

competition. 

Moorefield the “new girls on the block” are swiftly 

gaining confidence along with grade experience. 

They did well enough to garner a combined score of  

24 against the superior skills of the Double Bay 

combinations, which produced good lead bowls and 

saving shots on both rinks. 

The rink of Judy Thomas, Sue Johnson, Di 

Engelander and skipped by Wendy Perkins  scored a 

24-15 win, while the team of Wendy Engelander, 

Frankie Grusd, Alma Goldman and skip Florrie Cohen  

had an effortless 33-9 result. 

The Double Bay contingent adapted to the maximum 

length greens and countered the near continuous cross-

wind. 

Venue switch for Grade 3 match 
A CHANGE of venue for Double Bay’s  Grade 3 

pennant match at Matraville may have been some 

reason for the club’s disappointing result last 

Tuesday. 

All Matraville home games, until further notice, will 

be played at the Hillsdale Club following a fire at its 

Norfolk Parade, Matraville, property. 

The end result was a 5-0 loss by 41 to 27 shots. 

Double Bay’s players took longer to settle on the 

slow green following periods of rain.  

Jan Frape’s rink of Rein Rowlands, Margo Michael 

and Audrey Weinberg held its own until it gave away a five count on the 13
th

 end, 

which set Matraville on the road to a 23-17 win. 

On the other rink Lorraine McLaughlin produced her customary consistency in 

saving the situation for her team of Leslie Judelman, Kathy Passman and Cynthia 

Katz, but the overall strength of the opposition resulted in a “home” win by 18-10. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

CLUB’S RECORD 
AMOUNT FOR 
KIDS CHARITY  

Double Bay Women’s 
Club raised a record 
$4500 for Randwick 
Children’s Hospital 

Research Foundation 
last year. 

This brings the Double 
Bay Club’s combined 

donations to the hospital 
to almost $63,000 in the 

past 18 years. 
The final count of 

donations was made 
 last month 

The majority of the 
Women’s Club donation 

was raised at its 
Melbourne Cup 

Luncheon and at the 
annual Charity Day in 

November. 
At the Charity Day, on 
November 16, club 

president, Iris Kampel, 
presented a $3000 

cheque to the Randwick 
Hospital. 

The additional $1500 
will be added to this 

year’s donation. 
 

 

ENTER NOW FOR THE 2018 MAJOR SINGLES CHAMPIONSHIP 



 

MORE than 80 members and 

guests packed the Double Bay 

clubhouse last Thursday, March 

8, for the presentation of trophies 

and prizes to the winners and 

runners-up of the Men’s Club’s 

Major and other Championship 

events of 2017. 

The presentations ranged from  

the prestigious Major Singles to the 

lesser rated, Drawn Pairs, but 

which is the most popular event 

within the men’s membership.  

The 2017 Major Singles 

champion, Doug King, received 

due applause when he accepted the 

prize envelope from Men’s Club 

President, Alan Rosenberg. 

King, was also runner-up in the 

Major Singles in 2015 and 2004, and is one of 

the few top-graded players who has to restrict 

time on the bowling green due to his 

profession as a head chef. 

 

 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 14 No 10– MARCH 12, 2018 Editor: Mike Golland 

Doug King receiving his 2017 Major Singles prize. 

CLUB’S BIG ENTRY 
IN ZONE SINGLES 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

SEE PAGE 4 

CHAMPIONS AWARDED AT 
PRESENTATION DINNER 

REPORT AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 2,3,4 
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Bowling and fine food cap 

Men’s Club’s trophy night 

WINNERS and runners-up of Double Bay 

Men’s Club’s Major and other championship 

events received their awards at the presentation 

ceremony last Thursday. 

It attracted a full house of members and guests, 

many of whom competed in a twilight bowling 

session, and then were served a delicious dinner in 

the clubhouse. 

The prizes and trophies were for the 2017 titles, 

plus a few from 2016 which were not presented 

that year.  

The champions and runners-up had 

the option of a cash prize or an 

engraved trophy. 

Men’s Club President, Alan 

Rosenberg (pictured), was MC of the 

awards presentations. 

  The meal served by the club’s resident caterers, 

JunEdelmuth, provided a wide and varied menu 

with cooked to perfection eye-fillet beef sliced by 

the chefs in front of the guests and served with hot 

fries straight out of the fryer plus side vegetables 

and an array of salads and rolls.  

  The buffet dessert was fruit and crepes with the 

choice of toppings.  

PICTURE PARADE --  NEXT TWO PAGES 

Men’s Champions 2017 

MAJOR SINGLES:  
DOUG KING  

*Brandon Conway    

MAJOR PAIRS: 
 GERALD WEINBERG  
 ARNOLD JAVEN   

 

*Jack Kampel  
Peter Levy  
 

MAJOR TRIPLES: 

 JACK KAMPEL  
 PETER LEVY   
 DOUG KING 

*Harold Jankelowitz  
Les Lilian  
Dan Flanagan  

   

MAJOR FOURS: 

 IAN OSSHER   
 WAYNE PODGER   
 MARK SACK    
 DAVID NEWMAN   

 *Pepe Glick    

 Harry Black,  
 Dan Flanagan  
 Rod Ferrer  
 

MINOR SINGLES: 
   PETER KURTA    

   *Louis Platus     

HANDICAP SINGLES:  
   BRANDON CONWAY  

 *Andy Baker  

DRAWN PAIRS: 
 PEPE GLICK  

ANDY BAKER  

*Bernard Fridman  
Stan Franks  

MIXED PAIRS: 
ALAN SAIDMAN 
RENE SAIDMAN  

*Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland  

 

*Denotes Runner/s-up 

 

 

VETERAN SINGLES: 

   *Denotes Runner/s 
up 

LEFT: Brandon Conway 2017 Major Singles runner-up and 
2017 Handicap Singles victor; RIGHT: Peter Kurta, 2017 

Minor Singles champion. 
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Picture parade of club’s top players 

 

 

 

 

 
                        

MORE PICTURES NEXT PAGE 

LEFT: 2017 
Major Pairs 

Gerald 
Weinberg and 
Arnold Javen. 

 
RIGHT: 2017 
Major Triples 
champions, 

Doug King and 
Jack Kampel -  
(absent) Peter 

Levy.  

LEFT: 2017 Drawn Pairs winners Andy Baker and Pepe Glick; CENTRE:  2017 Drawn Pairs runners-
up Bernard Fridman and Stan Franks; RIGHT: 2017 Major Fours runners-up Harry Black and Pepe 

Glick -(absent) Dan Flanagan and Rod Ferrer.  

LEFT: Ian Ossher and Wayne Podger 2017 Major Fours title-holders -  (absent) Mark Sack and David 
Newman; CENTRE: 2017 Mixed Pairs champions Rene and Alan Saidman; RIGHT: The 2016 Mixed 

Pairs winners, Carol and Julian Engelman.  

PHOTOS BY 
MICHAEL  
ROWLEY  MORE PICTURES NEXT PAGE 
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TWENTY FOUR DOUBLE BAY PLAYERS IN ZONE’S STATE SINGLES 
THE Double Bay colours will be worn by 24 competitors in the 2018 Zone 13 State Singles 
Championships which start this weekend. 

Twelve Double Bay members will compete in the Seniors event, another seven have entered the Reserves and 
five will be in the Veterans championship. 

The championship is being sponsored by Engadine Bowling Club, and no less than nine other clubs, including 
Double Bay. will host sectional matches on Saturday and Sunday, March 17-18. 

 Double Bay will be the venue for Section 3 of the  Seniors event on Saturday, while Sections 1 and 2 are listed 
for Western Suburbs Leagues and Section 4 is at Olds Park Bowling Club, with the semi-finals transferred on 
Sunday to Double Bay. 

Other clubs hosting sectional play are Engadine and Grandviews 
(Open), South Coogee (Veterans, Reserves) Earlwood Bardwell Park 
(Veterans), Olds Park (Seniors, Veterans), Blakehurst (Veterans), 
Moorefield (Reserves) Taren Point (Reserves), Caringbah (Reserves), 
Western Suburbs Leagues (Seniors). All post sectional quarter-finals, 
semi-finals and finals are at Engadine on the weekend of March 25-26. 

Double Bay has no entrant in the Open division of the championships. 

LEFT: 2016 Major Fours finalists Julian Engelman and Wayne Podger (absent) Les Brem and David 

Newman; RIGHT: 2016 Major Pairs runners-up Andy Baker and Michael Rowley. 

LEFT: The 2106 Major Singles champion Jack Kampel and runner-up Ronald Munz; CENTRE: 2016 

Veteran Singles title-holder, Frank Mogor; RIGHT: 2016 Minor Singles winner, Peter Erdos. 

EMAIL YOUR RESULTS 
Club competitors in the Zone’s 

Singles events should email the 
results of their games to 

mgolland@bigpond.net.au 
for inclusion in the next issue of 

Double Bay Watch 
 

mailto:mgolland@bigpond.net.au
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Andy Baker has Zone 

Reserve Pairs medal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Men’s Club forms 
Match Committee 

THE Double Bay Men’s Club has 
established a first-time three-man Match 
Committee. 

Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, 
announced the names of the committee at 
a recent Wednesday afternoon tea break. 

He said the committee’s main objective is 
oversee all club competitions.  

inaugural Match Committee members are 
Mike Becker, Sol Caganoff and Gerald 
Weinberg. 

The Women’s Club has worked with a 
Match Committee for many years. 

THE record books will show that the 2018 
Zone 13 Reserve State Pairs title was won by 

the Double Bay team of Andy Baker and 
Michael Rowley, but the combination which 

played the winning semi-final and final 
games was Rowley and Maurice Boland, who 

substituted for the unavailable Baker. 
Rowley and Boland were presented with the 

Championship medals after the final, but 
Double Bay’s Zone representative, Arnold 

Javen (picture left above), arranged for Baker 
(at right)  to receive his medal, which was 
presented at last Wednesday’s afternoon 

team break when the membership 
congratulated Rowley (centre), Baker  and 

Boland.  

MORE STORAGE FOR 
CLUB  & GROUNDSMAN 

THE storage area, which houses the 
groundsman’s machinery and some club 
archives has been expanded with an 
additional two areas. 
Pictures below show the three stages of 
the construction with the near-finished 
project at the bottom. 
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Grade 3 team disappoints in District pennants 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Grade 3 Eastern Suburbs Pennant team 

struggled throughout the season which was completed on Saturday. 

In the six-match competition Double Bay only twice finished with winning 

points.   

In its penultimate encounter last Tuesday the team battled a strong Clovelly 

outfit and a robust sea breeze, which is part-and-parcel of the Clovelly Bowling 

Club’s climate and came away without a point in  44 (5) - 30 (0) result. 

The unchanged rink of Rein Rowlands, Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg and 

skip Jan Frape, gave a ding-dong performance against the well-balanced 

Clovelly four.  

It was all even at 18-18 going into the last end and the home side really hit its 

straps to claim the points with a four shot collect for a total score of 22-18. 

Meanwhile, the Double Bay rink skipped by Kathy Passman of Judi Snider, 

Faye Glover and Cynthia Katz, struggled against the conditions, although they 

were competitive on most ends. Nonetheless, the head was turned around by the 

accurate on-shots of Clovelly’s skip, Betty Skinner, as Double Bay finished 

behind 12-22. 

In the last round of the competition the Double Bay team fell to the South 

Coogee side by a 53 (5) - 29 (0) result on a very heavy, maximum length green. 

Kathy Passman's team struggled for the first nine ends scoring just one shot to 

the opposition’s 20.  

But they made a great comeback 

scoring 15 shots including a six 

count which reduced the deficit to 17- 

24 by the 20
th
 end.  

Jan Frape's team went down to a 

rink which included strong country 

players who set up South Coogee to 

score a comfortable 26-16 result. 

Club officials said that the season 

was a learning and challenging 

experience for most players. 
 “They enjoyed playing against all the 

clubs and look forward to next year,” the 

official added.  

Double Bay also has a Grade 4 team in 

the  current pennant competition. It has 

won two and lost two of its four 

matches. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

A-GRADERS “BANKED” 
IN DISTRICT PENNANTS 

Double Bay’s top echelon team 
of Grade 2 players was 

“sidelined” in the 2018  Eastern 
Suburbs District pennant season 

because it was promoted to     
A-grade and was became the 

lone team of that standard within 
the District. 

Double Bay’s A-grade team will 
make its 2018 pennant debut 
when its represents Eastern 

Suburbs District in the upcoming 
Regional playoffs. 

 



Council seeking local comment in move 
for more Kiaora Road parking turnover 

WOOLLAHRA Council is seeking community feedback to gazette a change 

to the timing of the parking restrictions to the section of Kiaora Road, 

Double Bay, which runs adjoining and parallel to the Double Bay Bowling 

Club property, in a bid to increase the turnover of parking spaces. 

Currently, the parking times of the section under review are six hours from 8 am 

to 4 pm Mondays to Saturday, which have provided parking from early morning 

to late afternoon for commuters. 

The proposed new restricted time limits 

suggested by Double Bay Bowling Club 

secretary, Peter Wyner, could free a number of 

parking bays, subject to ranger policing, for 

lawn bowlers at the Double Bay club as well as 

local residents.  

The intended parking changes are contained 

in a notice (pictured at left) posted near the 

entrance to Double Bay Bowling Club  

It reveals that Council has received a request 

from Double Bay Bowling Club to review the 

existing 6 hour (8 am – 4 pm) restriction that 

front the club in Kiaora Road, due to the low 

turnover of these parking spaces. 

Council in order to increase turnover in the 

morning period now calls for one hour parking between 8 am and 10 am and then 

six hour parking between 10 am - 6 pm.  
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  
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Club petition backs Woollahra  
Council’s move on parking 

 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

DOUBLE BAY BOWLING CLUB membership has signed a petition 

to Woollahra Council supporting the proposed vehicle parking time 

changes in a section of Kiaora Road, Double Bay. 

The petition (pictured below) with more than 165 signatures says it 

supports the signage change to one hour parking between 8 am -10 am 

and then six hour parking 

between 10 am - 6 pm for 

all of the existing angled 

and parallel spaces 

fronting the Double Bay 

Bowling Club in Kiaora 

Road, Double Bay. 

At the same time, 

Woollahra residents and 

persons who require further information about the proposed parking 

changes in Kiaora Road, Double Bay, can contact its Traffic Section or, 

if a submission is to be made, it can be emailed to records@woollahra.nsw.gov.au by 

Thursday, March 22. 

The notice which lists the proposed changes advises that Woollahra Council is committed to 

ensure that all persons who may be affected by the Traffic/Parking changes are informed about 

the changes and have the opportunity to make a submission. 

In the limited time available more than 165 bowling club members signed the petition 

presented by Peter Wyner for  submission to Woollahra Council. 

The current move to ease the problem of parking for Double Bay Bowling Club members is 

the latest in negotiations that have been ongoing, in one form or another, for more than three 

years between the club’s, Peter Wyner, and Woollahra Council officials. 

Wyner’s latest effort was to hold talks with Mark Keulen, Woollahra Council’s Team Leader 

Traffic and Transport and sought representation at State level when he requested local NSW 

member, Gabrielle Upton MP, to support Double Bay’s efforts for improved parking 

conditions. 

In January, Woollahra Council informed the Double Bay management that it intended to take 

action in a bid to deter all day parking to free up spaces in Kiaora Road. 

Since then it has been obvious that policing of the current time allocation of the parking bays 

has not cleared spots.  

The proposed changes to the time limits covers some 30 parking spaces alongside the Double 

Bay Bowling Club property and if policed to the letter of the law, could free up parking along 

the designated area for men’s and women’s club members from 9.01 am onwards without risk 

of over parking.  

This applies in particular for Double Bay Women’s Club members who start play between 9 

am and 10 am on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  

Woollahra Council’s Local Traffic Committee will meet to discuss the proposed changes. Its 

decision is then passed onto the Community and Environment Committee for its approval. 

Signage installation usually takes two weeks after approval.  

Wyner said that should the proposal be adopted it will not be in force until the end of April or 

early May. 

Double Bay Bowling Club 

 

A computer 
produced sign 
showing the 

proposed times 
for car parking 
of the section 

of Kioara Road 
which runs 

parallel to the 
Double Bay 
Club ground  
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Heat hits Senior Singles at Double Bay 
SUNDAY’S near-record 
March heatwave compelled 
Zone 13 officials to put a 
stop to the Sunday 
afternoon sectional finals 
of the 2018 Zone 13 State 
Senior Singles being staged 
at the Double Bay Club. 

Play was also halted at the 

tournament’s host club at Engadine. 

In spite of the weather Double Bay’s 

Doug King completed his sectional 

Senior Singles commitments on Sunday 

afternoon to qualify for the 

Championship semi-final round listed 

for next Sunday at Engadine. 

King, Double Bay’s current Major 

Singles title-holder, eased through 

Sunday morning’s Section 4 semi-final 

by the 31-16 scoreline against 

Blakehurst’s L. Blatchford, then 

accounted for Phil Rhodes (Randwick) 

31-11 in the Section final before the 

heat hit boiling point. 

Jack Kampel, the club’s 2016 Major 

Singles champion, won the Section 3 

semi-final over club-mate Bernard 

Fridman 31-13 then started the final 

against B. Dashwood from Moorefield, 

before the heat compelled the Zone’s 

representative, Arnold Javen, to close 

the greens due to excessive heat and 

determine that all matches would be 

resumed, at the latest, by Saturday at 

Double Bay. 

Dashwood was ahead 10-8 when 

players were called off the green and 

were told that play would continue at 

Double Bay on Saturday morning. 

Dashwood, informed officials that he 

has a medical procedure scheduled for 

that day and had no option but to forfeit 

the match. 

However, after consultations, the 

players and officials it was agreed the 

match could resume at Double Bay on 

Thursday morning.  

        CONTINUES  NEXT PAGE 

Zone 13 State 
Senior Singles 
DOUBLE BAY 

RESULTS 

FIRST ROUND 
Brandon Conway  

won on forfeit from 
G Pizel (Sylvania) 

 

Michael Becker  
lost 31-14 to 

 G Frost (Blakehurst) 
 

Pepe Glick  
lost 31-29 to 
M Robinson 
(Engadine) 

 

Phil Filler  
won on forfeit from 

C Brannock (Cronulla)  
 

Peter Grunfeld  
lost to 

 K Mitchell (Alex) 
 

Ian Ossher 
lost 31-24 to  

P Wright (Taren Point) 
 

Rod Ferrer  
forfeited to 

W Jacobs (Taren 
Point) 

 

Jack Kampel 
won 31-9 from 

S Babbage (Engadine) 
 

Bernard Fridman  
won on forfeit from 

C Blake (Grandviews) 
 

Gerald Weinberg  
won 31-26 from 

K Gilmour (Caringbah) 
 

Gerald Raichman  
lost 31-26 to 
L Blatchford 
(Blakehurst) 

 

Doug King 
won 31-11 from  

P Rhodes (Randwick) 
 

Results continue 
 next page 

Zone 13 State 
Reserves Singles 

DOUBLE BAY 
RESULTS 

FIRST ROUND 
Jody Glasser  
lost 31-20 to 

A Maldonado (Ramsgate) 
 

Len Sandler  
lost 31-27 to 

C Crosby (Moorefield) 
 

SECOND ROUND 
(1

st
 round byes) 

 
Andy Baker  
forfeited to 

R Cottingham (Fivedock) 
 

Michael Rowley  
lost 31-20 to 

S Hawkins (Ramsgate) 
 

Max Thomas  
won on forfeit from 

B Piesse (Caringbah) 
 

Trevor Rosenberg  
lost 31-20 to 

D Stephens (Sylvania) 
 

Ian Hadassin  
forfeited to 

N Bornstein (Moorefield) 
 

SECTION 5 SEMI-FINAL 
Max Thomas  
lost 31-24 to 

D Allen (Gymea) 
 

Veterans Singles 

FIRST ROUND 
Paul Baker  
forfeited to 

J Dodd (Olds Park) 
 

David Kellaway  
won on forfeit from 

Werner Kos  
 

SECOND ROUND 
(1

st
 round byes) 

 

Sam Abrahams  
retired at 5-6 (due to heat)  
to F Booth (Sth Coogee) 

 
Frank Mogor,  
lost 25-22 to 

S Smith (Cronulla) 
 

Len Simon  
lost 25-18 to 

J Benwell (Eastlakes) 
 

David Kellaway  
lost 25-12 to 

K Cooper (Wests) 
 

 

DOUG KING  
WINS  WAY  
TO  TITLE  
SEMI-FINAL 
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King could face Kampel in Seniors semi-final  
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

THE winner of the  Kampel v Dashwood Section 3 final will 

clash with King in the Championship semi-final at Engadine 

on Sunday morning. 

Double Bay has a hope of another member competing in the 

championship’s semi-final round. 

Brandon Conway’s Section 1 final against B. McDonald 

(Randwick) did not start before the heat decision on Sunday 

afternoon and will be played at Double By on Saturday morning, 

as will be the other Senior Sectional matches still to be decided.  

Earlier at Western Suburbs Leagues Club, Conway was given a 

first round walkover from G. Pizel (Sylvania) and then accounted 

for J. Blackman (Taren Point) by 31-27 to play on Sunday at 

Double Bay and win his way into the Section 1 final with a 31-19 

semi-final decision over M. Mitai (Randwick). 

Also at Wests Phil Filler put on a good performance before 

losing to R. Arrighi by six shots. 

On Saturday in the Seniors at Olds Park Bowling Club Gerald 

Weinberg won his first round, than battled against an even graded 

opponent, S. Scott, from Cronulla, and despite dropping multi-

counts managed to be ahead 30-29 only to see Scott take the 

match 31-30 with  his last bowl. 

Double Bay members at the weekend travelled far-and-wide to 

compete in the early rounds of the 2018 Zone 13 State Singles 

Championship events. 

Three Double Bay entrants were drawn to play on home soil, 

while 20 others travelled throughout the Zone 13 area for games 

at South Coogee, Western Suburbs Leagues, Olds Park, 

Moorefield, Taren Point, Caringbah, Earlwood Bardwell Park and 

Blakehurst. 

Double Bay had members competed in Seniors, Reserves and 

Veterans Championships, while the biggest entry for the Open 

Singles required eight sections of play at the tournament’s sponsor 

club of Engadine and at Grandviews Bowling Club. 

At Blakehurst the club’s David Kellaway accepted a Veterans 

first round forfeit from club-mate, Werner Kos, then on Sunday 

morning exited to K. Cooper (Wests) by a 13-shot margin. 

On Sunday, Sam Abrahams travelled to Earlwood Bardwell Park 

for his game against South Coogee’s Fred Booth, but after an hour 

of play and down 5-6, the heat became too much for him and he 

offered his opponent a walkover decision. 

 

 
 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Grade 4 Eastern Suburbs Pennant team last week 
scored a 5-0 (51-27) home win over Waverley. 

The rink of Frankie Grusd, Di Engelander, Judy Bihari and Wendy Perkins won 29-16. 
The side of Wendy Engelander, Alma Goldman, Florrie Cohen and Barbara Hower, 
finished ahead 22-11 

RAIN COMPELLED THE CANCELLATION OF PLAY FOR THE CLUB ON TUESDAY, MARCH 13.. 

Senior Singles 
From previous page 

 
SECOND ROUND 

 

Jack Kampel 
won 31-16 from 

D Jones (Blakehurst) 
   

Bernard Fridman  
won 31-20 from 

M O’Malvaney (Wests) 
 

Doug King  
won 31-19 from 
P Wright (Alex) 

 

Gerald Weinberg  
lost 31-30 to 

S Scott (Cronulla) 
 

Phil Filler 
won 31-25 from 

R Arrighi (Sylvania) 
 

Brandon Conway  
won 31-27 from 

J Blackman (Taren Point) 
 

SECTION 1 SEMI-FINAL 
 

Brandon Conway  
won 31-19 from 

M Mitai (Randwick) 
 

SECTION 1 FINAL 
 

Brandon Conway 
v 

 

B McDonald (Randwick) 
at Double Bay 9 am 
Saturday, March 24, 

 
  

SECTION 2 SEMI-FINAL 
 

Phil Filler  
lost 31-19 to  

K Mitchell (Alex) 
 

SECTION 3 SEMI-FINAL 
 

Jack Kampel  
won 31-13 

from 
Bernard Fridman  

 
SECTION 3 – FINAL 

 

Progress Score 
Jack Kampel 8 

v 
B Dashwood 10 

 (Moorefield) 
 

SECTION 4 SEMI-FINAL 
 

Doug King  
won 31-16 from 

L Blatchford (Blakehurst) 
 

SECTION 4 – FINAL 
Doug King 

won 31-20 from 
R Walker (Sylvania) 

 
  

ON THE GREEN WITH THE WOMEN’S CLUB 
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DOUBLE BAY 
PLAYER WINS 
CHAMPIONSHIP 

ZONE 13 
STATE 

SENIORS 
SINGLES  

FINAL 
Double Bay had 
three of the four 
semi-finalists in 

the Zone 13 State 
Seniors title 

decided at the 
Engadine Club 

on Sunday. 

In the all-Double 
Bay semi-fnal Jack 
Kampel overcame 
injury to hold off 

Doug King’s 
challenge, while 
Brandon Conway  

accounted for 
Randwick’s           

John Brennan. 

WHO WON  
THE TITLE? 

SEE NEXT PAGE 

 

Which fours team is Eastern 

District Seniors champions? 
 

BY the time this issue was uploaded to the Double 
Bay website, one of the two Double Bay Women’s 
Club’s teams (pictured) will have been crowned the 
2018 Eastern District’s Senior Fours Champions. 

The team on the left is Barbara Shur, Gail Black, (front) 
Rene Saidman and Lorraine Becker; at right is the 
combination of Kathy Passman, Wendy Perkins, (front) 
Rein Rowlands and Lesley Judelman, and they clashed in 
the postponed District Seniors Fours final early on 
Monday at the Hillsdale Bowling Club. 

The final was originally set for last Wednesday, March 
21, but the Hillsdale greens were affected by rain and 
officials postponed the match until today. 
 Five Double Bay teams competed for the title – see page ? 

CHAMPIONSHIP RESULT COVERAGE NEXT ISSUE 
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Conway wins second Zone State 
Seniors Singles Championship 

BRANDON Conway won his second 

Zone State Seniors Singles crown 

when he defeated club-mate, Jack 

Kampel, by the odd shot in a four-

hour struggle at Engadine on Sunday 

afternoon. 

It was Conways third consecutive Zone 

Senior Singles final appearance. 

Conway is a prolific performer in Zone 

events. He was the Zone 13 Seniors 

Singles runner up in 2017 and 2016 and 

won the 2011 Zone 11 Seniors Singles  

Championship.  

Other top level results for Conway 

have been the Zone 11 Champion-of-

Club-Champions title (2007) and a 31-

22 victory over the high profile 

Australian star 

bowler, Aron 

Sherriff, in the 

2007 State Champion-of-Singles Champions.   

His Zone 13 2018 State Seniors Championship win 

by 31-30 was the first time he has finished ahead of 

Kampel in their four Major or Zone singles clashes. 

Earlier, Conway scored an impressive 31-15 semi-

final win over John Brennan (Randwick), while 

Kampel was battling in his semi-final against the other 

Double Bay singles expert, Doug King. 

This was a high standard game which finished well 

after Conway had booked his final berth. There was 

little to choose between Kampel and King, but Kampel 

gradually got on top to advance to the championship 

round by 31-26. 

The championship match was described by the Zone 

13 website as an “absolute thriller”, while spectators 

called it “bowling of the very highest order”. 

On every end the shot bowl was within millimetres 

from the jack and the position of each head changed 

bowl-by-bowl. 
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

Zone 13 State 2018 

Senior  Singles 
DOUBLE BAY RESULTS 

 
SECTION 1 FINAL 

Brandon Conway 31 
B McDonald (Randwick) 24 

 
SECTION 3 – FINAL 

Jack Kampel  
won on forfeit from 

B Dashwood (Moorefield) 
 

SECTION 4 – FINAL 
Doug King 31 

R Walker (Sylvania) 20 
 

CHAMPIONSHIP  
SEMI- FINALS 

 

Brandon Conway 31 
v 

John Brennan (Rand.) 15 
 

Jack Kampel 31 
v  

Doug King 26 
 

 

CHAMPIONSHIP 
FINAL 

 

Brandon Conway 31 
v  

Jack Kampel 30 
 

 

Jack Kampel (left) and Brandon Conway 
(right) the Double Bay players in the Seniors 

Zone  Final with the match marker, 
 Geoff Frost, of Blakehurst BC. 
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Cliff-hanger end to Zone Seniors Singles decider 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

Kampel got off to a good start in the final and lead for six ends until Conway 

found the range and went into a lead of 11-6.  

He extended the advantage to 19-11 when Kampel 

produced an excellent stint of consistent accurate draw 

play which reduced Conway’s lead to 23-21. 
Conway was still ahead 29-28, when Kampel drew two 

shots less than 50 mm from the jack to go ahead 30-29 and 

set up a cliff-hanger final end. 

Kampel looked to be in a winning position when his first 

bowl landed as a front-resting toucher, but Conway had 

other ideas as his second bowl moved the shot bowl 

slightly off the jack and the marker, Geoff Frost,  

announced it was a measure for shot. 

Conway’s third delivery proved the match-winner as he 

trailed the jack to his back bowl for two well covered shots. 

Kampel’s only hope was to draw second shot to prolong the 

match, but he was unsuccessful. 

At Double Bay club level Conway has twice held the Major Singles trophy (2007 and 

2015) and has been runner-up on three other occasions, including last year when he 

was runner-up to Doug King.  
Footnote: It was revealed late last week that Kampel is suffering from a return of an 

inflamed hip bursa. His physician advised that a cortisone injection would not give immediate 
relief and prescribed a course of pain-killing pills to be taken when competing in the Zone 
finals on Sunday. 

.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Many Australians with Jewish ties or heritage observe Yom HaShoah, which is 

also known as Holocaust Remembrance Day. It commemorates the lives, 

heroism and sacrifices of about six million Jewish people who died in the 

Holocaust during World War II between 1933 and 1945. 
 

The United Nations General Assembly officially proclaimed the International 

Day of Commemoration annually for January 27 each year as the International 

Holocaust Remembrance Day. Israel and world Jewish communities observance 

is annually held on the 27
th

 day of the Jewish month of Nissan which this year 

is Thursday 12
th

 April on the Gregorian calendar.  
 

Double Bay Bowling Club will observe Holocaust Remembrance Day on the 

eve of that day, Wednesday 11
th

 April and ask that all attending members wear 

either the Club or Maccabi uniform with a black armband that is to be affixed 

on the day by club officials.  

There will be a two minute observation of silence held on the greens signifying 

outdoor freedom. 

INTERNATIONAL HOLOCAUST 

REMEMBRANCE  DAY 

FLASHBACK: Brandon 
Conway shows the score 
which won him the 2011 
Zone 11 Senior Singles. 
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Double Bay to retain District Senior Fours title 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will retain its record of winning the Eastern Suburbs 

District’s Senior Fours Championship since its inception in 2012, when the 2018 final is 

played today (Monday) at the Hillsdale Club. 

It will also be the fourth time that the Seniors Fours, for players 60-years-and older, 

has been an all-Double Bay final. 

Eastern Suburbs District officials are disappointed at the small entry for this year’s 

Seniors and Open Fours events. 

Double Bay did not have a team in the Open division, but five of the eight teams 

entered for  the Senior championship were from Double Bay. 

In the first round at Hillsdale, which was a Quarter-final, the Double Bay 

combination of  Marie Thatcher, Pam Stein, Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland scored 

a comfortable 27-9 win over club mates Frances Raines, Alma Goldman, Judi Bihari  

and Barbara Hower.  
It was another all-Double Bay clash when Barbara Shur, Gail Black, Lorraine Becker and 

Rene Saidman knocked out the unit of Wendy Engelander, Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg 

and Jan Frape by 29-11. 

The other match put the Double Bay entry of Lesley Judelman, Rein Rowlands, Wendy 

Perkins and Kathy Passman up against the Clovelly team of L. Davis, B. Scarcella, B. Skinner 

and G. O'Reilly, with the Passman outfit moving into the semi-final on an 32-18 result. 

The semi-finals played at Double Bay resulted in one surprise decision when the Saidman 

foursome knocked out the Shotland team in a ding-dong battle by a three shot margin.  

It was all square after eight ends at four-apiece, then nine-all on the 14
th

. Saidman’s team 

gained control towards the end and led 19-14 going into the 21
st
 end when it dropped two 

shots for a 19-16 move into the final. 

The Passman-skipped team had a far easier entry into the 

championship round against the Clovelly challenge from A. 

Sutherland, D. Barrie, P. Leonard and H. Steinmetz running 

away with the game at 32-4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

51)- MASTER SPORTSWOMAN OF 2017 

Iris Kampel - Lawn Bowls 

 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

1 

2 

1: Jan Frape, Wendy Engelander, Audrey Weinberg, Margo Michael;  2: Judy Bihari, Barbara Hower, 

Frances Raines, Alma Goldman;  3: Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Marie Thatcher, Pam Stein. 

3 
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Three major Maccabi awards 
for Double Bay’s Iris Kampel 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel, scored a “hat-

trick” at the recent 2017 Maccabi NSW Awards ceremony. 

She was named the winner of three prestigious awards for her 2017 

achievements on the bowling green and as a leading club official. 

Kampel was awarded the 

* Phyllis Glasser Trophy as Maccabi NSW Master           

Sportswomen of the Year; 

* Maccabi Club Award for Master Sportswoman; 

* Maccabi Australia Award for Outstanding 

Jewish Master Sportswoman. 

Her nominations showed that during 2017 her 

achievements included winning the Double Bay Pairs, 

being District and Regional Pairs champion, District 

Triples and District Fours title holder, Regional Fours 

winner and a State Senior Fours Champion.  

Kampel was also a finalist for Women’s Bowls NSW 

Senior Bowler of 2017.  

Dafna Orbach, a Double Bay Women’s Club member, 

but who plays out of Belrose Bowling Club, was also a 

nominee for Maccabi NSW Master Sportswomen of the 

Year. 
FOOTNOTE: +Phyllis Glasser is a prominent long-time 

member of the NSW Maccabi Movement. 
 She is also a Life Member of the Double Bay  Women’s Club. 

 

High standard in Grade 4 pennant game at Randwick 
REPORT BY PAM STEIN  

DOUBLE Bay’s Eastern Suburbs District Pennant game at Randwick last Saturday was 
surely not a Grade 4 Pennant contest. It was a game of a far higher calibre than that. 

The end result was that Randwick took the points 5-0 (42-24 shots) 
The Double Bay team was up against very strong opposition but they played above 

themselves to contribute to tight heads and tit-for-tat replacement of the shot bowl. 
It was a joy to watch both rinks. There were very few wasted bowls; the leads were 

accurate and the seconds produced perfect placement bowls.  
Both opposition skips had deadly drives or on-shots which made all the difference.  
Wendy Perkins team (Frankie Grusd, Di Engelander and Judy Bihari) was 3-7 down on the 

7th end and 9-14 behind on the 15th when Randwick picked up a three and surged ahead 17-
9 before Double Bay made a three-ends run for 13-17 with two ends to go.  

However, Randwick took back the three shots and won 20-13. 
Florrie Cohen's team (Wendy Engelander, Alma Goldman and Lorraine McLaughlin), can 

be proud of the way they played. Never once were they anything but positive in the face of 
Randwick's team of  players above average ability.  

Throughout Cohen lead by example and with McLaughlin calling on her experienced insight 
of the game, played excellent bowls, only to be outgunned by the strength of the opposition. 

In the end Randwick took the rink by 22 -11.  
Double Bay has two matches to complete the season one on Thursday, April 5 at Double 

Bay against South Coogee and the other on Thursday, April 19 at home to Moorefield. 

Iris Kampel proudly holds the 
Phyllis Glasser Trophy as NSW 
Maccabi Master Sportswoman.  



JACK 
KAMPEL 
NAMED 
IN ZONE’S 
SENIORS TEAM 

DOUBLE Bay will have two 
representatives in the Zone 13 
Seniors team at Cabravale 
Bowling Club 
on Sunday. 

Jack Kampel 
was named in 
the squad late 

last week to skip the side of John Canute (Taren Point), David Jones 
(Blakehurst) and Peter Armstrong (Taren Point). 

Zone selectors were impressed with Kampel’s form in the recent 
State Seniors Singles final in which he went down by one shot to 
club-mate Brandon Conway. 

Conway was in the Zone’s Seniors squad which trialled earlier last 
month and has kept his place for this Sunday’s inter-Zone matches 
as the second for Bob Bartlett (Taren Point), Martin Kralj (Engadine) 
and Ray Tozer (Grandviews). 

Prior to the recent merger of Zones, Double Bay was in the forefront 
of Senior representative players, particularly in 2012 when Zone 11 won the Seniors Inter-
Zone Sides Championship with a squad in which six were from Double Bay including 
Kampel and Conway.  
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Jack Kampel in action at Zone level. 

GRADES  2 TO 7 IN 2018  ZONE 13 PENNANTS  - PAGE 3 

 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS DRAW – PAGE 2 
WOMEN’S 7th DISTRICT WIN 

PAGE 4 

 
 
 
 

JOINS 
BRANDON 
CONWAY 

FOR ZONE 
“CAP” 
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“Full house” draw for 2018 Major Pairs 
THE 2018 Double Bay Major Pairs Championship has again attracted a 

full draw of 32 teams to maintain its rating as one of the keenest club 

tournaments. 

No less than four of the entries are combinations which have won the Major 

Pairs at Double Bay.  

The most prolific is the pairing of Gerald Weinberg and 

Arnold Javen, the defending champions, who have also won 

the event in 2011 and 2009, while Weinberg has had different 

partners when taking out the title in 2001 (with Alan Treisman), 

in 2003 (Walter Jacobs) and in 

2005 (Les Ferguson). 

While the records show that 

Weinberg and Javen are the pair 

defending the 2017 title, during 

the tournament Javen underwent 

hernia surgery and was 

substituted in the semi-final by 

Sid Glick and in the final by Sol 

Caganoff.  

Last year’s runners-up Jack 

Kampel and Peter Levy, are 

another combination which excels in the pairs format. They won the Major 

Pairs in 2016 and were in the final of 2015. 

The 2013 top pair, Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, are together again this 

year, as are the runners-up of that year, Les Brem and Julian Engelman, who 

won the title in 2014 from Weinberg when partnered by Peter Levy. 

Two of the club’s leading singles players, Brandon Conway and Doug King, 

team for the first time and on current form must be rated a solid hope to make 

the deciding rounds. 

Another well-graded unit is Pepe Glick and Harry Black, who team again for 

the third consecutive year. Both have featured in Double Bay Major Pairs finals 

with other partners. 
Michael Rowley and Andy Baker, the duo which fell to Kampel-Levy in the 2016 

decider, are together again and will rate among the fancied combinations following 

their recent stellar performance in winning the 2018 Zone 13 State Reserve Pairs title. 

The draw hasn’t been kind to the Rowley-Baker pairing as they clash with 

Brem and Engleman in the opening round which is gazetted to be finalised on 

Saturday, April 7. 
The draw has also made it impossible for the Weinberg and Kampel teams to repeat 

last year’s final match-up, as barring any upset results, they are drawn to battle each 

other at the semi-final stage.  

Full draw is on the club’s Notice Board 

FLASH 
BACK 

The 2017 Major Pairs final players Sol Caganoff 
(sub for Arnold Javen), Gerald Weinberg, Peter 

Levy and Jack Kampel.  
The Weinberg paring finished on top 23-20. 
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GRADES 2 to 7 FOR DOUBLE BAY IN 2018 ZONE 13 PENNANTS 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club will field six teams in the upcoming 2018 Zone 13 Pennant competition, but for 
the first time since 2007, it will not compete at Grade 1 level. 

This follows last year’s disappointing performance in the Metropolitan Grade 1 
(Section 1) competition when the Grade 1 side failed to win a match in the five-
team, 10-round competition and has been relegated. 

Zone 13 has allocated Double Bay to compete in Grades 2 to 7. Teams competing in Grades 3 to 6 are 
opposed to local clubs, while Grade 2 includes teams from Taren Point, Sylvania and Grandviews and Grade 7 

also requires distance travel to compete against Taren Point, Ramsgate and Moorefield.  
The 10-round competition starts on Saturday, April 28, and finishes on July 14, with finals scheduled for 
 July 21 and 22  at Taren Point.  State Finals are at various venues from August 17-19.  
  

GRADE 1 
RELEGATED 
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SEVENTH DISTRICT SENIORS FOURS 

CHAMPIONSHIP FOR DOUBLE BAY 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club maintained its unbeaten 

record in the Eastern Suburb’s District Senior Fours 

Championship last week when it  took home the title for the seventh 

consecutive year. 

A Double Bay entry has won the 

title every year since its inception in 

2012. 

Last week at the Hilldale Club it 

was an all Double Bay affair, as it 

has been on several occasions in 

recent years, when the combination 

of Frankie Grusd (sub for Lorraine 

Becker), Barbara Shur, Gail Black 

and Rene Saidman scored a 28-14 

victory over Kathy Passman, Wendy 

Perkins, Rein Rowlands and Lesley 

Judelman. 

It was multiple wins in the event 

for Rene Saidman and Gail Black, 

who with Becker, were in the 2016 

championship team, while Barbara 

Shur has been in the winning 

teams of 2012 and 2013.   

The 2018 final was played on a 

heavy green which required narrow bowling on both 

hands, as wind gusts affected almost every delivery.  
However, it was an excellent game with each player 

producing  consistent bowling. Grusd proved a good 

substitute by placing accurate jacks and delivering solid 

front rank bowls as the Saidman unit raced ahead to 13-1 

before Passman and Co. reduced the deficit to 13-7.  

As the game progressed the Saidman four continued to 

apply the pressure and surged away to a 14-shot margin.  

The Double Bay team now represents the Eastern 

Suburbs in the Regional final against Sutherland on May 

1 with the winner competing in the upcoming State 

championships. 

CHAMPIONS CLASH IN WOMEN’S 2018 MAJOR SINGLES – NEXT PAGE  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

RUNNERS-UP 
 Kathy Passman, Wendy 
Perkins, Rein Rowlands, 

Lesley Judelman 

THE WINNERS - Frankie Grusd, Barbara Shur, Gail 

Black,  Rene Saidman 

TITLE 
HOLDERS 

SINCE 2012 

PAM STEIN PHOTOS 
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Top-shelf singles players clash 

in first rounds of 2018 Majors 
REPORT BY PAM STEIN  

THE defending champion and the previous year’s 

winner clashed in the second round of the Women’s 

Club’s 2018 Major Singles event last week. 

With a small entry for the event it was not surprising that 

the club’s top-shelf players would face tough opposition 

from the word “go”. 

This was the case when, Rene Saidman, the 2017 and 2015 

champion, and the 2016 winner, Iris Kampel, were drawn to 

play first round matches, while the 

majority of the other nominees received 

a bye. 

Saidman had no problem in getting 

past Rein Rowlands, while Kampel 

faced more serious opposition from 

Gail Black, who has held a Minor 

Singles title, but ended with a 

comfortable 14-shot margin. 

The draw pitted Saidman and Kampel 

in round two and it proved to be match 

worthy of a final with Kampel coming 

from “nowhere” to win 25-23. 

Saidman started in blistering fashion and had Kampel 

down 5-15 and it looked like it could be a whitewash 

against the much feted title-holder. 

That was until the midway stage when Kampel scored a 

four count, which caused her opponent to lose 

concentration and make uncharacteristic mistakes. 

This allowed Kampel to creep  back on the scoreboard and 

slowly and inevitably to hit the front and take the match by 

a narrow two shots. 

Another club singles exponent, Barbara Shotland, the 

runner-up to Saidman in 2015, faced the club’s 2017 Minor Singles winner, Jan 

Frape, who also lagged by 5-15 until she began to inch her way back into 

contention by winning eight ends in a row and soon after lead 18-15. 

Nonetheless, Shotland, hit back with a count of four shots from which she 

capitalised to go to reach the mandatory 25 shots without further reply. 
In the other semi-final Margo Michael was easily ahead of Jan Shedlezki until the 

last quarter of the game, when the strain almost took its toll as Shedlezki showed her 

mettle and determination to reduce the final margin to just two shots 25-23. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR 
SINGLES 

 
FIRST ROUND 

 
Rene Saidman 25 
Rein Rowlands 4 

 
Iris Kampel 25 
Gail Black 11 

 
SECOND ROUND 

 
I Kampel 25 

R Saidman 23 
 

Barbara Shotland 25, 
Jan Frape 18 

 
Margo Michael 25 
Jan Shedlezki 23 

 
Kathy Passman  
won on forfeit. 

 
SEMI-FINALS 

 
I Kampel  

v 
B Shotland 

 
K Passman 

v 
 M Michael 

 

Rene Saidman  

Iris Kampel  

Barbara Shotland  



Plan for new set-up of 

Wednesday competition 
THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club has 

revealed plans to revamp the popular 

Wednesday Intra-Club competition which 

currently attracts a regular playing count of 

more than 100 members.  

The main change to the format is to play the 

league in three divisions in a bid to make it a more 

competitive. 

Currently, the Wednesday League has two 

sections, the Blue Division which is contested by 

players eligible to compete in pennant grades 2-5 

and the Red Division for lower graded members. 

The Bowls Committee announced details a few 

days prior to this week’s start to the two division 

Autumn-Winter Wednesday Leagues which will 

run for at least four months. 

The committee said once the current competition is concluded, the new league will 

comprise three divisions each of 11 teams.  

The teams, which will compete in the revamped competition, will be decided by a 

system of relegation, which will take effect at the end of the competition that starts 

this week. 

The criteria is that bottom six teams of the 16 in the Blue Division will be relegated 

to the Red Division and the last eight teams in the 13-team red division will be 

relegated to a new Green Division, which will have three new teams added. 

RESULT OF  SUMMER WEDNESDAY LEAGUES – Page 4 
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Thirty teams in Fours 
format for next league 
Double Bay Men’s Club’s 

Wednesday competition  
attracts a regular playing 
attendance of more than 100.  

Last week 116 bowlers, 
including a few guest 
players, competed in the 
fours format on two of the 
club’s three greens. 

The new leagues which 
start this week has 17 teams 
in Blue Division 1 and 13 in 
Red Division 2. 

Plus there is a pool of 40 
members who are listed as 
available to substitute at any 
given time of the season. 

 

MAJOR PAIRS UPSETS PAGE 2     TOUGH DRAW IN MAJOR SINGLES PAGE 3 
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Upsets as top teams ousted from Major Pairs 
THREE highly-rated teams were shock losers in the first round of the 2018 

Major Pairs championship played on Saturday. 
Biggest surprise was the failure of last year’s runners-up, Peter Levy and Jack Kampel, who 

fell to the make-shift paring of newcomer, Goffredo Giacomini, and veteran club member 

Len Simon, by a three-shot margin. 

The 2013 Major Pairs champions, Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, were another team 

which failed to produce their best form and were dismissed  by the first time pairing of Mark 

Sack and Ian Ossher. 

Double Bay’s 2018 Zone 13 State Reserve Pairs Champions, Andy Baker and Michael 

Rowley, maintained their solid teamwork to account for Les Brem and Julian Engelman, the 

2014 title holders and finalists of 2013.  

Last year’s winning pair, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, came within one shot of 

being defeated in their clash with the entry of Louis 

Platus (substituted by Phillip Joel) and Len Sandler. 

Solid form was displayed by the A-grade pairings of 

Pepe Glick and Harry Black, and the new look team of 

Doug King and Brandon Conway. 

The loss by Kampel and Levy was the result of their 

unusual inconsistent bowling, which included a seven 

shot loss on the 11
th

 end, then a three count on the 13
th

 

followed by another four on the 19
th,

 all of which had 

them behind 17-19 moving into end 21. 

It looked as if the result would run to form when 

Kampel and Levy had five bowls surrounding the jack 

only to see Giacomini deliver the perfect bowl to claim 

shot and the match at 20-17. 

Giacomini, a left-handed sportsman, comes to Double 

Bay after having played First Division croquet and has 

shown potential competing in the 

Wednesday league with the Barry 

Lazarus team. 

Another newcomer to Double Bay, 

Ian Feder (pictured), a former North 

Balwyn Bowling Club player, who 

settled in Sydney only a month ago, 

teamed with infrequent competitor, 

Glen Silver, to score an easy win over 

Ian Hadassin and Sam Abrahams. 

The King-Conway pair had little trouble in easing 

past David Kellaway and Peter Erdos and now face the 

challenge of Bernard Fridman and Peter Kurta. 

The Glick–Black team looked good in a 20-13 

decision over Maurice Boland and Paul Baker. 

Rob Fetherston returned to Major level bowling with 

Wayne Podger and scored a 10-shot margin over Peter 

Grunfeld and Alan Saidman.  

All first 16 first round matches were completed on 

Saturday. Second Round on Saturday, April 14.  

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
 

Harry Black-Pepe Glick 20 
Maurice Boland- Paul Baker 13 

 
Rob Weiss-Phil Filler 22 

Michael Becker-Ray Jankelowitz 20 
 

Arnold Javen-Gerald Weinberg 20 
Louis Platus-Len Sandler 19 

 
Sid Glick-Gerald Raichman 32 
Maurice Hurwitz-Len Smith 13 

 
Len Simon-Goffredo Giacomini 20 

Peter Levy-Jack Kampel 17 
 

Andy Baker-Michael Rowley 30 
Les Brem-Julian Engelman  14 

 
Wayne Podger-Rob Fetherston 27 
Peter Grunfeld-Alan Saidman 17 

 
Dan Flanagan-Jeff Coleman 21 

Jacques Hasson-Frank Mogor 19 
 

Trevor Rosenberg-Rod Ferrer 24 
Domenico Verre-David Nathan 7 

 
Mark Sack-Ian Ossher 22 

Les Lilian-Harold Jankelowitz 13 
 

Rob Hutchins-Barrie Brickman 22 
Peter Wyner-Eric Grusd 13 

 
Doug King-Brandon Conway 30 
Peter Erdos-David Kellaway 7 

 
Peter Kurta-Bernard Fridman 26 

Alan Sacks-Eric Wainstein 16 
 

Glen Silver-Ian Feder 21 
Ian Hadassin-Sam Abrahams 9 

 
Phil Labrooy-James Flaxman 22 

Jody Glasser-John Woods 19 
 

Ronald Munz-Rob Clark  
bye 
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Draw hits top level hopes in 2018 Major Singles 

THE 2018 Major Singles Championship, which stated last week, attracted 

a field of 44, eight less than last year’s event, and the “out of the hat” draw 

was unkind to the 2017 champion and runner-up. 
Twenty of the entrants were drawn with first round byes, while the other 24 

competed in first round matches at the weekend. 

Defending champion, Doug King, was one of the competitors drawn in the opening 

round where he had a tough 35-end encounter with Dan Flanagan, before taking the 

honours 31-25. 

Last year’s runner-up and the 2015 title-holder, Brandon Conway’s first round 

encounter against Alan Saidman was held over as Conway was representing Zone 13 

in the State Reserves competition. 

The second half of the draw placed King and Conway in the same section and they 

could clash in the third round. 

Also in the second-half of the draw are Jack Kampel and Gerald Weinberg, who 

each three have Major Singles trophies.  

Kampel’s effortless first round win over David Nathan puts him in the next match 

against Weinberg, who had a first round bye. 

The upper half of the draw looks easier for the likes of Harold 

Jankelowitz (pictured), who is the 

Major Champion of 2012 and 2003, as 

well as the inform Pepe Glick, the 

runner-up to Kampel in 2009 and also 

for Bernard Fridman, who faced Rob 

Fetherston in the 2011 final. 

Glick’s comprehensive opening 

game win over David Kellaway sets 

him on the way to a meeting with 

Harold Jankelowitz or Len Sandler in 

round three. 

Jankelowitz was taken to 35 ends in the first round by 

Arnold Javen in a match-up where the lead changed many 

times.  

Javen was in front 26-21 after the 27
th

 end, but 

Jankelowitz clawed back to regain the advantage at 27-26 

after 30 ends. 

 It was all square 29-29 on the 33
rd

 end then Jankelowitz 

claimed two singles to take the match 31-29. 

Rod Ferrer’s 31-26 win over Rob Clark puts him up 

against the 2005 Major Singles victor, Peter Levy, while 

Harry Black and Ray Jankelowitz were too solid for their 

lesser-graded first round opponents. 

The second round is listed for Sunday, April 15. Players 

eliminated in the first round are expected to stand as 

markers for Sunday’s matches.  

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR SINGLES 

FIRST ROUND 
 

Ray Jankelowitz 31 
Andy Baker 14 

 
Trevor Rosenberg 31 

Sol Caganoff 19 
 

Harold Jankelowitz 31 
Arnold Javen 29 

 
Rod Ferrer 31 
Rob Clark 26 

 
Murray Lott 31 

Norman Morris 9 
 

Harry Black 31 
Peter Wyner 8 

 
Doug King 31 

Dan Flanagan 25 
 

Jody Glasser 31 
Frank Mogor, 25 

 
Jack Kampel 31 
David Nathan 6 

 
Len Smith  

forfeit win from 
Ian Hadassin  

 
SECOND ROUND 

 
Pepe Glick 31 

David Kellaway 9 
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Fridman team takes Wednesday League prize 
THE Bernard Fridman skipped team has won the Blue Division of the 

Double Bay Men’s Club Spring-Summer Intra-Club Wednesday League. 

The constituted side of Fridman, Phillip Joel, Bernie Garden and Judy Thomas 

collected 55½ points from its 16 matches played over the past months. 

In second place was Peter Levy’s team of Rod Ferrer, John Wineberg and Les 

Ginzberg, which scored 48½ points, one more than the foursome of Pepe Glick, 

Les Lilian, Andy Baker and Fred Ginsberg. 

Fourth place on 47 points went to Sol Caganoff, Alan Saidman, Rene Saidman 

and Jody Glasser. 

Due to Fridman’s unavailability during the next months, his team will not 

contest the Autumn-Winter season of the Wednesday League, which starts this 

week. 

Len Sandler, Dafna Orbach, Alan Simmons, and Louis Platus will replace the 

Fridman line up in the Blue section. 

Fridman, Joel, Thomas and Garden have been listed among the 40 named as 

reserves for all teams requiring a substitute in upcoming matches. 

The Eric Wainstein side of Len Radomsky, Ray Novis and Alan Sacks, which 

scored the low of 20 points in the Blue Division, has been moved to the Red 

Division, where Abe Cohen will replace Radomsky. 

Wednesday Red Division to Jack Rosen’s side 
The Summer season of the Red Division was taken out by Jack Rosen, 

George Sofer, Gus Franco and Jeff Raines on 48½ points from Alan 

Rosenberg, James Flaxman, Lionel Hovey and Brian Rosmarin with 47 

points. 

Third place went to Barry Glover, Ross Ruzicka, Vivian Diamond with 41 

points. 

Rosenberg alongside Len Radomsky, Trevor Rosenberg and Ronald Munz will 

now compete in the Blue Division.  

Bernard Fridman                       Phillip Joel                           Bernie Garden                     Judy Thomas  
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Joint winners of the Dutch  
 
 

Shotland shots down Kampel in 

2018 Major Singles semi-final 
PAM STEIN REPORTS 

BARBARA Shotland is one win away from collecting 

her third Double Bay Women’s Club Major Singles 

trophy, following her victory in an exceptional quality 

semi-final last week against another of the club singles 

exponents, Iris Kampel. 

It was a titanic semi-final clash of two players who, 

between them, have competed in 13 Major Singles finals 

since the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2002. 

Kampel is a five-time Major winner and a runner-up on three other occasions, 

while Shotland has twice been the Major champion and runner-up in three other 

singles finals. 

In the 2018 semi-final Kampel was 5-1 up on the fourth end before Shotland 

began to show her true form. 

Soon after it was 5-all, but Kampel regained control and went to a 14-8 lead on 

the 16
th

 end, only to see Shotland come back to level at 14-each soon after. 

It was the start of a tit-for-tat encounter as Kampel took out Shotland’s shot 

bowl, only to be displaced by Kampel’s next delivery. Then Shotland held shot 

for Kampel to again change the outcome. It was serious bowling with spectators 

gathering round in awe.                         CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

TWO SHARE DUTCHIE 
BACKHOUSE AWARD 
THE Dutchie Backhouse Trophy 
for 2018 was shared when two 
members scored equal points. 
The trophy is for non-pennant 
players and is contested at the 
same time grade matches are 

played. 
Points are allocated for player’s 

attendance and wins 

 in social games. 
The co-winners are  

Jan Shedlezki and Edith 
Jochelson. 

 

 

 

Jan Shedlezki and Edith Jochelson 
PAM STEIN PHOTO 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR 
SINGLES 

SEMI-FINALS 
 

Barbara Shotland 25 
Iris Kampel 20 

 
Kathy Passman 25 
Margo Michael 9 

 
FINAL 

 
Barbara Shotland  

v 
Kathy Passman  
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Passman eases into first Major Singles final 
While two of the club’s leading singles champions 

where fighting out one 2018 Major semi-final, on the 

adjacent rink, Kathy Passman 

(left), was having an easier 

game in other semi-final against 

Margo Michael (right).  

Both Passman and Michael are 

well credentialed to compete at 

Major Singles level.  

Passman is the 2016 Minor 

Singles title-holder, while 

Michael has twice been runner-up 

in the club’s Minor Singles event. 

Passman put on a tip-top performance to qualify for her 

first attempt at the Major Singles crown. 

Michael, produced a number of excellent deliveries, but found the accuracy of 

Passman a shade too telling and exited the event on a 25-9 scoreline. 

 

Barbara 

Shotland’s  

semi-final win 
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

With 19-all showing on 

the 24
th

 end it was turning 

into a long game before 

one or the other would 

reach the defining 25 

shots.  

Tight bowling by both 

combatants resulted in a 

string of one shot ends 

with Shotland gaining 

four to Kampel’s one and 

claiming victory by 25-

20. 
The final is set down 

for tomorrow,  
Tuesday, April 10. 

 

GRADE 1 DOUBLE BAY’S LONE 
DISTRICT PENNANT QUALIFIER 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club had a disappointing 
season in the Eastern Suburbs District Pennants, 
with only the Grade 1 side qualifying for the 
Regional playoffs. 

Last year Double Bay reached the District and 
Regional playoffs in Grade 2 and the Grade 3 headed 
the District qualification. 

This year Double Bay’s Grade 1 team was the lone 
District nomination and will play its first match 2018 at 
Regional level in coming weeks. 

The club fielded teams in Grades 3 and 4 and gave 
up-and-coming players an opportunity to gain 
experience at pennant level. 

In its final Grade 4 game Double Bay went down  0-5 
(51-28) to South Coogee last week. 

DISTRICT WINNERS 
Grade 1  Double Bay 

                         Grade 2  Clovelly 
                         Grade 3  Matraville 
                         Grade 4  Randwick 
 



 

CONWAY HOLDS ONTO 
ZONE’S SENIORS SPOT 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club’s Brandon 
Conway (pictured) has retained his place in the 
Zone 13 squad to compete at next month’s 2018 
Senior Inter-Zone Sides Championship. 

He will play second for the 
Peter Hughes skipped rink 
alongside Martin Kralj (both 
Engadine) and lead Ray Tozer 
Grandviews). 

Double Bay’s other Zone 13 
senior sides player, Jack 
Kampel, was not selected in 
the squad for the State 
championships to be played at 
Figgy Bowlo Bowling Club (Figtree near 
Wollongong) from Tuesday, May 15 to Thursday, 
May 17. 

Both Conway and Kampel were in the Zone 
Seniors sides which played Zone 12 on Sunday, 
April 1, at Cabravale Bowling Club. 

Kampel skipped a side which won its first game 
14-8 and lost the second 12-18, while Conway’s 
side won its opening match 15-11 then drew 14-14. 

Zone 13 won the first match 65-35 and lost the 
other 53-57.  
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HAT IS ON FOR 
WOMEN’S CLUB’S 
MAJOR SINGLES 

CHAMPION 

Barbara Shotland  
is the 2018 Women’s Club’s 

Major Singles Champion. 
 

REPORT PAGE 4 

MEN’S MAJOR SINGLES 
AND MAJOR PAIRS 

RESULTS – PAGES 2 & 3 
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Major Pairs champions still in hunt to keep title 
THE 2017 Major Pairs champions, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, 

confirmed favouritism to retain the title when they 

came from behind to score a two-shot second 

round win over lesser graded opponents, Phil Filler 

and Rob Weiss, on Saturday. 
The strength of the teams which are now in the quarter-

finals has been weakened by the second round defeats of 

several high-graded combinations such as Doug King and 

Brandon Conway, who fell to the new-found team of 

Bernard Fridman and Peter Kurta, and the solid duo of 

Trevor Rosenberg and Rod Ferrer, the two-shot losers to 

Dan Flanagan and Jeff Coleman.  

Weinberg and Javen, after a good start were behind 11-8 

to Weiss and Filler at the midway stage.  

After 16 ends they were still lagging on 13-16, but rallied 

to score three shots on ends 19 and 20 to be in front 19-16 

and held on to take the match 19-17. 

Len Simon and Goffredo Giacomini, the first round 

giant-killers who knocked out of last year’s runners-up, 

Peter Levy and Jack Kampel, failed to repeat the dose 

when they came up against the experienced Sid Glick and 

Gerald Raichman team and went out by a 15-shot margin. 

Well-fancied to challenge for the title are now Harry 

Black and Pepe Glick, who eased past Ronald Munz and 

Rob Clark by 13 shots, but now face the Weinberg team in 

the next round.  

 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 
(corrected result) 

 
Phil Labrooy-James Flaxman 22 

Jody Glasser-John Woods 19 
 

SECOND ROUND 
 

Harry Black-Pepe Glick 23 
Ronald Munz-Rob Clark 10 

 
Arnold Javen-Gerald Weinberg 19 

Rob Weiss-Phil Filler 17 
 

Sid Glick-Gerald Raichman 31 
Len Simon-Goffredo Giacomini 16 

 
Wayne Podger-Rob Fetherston 23 

Andy Baker-Michael Rowley 14 
 

Dan Flanagan-Jeff Coleman 25 
Trevor Rosenberg-Rod Ferrer 23 

 
Mark Sack-Ian Ossher 17 

Rob Hutchins-Barrie Brickman 14 
 

Peter Kurta-Bernard Fridman 18 
Doug King-Brandon Conway 17 

 
Phil Labrooy-James Flaxman 21 

Glen Silver-Ian Feder 13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SOCIAL BOWLING ON ANZAC DAY 
THE Double Bay Men’s Club’s Wednesday Intra-Club 
competition will be suspend on Anzac Day next week, but 
members have the option of playing in social games after the 
traditional Remembrance Service. 

It is the first time since 2012 that Anzac Day, April 25, has fallen on a Wednesday 
when Double Bay organised social bowling for the membership, but did not hold a 
Memorial Service. 
Although the Anzac Day Public Holiday was commemorated last year on a 
Tuesday, on a Monday in 2016 and on the Saturday in 2015, the club has hosted a 
service and opened the greens for its men and women members to take part in club 
organised games. No Anzac commemoration was held at the club in 2014 (Friday) 
or 2013 (Thursday). 
On Wednesday-week, April 25, Double Bay will open at 9.30 am and offer 
members and guests coffee and muffins. The Anzac Service will start at 10 am 
followed 30 minutes later with social bowling. 
The management has waived the green fee for the bowling session. 
Members, attending (or not attending) the Anzac Ceremony, must sign their names 
on the entry list now available in the clubhouse for social bowling. 
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Close calls as 2018 Major Singles moves into third round 
Doug King and Brandon Conway, who clashed in the 

2017 Major Singles final, have safely progressed to 

round three in this year’s event, but only one will still 

be in the race for the 2018 

title after the next round. 
The defending champion, King 

qualified for the third round 

when he brushed aside Peter 

Grunfeld by a 23-shot margin, 

while the 2017 runner-up, 

Brandon Conway, had no trouble 

moving to a third match after a 

first game win when over Alan 

Saidman 31-11, followed by a 

same score decision against Glen 

Silver in round two. 

The draw has them facing each other in the third round. 

The heavyweights of the club’s Major Singles, Jack Kampel 

and Gerald Weinberg, who each has won three Major Singles 

at Double Bay, clashed in round two on Sunday with Weinberg 

coming out on top by a distance of 13 shots.  

The matches played on Sunday morning were affected by 

unpredictable wind gusts. 

In a 31-end battle Kampel held early command and was 

ahead 10-4 (11
th 

end) and 14-8 (17
th

) before Weinberg hit his 

straps by collecting eight shots to take the lead at 16-14 after 

the 21
st 

end.  

A three score on the 24
th

 end followed by a four count on the 

27
th

 paved the way for Weinberg to take the match 31-19.  

Several results went into “extra time”. Ray Jankelowitz and 

Bernard Fridman contested 38 ends before Fridman recorded a 

three shot decision. 

Jankelowitz, who has won his way into two Major Singles 

finals, battled to keep Fridman within range and hit the front 

24-22 after playing 28 ends. He was still ahead by two until the 

33
rd

 when Fridman came back to add six shots and the match 

at 31-28. 

Fridman’s next opponent is Trevor Rosenberg, whose form 

includes the Singles title at the recent Maccabiah Games in 

Israel, where he competed under his native South African flag. 

Rosenberg received a forfeit from John Woods, to clear the 

way for the clash with Fridman, whose best performance in the event at Double Bay was as 

runner-up to Matthew Fetherston in 2011. 

Forty ends were played before Murray Lott displaced Gerald Raichman 31-28 by adding 

seven shots to Raichman’s three over the last seven ends. 

Harold Jankelowitz, a two-time club Major Singles champion, required 36 ends to knock 

out Len Sandler 31-26, while Peter Levy, Double Bay’s Major Singles title holder of 2005, 

was out gunned by six shots against Rod Ferrer over 36 ends. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR SINGLES 

 
FIRST ROUND 

Brandon Conway 31 
Alan Saidman 11 

 
Paul Baker  

forfeit win from 
Barrie Brickman 

 
Rod Ferrer 31 
Rob Clark 25 

 
Jack Kampel 31 
David Nathan 6 

 
SECOND ROUND 

 
Bernard Fridman 31 
Ray Jankelowitz 28 

 
Trevor Rosenberg  

forfeit win from 
John Woods 

 
Harold Jankelowitz 31 

Len Sandler 26 
 

Rod Ferrer 31 
Peter Levy 25 

 
Murray Lott 31 

Gerald Raichman 28 
 

Harry Black 31 
Rob Hutchins 19 

 
Doug King 31 

Peter Grunfeld 8 
 

Brandon Conway 31 
Glen Silver 11 

 
Peter Kurta 31 

Jody Glasser 17 
 

Gerald Weinberg 31 
Jack Kampel 19 

 
Alan Simmons 31 

Ronald Munz 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SECOND ROUND 
 

Pepe Glick 31 
David Kellaway 9 

Defending 2017 
finalists come 
 face-to-face in 

next match 

Brandon Conway  
 and Doug King 
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IT’S “HAT ON” FOR THIS YEAR’S 
CLUB MAJOR SINGLES CHAMPION 

 
 

 

IT is recognised in lawn bowling that the hat is raised to recognise a good 

result, but at last week’s Women’s Club’s 2018 

Major Singles Championship final, the winner was 

photographed before she could remove it. 

It didn’t concern Barbara Shotland, who won her third 

Major Singles title at Double Bay, when she finished 

well ahead of Kathy Passman in the championship 

match. 

After seven ends it was 9-2 to Shotland, before 

Passman added five shots over the next five ends and another two singles 

brought her up to a competitive 9-10 scoreline. However, Shotland put on the 

pressure and never allowed her opponent to score again.  
Shotland previously won the event in 2007 and 2009 and was runner up in 2012, 

2013 and 2015. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT 

2018 MAJOR 
SINGLES 

FINAL 
Barbara Shotland 25 

Kathy Passman 9  
 
 
 

The 2018 Major Singles winner Barbara Shotland (left), with the match marker, Iris Kampel, and the              

championship runner-up, Kathy Passman PAM STEIN PHOTO 
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 Club celebrates Life Member’s  
90th birthday 

 

REPORT AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN 
 

JULIETTE Friedlander, one of 

Double Bay Women’s Club’s longest 

serving members, last week celebrated 

her 90th birthday. 

She was honoured by the membership 

at a birthday celebration on Tuesday, 

April 10, when it was revealed that she 

had been a member of the women’s club 

for 24 years. 

Juliette is one of the Women’s Club’s 

seven current members who have been 

honoured with a Life Membership. 
Her achievements on the greens including 

skipping the club’s top pennant team in 

2001 and 2004; winning the State Pennant 

No. 2 flag, at the time the club’s current 

Patron, Sonia Davis. skipped the other team. 

Juliette also was the skip when Double 

Bay won the James Wall Shield, which 

came along with a number of titles at State, 

District and Regional levels. 

In the Double Bay Clubhouse her 

name appears several times on the 

Women’s Club’s Honour Board.  

Juliette told members last week that 

she loved her bowls and the 

camaraderie that she had with (as she 

called them) "her girls”. 

Juliette Friedlander cuts her  
90th Birthday Cake 

9 

 

JULIETTE’S 90th BIRTHDAY SCENES 
TOP: Life members Sonia Davis (patron), 

Lea Portrate, Juliette Friedlander and  
Ruth Bender (a past president) 

BELOW (left) Juliette Friedlander with 
Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel; 

(right)  Kathy Passman at the piano for the 
singing of “Happy Birthday”. 
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MEMBERS REMEMBER ANZACS 
  

MORE than 110 Double Bay 
Bowling Club members and 

visitors ignored the early 
morning April showers to 

attend the club’s Anzac Day 
Commemoration Ceremony 

last Wednesday. 

REPORT AND MORE 
PICTURES PAGE 2 

With the Australian Flag at half-mast a Moment of 
Remembrance for members (from left) Barrie 

Brickman, John Rosen, Alan Rosenberg,  
Lt.  Col. Murray Lott and Rob Hutchins. 
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STORY BY IRIS KAMPEL – PHOTOS BY JOHN WINEBERG 

EARLY morning April showers did not deter 110 Double Bay Bowling Club 

members and visitors from the annual Anzac Day Commemoration Ceremony 

where they showed their respect to the Australians and New Zealanders, who 

gave their lives on the shores of 

Gallipoli in 1915, and in other 

conflicts of war. 
Members and guests arrived 30 minutes 

before the traditional Anzac Service and 

were offered tea or coffee with muffins 

and Anzac biscuits. 

The membership looked resplendent in 

the new uniforms when they gathered 

below the Australian flag for the Anzac 

Memorial Service. 

Double Bay member, Lieutenant 

Colonel Murray Lott, spoke about the 

early years of Federation which united 

the people of Australia in name only. 

But after World War I, a bond was 

forged through suffering and sacrifice. 

This  made Australia a nation, he said. 

A former Men’s Club president, Rob 

Hutchins, paid tribute to past Double Bay  

Bowling Club members who had 

honourably served Australia in wartime. 

The Ode of Remembrance was recited by the 

Club’s former Chairman and current vice-

chairman, John Rosen, who is currently 

recuperating from a major operation to repair two 

torn tendons in his right leg. 

Currently, he is prohibited from walking, but the 

use of an electric scooter enabled him to attend 

the ceremony. 

Club Vice Chairman, Barrie Brickman, 

ceremoniously lowered the Australian Flag and 

the Last Post, broadcast over the club’s public 

address system, echoed in the cool morning air 

through the gardens and laneways of Double Bay 

as the members prayed “Lest We Forget”. 

Following the sound of Reveille members and 

visitors took to the bowling greens for a morning 

of social bowls where they enjoyed each others’ 

company and competed in the spirit of the day. 

ANZAC DAY’S RESPECT FOR FALLEN WAR HEROES 

TOP: Rob Hutchins reads the names of club 
members who served Australia in war. RIGHT: Lt 
Col. Murray Lott and Men’s Club President Alan 

Rosenberg, ABOVE: Members gather for the 

Anzac Service, 

TOP (left); Women’s Club treasurer, 
Margo Michael with John Rosen. 

BELOW  (left): Anzac biscuits and 

muffins. (Right) Crowed Clubhouse.  
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Good start to pennants, but top team misses out 
DOUBLE Bay made a promising start to the 2018 Zone 13 Pennant competition on Saturday, but 
the top-draw Grade-2 team failed by only three shots and had to be content with one point in its 
away clash with Western Suburbs Leagues. 

Three of the five grades in the opening round recorded wins, while the Grade 7 side had a bye. 
In Grade-2 Double Bay went down at Wests (1-9) by a three shot margin (56-59) after winning one 

rink by 19-17 courtesy 
of Rob Fetherston, 
Harold Jankelowitz, 
Wayne Podger and 
Les Lilian. 

Doug King, Jack 
Kampel, Brandon 
Conway and Arnold 
Javen, lost by three 
shots, while it was a 
two shot deficit in the 
third rink. 

The Grade-5 side, 
fielding similar team 
combinations to last 
year’s section win, 
dropped only half-a-
point at home to 
Randwick on the back 
of a 22-14 rink win by 
David Kellaway’s four 
of Len Sandler, Eric 
Grusd and Peter 
Wyner. 

Also at home, Grade 
-3 won all rinks with 
Michael Becker’s side 
of Ian Ossher, Mark 
Sack and Dan 
Flanagan scoring by 
six shots.  

It was a similar 
result at Balmain 
when the Grade-4 unit 
won the 10 points by a 
narrow margin of six 
shots. 

The Grade-6 side 
battled at home to 
Coogee conceding the 
three rinks by a wide 
21 shots. 

GRADE 2 v WESTS AT WESTS RESULT 

D KING B FRIDMAN R FETHERSTON 
 

J KAMPEL P GLICK H JANKELOWITZ 
 

B CONWAY G WEINBERG W PODGER 
 

A JAVEN H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

Lost 18-21 Lost 16-18 Won 19-17 LOST 1 (53) - 9 (56) 

    

GRADE 3 V EASTLAKES AT DOUBLE BAY RESULT 

M BECKER J ENGELMAN S CAGANOFF 
 

I OSSHER A SAIDMAN P LEVY 
 

M SACK L BREM L FERGUSON 
 

D FLANAGAN P GRUNFELD R FERRER 
 

Won 19-15 Won 24-21 Won 18-13 WON 10 (61) - 0 (47) 

    
GRADE 4 v BALMAIN AT BALMAIN RESULT 

E WAINSTEIN M ROWLEY B LAZARUS 
 

J COLEMAN M LOTT B BRICKMAN 
 

I FEDER A BAKER P FILLER 
 

P ERDOS J WINEBERG G GIACOMINI 
 

Won17-16 Won 20-19 Won 22-18 WON 10 (59) 0 (53) 

    
GRADE 5 v RANDWICK AT DOUBLE BAY RESULT 

A ROSENBERG R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 
 

T ROSENBERG S ABRAHAMS L SANDLER 
 

B GARDEN L PLATUS E GRUSD 
 

I HADASSIN A SIMMONS P WYNER 
 

Drew 20-20 Won 25-24 Won 22-14 WON 9½ (67) ½ (58) 

    
GRADE 6  v COOGEE AT DOUBLE BAY RESULT 

JACK ROSEN F MOGOR J POPPER 
 

MARK FISHER D NATHAN R KAPLAN 
 

P GIBBON R NOVIS S FRANKS 
 

L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 
 

Lost 13-27 Lost 13-17 Lost 17-20 LOST 0 (43) 10 (64) 

    
GRADE 7 BYE 

 
RESULT 

R RUZICKA G SOFER L SMITH 
 

J HASSON D HOENIG B FINE 
 

S GINGES C WOLFF J LENNOX 
 

G SILVER P LABROOY B ROSMARIN BYE 
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Daunting semi-final for Major Singles title-holder 
THE 2017 Major Singles champion, Doug King, faces his second top-of-the-list 

challenge as he bids to retain the title when the 2018 semi-finals are played on 

Sunday. 
In the lower half of the draw King, who eased into the semi-final with a 31-21 win over the 

lower-listed opponent, Mark Sack, on Sunday, now meets Gerald Weinberg, a triple Major 

Singles title winner at Double Bay. In the third round last week King defeated his 2017 final 

opponent, Brandon Conway.  

Weinberg also had an effortless entry into the semi-final when he knocked out the 

consistent Grade-5 player, Alan Simmons by a 21-shot difference.  

The top section of the semi-final draw has Pepe Glick all geared up for his encounter with 

any one of the three opponents who have yet to reach the semi-final stage.  

This is due to the injury delay of the third round match between Paul Baker and Murray 

Lott with the victor to face Rod Ferrer in the quarter-final. 

Glick, who has the reputation of being one of the most astute singles exponents at Double 

Bay, has yet to win the title, although he was runner-up to Jack Kampel in 2009. 

He used all his skills in the quarter-final on Sunday when 

he held off Bernard Fridman, who, 

like Glick, is above average at 

singles play, and has a Major 

Singles runner-up trophy to his 

credit.  

It was a ding-dong encounter as 

both players produced runs of 

consecutive winning ends. At one 

stage they were tied at 9-all (10
th

 

end) but six ends later Glick was in 

charge at 21-10 and maintained the 

advantage to be close to victory at 

29-18 going into the 27
th

 end. 

Fridman hit back by scoring seven 

shots to reduce the leeway to 29- 25 

after playing another five ends. 

Glick regained the mat with a 

single on the 32
nd

 end (30-25) and 

then played perfect deliveries for a 

trio count on the 33
rd

 end and claim 

his place in the semi-finals. 

King did not have it all his own 

way against Sack. 

He was taken to 31 ends by Sack, who kept in touch with his much 

more experienced opponent until the 16
th

 end when King led by only five shots. From that 

point King produced his customary line and length to race to 30-14 by the 28
th

 end. Sack then 

came back on the following three ends to collect seven shots, including a four count on the 

30
th, 

to cut the score to 31-21, but King scored the vital 31
st
 shot on the 31

st
 end. 

Weinberg needed 24 ends to halt the hopes of Simmons who battled throughout to add to 

the scorecard. The closest he was to worrying Weinberg was in mid-match when he gathered 

four consecutive counts for a tally of six shots and have the match at 8-15 after 14 ends. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR 
SINGLES 

THIRD ROUND 
Paul Baker  

v 
Murray Lott  

 
QUARTER-FINALS 

 
Pepe Glick 31 

Bernard Fridman 25 
 

Doug King 31 
Mark Sack 21 

 
Gerald Weinberg 31 

Alan Simmons 10 
 
SEMI-FINAL DRAW 

King 
v 

Weinberg 
 

Winner  
Baker/Murray 

v 
Rod Ferrer 

winner  
v 

Glick 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INJURY 
HALTS 
THIRD 

ROUND 
 

An injury to Paul Baker 
(pictured) prevented him from 
playing the third round Major 
Singles match against Murray 
Lot last Friday. 
Baker suffered a fall and 
sought medical attention prior 
to the match. 
It will now be played on 
Thursday with the winner to 
meet Rod Ferrer in the fourth 
quarter-final on Friday. 
Waiting in the semi-final for 
the outcome of the two games 
is Pepe Glick. 
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Members mourn 

passing of Patron 
TRIBUTE BY PAM STEIN  

THE Double Bay Bowling Club membership 

this week was saddened by the death of the 

Women’s Club’s popular Patron, Sonia Rae 

Davis, aged 90.  

Sonia loved to laugh. Her dry wit, her ready 

smile, her insightful words, her sincere love for 

all of us, will be missed. 

This is a sad time for her family, her friends 

and for the members of 

Double Bay Bowling Club. 

Sonia passed away on 

Saturday, April 28, after 

her beautiful and generous heart failed her. 
At a Women’s Club tea party to celebrate her 90

th
 birthday on 

December 15, last year, Sonia sang along with the members, 

her face alight with the joy and excitement of the day.  

Past President, Ruth Bender, remembers that when she joined 

the club in 1987, Sonia was already an established bowler, 

making new members welcome, encouraging the reticent, and 

leading the club into a successful future. 

Sonia had transferred from Vaucluse Bowling Club to Double 

Bay in order to join her beloved John on the green.  

Her countless victories at every level of the game are 

legendary. 

Her highlights would include being skip in the teams of 2001 and 2004, which won 

the State Pennant Flags when her long-time friend, Juliette Friedlander, skipped on the 

adjoining rink. 

In 2003 Sonia was honoured with the Women’s Club’s Life Membership and three 

years later was appointed the club Patron. 

Each one of the Women’s Club members has their special memories of Sonia, all of 

which will always be treasured.  

In the words of club stalwart, Lorraine McLaughlin, who called Sonia ‘mother’ “She 

is at rest now. She is home”. 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Sonia Davis  
1927-2018 

Sonia Davis 
congratulated on her 
90th birthday at the 
club by Women’s 

Club President Iris 
Kampel  

ON THE GREEN – CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  
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Umpires at District State event 
DOUBLE Bay provided umpires for the recent Eastern 
Suburbs District’s State Mixed Pairs championship at 
Hillsdale. 
They included Barbara Shotland, Lorraine McLaughlin 
and Kathy Passman. 
The umpires are pictured with Double Bay players John 
and Mariann Woods (third and fourth from left) who won 
a morning section, but did not advance further in the 
afternoon play. Iris Kampel also officiated at the event. 

WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP ANNUAL PHOTO CALL 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club photographically records the make-up of its leadership 

team, as illustrated above of the current executive personnel headed by 
President, Iris Kampel. 

The photo hangs in the lounge entrance to the Women’s locker room during the 
president’s three year term. Iris Kampel’s term ends in June, 2019 

The executive and committee members are (standing) - Pamela Stein (Publicly),  
Di Engelander, Lesley Judelman, Rene Saidman (Committee Members), Jan Frape 

(Match Committee Chairperson), Lorraine Becker (Selection Committee Chairperson), 
 Lea Portrate (Social Committee Chairperson). 

 Seated:- Margo Michael (Finance Officer), Barbara Shotland (Vice-President), Iris 
Kampel (President) Marelle [Rein] Rowlands (Vice-President), Marilyn Davis (Secretary). 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 



Women’s Club 
keeps Regional 

Senior Fours 
Championship 

Double Bay Women’s Club last 
week won the Region 13 Senior 
Fours title for the sixth time 
since the event’s inception in 
2012. 
The Double Bay team defeated the 

Region 14 champions, Sylvania, on 
an extra end. 
At Taren Point in September It will 

defend Region 13’s State Senior 
Fours 2017 title won at the same 
venue by the team form Double Bay.  

FULL STORY PAGE 5 
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Regional Senior Fours Champions Rene Saidman, 
Lorraine Becker, Gail Black and Barbara Shur. 

 
DOUG KING  

TO DEFEND MAJOR 
 SINGLES CROWN 

IN 2018 FINAL 
AGAINST  

 PEPE GLICK 

PAGES 2 -3 

 

TOP PENNANT 
 TEAM BREAKS 
LONG LOSING 

STREAK 

PAGE 4 
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King holding onto Major Singles crown 
DOUG King, the defending Major Singles title-holder, is one game away 

from retaining the title and joining the select list of two club members, 

Robert Fetherston and Jack Kampel, who have won the event in 

consecutive years since the merger with Rose Bay in 2000. 

Fetherston, who prior to the merger had amassed eight Major Singles titles at 

Double Bay, won the event in 2001 when he defeated Rod Davies and in 2002 

he scored over Ray Jankelowitz. He also won the title in 2013 beating Jack 

Kampel, who took the trophy in 2009 from Pepe Glick and retained it in 2010 

when he won from John Wineberg. Kampel was also the 2016 champion. 

King will defend the title he won last year from Brandon Conway, when he 

meets Pepe Glick in the final this coming Sunday morning, May 13. 

Yesterday (Sunday) King had to produce all his skills to 

get to the 2018 final by prevailing over the wiles and guile 

of Gerald Weinberg, who also has three Double Bay Major 

Singles titles to his credit. 

It was a “cracking” three-and-a-half 

hour semi-final decided by one shot 

over 40 ends in which both competitors 

won 20 ends.  
Weinberg was in charge early and held a 

four shot advantage (14-10) after 15 ends, 

but on the 27
th

 end King hit the front when 

he claimed a four count to have the score 

22-20. Then he added another four shots 

to retain the advantage 25-23 after the 27
th

 

end. 

Nine ends later Weinberg had fought 

back to lead 29-28. On the 37
th

  end 

Weinberg held two shots for game until 

King played an on-shot and moved second shot out and still trail 

28-30. 

 On end 38 King played a great first bowl only to see Weinberg 

produce an even better delivery to move the shot bowl which 

required an umpire’s calliper measure to determine that King had 

the closest bowl which showed the scoreboard still had Weinberg 

ahead 30-29.  

Playing the 39
th

 end King was down game at the head, but again drew shot with his 

third bowl while Weinberg failed to convert making it 30-all. 

Going into the 40
th

 end King played a jack high bowl; then Weinberg's delivery 

tickled the jack, but was still down. King added another shot with his last bowl to 

squeeze into the championship round by the odd shot 31-30. 
SEMI-FINAL REPORT CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR SINGLES 

THIRD ROUND 
Murray Lot 31 
Paul Baker 13  

 
QUARTER-FINALS 

Murray Lott 31 
Rod Ferrer 18 

 
SEMI-FINALS 
Doug King 31 

Gerald Weinberg 30 
 

Pepe Glick 31 
Murray Lott 19 

 

FINAL 
Sunday, May 13, 

 9.30 am 
 

Doug King 
v 

Pepe Glick  

Gerald Weinberg 
after his third 

Major Singles win 
in 2014 
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Pepe Glick wins way to second Major Singles final 
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE  

In Sunday’s other 2018 Major 

Singles semi-final, Pepe Glick’s 

experience of the singles format as 

much as anything, proved the 

difference against Murray Lott to 

the tune of 31-19. 

From the start Glick had control of 

the mat and took charge racing to 15-

4 after 13 ends, then consolidated the 

scoring run to keep up the pressure at 

28-13 after the 27
th

 end. 

Lott pulled back the leeway 

somewhat when he scored six shots 

over ends 28-33. 

It wasn’t enough to stop Glick 

taking the honours with a two count 

on the 34
th
 for 12 shot margin entry 

into his second Major Singles final at 

Double Bay.  
Glick’s first Major Singles final was in 2009 when runner-up to Jack Kampel. 

Earlier last week Murray Lott, the Double Bay member who wears a military 

uniform more often than the regulation lawn bowling attire, won his way into the 

Major Singles semi-final with third round and quarter-final wins. 

Lott, who serves as a Lieutenant Colonel in the Australian 

Army, joined the club in January, 2015, but because of his 

military responsibilities his bowling activity is restricted, 

mostly to weekends. 

 Notwithstanding his lack of regular competition, Lott has a 

good record in the singles format and won the  Zone 13 Reserve 

Singles Championship in 2016. 

In 2017 Lott had been stationed in Melbourne, and returned to 

his Sydney posting earlier this year. 

Last Thursday he was available to play the delayed Major 

Singles third round match against Paul Baker when he scored 

on 17 of 27 ends, including a four tally on the 16
th

 to record a 

comfortable 31-19 and entry into the quarter-final against Rod 

Ferrer. 

The next day Lott required 33 ends to dismiss Ferrer 31-18 

who was never in danger of winning the battle. At the half-way stage Lott was 

averaging one shot an end to lead 15-9.  

Ten ends later he was in command at 23-15 and went on to claim shots on six of the 

next eight ends to set up the semi-final encounter with Glick. 

Murray Lott on the 
green and (inset) in 

military uniform. 

Pepe Glick (right) with Jack Kampel after the 
2009 Major Singles final. 

FLASHBACK NINE YEARS 
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Top pennant team breaks two-year win drought 

DOUBLE Bay’s top team won its first  Zone 13 pennant match in more than two years 

when it scored a 9-1 victory at home to Taren Point (White) on Saturday. 

Its previous Zone 13 A-Grade win was on April 9, 2016, when it beat Harbord 10-0 on 

home soil with a shot scoreline of 55-38 

Last year the A-

team was winless 

and was demoted 

to Grade-2 level. 

On Saturday, 

against Taren Point 

(White), Double 

Bay took two of 

the three rinks for a 

9-1 win with a shot 

difference of 12. 

The Doug King 

rink won 25-14, 

Phillip Joel’s won 

16-13 with the Rob 

Fetherston 

foursome going 

down by 15-21. 

TWO WINS AND 
TWO LOSES 

Double Bay won 

two other games. 

Grade-3 won 9-1 at 

Matraville 

on the back of a 

33-8 win by 

Michael Becker’s 

rink . The Grade 6 

unit scored a 10-0 

home decision 

against Bronte. 

The Grade-5 unit 

blotted its winning 

copybook when the 

three rinks lost  

 at Waverley. 

Grade-4 fell 10-0 

to Randwick. 

Grade 7, after a 

first round bye, 

opened its Zone 13 

mission with a 10-0 

loss at Ramsgate. 

PENNANT ROUND 2 VENUE RESULT 

    GRADE 2 v TAREN PT WHITE DOUBLE BAY 
 

D KING P JOEL R FETHERSTON 
 

J KAMPEL B FRIDMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
 

G WEINBERG P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

A JAVEN H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

Won 25-14 Won 16-13 Lost 15-21 WON 9– 1 (62 50) 

    
GRADE 3  v MATRAVILLE MATRAVILLE RESULT 

M BECKER J ENGELMAN R JANKELOWITZ 
 

I OSSHER A SAIDMAN P LEVY 
 

M SACK L BREM W PODGER 
 

D FLANAGAN P GRUNFELD R FERRER 
 

Won 33-8  Lost 15-19 Won 15-13 WON 9 -1 (63-40) 

    
GRADE 4 v RANDWICK DOUBLE BAY RESULT 

E WAINSTEIN M ROWLEY B LAZARUS 
 

T ROSENBERG M LOTT B BRICKMAN 
 

I FEDER L FERGUSON P FILLER 
 

P ERDOS A BAKER G GIACOMINI 
 

Lost 15-18 Lost 21-17 Lost 14-18 LOST 0-10 (50-73) 

    
GRADE 5 v WAVERLEY WAVERLEY RESULT 

A ROSENBERG R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 
 

J COLEMAN S ABRAHAMS I COHEN 
 

G RAICHMAN S FRANKS E GRUSD 
 

I HADASSIN J GLASSER P WYNER 
 

Lost 15-26 Lost 17-19 Lost 23-24 LOST 0 -10 (52-68) 

    
GRADE 6 v BRONTE  DOUBLE BAY RESULT 

JACK ROSEN F MOGOR J POPPER 
 

P GIBBON L PLATUS R NOVIS 
 

MARK FISHER R KAPLAN D NATHAN 
 

L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 
 

Won 19-14 Won 23-18  Won 20-17 WON 10-0 (62-50) 

    
GRADE 7 v RAMSGATE RAMSGATE RESULT 

J FLAXMAN E VISINTIN L SMITH 
 

S GINGES D HOENIG B ROSMARIN 
 

B FINE J LENNOX 
ANTHONY  
COHEN 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF P  LABROOY 

 
Lost  17-19 Lost 16-26 Lost 12-23 LOST 0-10 (46-68) 
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Tie-break end win sends team to Senior Fours 
State title defence 

DOUBLE Bay’s Eastern 

Suburbs District Senior 

Fours Champion team will 

defend the Region’s State 

Seniors Fours title in 

September following its extra 

end one shot win in the 

Regional final at Taren Point 

last Monday. 

 The Double Bay foursome of 

skip Rene Saidman,  alongside 

Lorraine Becker, Gail Black,  

and Barbara Shur, representing 

Region 13, defeated Region 

14’s top senior fours side, 

Sylvania, 20-19, after it was all 

square at 19-all on the last end. 
In March, the Double Bay team, with Frankie Grusd substituting for the injured 

Becker, won the Eastern Suburbs District Senior Fours in an all-Double Bay final. 

In last week’s Regional final there was little to choose between the two teams and 

there was no gap in the scoreline when Double Bay and Sylvania were locked 15 all 

on the 16
th

 end. 

Sylvania looked in command playing the 20
th

 end when it held two shots, but the 

Saidman unit played telling deliveries to convert the score for a two count and level at 

19 all. 

Double Bay won the toss for the extra end and elected to give the mat to Sylvania, a 

decision the Double Bay team could have regretted as Sylvania was more accurate and 

had the two closest bowls. That was until Black’s bowl moved the jack into the open.  

The bowls of the third players did not come into contention, while Sylvania’s skip 

missed the target with her first bowl and Saidman hit the jackpot when she produced a 

toucher. The opposing skip’s last bowl again missed and Saidman had the luxury of 

not having to deliver her bowl. 

After the match Saidman said that her last bowl and the result was for “Sonia", 

Double Bay‘s long time Patron and champion bowler, Sonia Davis, who passed away 

a few days earlier, at the age of 90. 

The Double Bay four will now compete for the State Seniors Fours title at Taren 

Point in September with the hope that it can repeat last year’s result when the Double 

Bay team of Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris, Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland, 

defeated the Sutherland representative side 26-12 to come home with the State Title. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

The Senior Fours winners of Region 14 (left) Sylvania 
Margaret Collins, Kay Makin, Gay Brooks and Debra 

Adams, with the Double Bay team representing Regional 
13 Rene Saidman, Lorraine Becker, Gail Black 

 and Barbara Shur. 
PHOTO BY REIN ROWLANDS  
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Nine take assistant coaching course 

NINE senior members of Double Bay Women’s Club last week underwent a 

four-hour Introductory Course for assistant coaches. 

The prospective club assistant coaches were given instructions with video 

explanations and demonstrations by NSW Senior Coach, Kathy Chatillon. 

Weeks prior to the workshop, the participants had submitted a Child Protection 

Legal form and had completed a two-page questionnaire work sheet, as well as 

studying a 63-page manual.  

Chatillon said that a coach is a facilitator and role model, who may encounter new 

bowlers ranging from children to adults and those with disabilities. 

The class discussed case studies, responsibilities, personal attitudes as well as the 

safety of the beginners and the 

management of injury. 

On the green (pictured right), 

participants took turns to prove their 

ability to help the “new” bowler and 

make their experience positive and fun-

filled. 

Returning to the clubhouse the 

candidates completed a written exercise 

to finish the course. 
The Double By members now await the certificate which qualifies them as an Assistant 

Club Coach. 

The session was planned and organised by the Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel. 

NSW Senior Coach, Kathy Chatillon (front) with Double Bay assistant coaching candidates (l-r)  
Iris Kampel, Barbara Shotland, Lorraine Becker, Jan Frape, Jenny Welton, Kathy Passman, Rein 

Rowlands, Marna Morris, Lorraine McLaughlin (who is a qualified coach) and Pam Stein.  
 



DOUBLE BAY WELCOMED WEST AUSTRALIANS 

 

TWENTY Seven members of the West Australian Dalkeith Nedlands Bowling Club, 
pictured above with Double Bay players and the Men’s Club president, Alan 
Rosenberg, (seated front left), were guests at Double Bay on Monday, May 7, 
competing on the bowling green and staying for dinner provided by the in-house 
caterer..                                                                                                                           PHOTO: STEVE EDELMUTH  

SEE ALSO PAGE 2 
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MAJOR SINGLES FINAL DEFERRED A WEEK 
THE much anticipated final of the 2018 Major Singles title between the defending 

champion, Doug King, and his astute challenger, Pepe Glick, was postponed last 

Sunday when officials took into account the distraction of Mothers’ Day and the 

forecast of inclement weather.  

Both players had no objection to the postponement and agreed that the final 

would be played on Sunday (May 20) – weather permitting! 
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Double Bay invited to make bowls tour to Perth 
DOUBLE Bay members could have the opportunity to make a lawn bowls 

tour of Perth, following the visit to the club last week by a group from the 

West Australian Dalkeith Nedlands Bowling Club. 
The group of 27, led by president, 

Chris Richardson, spent an afternoon 

playing bowls and then stayed for a 

buffet dinner. 

During the afternoon tea session 

Richardson invited the Double Bay members to visit his 

club, which is located on the Cruickshank Reserve, 

adjacent to natural bushland on the banks of the Swan 

River which provides a “fantastic backdrop” to the club. 

The Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, received an 

encouraging response when he asked members if they 

would considered an organised tour of Perth to play at 

Dalkeith and other clubs. 

Rosenberg has since told the 

membership that he will make 

enquiries regarding a tour to West 

Australia. 

The Dalkeith tourists in their six-

week visit here also competed at 

Sydney’s Mosman and St. Ives 

Bowling Clubs. 

Included in the  visiting 

group was David 

Steinberg, who has 

been a friend of Alan 

Rosenberg since they 

first met at a sports carnival in 1960.  As a memento of the visit Dalkeith 

presented a box of inscribed jacks to Double Bay (pictured at right). 

. 

 

 

 

 

Men’s Club committee member, Michael Becker 
(centre), with visiting Dalkeith players  

David Wood (left)  and David Steinberg (right). 

Lawn Bowls Show returns to SBS TV 
Lawn bowls returned to free-to-air television on Sunday, May 13, with The 

Bowls Show on SBS from 3 pm nationwide. 
Entering its third season, the popular program is again anchored by hosts Jack Heverin 

and Australian Jackaroo, Barrie Lester, and is broadcast from Crocmedia's new studios, 
which is Australia's largest independent syndicator of sports content. 

Sunday's episode was the first of 22 consecutive weeks of programming until October 7, 
with the exception of two episodes on July 8 and 14 due to the SBS coverage of the Tour de 
France and the World (Football) Cup. 

The  Sunday episodes, are replayed by Fox Sports on Tuesdays at 3:30 pm, 
SBS will also broadcast live the men's and women's singles and pairs finals of the world's richest 

bowls event, the Australian Open, on Thursday, June 21 and Friday, June 22. 

 Chris Richardson 
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Top pennant team’s ‘grand’ win with last bowl 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 2 team chalked up its second consecutive win in the Zone 13 

Pennants when the last bowl delivered by rink skip, Doug King, added one shot for the 

third round aggregate points when at home to Grandviews.     
Double Bay won the 

match 8-2 when the rink 

of Doug King, Jack 

Kampel, Gerald Weinberg 

and Arnold Javen, 

finished ahead by a 11 

shot margin (27-16) after 

the other two rinks lost by 

an aggregate of 36 shots 

to 46. 

The only other win was 

by the Grade 5 side, 

which returned to form 

with a 10-0 result at 

Matraville on the back of 

a sensational 30-7 rink 

victory by the 

combination of Rob 

Hutchins, Max Thomas 

and Jody Glasser, as the 

Alan Rosenberg and 

David Kellaway rinks got 

home on identical 17-16 

score lines. 

In Grade 3 the Ray 

Jankelowitz rink had a 

narrow win to gain one 

point in a 1-9 (-14 shot) 

loss at South Coogee. 

The Grade 4 side 

collected one-and-half 

points with a rink drew 

and a win at home against 

Clovelly. 
Michael Rowley, Murray 

Lott, Andy Baker and Les 

Ferguson gained the point 

with a 20-15 decision, while 

the half point came when the 

foursome of Eric Wainstein, 

Trevor Rosenberg, Ian Feder 

and Ian Hadassin finished 

square on 17 shots.  

James Flaxman, Sam 

Ginges, Brian Fine and Glen 

Silver scored Grade 7’s first 

2018 rink point at Bondi. 
 

PENNANT ROUND 3 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2  v GRANDVIEWS DOUBLE BAY  

 
D KING P JOEL R FETHERSTON 

 
J KAMPEL B FRIDMAN H JANKELOWITZ 

 
G WEINBERG P GLICK B CONWAY 

 
A JAVEN H BLACK L LILIAN 

 WON 27-16 LOST 16-23 LOST 20-23 WON 8 (63) 2 (62) 

      
 

GRADE 3 v S. COOGEE   STH COOGEE 
 

M BECKER J ENGELMAN R JANKELOWITZ 
 

I OSSHER A SAIDMAN S CAGANOFF 
 

M SACK L BREM W PODGER 
 

D FLANAGAN P GRUNFELD R FERRER 
 LOST 13-21 LOST 14-23 WON 17-14 LOST 1 (44) 9 (58) 

      
 

GRADE 4  v CLOVELLY   DOUBLE BAY 
 

E WAINSTEIN M ROWLEY B LAZARUS 
 

T ROSENBERG M LOTT P FILLER 
 

I FEDER A BAKER G RAICHMAN 
 

A SIMMONS L FERGUSON G GIACOMINI 
 DREW 17-17 WON 20-15 LOST 13-20 LOST 1.5 (50) 8.5 (52) 

      
 

GRADE 5 v MATRAVILLE   MATRAVILLE 
 

A ROSENBERG R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 
 

J COLEMAN M THOMAS L SANDLER 
 

S ABRAHAMS S FRANKS E GRUSD 
 

I HADASSIN J GLASSER P WYNER 
 

WON 17-16 WON 30-7 WON 17-16 WON 10 (64) 0 (39) 

      
 GRADE 6 v S. COOGEE at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

JACK ROSEN F MOGOR J POPPER 
 

R RUZICKA M REISIN R NOVIS 
 

MARK FISHER P GIBBON D NATHAN 
 

L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 
 

LOST 21-23 LOST 9-27 LOST 12-31 LOST 0 (42) 10 (82) 

    
GRADE 7 v  BONDI at  BONDI 

 
J FLAXMAN E VISINTIN L SMITH 

 
S GINGES D HOENIG H JACOBS 

 
B FINE J LENNOX B ROSMARIN 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF P LABROOY 

 
WON 22-13 LOST 16-24 LOST 14-21 LOST 1 (52) 9 (58) 
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Double Bay hosts 2018 Regional finals, 

but club team outplayed 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club was the host venue 

for the 2018 Region 13 Pennant finals last 

Thursday as 64 bowlers, ranging in ability from 

Grade 1 to Grade 4, battled to advance to the 

State finals in August. 

Alongside the 64 bowlers were team managers, 

umpires and District representative, plus three bus 

loads of supporters of the competing clubs. 

Atmosphere around the two greens was electric 

and additional chairs were placed at the No 3 green 

on which Region 13’s Double Bay Grade 1 team 

faced the challenge of the 

champions from the powerhouse 

Taren Point Club.  

The weather was perfect with a 

wet and holding green  quickening 

as the morning sun warmed. 
The teams were announced as Double 

Bay’s Barbara Shotland skipping  

opposite Bronwyn McPherson with Iris 

Kampel as lead faced by Louise 

Cronan, Pam Stein playing second, 

opposed by Cheryl Wright and Marna 

Morris the third player against  Kim Brough. 
On the other rink Rene Saidman’s team was Barbara Shur (lead), Gail Black (second) 

and Lorraine Becker (third) against the side headed by Katrina 

Wright (daughter of Cheryl Wright), Cathy Verdick, Liz Baker 

and Kate Walker. 

The Saidman quad fired early to be ahead 11-2 to have the 

halfway point score of the combined two rinks even at 16-all, 

before the strength of the Taren Point combinations outplayed 

and overwhelmed the home side’s talent.  

Taren Point went on to win the Regional A-grade flag and 

qualification for the State Championship playoff by a 

commanding 58-25 shots. 
Club officials said “thank you” for the support shown by all 

sections of the club during the Regional playoffs.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE PLUS PHOTOS 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

ZONE 13 
REGIONAL 

CHAMPIONS 2018 

GRADE 1: TAREN POINT 
Runner-up: Double Bay 

 GRADE 2:  TAREN POINT  
Runner-up: Clovelly 

GRADE 3: ENGADINE 
Runner-up: Matraville  

GRADE 4: RAMSGATE 
Runner-up: Randwick 

Final 
score 

Spectators 
around  the 

green 
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No top Pennant  

games prior to 

Regional decider 
FROM PREVIOUS  PAGE 

The fact that Double Bay is the only 

Eastern Suburbs District A-grade 

team was a handicap when it came 

to the Regional qualification match. 

The eight Double Bay players listed 

as A-graders  did not play any District 

pennant games, but in a bid to prepare the team for the Regional clash with Taren 

Point, it had one trial against Double Bay Men’s Club’s top-rated players. 

None-the-less, Double Bay Women’s Club will be listed as the Regional A-grade 

runners-up and the players received certificates to record their participation. 

 Luncheon of chicken and salad with a dessert, 

was hosted by Region 13 and served by the 

Double Bay Club’s in-house catering service. 

The 2018 State Pennant Championship will take 

place from August 8 - 12 with the Grade 1 being  

playing at The Entrance Bowling Club. 

 

 

 

.  

 

  

Double Bay Men’s Club’s top players and the 
Women’s Club’s Grade 1 team prepare to play a 

practice match prior to the Regional final. 

Medals for winners;  
Certificates for runners-up 

     PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN and 

         NATALIE FRANKS 

BELOW:  
The Taren Point team with the   

Flag for winning the 2018  Region 
13  Grade 1 Pennant. 

ABOVE:  
The Double Bay Grade 1 team (from left) Iris 
Kampel, Pam Stein, Marna Morris, Barbara 

Shotland, Rene Saidman, Lorraine Becker, Gail 
Black and Barbara Shur with the 2018 Region 

13 Grade 1 Runners-Up Certificates.  



The sign which may alleviate 

members’ parking problem 
WOOLLAHRA Council has changed vehicle 

parking restrictions alongside the Double Bay 

Bowling Club in Kiaora Road in a bid to 

discourage all-day parking. 

Last week the parking signage covering the 30 

spaces adjoining the bowling club ground was 

changed to have two time-limit periods. 

A one-hour parking limit is now in force between 8 

am and 10 am. From 10 am parking is for a six-hour 

period to 6 pm. The restrictions apply Monday to 

Saturday. 

Subject to ranger policing, the new time limits could 

improve the daily turnover of parking bays for lawn 

bowlers at the Double Bay club and local residents.  

SEE ALSO PAGE 5 
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DOUG STILL KING OF THE SINGLES TITLE 
DOUG King became only the third Double Bay Men’s Club player 
to retain the Major Singles Title this century when he defeated 
Pepe Glick 31-27 in the 2018 final on Sunday. 
He joins Robert Fetherston and Jack Kampel, who have won the 
event in consecutive years since the merger with Rose Bay in 
2000. 
It was King’s fourth appearance in the club’s Major Singles final. 
He is a two-time runner-up in the event, in 2004 to Gerald 
Weinberg and in 2015 against Brandon Conway. 

REPORT AND MORE PICTURES PAGE 2 
 

Doug King (right) 
and Pepe Glick  

The new 
parking 

time  
limits 
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Last bowl-toucher keeps Doug King on Major Singles throne 
IT took almost four hours and 36 completed ends before Doug King shook 

off Pepe Glick’s challenge for the 2018 Major Singles Championship on 

Sunday. 

King, the 60-year-old defending 

champion, was up against an aggressive 

opponent in Glick, who had proved his 

ability in the singles format at Double 

Bay as the 2009 Major Singles runner-

up to Jack Kampel. 

King entered the club record book as 

having won two consecutive Major 

singles titles when he trailed the jack for 

two shots on the 36
th

 end for a 31-27 

result. 

Playing conditions were pleasant with 

an intermittent breeze.  

Glick, who celebrates his 71
st
 birthday 

in December, took time to find his 

forehand line and length which allowed 

King to race to a 11-2 lead after eight 

ends. 

On the 11
th
 end Pepe switched to the 

backhand and started a run of six 

winning ends to hit the front at 16-14, 

but by the 20
th

 end his advantage had 

been cut to a single shot on 17-16. 

King fought back with a last bowl shot 

to even the score 17-17. Next Glick was 

three up at the head 

when King killed the end. Glick showed his skill when he 

also produced a bowl which forced the end to again be 

replayed.  

From that point King applied the pressure and produced 

the skills of a champion  

His consistency forced Glick to lose his delivery weight 

which gave King additions to his score over the next seven 

ends to lead 26-17 after 27 ends.  

Not to be outdone, Glick steadied with another fight back. 

On the 28
th
 end he played two perfect bowls followed by a 

three count and then another two to lag 24-27 going into 

the 31
st
 end.  

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR 
SINGLES 

FINAL 

Doug King 31 

Pepe Glick 27  

 

2018 MAJOR 
PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 

Bernard Fridman  
Peter Kurta 20 

 
Ian Ossher 

Mark Sack 15 
 
 

 

 

THE 36th FINAL END 
Doug King’s red bowls hold two shots for the 
2018 Major Singles title, as the match marker, 
Gerald Weinberg (centre), confirms the score 

to King’s opponent, Pepe Glick (right). 
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A new team will be 2018 Major Pairs champions 
WHEN the defending champions, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, 

exited the 2018 Major Pairs championship at the quarter-final stage, it left 

the door open for a new combination to claim the title. 

On Sunday the first-time pairing of Bernard Fridman and Peter Kurta eased 

their way into this year’s championship round with a 20-15 decision over 

another new look team of Ian Ossher and Mark Sack. 

Being in a Major Pairs final is not new to the A-grader Fridman, who teamed 

with Peter Levy, to take home the event in 2007. He then paired with Jack 

Kampel two years later when they lost the final to the Weinberg-Javen 

combination.  

For Kurta, it will be his first appearance in a Major final at Double Bay, 

although he is the current Minor Singles champion and was runner-up to David 

Kellaway in the 2015 Minor Singles event. 

Their opponents will come from the clash between well-established pairings of 

Rob Fetherston and Wayne Podger, who have teamed since 2015, against Pepe 

Glick and Harry Black, who have played side-by-side for the past three years. 

Glick’s appearance in the Major Singles final on Sunday compelled the pairs 

match to be delayed. 

In Sunday’s semi-final, the Fridman couple hit form early and was ahead 11-6 

after 12 ends; then they added four shots on the 13
th
 to set their path to the final. 

The only time the Ossher-Sack team worried their opposition was on the 20
th
 

end when they added four shots  to reduced the space to 15-19. 

 

Major Singles final to Doug King 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

However, King edged further ahead to 29-24 after the 

33rd end, but was in trouble on end 34 being compelled 

to drive only to see his bowl hit both Glick’s touchers 

into the ditch for the scoreboard to show Glick on    

26-29.  Then Glick scored a single on end 35 to make 

it 27-29. 

 Both players were 

under pressure 

playing the 36th end. 

 King came closest 

to the jack, while 

Glick defended to 

prevent King adding a title-winning second shot. 

 However, King retained the Major Singles crown with 

a perfect last bowl delivery which trailed the jack to 

make two shots for game, match and title at 31-27. 

Pepe Glick playing the 28th end for 

two shot (white) bowls. 

Doug King’s textbook action 
for his last bowl win. 

 
 green..  

     MAJOR SINGLES FINAL  PHOTOS BY 
   MICHAEL ROWLEY and JACK KAMPEL 
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GRADE-3 TOPS SECTION IN ZONE 13 PENNANTS 
 

NEARING the half-way stage of the 2018 Zone 13 Pennant season, the Double Bay 

Grade-3 side, is heading the Section 1 ladder by a seven point margin, following its 9-1 

(64-42 shots) win at home to Alexandria Erskineville in Round 4 last Saturday. 

The result came on the back of a 27-5 rink win by Ray Jankelowitz, Peter Levy, Maurice 

Boland and Rod Ferrer, supported by a 27-12 victory from Michael Becker, Ian Ossher, Mark 

Sack and Paul Baker. 

In a close encounter, 

the top Grade-2 team, 

for the second week 

collected eight points 

by a one-shot (60-59) 

margin at Sylvania 

and sits on Section 1’s 

third spot with 26 

points, four behind 

Taren Point (white). 

Rob Fetherston’s 

foursome of Wayne 

Podger with Brandon 

Conway and Les 

Lilian provided a 11-

shot win which 

assured the one shot 

aggregate result.  

The Grade-5 unit 

retained its Section 2 

second place with a 9-

1 win in the “derby” 

match at Diamond 

Bay. 

It took a point on 

each of two rink wins 

plus seven points for a 

59-53 shot margin. 

 Grade-4 went down 

1-9 (50-55) away to 

Marrickville. 

 The Grade-6 outfit 

was no match on the 

greens at Moorefield 

finishing behind 1-9 

with a 28-shot deficit. 

 At the same time the 

Moorefield Grade-7 

side was too strong at 

Double Bay and left 

with a 9-1 (63-53) 

shot result.  

PENNANT ROUND 4 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 SYLVANIA SYLVANIA 
 

D KING P JOEL R FETHERSTON 
 

J KAMPEL B FRIDMAN W PODGER 
 

G WEINBERG P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

A JAVEN D FLANAGAN L LILIAN 
 

Lost 13-27 Lost 20-22 Won 21-10 WON 8 (60) 2 (59) 

    
GRADE 3 ALEX ERSK AT DOUBLE BAY 

 
M BECKER J ENGELMAN R JANKELOWITZ 

 
I OSSHER A SAIDMAN P LEVY 

 
M SACK L BREM M BOLAND 

 
P BAKER P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 
Won 27-12 Lost 10-25 Won 27-5 WON 9 (64) 1 (42) 

    
GRADE 4 MARRICKVILLE MARRICKVILLE 

 
T ROSENBERG M ROWLEY B LAZARUS 

 
I FEDER M LOTT P FILLER 

 
G RAICHMAN A BAKER S GLICK 

 
A SIMMONS L FERGUSON G GIACOMINI 

 
Lost 15-17 Won 21-13 Lost 14-25 LOST 1 (50) 9 (55) 

    
GRADE 5 DIAMOND BAY DOUBLE BAY 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 

 
S ABRAHAMS M THOMAS L SANDLER 

 
B GARDEN I COHEN E GRUSD 

 
I HADASSIN J GLASSER P WYNER 

 
Won 25-16 Lost 14-21 Won 20-16 WON 9 (59) 1(53) 

    
GRADE 6 MOOREFIELD MOOREFIELD 

 
JACK ROSEN F MOGOR J POPPER 

 
M REISIN D NATHAN R NOVIS 

 
MARK FISHER C ROSENFELD T COHEN 

 
L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 

 
Won 23-16 Lost 15-18 Lost 8-42 LOST 1 (48) 9 (76) 

    
GRADE 7 MOOREFIELD DOUBLE BAY 

 
J RAINES E VISINTIN S TERLEY 

 
S GINGES J HASSON H JACOBS 

 
H ROPER HAROLD BLACK B ROSMARIN 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF P LABROOY 

 
Lost 18-26 Lost 13-19 Won 22-16 LOST 1(53) 9 (63) 
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Change to parking restrictions after three-year talks 
WOOLLAHRA Council’s decision to change the parking restrictions along 

a section of Kiaora Road, which could improve the 

vacancy rate of bays for Double Bay Bowling Club 

members and local residents, followed three years of 

negotiations by the club’s honorary secretary, Peter 

Wyner (pictured). 

The changes to the time limits cover the 30 adjoining and 

parallel parking spaces alongside the Double Bay Bowling 

Club property.  

If policed to the letter of the law, the new time limitations 

could free up parking along the designated area for men’s and women’s club 

members from 10.01 am onwards without risk of over parking.  

Wyner said this week that members should be aware that to avoid fines they 

should not park before 9 am, but a member parking around 11 am should be 

safe if the space is vacated around 5 pm.  

If a car is parked at 12 noon it is safe until just before 8 am of the following 

morning, he added. 

Wyner said that members of Double Bay Women’s Club, who compete on 

Tuesday and Thursday mornings, should be aware of the one-hour time limit 

which now comes into force between 8 and 10 o’clock. 

There is no parking restriction on Sundays. 

 “We are indebted to Woollahra Council which has been most understanding in 

considering the problems facing Double Bay members, particularly the 100-or-

more who come to the club on Wednesdays,” Wyner said. 

Conway’s Zone rink’s unbeaten run 
Double Bay’s Brandon Conway is a 
member of a rink which has been 
undefeated in the past two years 
competing for Zone 13 in the NSW 
Inter-Zone Seniors tournament. 
  Last week playing at Figgy Bowlo, 
Wollongong, the Zone 13 No. 1 side of 
Peter Hughes (Engadine), Martin Krajl 
(Engadine), Conway and Ray Tozer 
(Grandviews) won all their sectional 
matches including a 18-14 win over the 
section winners, Zone 12 (South Sydney 
West). 
  Zone 13 failed to progress past the 
sectional stage.  

  Zone 15 (Central Coast) defeated Zone 12 by 58-53 to win the championship.  
    

Peter Hughes (skip), Martin Krajl (third), 
Brandon Conway (second) and 

 Ray Tozer (lead). 
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New member shines in District Singles 

NEWCOMER to Double Bay Women’s Club ranks, 

Marianne Woods, along with club stalwart, Barbara 

Shotland, were in the final four of the 2018 Eastern 

Suburbs District WBA State Singles last week. 

Both were eliminated at the semi-final stage, Woods going 

out to Clovelly’s Gina O'Reilly 25-21, and Shotland exiting to 

K. Te Awa, from Waverley 25-23. 

Woods, came to Double Bay Bowling Club last September 

after playing at South Coogee and was among the seven club 

players entered for the 2018 District Singles event. 

In the semi-finals at Randwick last Thursday, Woods battled 

well against O'Reilly who led from the start and stayed only a few shots ahead 

to enter the final by a four shot margin. 

In the other semi-final Shotland and Te Awa 

provided a match worthy of television coverage. 

Towards the end of a thrilling encounter Shotland 

led 18-12 and then became stuck on 19 shots which 

allowed her opponent to catch up to 19-all and then 

forge ahead until the 

two were locked at 

22-22. Then it was 

23-all as Te Awa 

scored singles on the 

next two ends to 

clinch a spot in the final. 

To get to the semi-finals, Woods knocked out 

Double Bay’s prominent Lorraine Becker 25-

11 in the third round, while Shotland accounted 

for two opponents from Clovelly and one from 

Randwick. 

Earlier in round two, Becker, defeated the 2017 

champion, Ros Madgwick, of Randwick, 25-19.  

Audrey Weinberg was a first round casualty 

going down 19-25 to M. Eccles (Waverly) and 

Jan Frape lost (18-25) to O’Reilly in round 

two, while both Rene Saidman and Pam Stein 

forfeited their first round games. 

K. Te Awa went on to win the title from O’Reilly 25-22. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

ANOTHER 
HUSBAND 
AND WIFE 
TEAM AT 
THE CLUB 
THE arrival of Marianne Ann 

Woods to Double Bay Women’s 
Club adds another husband-and-
wife team  at the club. 

John Woods (pictured) was a 
long-time member of Double Bay 
Men’s Club member until 2016.  

He returned to the club at the 
same time as Marianne late last 
year. 

Women’s Club officials said Mary 
Ann is fine and competitive talent 
who will be of great benefit to 
Double Bay. 

Marianne Woods  

Barbara Shotland and  
K. Te Awa 
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CLUB MOURNS 
 HARRY STEIN 
Long-time Rose 

Bay and Double 
Bay member, 
Harry Stein, 

passed away early 
last week. 

TRIBUTE PAGE 2 
 

Women’s Club’s 40th Year, 
but party to wait until 

 November Charity Day 
 
 

Double Bay Women’s Club was 
established on May 22, 1978, and the date 

was recalled last week when members 
toasted the 40th year during a lunch with 

champagne and orange juice, but the 
celebratory party will not be held until 
November as part of the club’s annual 

Charity Day. 

SEE ALSO PAGE 5 

 
 
 
 

PEPE GLICK WINS 
WAY TO A 

 THIRD  MAJOR 
FINAL THIS YEAR 

PAGE 4 
 

UNUSUAL ALL-SQUARE 
PENNANT RESULT BY 

CLUB’S GRADE 
FOUR TEAM 

PAGE 3 
 

ALSO IN 
THIS ISSUE 
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WEDNESDAY LEAGUE POSTPONED AS MEMORIAL TRIBUTE 

CLUB MOURNS LONG-TIME 

ADMINISTRATOR, HARRY STEIN 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club officials last week made an exceptional 
decision to postpone its Wednesday Intra-Club competition to 
enable the membership to attend the funeral of popular club 
administrator, Harry Stein. 

Stein passed away early last week at the age of 77 years after suffering a short 
period of aggressive lung cancer. 

He was a popular member of both Rose Bay and Double Bay Bowling Clubs, spending as much time 
in administration as he did on the bowling green. 

At Rose Bay, Stein served as a Club Director and a Vice-President on the Men’s Club Committee. 
Soon after the amalgamation of Rose Bay and Double Bay Bowling Clubs in 2000, Stein became a 

member of the umpires committee and was elected by the Double Bay membership of 2001 as the 
initial Men’s Club’s Bowls Secretary – a post he held until 2007. 

The majority of today’s members would have 
known Stein as an astute member of the Men’s 
Club Selection Committee.  

He was first named a selector in 2009 and 
continued until 2016 when he did not seek re-
election.  

His bowling achievements included selection 
for Zone 11 District representative teams from 
Rose Bay. He was a member of Double Bay 
teams of 2003 which won Zone 11’s District 
Fours title and was in the side which was 
runner-up in the Triples. 

At Double Bay Club level his name appears 
four times 
on the 

Honour 
Boards. 

In 2004 he was in teams which won the Major Triples (with Len 
Simon and Peter Levy) and Major Fours (John Rosen, Les Lilian 
and Alan Rosenberg). The following year the same combinations 
were runners-up in the two Major events. 

In 2008, when the Double Bay membership was contemplating the 
(now discarded) redevelopment and refurbishing of the clubhouse, 
Stein was a member of the Select Committee charged with 
developing the project plans. 

Stein was also heavily involved in the NSW Maccabi movement 
and was instrumental in the establishment of its Lawn Bowls Guild, 
where he was a long-serving President and was honoured with Life 
Membership. 

The Bowling Club’s decision to suspend the Wednesday League 
was justified as the funeral and burial service was attended by a 
very large number of lawn bowlers among the mourners. 

FLASHBACK TO 2008 when Harry Stein 
(circled) was a member of the Future Planning 

Committee for the Double Bay Clubhouse 
Renovation Project, pictured with co-members 
Michael Beaumont, Carole Brickman and Fred 

Ginsberg. 

FLASHBACK TO 2006 
when Harry Stein was a 

member of the Double Bay 
team which won the Zone 

11 Grade 3 Pennant. 
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Team’s unusual all-even Pennant result 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 4 team became the first side to score a 5-all draw in the 2018 

Zone 13 Pennant Competition when the fifth round was played on Saturday. 
They shared the rink points and the aggregate count at Bronte. Each club won one rink by 

the same score and tied the third for 1½ points. The seven aggregate points were divided (3½ 

points) as both teams scored 65 shots for a  total match score of five points  

The all–square result came after 525 games in Grades 2 to 7 completed the half-way stage 

of the season. 
The Grade 4 

team has won one 

match and drawn 

one and sits at the 

tail  of its section 

with 17½ points.  

The drawn came 

about when Trevor 

Rosenberg’s rink 

tied 23-23, Alan 

Saidman’s  lost by 

18-24, but the 

Barry Lazarus’ 

side cancelled out 

the defeat, with a 

24-18 win. 

GRADE 2 WINS 
AT TAREN POINT 
After five rounds 

the Grade-2 team 

holds second spot 

on 34 points, six 

behind Taren Point 

(White) after its  

8-2 win over the 

Taren Point Green 

team. 

 Grade-3 leads 

the section with 39 

points, 11 ahead of 

Matraville RSL. 

Grade-5 team is 

second in Section 

2 with 37½ pts, 

behind unbeaten 

Waverley which 

has 46 pts. 

 Double Bay’s 

Grade-6 side is 

fifth of the six 

section 2 clubs. 

In Grade-7 the 

club lags in last 

spot of the five- 

teams of Section 3. 

PENNANT ROUND 5 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 TAREN PT  (GREEN) TAREN POINT 
 

D KING P JOEL R FETHERSTON 
 

J KAMPEL B FRIDMAN H JANKELOWITZ 
 

G WEINBERG P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

A JAVEN H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

Won 23-8 Lost 13-18 Lost 16-23 WON 8 (52) 2 (49) 

    
GRADE 3 LEICHHARDT DOUBLE BAY 

 
M BECKER A SAIDMAN R JANKELOWITZ 

 
I OSSHER J ENGELMAN P LEVY 

 
M SACK L BREM W PODGER 

 
P BAKER P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 
Won 27-13 Won 25-13 Won 27-14 WON 10 (79) 0 (50) 

    
GRADE 4 BRONTE BRONTE 

 
T ROSENBERG M ROWLEY B LAZARUS 

 
I FEDER M LOTT M BOLAND 

 
G RAICHMAN L GINZBERG P FILLER 

 
A SIMMONS L FERGUSON P ERDOS 

 
Drew 23-23 Lost 18-24 Won 24-18 DREW 5 (65) 5 (65) 

    
GRADE 5 EASTLAKES DOUBLE BAY 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY  

S ABRAHAMS M THOMAS L SANDLER 
 

B GARDEN I COHEN E GRUSD 
 

I HADASSIN J GLASSER P WYNER 
 

LOST 16-25 WON 21-15  WON 23-15 WON 9 (60) 1 (55) 

    
GRADE 6 RANDWICK RANDWICK 

 
MARK FISHER  J FLAXMAN J POPPER 

 
S GINGES D NATHAN R KAPLAN 

 
T COHEN C ROSENFELD R NOVIS 

 
L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 

 
LOST 13-25 WON 23-21 WON 30-10 WON 9 (66) 1 (56) 

    
GRADE 7 TAREN POINT DOUBLE BAY 

 
J RAINES E VISINTIN S TERLEY 

 
P GIBBON J HASSON H JACOBS 

 
B FINE D HOENIG J LENNOX 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF P LABROOY 

 
WON 21-14 LOST 10-26 LOST 13-34 LOST 1 (44) 9 (74) 
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Pepe Glick makes third 2018 Major final 
PEPE Glick, currently the club’s most consistent 

performer, will compete in his third 2018 Major 

championship final, following his Major Pairs win on 

Sunday. 

With regular partner, Harry Black, Glick produced a 

customary solid blend of bowling to win the 2018 Major Pairs 

semi-final by a six-shot margin over Rob Fetherston and 

Wayne Podger. 

Glick last week played in a second 2018 Major championship 

round when he lost the Major Singles event to the 2017 title-holder, 

Doug King. 

In March this year, Glick skipped the side of Gerald Weinberg, 

Harry Black and Les Brem, to win the Major Fours title from the 

side, which had his brother Sid leading for the combination of 

Brandon Conway, Arnold Javen and Gerald Raichman.  

The Glick-Black pair started well by leading 9-4 after 10 ends, but 

gave away a four count on the following end. The 13
th

 end Glick and 

Black recovered the four shots and then went away to increase their 

advantage to 17-10 after 18 ends. 

The following three ends were a “battle royal” as Fetherston and 

Podger produced excellent bowls to hold a good two shots, as Glick’s 

last bowl nudged the jack, but just failed to change the position. Then 

Fetherston added a brilliant third shot to make the scoreline 17-13. 

On the 20
th

 end Black’s bowls held two close shots only to see 

Fetherston produce a perfecto on-shot to convert to the head to three-

up.  

Glick returned the favour with an extraordinary on-shot which sent 

the jack into the ditch to be four up. Again Fetherston came to the 

rescue by drawing close enough to reduce the deficit to two down 

and reduce the deficit to five shots at 13-18. 

  On the 21
st
 last end Black showed his customary consistency to be 

closest to the target, while Glick covered every angle with his astute 

deliveries, which gave  his opponent little or no chance to change the 

situation of a single count and send Glick and Black into the 2918 

final against the Bernard Fridman–Peter Kurta team. 

Holders and runners-up clash in Major Triples first round 
THE teams of Jack Kampel, Doug King and Peter Levy, and Harold 
Jankelowitz,  Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan, have faced each other in the past 
two Double Bay Men’s Club Major Triples finals. 
The Kampel trio won last year’s title 27-21, while the Jankelowitz side took the 
2016 crown from them by 27-13. 
The 2018 Major Triples had them drawn to play each other in the first round 
last Sunday when the Kampel combination took 24 ends to continue in the 
event on a 27-16 score. Kampel, and his strong line-up, was never in doubt 
being ahead 17-7 after 12 ends and a three count on the 24th finished the 
Jankelowitz challenge. 
Harold Jankelowitz’s elder brother, Ray, alongside Michael Becker and Sam 
Abrahams were surprised by a lesser-graded trio of Norman Morris, Phil Filler 
and Robert Weiss and exited on a 11-25 result. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 
 

Pepe Glick 19 
Harry Black  

v 
Rob Fetherston 13 

Wayne Podger  
 
 
 

2018 MAJOR 
TRIPLES 

FIRST ROUND 

Jack Kampel 27 
Doug King  
Peter Levy  

v 
Harold Jankelowitz 16 

Les Lilian  
Dan Flanagan  

 
Norman Morris 25 

Phil Filler  
Robert Weiss  

v 
Ray Jankelowitz  
Michael Becker  

Sam Abrahams 11 
 

Arnold Javen 26 
Gerald Raichman  

Andy Baker  
v 

Julian Engelman 14 
Trevor Rosenberg  

Peter Erdos  
 

Rob Hutchins 25 
Len Sandler  
Ronald Munz 

v 
James Flaxman 14  

Ian Hadassin 
Philip Labrooy  

 
Barrie Brickman 

Rod Ferrer  
Les Ferguson 26 

v 
 Brian Fine 4 

Jacques Hasson 
Glen Silver   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pepe Glick     Harry Black  
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Champagne and orange toast to club’s 40
th

 year 

When Double Bay Women’s Club marked its 40th birthday on Tuesday, May 22, 

last week, 10 core members of the club were 85 kilometres away competing in the 

NSW Women’s Bowls 2018 Carnival at Wollongong. 

But this didn’t stop a majority of members from toasting the occasion with glasses of 

champagne and orange during a special luncheon as pictured below. 

The club will officially celebrated its 40th year in November when it hosts the 

annual Charity Day, which is in 

support of  the Randwick 

Hospital’s Children’s Oncology 

and Research unit. Last year’s 

Charity Day raised $3000 bringing 

the club’s total donation to more 

than $61,000.  

 Double Bay’s Barbara Shotland, 

who is a committee member of 

NSW Women’s Bowls, was an 

official at the Bowls Carnival 

which attracted a total of 768 

bowlers competing in 192 teams 

of Fours for $7000 prize money. 

At the gala opening carnival fancy dress dinner, with the theme 

of “Ahoy!”, Shotland appeared as a pirate (pictured right). 
Double Bay was represented by teams of Iris Kampel, Barbara Shur, 

Leikie Becker and Rene Saidman; Judy Thomas, Gail Black, Rein 

Rowlands and Marna Morris, while Jan Frape and Wendy Englander 

combined with friends from  another local club in a composite team. 

After a good start the Double Bay teams did not advance past the 

Sectional stage. A composite team from Bomaderry and Tuncurry Beach won the 

Carnival tournament from a foursome from South West Rocks. 
. 
 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Life Member marks her 96
th

 birthday 

LIFE Member of the Double Bay Women’s Club, Phyllis Glasser, 
celebrated her 96th birthday earlier this month. 
Currently a resident at the Montefiore Home, Randwick, Phyllis, wanted to 
mark the occasion with her long-time bowling friends at Double Bay. 
Club treasurer, Margo Michael, drove her to the club where she cut the 
traditional birthday cake.  
Phyllis has the reputation of being a number one lead bowler. 
She became a Double Bay player when Rose Bay BC merged in 2000. 

Picture shows Phyllis Glasser ready to cut her birthday cake with the 
encouragement of Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel (left) and   
treasurer, Margo Michael.  
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HANDS OF SENIOR 
PAIRS CHAMPIONS 

Barbara Shur and Lorraine Becker hold 
hands after winning the 2018 Eastern 
District Seniors Pairs title last week. 

SEE PAGE 5 
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SMILES OF THE 
MAJOR PAIRS 

TITLE WINNERS 
Pepe Glick and Harry Black are proving to be a  

formidable combination. 

On Sunday they combined to win their second 
Major title this year with a three-shot margin over 

Bernard Fridman and Peter Kurta for the Pairs 
Championship. 

In March, they teamed with Gerald Weinberg and 
Les Brem, to take the Major Fours crown.    

REPORT PAGE 2 
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Glick’s first, Black’s second Major Pairs Title 
WHEN the well-established duo of Pepe Glick and Harry Black won the 2018 Major 

Pairs title on Sunday, it was their second Major Championship this year, having been in 

the winning Major Fours line-up in March. 

Their 20-17 Major Pairs decision over the first-time combination of Bernard Fridman and 

Peter Kurta was Glick’s initial Pairs crown at Double Bay, while 

Black has previously been successful when he partnered Ray 

Jankelowitz for the 2012 trophy. 

The Major Pairs final was a toe-to-toe affair played in a range 

of weather conditions. They had to contend with howling wind 

gusts, heavy rain showers, periods sheltering in the clubhouse 

and bursts of sunshine. 

Glick-Black started with a three count and by end number four 

had scored seven shots without reply. 

Then the Fridman-Kurta team hit back 

with a collect of eight shots to have the 

lead at 8-7 after eight ends. On the 10
th

 

end Glick, comeback with a trio to 

regain the lead at 11-8. 

From that point it was a ding-dong 

encounter. On the 18th it was tied at 14-all before Glick-Black  

produced the game’s only four count for an 18-14 advantage.  

On the 20
th

 end Fridman and Kurta came back with three shots to 

start the championship end trailing by a single shot (17-18). 

  It looked as if Fridman-Kurta would upset the Glick-Black pair as 

they held two shots as Black was on the mat to play his last two 

bowls. With the first he drew second shot and with the next trailed 

the jack for two which put his side three ahead on the scorecard. 

 It was left to Fridman’s final two deliveries to change the position, 

but he was slightly off target and had to concede the title at 20-17. 

 

 

PEPE Glick and Harry Black now have their sights set on the 

Major Triples event where they will have Jeff Coleman as the 

lead player.  

Glick and Black completed a full Sunday on the Double Bay greens 

when, joined by Coleman in the afternoon, they scored a soft 33-19 

win in the Major Triples first round over Ian Feder, John Woods and 

Jody Glasser.  

Earlier on Sunday morning, the defending trio Jack Kampel, Doug 

King and Peter Levy advanced to the semi-final stage following a 

second round 25-15 win over Norman Morris, Phil Filler and Robert 

Weiss, when Les Brem substituted for the unavailable Levy. 

At the same time the clash between Phillip Joel, Gerald Weinberg 

and Alan Saidman against Rob Fetherston, Brandon Conway and 

Steve Edelmuth was unfinished when Fetherston was unavailable 

following a period off the green due to the inclement weather. 

ALL OTHER GAMES WERE COMPLETED AS LISTED IN THE RESULTS COLUMN. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

FINAL 
Pepe Glick 20 
Harry Black  

v 
Bernard Fridman 17 

Peter Kurta  
  
 
 

2018 MAJOR TRIPLES  
 

FIRST ROUND 

David Kellaway 22 
Max Thomas  

Alan Simmons 
v 

Ian Ossher 20 
Wayne Podger  

Mark Sack  
 

Pepe Glick  33 
Harry Black 

Jeff Coleman  
v 

Ian Feder 19 
 John Woods 
Jody Glasser   

 
Rob Fetherston 5 
Brandon Conway 
Steve Edelmuth   

v 
Phillip Joel 1 

Gerald Weinberg 
Alan Saidman  
(unfinished) 

 
SECOND ROUND 

Jack Kampel 25 
Doug King  
Peter Levy  

v 
Norman Morris 15 

Phil Filler  
Robert Weiss  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter Kurta and Bernard 
Fridman  

Triples next Major for Glick team? 
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TWO TEAMS HEAD ZONE 13 PENNANT SECTIONS 
TWO Double Bay teams are heading their section after the 2018 Zone 13 

Pennant sixth round was completed on Saturday. 

The Grade 3 side, although it lost at Eastlakes retained Section 1’s top spot 

with 40½ points, six more than Eastlakes, following a drawn rink, a win and one 

loss in a 1½ - 8½ (53-55 shot) result. 

The Grade 5 outfit’s 9-1 (60-47) home win against Randwick gave it a half-

point Section 2 lead (46½ - 46) over the visitors. 

The club’s top Grade 2 side chalked up its fifth victory to consolidate second 

place on the ladder with a 9½-½ (60-43) win at home to Western Suburbs 

Leagues. 

It is 5½ points 

behind leaders 

Taren Point 

(White), but 12½ 

ahead of third 

placed Taren Point 

(Green). 
Grade 4 won its 

second match of the 

season taking eight 

points at Double 

Bay from Balmain 

to move off the 

Section 1 bottom 

rung with 25½ 

points. 

In Grade 6 Section 

3 Double Bay is also 

one from the tail 

with 20 points after 

going down 10-0 to 

Coogee. 

The Grade 7 side 

had the bye and 

remained the last of 

five clubs with only 

three points from its 

four matches. 

ZONE 13 pennants 
are postponed on 

Saturday due to the 
Queen’s Birthday 
Weekend holiday. 

GRADE ROUND 6 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 WESTS DOUBLE BAY 
 

D KING P JOEL H JANKELOWITZ 
 

J KAMPEL B FRIDMAN B CONWAY 
 

G WEINBERG H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

A JAVEN P GLICK D FLANAGAN 
 

WON 18-16 WON 28-13 DREW 14-14 WON 9½ (60) 43 (½) 

    
GRADE 3 EASTLAKES EASTLAKES 

 
M BECKER A SAIDMAN R JANKELOWITZ 

 
I OSSHER J ENGELMAN W PODGER 

 
M SACK L BREM M BOLAND 

 
S GLICK P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 

DREW 17-17 LOST 18-22 WON 18-16 LOST 1½ (53) 8½ (55) 
 

    
GRADE 4 BALMAIN DOUBLE BAY 

 
T ROSENBERG M LOTT B LAZARUS 

 
I FEDER A BAKER B BRICKMAN 

 
G RAICHMAN L GINZBERG P FILLER 

 
A SIMMONS L FERGUSON P ERDOS 

 
WON 22-12 LOST 19-22 LOST 18-16 WON 8 (60) 2 (58) 

    
GRADE 5 RANDWICK RANDWICK 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 

 
S ABRAHAMS M THOMAS L SANDLER 

 
B GARDEN S FRANKS E GRUSD 

 
I HADASSIN J GLASSER P WYNER 

 
WON 27-8 WON 21-19 LOST 12-20 WON 9 (60) 1 (47) 

    
GRADE 6 COOGEE DOUBLE BAY 

 
J ROSEN J FLAXMAN R KAPLAN 

 
M REISIN D NATHAN R NOVIS 

 
J RAINES C ROSENFELD J POPPER 

 
L SIMON D VERRE R WEISS 

 
LOST 14-23 LOST 6-36 LOST 17-28 LOST 0 (37) 10 (87) 

    
GRADE 7 BYE 

 
BYE 
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Trevor Rosenberg, Ian Feder, 
Gerald Raichman, Alan Simmons. 

Michael Rowley, Murray Lott, 
Les Ginzberg, Les Ferguson.   

Barry Lazarus, Maurice Boland, 
Phil Filler, Peter Erdos. 

THE HEADLINERS 

THERE was much unreported drama behind last 

week’s Double Bay Watch headline which read: 

TEAM’S UNUSUAL ALL-EVEN PENNANT RESULT 

The story concerned the club’s Grade-4 team’s match 

away at Bronte which, when all bowls had been played 

and the scorecards checked, the result was that there 

was not one rink point or one shot difference between 

them for an equal share of the ten points available. 

This followed the fact that one rink was tied at 23-23, while Double Bay lost 

the second rink 18-24 and won the third by 24-18, for an neat-and-tidy 

aggregate of 65 shots to each team. 

But, it was the drama off the green which is now worth reporting. 

The rink skipped by Barry Lazarus, Maurice Boland, Phil Filler and Peter Erdos 

played far quicker than the other two rinks. It was 11 shots up on the last end 

when the other two rinks still had three or four ends to play. 

A glance at their scoreboards showed that 

both Double Bay teams were 10 shots behind 

Bronte and the odds were that the aggregate 

points would stay with the home side. 

 Whether-or-not the Lazarus team lost 

concentration playing its last end is open to 

conjecture, but the fact is they dropped five 

shots for a six-shot margin win at 24-18. 

Imagine their feelings as they watched the 

rink of Michael Rowley, Murray Lott, Les 

Ginzberg and Les Ferguson, claw their way back 

to reduce the difference to six shots (18-24), 

while the Trevor Rosenberg, Ian Feder, Gerald 

Raichman and Alan Simmons combination was 

delivering their last bowls with the score 

favouring Bronte 23-22. 

The Double Bay teammates held their breaths 

as they saw a head where they were holding two 

shots, which would give them the game when 

the Bronte skip, the highly rated, Shane Dollar, 

had the last bowl in his hand.  

It rolled close to the jack, but not close 

enough for Double Bay to score one shot and tie 

the rink at 23-all. As one of the team was heard saying after the match. 

 ”Ce la vi, the dropped five on the last end really came back to bite us on the 

bum.”  Sure, but then, they wouldn’t have hit the headlines! 
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Club again triumphs in District Senior Pairs 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s prominence at Eastern Suburbs District level continued 

last week when the team of Lorraine Becker and Barbara Shur won the 2018 Senior 

Pairs championship. 

They scored a four shot win over club mates, Jan 

Frape and Wendy Engelander, to continue the 

club’s record of taking out the event since its 

inception in 2016. 

Becker and Shur played solid dependable, 

accurate bowls on the way to the final as they 

defeated L. Davis and B. Skinner, of Clovelly, 18-

15 at Hillsdale, and then, at Double Bay, knocked, 

out Double Bay’s Marna Morris and Gail Black, by 

a single shot. 

Going into the last end 

the score was 14 apiece. The jack had been sent a meter from 

the ditch as Morris played a resting toucher with her last bowl 

which looked to be the winning shot until Becker drove 

through the front bowls and took out the resting toucher for 

shot and the game by 15-14. 

Then it was back to Hillsdale for the championship round 

against Frape and Engelander, who were the surprise packet 

of the tournament. They proved to be a positive new 

combination demonstrating a refreshing attitude of combined, 

proactive mutual support, urging each other to play above 

themselves, in every game. 

This was evident, when in the first round, they out-gunned 

Double  Bay’s top-shelf combination of Pam Stein and 

Barbara Shotland by 14-11. 

And then they held their nerve and beat the district’s 

defending champions, Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman, in a 

tight 14-13 finish. 

In the final Frape and Engelander were slow off the mark 

and were behind  1-6 before they came to terms with the cold and wind to be just be 

one shot 14-15 behind going into the last end at. However, it was all settled when the 

Becker twosome clinched the title with a count of three shots for the 18-14 scoreline. 

TEAM AIMING FOR THIRD DISTRICT OPEN TRIPLES TITLE 
THE team of Rene Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel will attempt to win their third 

consecutive Eastern Suburbs District Triples Championship which started today (Monday) at 
the Hillsdale Club. They are one of four Double Bay entries in the event and have a first round 
bye.  

Other Double Bay teams are Jan Frape-Wendy Engelander-Judy Bihari; Margo Michael-Lesley 
Judelman-Rein Rowlands; Barbara Shotland-Lorraine Becker- Marna Morris.  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

SENIORS PAIRS – THREE 
BOWLS OVER 18 ENDS 

The District Senior Pairs, for 
competitors 60-years-and over, is a 
three bowls tournament played 
over 18 ends with no dead ends. 

The inaugural 2016 title went to 
Double Bay’s Gail Black and Marie 
Thatcher over Rene Saidman and 
Iris Kampel.  

Last year Saidman and Kampel 
defeated Barbara Shotland and 
Marna Morris for the title. 

Double Bay did not have an entry 

in the 2018 Open Pairs. 

Double Bay’s District 
Senior Pairs team of 

Wendy Engelander and 
Jan Frape who were 

runners-up in the 2018 
Final last week. 



FIVE members of Double Bay Men’s Club entered the Bowls Australia 2018 
Championships currently being contested on Queensland’s Gold Coast. 
They are (pictured above l-r) Ian Ossher (Open Singles), Phil Filler and Peter 

Grunfeld  (Open Pairs), Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway (Over-60 years Pairs). 
Ossher was the first in action over the weekend, when he played his three Sectional 

Matches. 
Filler and Grunfeld play sectional matches tomorrow (Tuesday) while Glick and 

Conway start their games next Monday, June 18, one of which is against two world 
famous sportsmen.  

MORE DETAILS AND LATEST SCORES PAGE 4 
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WET WEDNESDAY AND OTHER DAYS 
Wednesday competition off and no play 

in Women’s District Triples event. 
SEE PAGE 2 

Five from Double Bay in Australian Titles 
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The X on the club’s website weather check panel indicated no 

play on the sixth day of June (6/6).  
For more than four months the sign showed a green tick 

            informing that there is no interruption 
 to the daily play.  

RAIN: Early decision to call off Wednesday League 
MORE than a 100 Double Bay Bowling Club members were victims of 

Sydney’s persistent showery weather last week when the Wednesday Intra-

club competition was cancelled. 

Last week’s decision to put off play was made as early at 7.45 am soon after 

groundsman,  Rob Fetherston, started to prepare the greens.  

After completing one sweep of a green, heavy rain saturated the area, and 

Fetherston told club 

official, Harry Black, that 

any further work would 

cause severe damage to the 

playing surfaces and he 

had no option, but to close 

the greens. 

Members were informed 

of the decision soon after by the weather sign on the club’s website (pictured 

above) and via emails.  

The wet also compelled the club’s Monday league to be called off while 

competitors were in the clubhouse for the afternoon tea break. Despite 

continued rain on Saturday, three matches in the Major 

Triples second round were played in the afternoon.  

It was the third time this year that inclement weather 

caused a disruption to lawn bowls at Double Bay. 

 The previous time wet weather was a problem with 

bowling at Double Bay was on Sunday, February 25, 

when the club hosted the Sectional final matches of the 

2018 Zone 13 State Senior Pairs and Reserve Pairs  

Championships. 

The matches were halted and rescheduled for the 

following Saturday morning due to persistent late 

morning rain. The wet continued overnight and the Double Bay Monday Intra-

Club competition was  called off on February 26. 

RAIN: Women’s District Triples title delayed a week 
ALSO hit by the weather was the Double Bay Women’s Club’s attempt to 

retain the Eastern Suburbs District State Triples title. 
The tournament was listed to start last Monday at Hillsdale Bowling Club and 

continue until Thursday with the final to be played at a venue to be decided. 
However, no play was possible on the Hillsdale greens, nor at the Clovelly Club for 

the rounds leading to the semi-finals and finals. 
The event will now be staged this week with no alteration to the draw as the trio of 

Rene Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel attempt to win their third consecutive 
Eastern Suburbs District Triples Championship. 

NO PENNANTS 
THIS WEEK 

The Zone 13 

Pennant 
Competition 
resumes on 

Saturday-week, 
June 23, when the 

2018 Australian 
Open has been 

completed on the 
Gold Coast. 
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Kellaway’s team trips up Glick’s run for third 2018 Major 
DAVID Kellaway’s team upset the 

hopes of Pepe Glick capturing a 

third 2018 Major Championship 

title on Saturday, with a narrow 

win in the Major Triples quarter-

final. 

The 22-19 result by the Kellaway, 

Max Thomas and Alan Simmons 

combination, put them into the semi-

final where they will clash with a 

similar-graded trio skipped by Rob Hutchins. 

Glick, after taking out this year’s Major Pairs and the Fours, plus being runner-

up in the Major Singles, has been in tip-top form and with fellow A-grader, 

Harry Black, and the lower-listed, Jeff Coleman, in his line-up, was expected to 

continue his run to a fourth 2018 Major final. 

On a near-slow green, the Kellaway trio kept in pace with Glick’s scoreline. It 

was eight-all after nine ends; then 15-15 going into the 19
th
 end when the 

Kellaway unit collected six shots over four ends to go ahead 21-15. 

The Glick side stopped the rot with a three count on the 23
rd

 end, but Kellaway 

made sure of the result with a single on the 24
th
 end. 

Rob Fetherston was unavailable to head his team in the match resuming  

against the Phillip Joel side of Gerald Weinberg and Alan Saidman. Peter 

Grunfeld came in for Fetherston, with Brandon Conway skipping and Steve 

Edelmuth retaining the lead’s role. 

Joel and Co. restarted 1-4 down, but caught up and took 

the lead 12-11 on the 16
th

 end. However, the team failed to 

score on the following six ends as Conway was on top with 

his conversions of the head and was in charge at 23-12 

playing the 23
rd

 end. Joel then scored a trio to give his team 

some chance of a win being eight behind with two ends to 

go, but Conway settled the game with a single on end 24 

and victory by 24-15. 

Long-time Double Bay member Rob Hutchins, who skips 

a Grade 5 pennant team, showed his talent when he teamed 

with Len Sandler and Ronald Munz to make the semi-final 

following a 22-14 win over Barrie Brickman, Rod Ferrer 

and veteran, Les Ferguson. 
A mid-game tally of nine shots to lead 13-8 (15 ends) set 

Hutchins on the way to the semi-final round. The team 

continued in command and added shots on five of the last eight 

ends for a solid win and a meeting with the Kellaway group. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR TRIPLES 
  

QUARTER-FINALS 

David Kellaway 22 
Max Thomas  

Alan Simmons 
v 

Pepe Glick  19 
Harry Black 

Jeff Coleman  
 

Rob Fetherston 24 
Brandon Conway 
Steve Edelmuth   

v 
Phillip Joel 15 

Gerald Weinberg 
Alan Saidman  

 
Rob Hutchins 22 

Len Sandler  
Ronald Munz  

v 
Barrie Brickman 14 

Rod Ferrer 
Les Ferguson 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

David Kellaway    Max Thomas     Alan Simmons  
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Ossher gets “revenge” in Aussie Open Singles 
DOUBLE Bay’s 2013 Minor Singles Champion, Ian Ossher, was 

the first of the club’s five members to compete this week in the 

2018 Australian Championships 

on the Gold Coast. 

On Saturday, June 9, he played in 

Section 40 of the Open Singles and scored one win 

from the three games when in the opening match at 

the Rabina Club he defeated John Breust, from 

Narooma, NSW, 21-15. 

It was “sweet revenge” for Ossher as Breust 

finished ahead of him in last year’s encounter. In the 

second game Ossher went down 21-13 to Shane 

Green (Helensvale, Qld) and them lost to Paul 

McCarthy (Sandgate, Qld) 21-10. 

 Tomorrow, (Tuesday, June 12) the two players 

from Double Bay’s lower pennant grade teams,  Phil 

Filler and Peter Grunfeld, will be in action at the 

Paradise Point Club in the Open Pairs.  

In Section 43 they are faced with matches against 

Queenslanders Nathan Earle and Kane Nelson, then 

David Hatter (Qld) and Stephen Philp (NSW), 

followed by New Zealanders, Paul Calvert and Pat 

Houlahan. 

MAJOR FINALS LIVE ON TELEVISION 

The 2018 Australian Open Bowls championship is 

the biggest bowls event in the world with 

thousands of world class players competing on 15 

Gold Coast Bowling Clubs and will have 

television coverage of the major finals. 

With a total prize pool of $250,000, the tournament 

is open to both Open men’s and women’s singles, 

pairs and fours, Over 60s Men’s and Women’s pairs, 

Under-18 Boys and Girls singles, as well as 

specified events for bowlers with a disability. 

There are no seedings, but early rounds are played 

in a sectional format, with random draws and 

qualifying bowlers progressing through to knockout 

rounds. 

Given fair weather the event is expected to be 

completed within a 14-day period from June 9 to 

June 22 with the finals broadcast live by Fox Sports 

on Thursday, June 21 and Friday, June 22. 

PEPE AND BRANDON 
FACE WORLD CLASS 
OPPONENTS IN PAIRS 

The club’s highly-rated Pepe Glick 
and Brandon Conway teamed for a 
tilt at the Australian Over-60s 
Men’s Pairs and were allocated to 
play in Section 11 at Southport 
Bowling Club next Monday (June 
18) against the famous South 
African cricketer, Kepler Wessels, 
and his partner, the South African 
world-ranked lawn bowler, Neil 
Burkett 

Kepler Wessels 
is a former South 
African cricketer 
who captained 
South Africa after 
playing 24 Tests 
for Australia. 

 He was the first man to have 
played One Day International 
cricket for two countries. He is 
listed as being a NSW entry. 

 
Neil Burkett is a 

South African 
lawn bowler of 
international 
repute.  

He won two World Bowls 
Championship medals and a  
fours bronze at the 1992 
World Outdoor Bowls 
Championship. 

At the Commonwealth 
Games of 1994, 1998, 2002 
and 2006 he claimed. Gold, 
Silver and two Bronze medals 
He plays for Merrylands BC in 
Sydney. 

 

Pepe Glick and Brandon 
Conway’s other opponents are 
Gary Carlson and Christopher 
O'Brien (Qld) and then Norm 
Ziebill and Frank Ellicott (NSW). 



 

 

 

 

 

DOUBLE Bay’s Ian Ossher, after being eliminated from the Australia 2018  

Australia Open Singles Championships on Queensland’s Gold Coast, 

bounced back to qualify for the knock-out phase of the Open Pairs event .  

He and partner Gary Lasky, of the Caulfield Bowling Club, sneaked into the 

last 132 as one of the 36 second best finishers from the 92 sections (368 pairs) 

played over two days last week. 
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Ian Ossher’s biggest challenge 

in Australian Open Pairs match 
Double Bay’s Grade-3 pennant player, Ian Ossher, 
and his partner, Gary Lasky, faced their toughest 
test on a bowling green today (Monday) when they 
played a first round knockout match in the 2018 
Australian Open Men’s Pairs title on the Gold 
Coast. 

Ossher, and Lasky of the Caulfield Bowling Club, 
lost 17-8 to two of the 2018 Australian  
Commonwealth Games Fours Silver medallists, 
Bret Wilkie and Nathan Rice (inset) at the Robina 
Club. 

 
 
 
 

SEE PAGES 2, 3 FOR MORE DETAILS AND 
RESULTS OF OTHER DOUBLE BAY 

PLAYERS IN THE AUSTRALIAN TITLES 

Gary Lasky and  
Ian Ossher  

WOMEN’S CLUB WINS 
SEVENTH  CONSECUTIVE 
DISTRICT TRIPLES TITLE 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s team of 
Gail Black, Lorraine Becker and Barbara 
Shotland (pictured) won the Eastern 
Suburbs District Triples last week.  
  It was the club’s seventh win in-a-row 

in the event.  
  Black substituted for the constituted team 
player, Marna Morris, throughout the event. 

TWO TO TRIAL FOR STATE TEAM 
 - DETAILS ON PAGE 5 
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             RESULT: OPEN PAIRS ROUND 1 

Ossher-Lasky 8 Wilkie-Rice 17 
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Seven points put Ossher and 
partner in Open Pairs top 128 

DOUBLE Bay’s Ian Ossher, after being 

eliminated from the Australia 2018  

Australia Open Singles Championships on 

Queensland’s Gold Coast early last week, 

bounced back to qualify for the knock-out 

phase of the Open Pairs event.  
He and partner Gary Lasky, of the Caulfield Bowling 

Club, were admitted into the last 128 as one of the 36 

second best finishers from the 92 qualifying sections 

(368 teams) played over two days last week. 

When the event resumed today (Monday), Ossher 

and Lasky went down 17-8 to Queensland’s Bret 

Wilkie and Nathan Rice, who with Aron Sherriff and 

Barrie Lester, won the Fours Silver Medals at the 

recent Gold Coast Commonwealth Games. 

In last week’s qualifying Section 57 Ossher and 

Lasky scored seven points in the three-match round-

robin at the Mermaid Beach 

Bowling Club on June 12, 

but lost first place on an 

inferior shot margin. 

In the morning encounter 

they finished all square on 

14 shots against 20-year-

old brothers, Bryce and 

Cohen Litfin, from the 

near-by Ipswich Bowling 

Club. Then Ossher and 

Lasky fronted up to the 

Queensland combination of 

Kelvin Wiley and G. Butler 

taking the match 16-14. 

In the afternoon session 

they continued their good 

form with a narrow, but 

conclusive victory over the New Zealand visitors, 

Ralph Vulu and B. Brunenberg, by 15-13. 

The Litfin brothers and the Ossher pair both 

collected seven sectional points, but the Queenslanders 

won automatic qualification into the knock-out rounds 

with a shot aggregate of 50-33, compared to the 

Ossher-Lasky tally of 45-41 shots, which later gained 

them a draw in the first round of the knock-out phase. 

A RARE SIGHT: Above is 
an example of how well 

Ossher and Lasky 
worked together. 

 After Ossher put the 
jack in the ditch to go 
one up, Lasky drew 

second shot (black bowl) 
leaning on Ossher’s 

bowl.  
 

 

 
 

PEPE AND BRANDON 
ALSO UP AGAINST 
STAR OPPONENTS 
BUT WIN TWO OF 

THREE GAMES 
PEPE Glick and Brandon Conway were 
another couple of Double Bay’s top 
flight players facing international 
opposition in the Bowls Australia 2018 
Championships on the Gold Coast. 

Today (Monday) in an Over-60 Years 
Men’s Pairs Section 11 match at 
Southport they lost 7-23 to the 
internationally-known NSW sportsmen, 
Kepler Wessels and Neil Burkett,. 

In game 2 they easily defeated Norm 
Zieill and Frank Ellicott (NSW) 30-8 and 
in match 3 they had no trouble finishing 
ahead of Gary Carlson-Chris O’Brien 
(Qld) by 20-7. 

Wessels-Burkett were undefeated and 
qualified for the knock-out draw of 64 
with nine points and 72 shots to 25. 

Glick and  Conway finished second in 
Section 11 with six points collecting 57 
shots against 38. 

It is unknown if their scoreline would 
be ranked among the best second 
sectional results. 

RESULTS: Over-60 Pairs 

Game 1 

    Glick-Conway (NSW)       7 
Wessels-Burkett (NSW) 23 

Game 2 
   Glick-Conway           30 
   Zieill-Ellicott (NSW)    8  

GAME 3 
Glick-Conway 20 
Carlson-O’Brien (NSW) 7      

Filler and Grunfeld win section game before exiting Open Pairs -  NEXT PAGE    
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ONE GAME WIN IN PAIRS SECTION PLAY 
DOUBLE Bay’s other entry in the 

Australian Open Men’s Pairs, the 

combination of Phil Filler and Peter 

Grunfeld missed out on moving into the 

knockout stage, but did record one win in 

its three-game Section 43 matches at 

Paradise Point Bowling Club last week. 

The Double Bay pair was allocated to play at 

Paradise Point Bowling Club where, in the 

first match, they kept pace against the young 

Queenslanders, Nathan Earle and Kane 

Nelson, until they went off the boil and gave 

away 14 shots in the concluding five ends for 

a 10-21 loss. 

There was little to write home about their 

second game against the top-rated New Zealand pair, Paul Calvert and Pat 

Houlahan, and were outgunned in all departments by a forgettable score of 6-25. 

They reclaimed some prestige with a win over David Hatter (Qld) and Stephen 

Philp (NSW) 20-19 which gave them three points and third spot in the four-

team ladder, but eliminated them from the tournament. 

OSSHER & Co. OUTPLAYED IN FOURS SECTIONAL GAMES  
IAN Ossher, Phil Filler, Peter Grunfeld and Melbourne player, Gary 

Lasky, teamed to compete in the Australian Men’s Open Fours event and 

played its Section 46 matches at Helensvale Bowling Club last Thursday. 

First up they faced an all-NSW foursome 

of C. Edwards, J Watkins, G. Keft and D. 

Morrison, when they produced some good 

bowling, but were generally outplayed to 

the tune of 23-9. 

Then they were opposed by a well-

balanced side from Victoria of T. Sherwell, 

G. Hudson, C. Wallace and C. Donaldson 

and played well enough to finish only three 

shots behind at 11-14. 

The third match was forgetful for the 

Ossher team which had a disastrous end 

when it dropped eight shots to exit the 

tournament on a 23-13 scoreline against the 

Queensland unit skipped by N. Wood-

Bradley alongside K. Farrelly, J Hughes 

and R. Ayres.  

Peter Grunfeld and Phil Filler at 

Paradise Point,. Gold Coast. 

The Caulfield Club player, Gary Lasky 
(second from left) wore a loaned Double 

Bay shirt when he teamed with Peter 
Grunfeld, Phil Filler and Ian Ossher to 

compete in last week’s Australian Open 

Fours event on the Gold Coast. 
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Trio sets sights on first Major title 
A TEAM of players with little experience in Major Championship finals 

will compete for the 2018 Major Triples crown following its semi-final 

victory on Saturday. 

The combination of Rob Hutchins, Len Sandler and Ronald Munz, scored a 

26-13 decision over 

the challenge from 

the threesome of 

David Kellaway, 

Max Thomas and 

Alan Simmons, to 

give them a hope of 

claiming their first 

Double Bay Majors 

title. 
Hutchins, a long-time Double Bay member, who served as 

the Men’s Club President from 2005 to 2008 and is a qualified 

coach, has competed in one Major final as a member of the 

2009 Fours team which finished in the runners-up spot. 

Len Sandler, who came to Double Bay in the 2000 Rose Bay 

merger, was in the line-up which took second place in the 

2009 Major Triples, while Ronald Munz, a more recent 

member, was the “giant killer” of the 2016 Major Singles 

event, winning his way into the final where he fell to the much 

more experienced Jack Kampel. 

However, they have been involved in other club finals for 

Handicap Singles, Drawn Pairs and Minor Singles events. 

In the 2018 Major Triples semi-final the Kellaway trio was 

in front 11-7 after 12 ends, but by the 16
th

 end Hutchins’ 

group had taken the lead 13-12. It was a turning point as they 

gathered 13 shots by the 23
rd

 end to have Kellaway concede 

the match on a 13-shot deficit. 

After last week’s rain interruption, the quarter-final between Rob Fetherston, 

Brandon Conway and Steve Edelmuth and Arnold Javen’s line-up of Gerald 

Raichman and Andy Baker resumed on 

Saturday. 

It turned out to be an overwhelming victory for 

the Fetherston group which finished ahead by 

28 shots after 21 ends as the Javen trio scored 

on only five ends in the 33-5 scoreline. 

The defending champions Jack Kampel, Doug 

King and Peter Levy, will provide stiffer 

opposition when the semi-final against the 

Fetherston outfit is played later this month. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR TRIPLES 
  

QUARTER-FINAL 

Rob Fetherston 33 
Brandon Conway 
Steve Edelmuth   

v 
Arnold Javen 5 

Gerald Raichman Andy 
Baker   

 
SEMI-FINAL 

Rob Hutchins 26 
Len Sandler  
Ronald Munz  

v 
David Kellaway 13 

Max Thomas  
Alan Simmons 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Rob Hutchins                      Len Sandler                          Ronald Munz  

 

PENNANTS RESUME 
THE Zone 13 Pennants competition 

resumes on Saturday, June 23, after a 
two–week break which took in the 
Queen’s Birthday Holiday weekend on 
June 11 and the fortnight until this 
Friday, June 22, of the 2018 Bowls NSW 
Australian Championships on the 
Queensland Gold Coast.. 
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SEVEN-IN-A-ROW FOR DOUBLE BAY 
IN DISTRICT TRIPLES CHAMPIONSHIP 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club won its seventh consecutive Eastern Suburbs 

District Triples last week when the team of Barbara Shotland, Lorraine Becker 

and Gail Black (sub for Marna Morris) scored a 23-15 win on home soil against 

last year’s runners-up skipped by Clovelly’s Gina O'Reilly. 

The Shotland team spoilt the bid by Double Bay’s 2017 Champions, Rene Saidman, 

Pam Stein and Iris Kampel, from making it a hat-trick of District Triples titles, when 

they knocked them out in this year’s semi-final on a convincing 22-13 scoreline at the 

Hillsdale Club. 

Playing steady, consistent bowling the 

Shotland team was always in charge of the  

2018 final as O’Reilly, Betty Skinner and 

Sharon Scarcella battled to keep in touch. 
Double Bay had four entries in the event. In 

the opening round at Hillsdale Jan Frape, 

Judi. Bihari and Wendy Engelander lost to 

the O'Reilly trio 24-12, while Margo 

Michael, Rein Rowlands and Lesley 

Judelman went down to the Randwick side of 

R. Madgwick, L. Baldwin, C. Shelley by 24-

10. 

In Round Two, played at Clovelly, the 

Shotland unit won 27-13 over a Matraville 

team headed by S. Keegan alongside J Forbes and B. Pitfield, and the Saidman three 

scored by 25-13 against another Matraville opponent skipped by B. Livesey with D. 

Butler and K. Shanahan. 
In the other semi-final O’Reilly’s team defeated the Clovelly trio skipped by J. Atkins by 27-11.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

District  2018 Triples runners-up Betty 
Skinner, Sharon Scarcella, Gina O'Reilly 

PHOTO BY PAM STEIN  

TWO TOP DOUBLE BAY PLAYERS TO 
 TRIAL FOR STATE SENIORS SQUAD 
TWO of Double Bay Women’s Club high profile 
members, Barbara Shotland and Iris Kampel, have been 
invited to take part in trials for selection in the Senior 
NSW team at Carlingford on Sunday, July 22. 
 Both have performed well at District, Regional and State 
championship levels. 
 Another of the club’s leading players, Lorraine Becker, will 
compete for Double Bay teams in Regional play offs in the 
Senior Pairs, Senior Triples and in the State Senior Fours 
events.  

 

Barbara Shotland and  
Iris Kampel  
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WHAT must have been the outstanding moment in the lawn bowling life of Double Bay’s top drawer 
players, Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway, was last Monday, June 18, when they were drawn in the 
2018 Australian Over-60 years Pairs Championship on the Gold Coast to compete against two 
opponents of world sporting renown, Kepler Wessels, the cricketer, who captained South Africa after 
playing 24 Tests for Australia, and was the first man to play One Day International Cricket for two 
countries, and his partner, Neil Burkett, the international star of lawn and indoor bowling. 

All four are South African-born - Wessels from Bloemfontein, Burkett and Glick from Port 
Elizabeth, and Conway from the northern province of Gauteng. 

SEE ALSO PAGE 2 
 

NEIL BURKETT                       KEPLER WESSELS             PEPE GLICK        BRANDON CONWAY  
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Double Bay pair one of best 

128 Over-60-years qualifiers 
PEPE Glick and Brandon Conway qualified for the 

first round of the 2018 Bowls Australia Over-60-

year Pairs Championship, when they finished second in their section to the 

Neil Burkett and Kepler Wessels team, last week on the Gold Coast. 

The event attracted a field of 220 teams competing in 55 sections, with the top 

128  qualifying for the knockout Round of 64. 

The Double Bay pair was one of the nine Next Best Qualifiers with two wins 

(six points) from the three round robin sectional games with a 16-or-more shot 

difference (pictured below).. 

In the Round of 64 Glick and Conway were drawn against a well-balanced 

Queensland-based combination of N. Jamieson and R. Grafft at the Paradise 

Point Bowling Club. 

After an even start they fell away and exited the event on a 19-13 scoreline. 

Meanwhile, at the Robina Bowling Club, Burkett and Wessels were beaten by 

a single shot (15-14) by another Queensland pairing V. Beckley and R. 

Creswell. 

The Over-60s Pairs Championship was won 22-15 by New South Wales 

players Rowan Brassey and Sam Laguzza over Paul Davies and Peter 

McBrierty (Queensland). 

Two pennant teams hope for section wins 
WITH three rounds of the 2018 Zone 13 Central and Southern Sydney 
Pennants to be played, Double Bay has two teams in line to advance 
past the sectional stages. 

After the completion of Round Seven last Saturday, the best credentialed 
team to qualify for the pennant play-offs is the Grade 5 side which has a 10½ point lead (see 
table below) over its nearest rival in a three section competition. It is estimated that the team 
needs 20 of the possible 30 points to finish on top without relying on opposition club results. 

The Grade 3 has two sections with Double Bay heading the Section 1 table with a 7½ point 
advantage. In Saturday’s Round 8 it is at home to second placed South Coogee. 

The sectional playoffs are at Taren Point on Saturday, July 21 and Sunday, July 22 with 
the State finals set for August 17 to August 19. CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Grade 5 scores maximum points to keep top spot 
 

THE Grade 5 team consolidated its Section 2 top spot with a convincing 10-0 (60-47) 
home win over second–placed Waverley as the David Kellaway rink led the way with a 
11-shot win, while the other two rinks got home by one-shot margins. 

The Grade 3 team, also at home, recorded a 9-1 (66-53) decision over Matraville when the 
Ray Jankelowitz side won 26-14 and the Michael Becker rink scored by 28-15. 

In the top Grade 2 Double Bay retained second place with 45 points in the one-section 
competition, despite 
a 8½-1½ (66-53) loss 
to the table toppers 
Taren Point (White). 

 
Double Bay won 

one rink and drew 
one, but gave away 
too many shots in its 
losing rink which 
faced, tough, top-
class opposition. 

In Grade 4 Double 
Bay is one off the 
bottom rung following 
its 9-1 (68-53) defeat 
at Randwick where 
the lone point came 
from the Barry 
Lazarus rink on a 25-
20 win count. 

 
Another 10-0 loss 

by the Grade 6 side 
at Bronte kept the 
team in fifth place 
with 20 points, eight 
ahead of last-placed 
Randwick. 

 
Grade 7 is still 

looking for its first win 
after five games and 
two byes. 

On Saturday the 
team, a mix of club 
veterans alongside 
newcomers to lawn 
bowls, played host to 
Ramsgate and went 
down 10-0 (68-45) 
 The best rink result 
was a four shot 
deficit by the Len 
Smith combination. 

GRADE ROUND 7 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 TARN PT WHITE TAREN POINT 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL R FETHERSTON 
 

G WEINBERG P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

A JAVEN H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

P BAKER L FERGUSON D FLANAGAN 
 

L 12-30 W 25-20 DREW 16-16 LOST 1½ (53) 8½ (66) 

    
GRADE 3 MATRAVILLE DOUBLE BAY 

 
M BECKER A SAIDMAN R JANKELOWITZ 

 
I OSSHER J ENGELMAN P LEVY 

 
M SACK J WINEBERG M BOLAND 

 
A SIMMONS P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 
W 28-15 L 12-24 W 26-14 WON 9 (66) 1 (53) 

    
GRADE 4 RANDWICK RANDWICK 

 
T ROSENBERG A ROSENBERG B LAZARUS 

 
I FEDER A BAKER B BRICKMAN 

 
G RAICHMAN J ROSEN P FILLER 

 
P ERDOS L PLATUS G GIACOMINI 

 
L 15-17 L 13-31 W 25-20 LOST 1 (53) 9 (68 

    
GRADE 5 WAVERLEY DOUBLE BAY 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 

 
S ABRAHAMS M THOMAS L SANDLER 

 
B GARDEN J GLASSER E GRUSD 

 
I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER 

 
W 17-16 W 18-17 W 25-14 WON 10 (60) 0 (47) 

    
GRADE 6 BRONTE BRONTE 

 
J ROSEN J POPPER R KAPLAN 

 

G SOFER D NATHAN R NOVIS 
 

M FISHER J RAINES HAR.  BLACK 
 

C ROSENFELD D VERRE P LABROOY 
 

L 14-22 L 11-21 L 15-21 LOST 0 (40) 10 (64) 

    
GRADE 7 RAMSGATE DOUBLE BAY 

 
J FLAXMAN S TERLEY L SMITH 

 
P GIBBON J LENNOX J HASSON 

 
B FINE T COHEN H JACOBS 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF B ROSMARIN 

 
L 14-20 L 18-31 L 13-17 LOST 0 (45) 10 (68) 
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Wet weather puts hold on Major Pairs title 

as clash with State Singles event is avoided 

INCLEMENT weather over most of 

last week compelled Women’s Club 

officials to hold over the 2018 Major 

Pairs Championship. 

Rain prevented play in the schedule 

opening rounds on Tuesday, June 19 

and Thursday June 21. 

The title will now start next Tuesday, 

July 3, to avoid a clash with this week’s 

NSW State Champion-of-Club-

Champions Singles at Ettalong when 

Double Bay will be represented by its 

2018 Major Singles title holder, 

Barbara Shotland. 

Defending the club’s Major Pairs is 

the combination of Iris Kampel and 

Rene Saidman, who have a first round 

clash with Faye Green and Frances Raines. 

Their passage to the final puts them up against the 2018 District Seniors Pairs 

champions, Barbara Shur and Lorraine Becker, but if they keep winning they 

will miss until the championship decider the club’s best performed pair of Pam 

Stein and Barbara Shotland, the duo which has the record of a hat-trick of Major 

Pairs titles from 2014 to 2016.  

Shotland one of 128 aiming for State 
Singles Champion-of-Champions 

BARBARA Shotland (pictured) is one of 128 club 

Major Singles title holders contesting the 2018 State 

Champion-of-Club-Champions at the Ettalong 

Club starting tomorrow (Tuesday) June 26. 

She was drawn as the 69
th

 entry and has a mid-

morning first round match against Melissa Watts, the 

Nelson Bay Club champion, with the winner to clash 

on Wednesday morning with either Patricia Johnstone 

(Swansea Workers) or Leanne Smith (Oak Flats) in the 

second round. 

The final is set for Friday afternoon. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman who will wait 
another week before defending their Major 

Pairs crown 
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WEDNESDAY 
BOWLING 

WET AGAIN STOPS  

A heavy shower, 
a little more than 
an hour before 
play was due to 
start, compelled 
club officials to 
call off the Intra-
club    competition 
last Wednesday, 
June 27. 
 

Rob Fetherston’s ground staff had 
battled all morning to have the three 
greens fit for play. 

Overnight rain had soaked the playing 
surfaces, but the groundsmen worked 
between early morning showers to roll 
and mark the greens. 

However, at 11 am a five-minute 
downpour saturated the ground 
compelling officials to cancel the day’s 
play for the 30-team Wednesday Fours 
competition. 

Officials arranged for players to have 
light refreshments before they left the 
club. 

Several members remained and later 
played social bowls when the weather 
improved and dried the playing surface. 

WOMEN’S CLUB ATTRACTS 
BIG ATTENDANCE - SEE PAGE 4 

. 

Support for Double Bay’s  
Major Singles Champion 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club Major Singles Champion, 
Barbara Shotland (centre), competed in last week’s 
NSW State Champion-of-Club-Singles-Champions and 
was accompanied to the Ettalong venue by travelling 
club companions Jenny Welton (left) and Lorraine 
McLaughlin. 

While there, they were welcomed by former Double 
Bay member, Sandy Desiatnik, who now resides at 
nearby Terrigal. 

REPORT PAGE 4 
 

START ON 
2018 MINOR 

SINGLES TITLE 
RESULTS PAGE 3 
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Grade 5 keeps on winning way to section playoffs 
DOUBLE  Bay’s Grade 5 team kept up the pressure towards qualifying for the 

sectional final series of the 2018 Zone 13 Pennant Competition with a solid 10-0 

(86-43 shots) Round 8 win at home to Matraville. 

With two section rounds to be played the Grade 5 side tops the table with 66½ points 

10½  more than Waverley, which also scored a 10-0 win on Saturday.  
Fielding unchanged 

line-ups the Jeff 

Coleman rink won 

33-14, Rob Hutchins  

team finished ahead 

20-11 and David 

Kellaway’s side 

scored by 33-18. 

The top Grade 2 

unit carried its 

winning form to the 

Grandviews ground 

returning home with 

a 9-1 result which 

kept it in second 

place in the run to 

the playoff matches.   

The Grade 3 team 

blotted its copybook 

when it scored only 

a half-point in its 

home match against 

the South Coogee, 

side which now 

heads the section by 

1½ points over 

Double Bay (51½ -

50). 

There was no joy 

in the club’s other 

three matches as all 

succumbed to better 

opposition. 

Grade 4 lost 1-9 to 

top of the table the 

local Clovelly team. 

Grade 6 and 

Grade 7 both went 

down by 1-9 results. 

Grade 6 was away 

at South Coogee and 

the Grade 7 played 

at home to Bondi. 

GRADE ROUND 8 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 GRANDVIEWS GRANDVIEWS 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL R FETHERSTON 
 

H JANKELOWITZ P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

G WEINBERG H BLACK W  PODGER 
 

A JAVEN L FERGUSON L LILIAN 
 

W 27-14 W 30-14 L 16-31 WON 9 (73) 1 (59) 

    
GRADE 3 STH COOGEE DOUBLE BAY 

 
I OSSHER A SAIDMAN R JANKELOWITZ 

 
M SACK J ENGELMAN P LEVY 

 
D FLANAGAN P KURTA J WINEBERG 

 
A SIMMONS P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 
L 16-23 L 11-19 D 17-17 LOST ½ (34) 9½ (59) 

    
GRADE 4 CLOVELLY CLOVELLY 

 
T ROSENBERG B BRICKMAN B LAZARUS 

 
I FEDER L PLATUS  ROSEN 

 
G RAICHMAN L GINZBERG P FILLER 

 
P ERDOS S EDELMUTH G GIACOMINI 

 
W 20-17 L 10-33 L 13-120 LOST 1 (43) 9 (70) 

    
GRADE 5 MATRAVILLE DOUBLE BAY 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 

 
S ABRAHAMS M THOMAS L SANDLER 

 
B GARDEN A ROSENBERG E GRUSD 

 
I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER 

 
W 33-14 W 20-11 W 33-18 WON 10 (86) 0 (43) 

    
GRADE 6 STH COOGEE STH COOGEE 

 
L SIMON J POPPER R KAPLAN 

 
G SOFER D NATHAN R NOVIS 

 
M FISHER J RAINES HAR BLACK 

 
P LABROOY D VERRE E  KAPLAN 

 
L 13-26 W 20-11 L 20-23 LOST 1 (53) 9 (68) 

    
GRADE 7 BONDI DOUBLE BAY 

 
J FLAXMAN S TERLEY L SMITH 

 
P GIBBON B ISENBERG J HASSON 

 
B FINE T COHEN H JACOBS 

 
G SILVER C WOLFF B ROSMARIN 

 
W 19-14 L 19-23 L 15-20 LOST 1 (53) 9 (57) 
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TALENT ON SHOW IN 2018 MINOR SINGLES 
THE 2018 Double Bay Men’s Club’s Minor Singles rolled off on Sunday with an 

entry of 26 players and six first round byes in the 32-line draw. 

The Minor Singles is a championship which is open to a player who has not won the 

event at any registered lawn bowling club. 

Until 2015 the event at Double Bay was decided by the first to 31 shots. It was 

reduced to 25 shots in 2016. 

 The Minor Singles Championship is rated as a stepping stone to a player’s confidence 

and ability as evidenced at Double Bay by the current form of recent winners Peter 

Kurta, Peter Erdos, David Kellaway, Max Thomas and Ian Ossher. 

This year’s entry includes three competitors, Len Sandler, Andy Baker and Louis 

Platus, who have been runners-up in the event. 

Sandler finished behind Matthew Fetherston in 2010 and he 

competed following year when he lost in the second round, but 

hasn’t been involved since this year when on Sunday he was a 

surprise first round casualty.  

Platus went down in last year’s final to Peter Kurta and comes 

up against newcomer, Len Smith, in the 

2018 first round, while Baker, who was 

runner-up to Peter Erdos in 2016, has the 

luxury of a first round bye. 

The Sandler v Sacks game was of a high 

quality where winning shots were 

consistently being found on the last bowl, 

but it was Sacks who proved to be too 

consistent on the day for the veteran 

Sandler.  

In a “get out of jail” performance, the 

experienced, Norman Morris, beat David Woolf, 25-24 after 

trailing 11-24. Woolf started well and had what seemed an 

unassailable 13-shot lead until Morris finally found his rhythm 

and kept his opponent away from scoring one more shot.  

 In another well-matched encounter Henry Raiz played above 

himself to defeat the plucky Brian Rosmarin by a nine-shot 

margin. 

Errol Kaplan was far too solid and made short work of Jacques 

Hasson, who got off to a positive start playing short ends.  

But it was a different outcome when Kaplan changed to a 

length of play with which Hasson couldn’t cope. 

In a tremendous game between two rookies as Rob Weiss 

shone to defeat Glen Silver. They produced a standard of 

bowling far beyond their experience and showed they could to be the next generation 

of top level competitors. 

 In a game played last Friday, James Flaxman out-lasted Steve Edelmuth 25-23. 

After being down 14-20 on the 23
rd

 end Flaxman reeled off 11 shots to have the 

match sealed on the 31
st
 end. 

RESULTS 

2018 MINOR SINGLES 

FIRST ROUND 

Alan Sacks 25 
Len Sandler 21 

 
Henry Raiz 25 

Brian Rosmarin 16 
 

James Flaxman 25 
Steve Edelmuth 23 

 
Norman Morris 25 

David Woolf 24 
 

Robert Weiss 25 
Glen Silver 17 

 
SECOND ROUND 

Errol Kaplan 25 
Jacques Hasson 7 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mark Sacks 

Errol Kaplan  
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OVERNIGHT and early morning showers put no dampening on the 

enthusiasm of the Women’s Club members last Tuesday when almost half 

the membership arrived for a social bowls session and luncheon. 
 Club officials were surprised that a near-record Tuesday attendance of 38 turned up to play 

despite the inclement and cold weather with the possibility of further rain. 

Three of the club’s regular players, 

Barbara Shotland, Lorraine McLaughlin  

and Jenny Welton, were absent due to a 

prior commitment (See inset at right). 

Shotland was competing as Double 

Bay’s Major Singles title-holder in the 

2018 State Champion-of-Club-

Champions at the Ettalong Club, where 

she had the on-site support of 

McLaughlin and Welton. 

 

 

BARBARA SHOTLAND OUT-WITTED 
IN CHAMPIONS SINGLES TITLE QUEST 

BARBARA SHOTLAND was a first round 
casualty in the 2018 State Champion-of-Club-
Singles Champions last Tuesday. 

She lost to Melissa Witts, a talented young 
bowler from the Nelson Bay Club by 25-9. 

Shotland said she struggled to find the line on 
the very well-manicured couch green – 
compared to home club conditions.  

“Missy was deadly accurate with her third and 
fourth deliveries which removed my one or two 
reasonably close bowls,” she told Double Bay 
Watch on her return to Sydney. 

 
 
 
 

Witts went on to the third round where she failed 
25-22 to J Cooke, from Goulburn Railway BC. 

CLOUDS NO DAMPENING ON WOMEN’S CLUB PLAY 
 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Well-dressed for the winter cold, the Double Bay Women’s 
Club members start their social games last Tuesday under 

a heavy clouded sky. 
                                                                   PAM STEIN PHOTO 

WOMEN’S CLUB ANNUAL  MEETING 

TUESDAY, JULY 30 
AGENDA & MANAGEMENT 

NOMINATION FORMS 
 NOW IN LADIES’ LOUNGE 



Women’s Club mascot (in new uniform)  

ready for travelling duties 
 

 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 14 No 26 –   JULY  9, 2018 Editor: Mike Golland 

BERRY, the Double Bay 
Women’s Club mascot, will 
be dressed in her fresh 
outfit to match the new 
uniform of the players 
when they travel to contest 
the upcoming Regional 
and State events. 

All the lawn bowling 
dates of the events and the 
history behind Berry’s 
introduction as the club’s 
mascot on pages 4 and 5. 

 

 

BERRY, the Double Bay Women’s 
Club mascot wearing her new 
uniform, is pictured in the safe 
arms of club coach, Lorraine 

McLaughlin.  
INSET: Berry dressed in the club’s 

previous colours. 

ZONE 13 
PENNANTS 

DOUBLE BAY  
TO CONTEST 

TWO 
SECTIONAL 
PLAYOFFS 

SEE PAGE 2  
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TWO TEAMS ASSURED OF PENNANT PLAYOFFS 
DOUBLE Bay will have two teams qualified for the 2018 Zone 13 Pennants 
playoffs following Round Nine results last Saturday 

 The Grade-5 side needs only one point from this week’s away clash at Eastlakes to become Section 
2’s No. 1 team, while the club’s top Grade-2’s will take out second spot, irrespective of the result  of 
this week’s final game at home to Taren Point (Green). 
 The club has a hope of having a third side in the playoffs, but there are several result possibilities in 

Round 10 on Saturday 
before the Grade-3 top 
two is finalised.   
 Double Bay is in third 
position with 9½ points 
behind the leader, but it 
must gain maximum 
points at Leichardt to 
have a hope of 

advancing to the playoffs. 
 The club’s grades -4, -6 
and -7 are all out of 
Playoff contention. 
 

LAST BOWL COSTLY 
 

 In Round 9 last 
Saturday, a last bowl by 
the Diamond Bay skip 
which claimed the shot, 
cost Double Bay’s 
Grade-5 side an 
unbeatable points lead 
to win the Section. 
 Holding shot on 18-all 
last end Rob Hutchins’ 
side saw the home 
team’s final bowl take it 
out to give it the rink point 
leaving Double Bay with 
a 9-1 (14-shot margin) 
result on the day.  
 The Grade-2 team also 
won two of the three rinks 
at home to Sylvania to 
cement second place in 
the one section contest. 
 The Grade-2 Zone 
pennant will be decided 
in a one-off clash with 
Taren Point (White) at 
Taren Point   on Sunday 
afternoon, July 22. 

GRADE ROUND 9 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 SYLVANIA DOUBLE BAY 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL B CONWAY 
 

H JANKELOWITZ P GLICK W  PODGER 
 

G WEINBERG H BLACK L LILIAN 
 

A JAVEN L FERGUSON D FLANAGAN 
 

W 22-10 W 20-19 L 19-23 WON 9 (61) 1 (52) 

    
GRADE 3 ALEX ERSKINE ALEXANDRIA 

 
M BECKER S CAGANOFF R JANKELOWITZ 

 
I OSSHER A SAIDMAN J WINEBERG 

 
M SACK J ENGELMAN P BAKER 

 
L BREM P GRUNFELD R FERRER 

 
W 19-17 W 25-13 L 11-28  LOST 2 (55) 8 (58) 

    
GRADE 4 MARRICKVILLE DOUBLE BAY 

 
L PLATUS M LOTT B LAZARUS 

 
A COHEN A BAKER J ROSEN 

 
G RAICHMAN L GINZBERG G GIACOMINI 

 
P ERDOS A SIMMONS S EDELMUTH 

 
L 6-28 L 19-20 L 17-21 LOST 0 (42) 10 (69) 

    
GRADE 5 DIAMOND BAY DIAMOND BAY 

 
J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 

 
A ROSENBERG M THOMAS L SANDLER 

 
B GARDEN S ABRAHAMS E GRUSD 

 
I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER 

 
W 25-12 L 18-19 W 24-22 WON 9 (67) 1 (53) 

    
GRADE 6 MOOREFIELD DOUBLE BAY 

 
JACK ROSEN J POPPER F MOGOR 

 
G SOFER D NATHAN R KAPLAN 

 
M FISHER J RAINES HAR BLACK 

 
L SIMON C ROSENFELD E KAPLAN 

 
L 14-27 L 13-27 L6-29 LOST  0 (33) 10 (83) 

    
GRADE 7 MOOREFIELD MOOREFIELD 

 
J FLAXMAN J LENNOX L SMITH 

 
P GIBBON B FINE J HASSON 

 
T COHEN C WOLFF H JACOBS 

 
G SILVER P LABROOY B ROSMARIN 

 
L 17-21 D 25-25 L 17-20 LOST ½  (59) 9½ (66) 
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Experience to play part in 
2018 Minor Singles c’ship 

TWO of the club’s most experienced lower-graded 

players have confirmed their potential towards taking 

out the 2018 Minor Singles Championship with early 

round wins last week. 

Louis Platus, last year’s runner-up in the event, eased 

past Len Smith by an eight shot margin in the first round, 

while Murray Lott, whose lawn 

bowling time at Double Bay is 

restricted due to his military 

commitments and postings, was 

able to play two winning rounds 

during the week to reach the 

quarter-final stage. 

Lott, a skip in the Grade-4 team, had no trouble 

accounting for his mid-week first round Grade-7 

opponent, Brian Fine, scoring on 14 of the 20 ends to 

produce a 25-7 victory.  

Then on Sunday, Lott was given a 

harder assignment by fifth-grader, 

Ian Hadassin, who started “on fire” 

racing to 14-6 after 12 ends, until 

Lott found line-and-length to reel 

off  nine shots to take the lead at 15-14 when experience 

set him on the way to a 25-19 result. 

Platus, who is in the club’s Grade-4 pennant listing, took 

his time to get the better of Smith, who skips in the club’s 

Grade-7 team. 
It was all even at 9-all after nine ends, when Platus grabbed 

three shots to take the lead.  From then on Platus was in 

command scoring four shots on the 15
th

 end followed by a 

three count and finally scored a single on the 21
st
 end for a 25-

17 result. 

Next in line for Platus is the promising lower-grader, Jody Glasser, who had a first 

round bye. 

Currently showing good form is Norman Morris, who had to tough it out against 

Grade 7’s Mark Fisher over 29 ends before claiming a 25-21 verdict.  

In other second round encounters, Alan Sacks needed only 15 ends to put paid to 

Bob Seymour’s hopes in an uncomplicated 25-6 win. It was similar stories when 

James Flaxman romped home by a massive 23-shot difference from first-timer, 

Richard Trayer, and Robert Weiss held too many guns for Henry Raiz. 

RESULTS 

2018 MINOR SINGLES 

FIRST ROUND 

Louis Platus 25 
Len Smith 17 

 
Murray Lott 25 
 Brian Fine 7 

 
SECOND ROUND 

Murray Lott 25 
Ian Hadassin 19 

 
James Flaxman 25 
Richard Trayer 3 

 
Norman Morris 25 

Mark Fisher 21 
 

Alan Sacks 25 
Bob Seymour 6 

 
Robert Weiss 25 

Henry Raiz 8 
 
 
 
 

Murray Lott  

Louis Platus  
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THREE of the Double Bay Women’s Club teams which will compete in the 

upcoming Regional and State honours are pictured above. 
At left are the Triples team of Gail Black, Leikie Becker, Barbara Shotland, which won the 

Eastern Suburbs title when Black was the substitute for the constituted player, Marna Morris 

(inset), who will take her place in the line–up for the Regional title on Thursday, July 12 at 

South Coogee Bowling Club. 

Centre photo is Double Bay’s Senior Pairs District Champions, Barbara Shur and Leikie 

Becker, who will be in the Regional playoff at the Taren Point Club on Tuesday, July 17. 

At right is the team of Rene Saidman, Leikie Becker, Gail Black and Barbara Shur, who 

will represent Region 13 in the State Fours on Monday, September 3 at the Taren Point Club. 

 
BERRY, the cuddly 
stuffed teddy bear, 
which for the past 
three years has lived 
contentedly on the 
piano in the clubhouse, came into being as the Women’s Club 
mascot in August, 2015. 
She was “born” when the club was competing in the State 

Grade 2 Pennant competition at Berry, the small town in the 
Shoalhaven region of the NSW South Coast, some 145 km south of Sydney.  
Several Double Bay players, including former member, Karen Levinson, were 

“window shopping” along the main street and popped into the St Vincents  
charity shop and there it was – all alone with a $2 price tag. 
The girls couldn’t resist its charms, and while it didn’t help much, as far as 

results went on the local bowling green, it was soon to be Double Bay’s answer to 
other competing clubs which had mascots dressed in club colours.  
Karen, renowned for her skill with knitting needles, produced a club uniform 

down to the last detail, named the doll “Berry” and declared her to be the 
Official Club Mascot. 
When the Women’s Club was outfitted with new uniforms a few months ago, 

Berry had to be reclothed and another club member with knitting expertise, 
Lorraine McLaughlin, created an identical uniform (as pictured above). 
The Women’s Club considers that Berry is now the most fashionable bear 

mascot in town 
!X 

MAJOR PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP NEARS FINAL – DETAILS NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

REGIONAL AND STATE TEAM HOPEFULS 

CLUB MASCOT DISCOVERED 

IN SOUTH COAST OP SHOP 
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MAJOR PAIRS EVENT CAN LEAD TO STATE CHAMPIONSHIP 

THE 2018 Major Pairs event now being conducted by the Women’s Club is 

a State Championship event played with four bowls over 18 ends 
Two of the four pairs now at the semi-final stage are former title-holders, the 

defending champions Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel, and the hat-trick winners of 

2014 2015 and 2016 the team of Barbara Shotland and Pam Stein. 

The luck of the draw set these two sides to meet in this year’s battle for the crown 

and a place in the State title contest. 

However, both have tough opposition in the semi-finals which will be played 

tomorrow (Tuesday). 

With Saidman unavailable to partner Kampel in the early two rounds Marna Morris 

substituted and proved her ability by playing the lead’s role with accuracy. 

However, in the quarter-final Kampel was in trouble 

against the well balanced duo of Barbara Shur and Lorraine 

Becker, being five shots down (13-18) going into the last 

end. 

Pressure is what player’s of Kampel’s calibre thrive on and 

she and Morris scored a handful five shots to have the match 

tied at 18-all and the call for an extra end. 

Kampel won the toss for the mat and elected to play her 

length which resulted in a two-count to move into the final 

four. 

Meanwhile, the Shotland-Stein twosome after a first round 

bye, eased past Florrie Cohen and Margo Michael, while Jan 

Frape and Lorraine Stafford, both of whom have been Major 

Pairs runners-up at Double Bay, scored a deserved win over 

Lorraine McLaughlin and Natalie Franks. 

The Rein Rowlands-Jan Shedlezki pair made the semi-final 

against the Kampel team following a forfeit decision from 

Judy Bihari and Barbara Hower. In the second semi-final 

Shotland faces Frape. 

The final will be played after the Regional matches.  

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

Marna Morris 
 (sub for Rene Saidman) 

 Iris Kampel 21 
v 

Faye Green  
 Frances Raines 9 

 
Leslie Judelman  

(sub for Leikie Becker)  
Barbara Shur 18 

v 
Gail Black 

 Jenny Welton 7 
 

Judy Bihari 
Barbara Hower 23 

v 
Di Engelander 

 Carol Engelman 20  
 

SECOND  ROUND 
(Quarter-final) 

Marna Morris  
Iris Kampel 20 

v 
Barbara Shur 

 Leikie Becker 18 
 

Rein Rowlands  
Jan Shedlezki  

forfeit from 
Judy Bihari 

Barbara Hower 
  

Pam Stein  
Barbara Shotland 19 

v 
Florrie Cohen  

Margo Michael 10 
 

Lorraine Stafford  
Jan Frape 19 

v 
Natalie Franks  

Lorraine McLaughlin 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NOMINATIONS FOR ANNUAL MEETING 
NOMINATIONS are open for all positions at the Women’s Club’s 
40th Annual General Meeting on Tuesday, July 31, from 9.45 am. 

They cover 11 posts from the President to the Librarian. 
Nomination forms are now available from the Women’s Club 

Lounge room in the clubhouse. 
The club requires nominations to fill the two members who will 

serve as Vice-Presidents. 
One person is to be elected for each of the posts of President, 

Secretary, Treasurer and Communications Officer. 
Nominations are also called for the Management Committee (3 to 
be elected), Selection Committee (5), Match Committee (3), Social 

Committee (5) Delegates to District (2) and Librarians (2). 
 

 
 

 



GRADE-5 SECTION 2 

THREE TEAMS QUALIFY FOR ZONE PLAYOFFS 

GRADE-5 WINS SECTION TOP SPOT 
FOR the third consecutive year the Double Bay Grade 5 Pennant Team has 
qualified for the Zone 13 sectional finals. 

Grade-5, which topped Section 2 with 
83½ points (at right), is joined in the finals 
of the 2018 pennants by Double Bay’s 
Grade-2 and Grade-3 teams. 

Last year the Grade-5 team also won its 
section and in 2016 it completed the 
season in second spot. 

However, in both years, the club failed to 
advance to the State Pennant Finals   

Double Bay was the best performed of the 18 
Grade-5 teams which competed in three 
divisions and was allocated the No. 1 playoff 
position when it scored the most points during 
the 10-game season.  

Six clubs competed in Grade-2 where Double 
Bay maintained its good season form to finish 
second to the power-packed Taren Point 
(White) entry by winning seven of the 10 fixtures 
for total of 73 points. 

Grade-3 claimed second spot in Section 1 with 
six victories from 10 matches to qualify for the 
Minor semi-final on a count of 75 points. 

FULL DETAILS PAGES 2 AND 3  

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

Vol. 14 No 27 –   JULY 16, 2018 Editor: Mike Golland 

CLUB TEAM IS REGION 
TRIPLES RUNNERS-UP 
Leikie Becker with Sutherland Shire 

president Margaret Garmin, Marna Morris 
and Barbara Shotland after last week’s 

Region 13 Triples playoff. 
SEE PAGE 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PHOTO BY JAN FRAPE  
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GRADE 3 SECTION 1 

GRADE-5 TEAM HAS DOUBLE    

CHANCE OF ZONE FINAL PLAY 
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade-5 team has two chances of winning the Zone 13 

Pennant competition and qualifying for next month’s State Final following 

its top ranking in the playoffs which start this weekend at Taren Point. 

On Saturday afternoon 

Double Bay clashes with 

Moorefield, the Grade’s 

second best qualified team, 

with the winner going 

directly into the Zone final 

on Sunday afternoon, while 

the loser returns on Sunday 

morning to play the victor of 

the preliminary semi-final.  

The other clubs qualified 

for the Grade-5 final series 

are Hillsdale verses Engadine 

and Waverley verses Western 

Suburbs Leagues. 

 Both games were played on 

Sunday morning and the 

winners now play on Saturday 

in the preliminary semi-finals. 
Grade-5 State finals will be 

played at Warilla and Kiama from 
Friday,  August 17 to Sunday, 

August 19. 

The Grade-2 Zone final is a 

two team one-ff contest with 

Double Bay coming up 

against Taren Point’s (White) combination which won the 10-game season with 

87½  points, compared to Double Bay’s 73 points. 

Two of Double Bay’s defeats this season were to the Taren Point White 

combination and the third to club-mate Taren Point Green.  
The State matches are at Sydney clubs Mount Lewis and Lidcombe on August 17-19. 

Grade-3 who also came runner-s up in its section will play Caringbah on 

Saturday afternoon in the Minor Semi-final  and if it wins play again on Sunday 

morning against the loser of South Coogee and Engadine. 

Grade-3 State matches are at the bowling clubs of West Dubbo and Dubbo Railway august 17-19. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE  

GRADE 2 

HOW THEY FINISHED 
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PENNANT ROUND TEN RESULTS 
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

THE final round of the 2018 
Zone 13 Pennant season had a 
bearing on the fortunes of 
Double Bay’s Grade-3 and 
Grade-5 teams for further 
success in the Zone playoff 
fixtures. 

The Grade-5 side was assured of 
top spot in its Section 2, but the 
matches played in Round 10 
decided the placing of its 
opposition teams in the six-game 
fixture list for the Zone Pennant 
finals starting on Saturday. 

Double Bay was away at 

Eastlakes, and despite going down 

on two rinks by small margins, it 

gathered eight points and the 

Grade-3 top ranking, thanks to a 

32-17 win by the Jeff Coleman 

rink of Alan Rosenberg, Western 

Suburbs Leagues. 
Bernie Garden, and Ian 

Hadassin. 
In Grade-3 Double Bay 

travelled to Leichhardt and 
returned with nine points to move 
from third to second rung and a 
place in the final series with 61 
points. 

This followed a sensational rink 
win by Michael Becker, Ian 
Ossher, Mark Sack and Dan 
Flanagan, who completely 
outplayed the opposition in a  25-2  
result, while Sol Caganoff’s unit, 
Alan Saidman, Julian Engelman 

and Peter Grunfeld won 27-14. 
Grade-2 at home  completed ‘the double” over Taren Point (Green) with a all-rink win by 

10-0 and a 20 shot margin. 
The return of Doug King to the team boosted the side where 

Bernard Fridman, Wayne Podger and Les Lilian combined to win 
26-18. Jack Kampel, Harold Jankelowitz, Gerald Weinberg and 
Arnold Javen just got home by a single shot, while Phillip Joel’s 
combination of Pepe Glick, Harry Black, and veteran, Les Ferguson, 
came out on top 26-18. 

TWO ADVANCE TO MINOR SINGLES SEMI-FINALS 
Murray Lott and Robert Weiss are the first to win their way to the 

2018 Minor Singles Semi-finals following wins on Sunday. 
Lott accounted for Errol Kaplan 25-18 over 27 ends, as Weiss knocked out 

James Flaxman 25-20 in a 28-end match. 
CORRECTION: The previous week’s Results panel incorrectly recorded 

GRADE ROUND 10 VENUE RESULT 

GRADE 2 TAREN PT GREEN DOUBLE BAY   

J KAMPEL P JOEL D KING 
 

H JANKELOWITZ P GLICK B CONWAY 
 

G WEINBERG H BLACK W PODGER 
 

A JAVEN L FERGUSON L LILIAN 
 

Won 25-24 Won 26-15 Won 26-18 WON 10 (77) 0 (57) 

    
GRADE 3 LEICHHARDT LEICHHARDT   

M BECKER S CAGANOFF R JANKELOWITZ 
 

I OSSHER A SAIDMAN J WINEBERG 
 

M SACK J ENGELMAN L BREM 
 

D FLANAGAN P GRUNFELD P BAKER 
 

Won 25-2 Won 27-14 Lost 16-21 WON 9(68) 1 (37) 

    
GRADE 4 BRONTE  DOUBLE BAY   

I FEDER M LOTT M ROWLEY 
 

G RAICHMAN L PLATUS P KURTA 
 

P ERDOS L GINZBERG G GIACOMINI 
 

A SACKS A SIMMONS S EDELMUTH 
 

Lost 16-23 WON 20-12 Lost 17-24 Lost 1(53) 9(59) 

    
GRADE 5 EASTLAKES  EASTLAKES   

J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY 
 

A ROSENBERG M THOMAS S ABRAHAMS 
 

B GARDEN J GLASSER E GRUSD 
 

I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER 
 

WON 32-17 Lost 20-21  Lost 18-20 WON 8(70) 2(58) 

    
GRADE 6 RANDWICK  DOUBLE BAY   

M REISIN J POPPER R NOVIS 
 

G SOFER D NATHAN M FISHER 
 

HAR BLACK J RAINES D VERRE 
 

L SIMON C ROSENFELD E KAPLAN 
 

Won 35-13 Drew 20-20 Won 19-17 WON 9½(74) ½(50)  

    
GRADE 7 TAREN POINT  TAREN POINT   

J FLAXMAN B FINE L SMITH 
 

P GIBBON J LENNOX J HASSON 
 

T COHEN C WOLFF N NAILAND 
 

G SILVER P LABROOY B ROSMARIN 
 

Drew 19-19 Lost 11-25  Lost 13-22 Lost ½ (43) 9½(66)    

RESULTS 

MINOR SINGLES 

SECOND ROUND 

Mark Fisher 25 
Norman Morris 21 

 
THIRD ROUND 

Robert Weiss 25 
James Flaxman 20 

 
Murray Lott 25 
Errol Kaplan 18 
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the Minor Singles Second Round match between Mark Fisher and Norman Morris, which was won by 
Fisher 25-21. 

Fisher now plays the winner of the Louis Platus v Jody Glasser match. 

Skilled team too good in Regional Triples 

FOR the second consecutive year the Double Bay Eastern Suburbs District Triples 

championship team has had to be content with the runners-up tag in the Region 13 

Championship playoff for State level honours. 

At South Coogee last Thursday, the Double Bay team of Barbara Shotland, Lorraine Becker 

and Marna Morris, fell by 23-13 to the powerful Taren Point team from Sutherland District. 

Last year when Double Bay won the District Triples for the sixth time in as many years, the 

team of Rene Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel, succumbed in the Regional 13 match to 

the star-studded Engadine unit, which included the young NSW ranked twin bowlers, 

Samantha and Natalie Noronha. 

Last week the Taren Point line up was skipped well-known State regular, Katrina Wright, 

who proved the match winner as the Double Bay side held its own for half of the regulation 

format of two-bowls over 21 ends. 

It was a sunny day, marred by a chill wind with the sun hiding behind the clouds, but this 

didn’t deter supporters travelling to Coogee to cheer their teams.  

The Double Bay-Eastern Suburbs District supporters had 

plenty to shout about as the team was ahead 11-7 at the 14
th

 

end. 

This was the danger signal for Wright and partners, Louise 

Cronan and Kate Warker, to tightened their game.  

They applied pressure to such an extent that the Double 

Bay side could only score two more shots.  

The performance of the Taren Point side demonstrated the 

difference between professional bowlers and those who are 

social players. 

Double Bay’s representative trio was up against opponents 

who, for the main, were a couple of decades younger, but 

who also practise and train at least 

four times a week.  

Nonetheless, it is acknowledged 

in the Eastern Suburbs District 

that Double Bay has a remarkable 

competitive success rate for a social club.  

The players are appreciative of the travelling support they receive 

from their members as well as the personal encouragement from 

the men’s club.  

Top four fight out 2018 Major pairs 
Four of the Women’s Club’s highly-rated players will compete for 
the 2018 Major Pairs title tomorrow (Tuesday). 

The team of Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman will be defending the title 
against Barbara Shotland and Pam Stein, who are three time winners. 

In the semi-finals Kampel and Marna Morris (sub for the unavailable 
Saidman) eased past Rein Rowlands and Jan Shedlezki by seven shots. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR PAIRS 

SEMI-FINAL 
 

Marna Morris 
 (sub for Rene Saidman) 

 Iris Kampel 17 
v 

Rein Rowlands  
Jan Shedlezki 10 

 
 

Pam Stein  
Barbara Shotland 30 

v 
Wendy Engelander 

 (sub for Lorraine Stafford)  
Jan Frape 5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Taren Point Regional Triples 
winners Katrina Wright (left), 

Kate Warker and Luise 
Cronan, receive the Region 13  
Shield from Eastern Suburbs 
District President, Sue Snape.  
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 Lorraine Stafford called on Wendy Engelander to be her substitute to partner Jan Frape against the 
well-experienced Shotland and Stein pair, who won the event in 2014 from Jan Frape and Audrey 
Weinberg again in 2015 (Jan Frape and Sandy Desiatnik) and in 2016 (Lorraine Becker and Rene 

Saidman).   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

NO POINTS AT TAREN POINT 
ALTHOUGH the three Double Bay teams which 
competed in the 2018 Zone 13 Pennant playoffs 
at Taren Point Bowling Club did not claim a 
trophy, the Grade 2-side had the hard luck story 
of the weekend tournament. 

While the Grade-3 and Grade-5 sides failed to come to 
grips with the strength of the opposition and the playing conditions, the club’s 
top Grade-2 combination (pictured below) came within a shot of claiming the 
Zone title and qualification for the State Pennant playoffs. 

ALL THE DETAILS NEXT PAGES 

 

Grade 2 
miss by one 
shot in Zone 
13 Pennant 

final 

Pepe Glick, Arnold Javen, Harold Jankelowitz, Harry Black, Gerald Weinberg, Les Ferguson 
(Reserve), Jack Kampel, Phillip Joel, Brandon Conway, Doug King, Wayne Podger, (inset) Les Lilian, 

and Rob Fetherston. 
 

PHOTO  BY 
FRED 

GINSBERG  
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GRADE-2’s ONE SHOT LOSS ON EXTRA END  
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade-2 team let slip a mid-game lead in the Zone 13 final 
against Taren Point White on Sunday. 

It ended as a heartbreaker game for Double Bay, played on a 19 second green which suited the 
home club, where the score were tied at 54-54 shots after the regulation 21 ends. 

The Pennant went to Taren Point by one shot, 57-56, after an extra end was called when Double Bay 
scored two shots to Taren Point’s three over the three rinks.  

 Near the half-way stage the Double Bay rink of Jack Kampel with Harold Jankelowitz, Gerald 
Weinberg and Arnold Javen) lead 15-9. 

 Phillip Joel’s four (Pepe Glick, Harry Black, and Les Lilian) was up 14-12 and  Doug King’s side (Rob 
Fetherston, Brandon Conway and Wayne Podger) lead 14-9 to have the main scoreboard in Double 
Bay’s favour by 13 shots (43-30). 

After 19 ends Double Bay was still in front on the three rinks by 51-41. On the 20th end, although the 
Kampel side gave away a three count, it retained the lead 18-15, while King picked up two shots to be 
ahead 17-14, but Joel, after playing the 18th end, also dropped three shots to be 18-all as the 
scoreboard still had Double Bay in charge by 53-47. 

On the 21st end Kampel’s last bowl moved his shot bowl slightly and lost the measure for a final 
score of 18-16. King also dropped a single on the last end for a 17-15  result. 

Meanwhile, after playing 19 ends Joel scored a single to lead 19-18. This put Double Bay up by five 
shots up 54-49. On Joel’s 20th end his side dropped a single with the overall lead cut to four shots with 
one end to play when Taren Point elected a very short end with the mat up and the jack near the T-
spot.  

After the leads’ bowls Double Bay was one down and when the skips were on the mat, Taren Point 
was ahead by three and increased it to five shots to have the match lead for the first time by one shot. 

Joel played an-shot with his final delivery, but only managed to remove one bowl to have the rink 
score at 19-23 and the game  tally all square at 54-54.  

Evening light was closing in and the green slowed its pace somewhat as all three rinks were called to 
play the extra end. 

 Double Bay, through Kampel, was holding two shots until the Taren Point skip played an on-shot 
with his last bowl, which had the luck of a back-cut moving their third shot onto the jack to add one 
shot  to the overall score. 

 Joel’s team were holding a good two count when the opposing skip played a great last bowl to give 
Taren Point another two shots to its tally. At the same time, King’s unit was three behind on the 
scoreboard and he was compelled to drive with his first bowl which missed the target. Then he 
produced the perfect drive which killed the end.  

On the replayed end Double Bay still needed at least three shot to force another additional end, but 
could only pick up two to lose the match aggregate by one (57-56) and miss the opportunity to play in 
the upcoming State Pennant Grade 2 play-offs. 

GRADE 2  v TAREN POINT WHITE TAREN POINT             RESULT 

J KAMPEL P JOEL D KING                  

H JANKELOWITZ P GLICK R FETHERSTON  

G WEINBERG H BLACK B CONWAY  

A JAVEN L LILIAN W PODGER  

   
 

WON 18-17 (18-16*) LOST 19-25 (19-23*) WON 19-15 (17-15*) LOST 56-57 (54-54*) 

* DENOTES SCORE AFTER 21 ENDS * DENOTES SCORE AFTER 21 ENDS * DENOTES SCORE AFTER 21 ENDS *DENOTES SCORE AFTER 21 ENDS 

2018 ZONE 13 GRADE-2 PENNANT FINAL 
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GRADE 3 BATTLES AGAINST CARINGBAH 
ALTHOUGH there was little between the Double Bay and Caringbah teams in the final standings 

of the 2018 Zone 13 Grade-3 Pennant sectional play, Caringbah took out the semi-final at Taren 

Point on Saturday by a comfortable 65-43 scoreline. 

In the 10-match season Double Bay finished in second place with a collect of 61 points from six wins 

and four losses with a 93 plus shot margin. Caringbah had similar pennant statistics. It scored 59 points 

from six wins and four defeats and had a 53 shot difference. 

But on the slick Taren Point greens the Double Bay side battled to keep pace with the Caringbah 

opposition. 

The Michael Becker side of Ian Ossher, Mark Sack and Dan Flanagan went closest with a two shot 

loss (17-19). Alan Saidman, Julian Engelman, Paul Baker and Peter Grunfeld kept in touch for most of 

the game before failing 13-20, while Ray Jankelowitz, John Wineberg, Les Brem and Rod Ferrer battled 

for most part of a 13-26 scoreline. 

GRADE 3  v CARINGBAH TAREN POINT RESULT 

M BECKER A SAIDMAN R JANKELOWITZ  

I OSSHER J ENGELMAN J WINEBERG  

M SACK P BAKER L BREM  

D FLANAGAN P GRUNFELD R FERRER  

   
 

LOST 17-19 LOST 13-20 LOST 13-26 LOST 43-65 

BACK: John Wineberg, Julian Engelman, Alan Saidman, Mark Sack.  
FRONT: Michael Becker, Les Brem, Rod Ferrer, Paul Baker, Ray Jankelowitz, Ian Ossher,  

Dan Flanagan, Peter Grunfeld.   
. 

2018 ZONE 13 GRADE-3 SEMI-FINAL 

MICHAEL  
ROWLEY   
PHOTO 
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After a thumping Grade 5 improves in narrow loss 
DOUBLE Bay Grade-5 pennant team suffered one of its most embarrassing results when it came up against the 

talented team from Moorefield in the 2018 Zone 13 Major Semi-final at Taren Point on Saturday. 

Taking into account that the Double Bay players could not cope with the speed of the playing surface, it was the high 

standard of the opposition which contributed more than anything to the scoreline.  

But the Double Bay unit turned it around in the Preliminary Final on Sunday when conditions were a little more to the 

players’ liking, but the team still finished on the wrong side of the scoreboard despite winning two of the three rinks against 

the well-performed Engadine combination which went into the final by a 10-shot (64-54) margin. 

Rink wins were recorded by David Kellaway, Len Sandler, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner (23-22) and Jeff Coleman, Alan 

Rosenberg, Sam Abrahams and Ian Hadassin (20-13.).                                                 FINAL:  Moorefield 50 v Engadine 42. 
 

   
 

 
MAJOR  SEMI FINAL  

GRADE 5 v MOOREFIELD TAREN POINT RESULT 

J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY  

A ROSENBERG M THOMAS L SANDLER  

S ABRAHAMS J GLASSER E GRUSD  

I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER  

LOST 11-22 LOST 9-34 LOST 3-36 LOST 23-92 

   
 

 
PRELIMINARY FINAL  

   
 

GRADE 5 v ENGADINE TAREN POINT RESULT 

J COLEMAN R HUTCHINS D KELLAWAY  

A ROSENBERG M THOMAS L SANDLER  

S ABRAHAMS J GLASSER E GRUSD  

I HADASSIN R WEISS P WYNER  

   
     

WON 20-13 LOST 11-29 WON 23-22 LOST 64-54 

   
 

BACK: Robbie Weiss, David Kellaway, Max Thomas. 
FRONT: Rob Hutchins, Peter Wyner, Sam Abrahams, Alan Rosenberg, Len Sandler, Ian Hadassin, 

 Eric Grusd, Jody Glasser, Jeff Coleman.  

 

2018 ZONE 13 GRADE-5 

MICHAEL  
ROWLEY   
PHOTO 
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District’s Senior Pairs outgunned in Region decider 

A LAST minute change was compelled in the Double Bay team which won 

the recent 2018 Eastern Suburbs District Senior Pairs title when it 

contested the Region 13 Playoff last week at Taren Point. 
Late in May the Double Bay combination of Lorraine Becker and Barbara Shur won 

the District Seniors Pairs and was all set last Tuesday, June 17, to compete for the 

Regional Title against the Sutherland Shire 

District winners from Taren Point.  

But when it was time to start the roll-up for 

the Regional Title, Becker was winging her 

way to South Africa in response to a family 

emergency. 

Another of Double Bay’s eligible senior 

players, Leslie Judelman, came in as the 

substitute as Shur took over the skip’s role 

against the top-notch opposition of the Taren 

Point No. 1 pennant players, Beverley 

Harrison and Barbara Havas. 

The fast-paced Taren Point green suited the 

home team pair and they put the new Eastern 

Suburbs combination under pressure from the 

first to the second last of the required 18 ends 

when the score of 21-3 was declared 

sufficient. 

Although it was a lop-sided scoreline, spectators were not disappointed 

at the level of play. 
SEE FROM THE DITCH – NEXT PAGE  

Twins are just the best Pair in Regional Open playoff 
TWO OF Australia’s up-and-coming star women lawn bowlers, the 
identical Noronha twins, Samantha and Natalie, were given a run-
for-their-money in the Regional Open Pairs playoff at Taren Point 
last week. 

Double Bay did not have an entry in the Eastern Suburbs District Open 
Pairs event, which was won by the Randwick duo of Taryn Keir and Ros 
Madgwick, who matched their Australian representative 22-year-old 
opponents from the Engadine Club bowl–for-bowl in the Regional 
decider, before going down by a single shot on a 18-17 result. 

Samantha and Natalie Noronha are well-known to the Double Bay 
Women’s membership.  

They revealed their talent when invited to compete in the one of 
Double Bay’s Invitation Triples tournaments as 17-year-old teenagers. 

Club officials are hopeful they will  be among the acceptances for this 
year’s Invitational Triples on the weekend of September 22-23.  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Barbara Shur and 
Lesley Judelman and 

(right) Beverley 
Harrison and 

 Barbara Havas. 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTOS 
 

after their win in the 
Region 13 Pairs title 

playoff last week 
Inset: Randwick’s Taryn 
Keir and Ros Madgwick. 

 

Samantha 
and Natalie  

Noronha 
 
 
 
. 
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ALTHOUGH he was on holidays and many 
thousands of kilometres away from Double Bay 
with wife, Lisa, and family, Men’s Club secretary, 
Phil Filler, managed to send the email editions of 
Double Bay Watch to the majority of the 
membership. 
If they had post marks, the first week’s would 

have been stamped “Poland” and last week’s would 
have shown they were sent from Israel, two of 
the countries the Filler family visited on their 
three weeks away from Sydney. 
It was a bitter-sweet visit to Poland for Phil, 

where, just outside Brzozow, his late father's old home town, the family paid 
homage at the mass  gravesite in the forest where his grandparents were 
murdered during the Holocaust.  
But it was a happier time in Israel where, would you believe, he met up with 

two fellow Double  Bay Bowling Club members.  
First was Bernard Fridman, who was to be joined by partner, Judy Thomas, 

later in the week, then he “bumped into” Sam Ginges and invited him to join he 
family for dinner at the hotel. 
By the time you read this Phil will be back at the clubhouse table recording the 

weekly intra club competition results and Sam will be ready to fire up the 
barbecue as usual on Friday. 

FROM all reports it appears the Double Bay Women’s Club pair of Barbara Shur 
and Lesley Judelman, who represented the Eastern Suburbs District in last 
week’s Senior Pairs match for the Regional title, were not in the race against 
their more polished and experienced opponents from the Taren Point Club. 
 But what can be recorded about the match at Taren Point, was the obvious 
determination and positive attitude of the Double Bay twosome.  
 Taren Point is a giant of a club compared with Double Bay, and there are always 
a goodly number of members and visitors watching the activity on the greens. 
 Those watching the game made it clear, after the home team’s very 
comfortable win, that the Double Bay pair was a shining example of 
sportsmanship at its finest and they were superb ambassadors for their club. 
 Take a bow, girls! 

Phil Filler (above left) with Bernard Fridman in Jerusalem and with Sam Ginges at the Jerusalem 

hotel’s swimming pool.   



CLUB DATA GOES DIGITAL 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club has 
completed the digitising of its 
Honour Board records and 
continues to record up-to-date 
results as they are received. 

The automated system will display 
continuously on a club TV screen 
initially in the bar area, but other 
locations are being considered. 

Double Bay is following the trend of 
most sporting and social clubs in 
discarding the traditional posting of 
facts and results on timber boards. 

The club’s records, which start 
from 1942, had not been updated for 
the most part since 2016. 

They include current honorary and 
elected officials of the Registered Club, names of the Men’s Bowling Club and the Women’s 
Bowling Club officers, as well as men’s and women’s championship results and achievements. 

Club officials say that the advantages of the system are instant updating; it is easy to 
maintain, is cost effective, modern and is in keeping with the times. 

The club will produce an A3 print copy of the maintained files in a presentation binder to be 
displayed at the entry to the clubhouse.  

The system has the ability to search within the PDF 
document and presently this facility is being trialled on the 
computer at the club entry.   

Management is yet to decide whether, or when, the 
timber wall boards (pictured) will be removed. 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 
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Vol. 14 No 29– JULY 30 2018 Editor: Mike Golland 

The opening page of the Double  Bay Bowling Club’s Digital program 
listing the files which will view on the television set in the clubhouse. 

TEAM’S BACK-TO-BACK MAJOR TRIPLES CHAMPIONSHIP WIN – PAGES 2-3  
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Triple treat for Kampel in Major trophy win 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JACK Kampel won a record sixth 
Double Bay Major Triples title following his 
team’s 26-15 win over the challenge from 
Rob Hutchins, Len Sandler and Ronald 
Munz, in the 2018 final on Sunday. 
Kampel with Doug King and Peter Levy, 

became the first constituted team to retain the 
Major Triples title since 1994. 
The same trio was runners-up in 2016, while 

Kampel has won the event four other times with 
various partners in 2015, 2013, 2011 and 2008. 
 He was also an unsuccessful Major Triples 

finalist in 2007. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE WITH 
 FACTS AND FIGURES 

SIX-TIME  
TRIPLES 

CHAMPION 
 

FIRST TEAM 
  TO RETAIN 
 TROPHY IN  

 24 YEARS 

ABOVE: The 2018 trio which won the 2018 Major Triples final,          
Jack Kampel, Doug King and substitute John Wineberg. 

RIGHT: The 2018 constituted team Doug King, Peter Levy (centre) and 
Jack Kampel, which won the 2017 title. 

BELOW: Rob Hutchins, Len Sandler and Ronald Munz the 2018 Major 
Triples runners-up. 

 

RESULTS 

MAJOR TRIPLES 

SEMI-FINAL 

Peter Levy 
 Doug King  

Jack Kampel 30 
 

Steve Edelmuth  
Brandon Conway 

Rob Fetherston 12 
 

FINAL 

Peter Levy 
 Doug King  

Jack Kampel 26 
 

Ronald Munz, 
Len Sandler  

Rob Hutchins 15 
 
 

MINOR SINGLES 

SECOND ROUND 

Jody Glasser 25 
Louis Platus 9  

 
THIRD ROUND 

Mark Fisher 25 
Jody Glasser 12 

 
SEMI-FINAL 

Murray Lott 25 
Alan Sachs 21 

 
 
 

JOHN 
WINEBERG  

PHOTOS 
PHOTOS 
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Injury kept Peter Levy from playing 
in Major Triples championship team 

AN injury forced Peter Levy out of the constituted team 
which became the first to win back-to-back Major Triples 
titles at Double Bay in the past 24 years.   

In this year’s event Levy competed in only the first round 
and was substituted for the remainder of the tournament. 

In the second round and in the semi-final and final, Kampel 
had to call on a substitute for Levy, who is now about to 
undergo surgery to rectify a hip problem. 

For the championship round Kampel acquired the talent of 
John Wineberg to replace Levy and the combination worked 
perfectly. 

After a slow start when the score was 7-all on the 8th end, 
the Kampel combination raced to 16-7 after playing 14 ends. 

 It continued the pressure and after placing the mat for the 
20th end they were well and truly on their way to the title as 
the scoreboard showed 20-11. 

However, there was a lapse in concentration on the 22nd 
end when Hutchins’ team claimed four shots to reduce the 
leeway to 23-15, but with only three ends to complete the 
match, it was a near-impossible task. 

For the semi-final win over Rob Fetherston, Brandon 
Conway and Steve Edelmuth, Kampel opted for Les Brem to 
lead for the absent Levy, a substitution he performed in the 
team’s second round match. 

It made little difference to the outcome, nor did the change 
of opposition skip from Fetherston to Conway, as the Kampel outfit finished ahead by 18 
shots on the 22nd end at 30-12. 

A five count on the third end set the pace for Kampel and Co. 
By end 15 they were completely in charge at 18-8 and added a collect of four shots on the 

next end to virtually seal the result. 
 

Murray Lott first into 2018 Minor Singles final 
DOUBLE Bay’s retired high-ranked army officer, Murray Lott, is the first to win 
the way to the 2018 Minor Singles final. 

Last week he eased past Alan Sacks 25-21 in a semi-final over 28 ends. 
Lott, whose time on the bowling green was dependant on his military commitments, is now 

free to compete more often at lawn bowling. 
During the just completed Zone 13 Pennant season Lott was a regular in the Grade-4 team 

alongside Sacks. 
There was little between the pair until Lott added four shots on the 12th end to extend his 

lead to 13-7.  
Then Sacks hit back with five winning ends and a tally of nine shots to reduce the leeway 

to 17-19, only to see Lott score on five of the following eight ends to hit the winning 25-shot 
target. 

Meanwhile, Mark Fisher claimed a semi-final berth against Robert Weiss when he 
accounted for Jody Glasser by 25-12 on Sunday. 

Glasser was first off the mark going to a 8-0 advantage after four ends; then Fisher hit back 
and took command with accurate bowling to have the lead at 16-12 after 14 ends. 

He continued to keep the mat and add to his tally until the 19th end when he added a single 
to get the match winning 25th shot. 

FACTS OF 
HISTORY 

THE previous time the 
Double Bay Major 

Triples Championship 
had been retained by 
the same team was in 

1993 and 1994 when the 
combination of 
 Leon Portrate, 
 L. Koszta and 
 John Einfeld 

 was successful. 
 

Jack Kampel has won 
the event six times 
since the year 200 

merger with Rose Bay. 
Gerald Weinberg has 

taken the Major Triples 
crown at Double Bay on 

four occasions – in 
2012 and a hat-trick of 

wins from  

2005, 2006 and 2007. 
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Eight help Easts win Inter-District Challenge 

EIGHT Double Bay Women’s Club members were selected to compete for the Eastern 
Suburbs (ESD) in the Inter-District challenge against Georges River at Mount Lewis 
last week. 

Five were named in the Open challenge and three were bowlers who have been playing for 
less than five years. 

The challenge was played by four teams in the Fours format over 18 ends. 
Organisers agreed the matches would be more competitive if the teams would have a mix of 

Open and Under-5 Years players to give them the opportunity to compete with members from 
clubs they seldom come up against. 

Double Bay’s Open “caps” were Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Jan Frape, Barbara Shur 
and Pam Stein, and the Under-5-Years members were Leslie Judelman, Yvonne Gorman and 
Wendy Perkins.  

The ESD players gathered at South Coogee BC at 8 am to board a luxury bus  trip to Mount 
Lewis BC some 22 km south-west of the Eastern Suburbs. 

The morning chill soon melted into a glorious day as the ESD Open team took charge to 
win the challenge 89-58 shots, while the Under 5 Years finished ahead 67-47. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 
1

ST
 ROUND 

Barbara. Shotland, Kathy. Passman, 
Barbara. Shur, Lesley Judelman 24 

v 
Jan. Frape, Pam. Stein, Margo. 
Michael, Wendy Engelander 14 

 
 

Wendy Perkins, Cynthia Katz, 
 Rein Rowlands, Nicholina. Kuner 

(sub for Judi Snider) 21 
v 

Jan Shedlezki, Alma Goldman, 
 Faye Glover, Natalie Franks 20. 

 

 

ABOVE: The Eastern Suburbs District team; ABOVE RIGHT: ESD 

Secretary, Toni Hartley (left) and President, Sue Snape, with the- Open 
and Under 5 Years trophies. RIGHT: Double Bay’s Under 5 Years 
contestants Wendy Perkins, Leslie Judelman and Yvonne Gorman. 

 
 

SMALL FOURS FIELD FOR 2018 MAJOR 
ONLY six teams entered the 2018 Women’s Club’s 

Major Fours Championship. 
  In first round clashes the Barbara Shotland team came 

from behind to defeat the Wendy Engelander side by 14 
shots. 

The Wendy Perkins four was well matched by the Jan 
Shedlezki team, but took the match by a single shot. 

The title is expected to be decided by games set for 
tomorrow-week, Tuesday, August 14. 

The Major Pairs title will be completed on August 7. 
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LESS said about last week’s result of the club’s 
Grade-5 Pennant Major Semi-final against 
Moorefield, the better, but it is worth recording 
the aftermath words of the side’s manager, Peter 
Wyner (pictured). 
In an email he distributed 

to his teammates he said a 
lot was learnt by the 
experience of playing in such 
a high pressure match on 
such a fast running green. 
“Certainly we were all 

disappointed in our efforts, but we tried hard under 
conditions difficult for us against a very good team who 
without doubt fielded, in the opinion of many, players of a 
higher grade standard than ours,” Peter’s email read. 
It was his belief that in the next day’s Preliminary Final his Double Bay team 

did much better as it used the knowledge gained in the earlier match to win two 
of the three rinks, but narrowly missed the chance to test their new-found 
skills against Moorefield in the final for the Zone pennant. 
Peter gave his thanks to the players for showing a respectful, friendly and 

supporting manner to him and to each other “because, team compatibility goes a 
long way towards success”.   
Then he offered this advice: “Hold your heads up high! We achieved first 

position in our section, were regarded as No. 1 for the playoffs and knowing that 
we had limited or no knowledge of playing on fast greens everyone did their best 
not only at the playoffs, but throughout the season.  
“I consider that a great achievement and congratulate you all,” he wrote.  
As parting jibe, Peter pointed out that Moorefield also so won the Grade-6 

Zone Pennant and added the thought that “perhaps that tells us something 
about small clubs with few grade entries”. 

WOLPER Jewish Hospital’s Health Foundation recently presented a full-scale First Aid 
Case to the Maccabi NSW Lawn Bowls Guild, which plays out of Double Bay Bowling 
Club. 

While Double Bay Bowling Club has all the necessary equipment, including a 
defibrillator, in case of an on or off the green accident/emergency, it was a thoughtful 
decision by the Guild to hand the well-stocked kit over to its host club. 

The kit was formally presented to the Double Bay Men’s Club president, Alan 
Rosenberg, at last Wednesday’s afternoon tea break by the Guild’s long-time leader, 
Louis Platus (below left). It was received by a thankful round of applause by the near 
100 members in the clubhouse. 

JOHN 
WINEBERG  

PHOTOS 
PHOTOS 
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THE Double Bay Women’s Section leadership re-elected at its Annual General Meeting last week. 
BACK:  Pam Stein, Di Engelander, Lesley Judelman, Rene Saidman, Jan Frape, Lorraine Becker, Lea Portrate. 

FRONT: Margo Michael, Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Rein Rowlands, Marilyn Davis.   
  

DOUBLE BAY FOUR TO TEAM FOR ZONE VETERANS 
FOUR of Double Bay Men’s Club’s top players have been selected to compete for the Zone 
13 Veterans’ side in the 
upcoming Inter-Zone 
Sides Championship. 
 They are (pictured l-r)  
Jack Kampel, Gerald 
 Weinberg, Harry 
 Black and Arnold  
Javen.    SEE PAGE 2 
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DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club’s will provide four of the 12 over-70-year-old 

bowlers selected to represent Zone 13 in the upcoming NSW Veterans 

Inter-Zone Championship. 

In complimentary decision selectors named Double Bay’s Jack Kampel, 

Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black and  Arnold Javen to combine as Team One (of 

three) for the two days of the championship on Thursday and Friday, October 

25-26 at the Grandviews Bowling Club. 

It is believed to be the first time that the four Double Bay members have 

played as a team/side at competitive level, including Zone pennants.  
Kampel will skip the side with Weinberg playing third, Black in the second’s spot 

and Javen as lead. 
All have a strong record at Zone Seniors (Over 60-years) level having 

competed for (the former) Zone 11 teams and they are now eligible for the 

recently introduced Veteran Over-70 status.   
The foursome have competed at Zone and State level events combining successfully 

with other partners in Triples and Fours. 

Weinberg and Javen won the 2010 World Masters Pairs and the Zone 11 Senior 

Pairs, while Black and Kampel, along with Weinberg and Javen and club mates 

Brandon Conway and Bernard Fridman, were in Zone 11 squads successful in State 

Senior events.  

The Zone 13 Veterans team, which also includes local players Lou Falzon 

(Waverley), John McDonald (Coogee), Ken Cooper (Wests Leagues) and Roy 

Higham (Moorefield), will play a Round-Robin tournament in the Inter-Zone Sides 

Championship. 

Zone 13 selectors also named an all one-club team from the Engadine Club to 

compete in the Open Inter-Zone Championship on September 8-10 at Wagga.  

Dan Roper (Waverley) and Mark Riddell (Alexandria Erskineville) are in the Open 

Zone 13 line-up. 

 

New bowler shows promise in advance to Minor Singles final 
ROBERT Weiss (pictured), one of Double Bay Men’s 

Club’s most recent new members, will challenge for the 

2018 Minor Singles title on Sunday. 

He will face the very experienced Murray 

Lott in the final set down for Sunday 

following his impressive performance in 

the semi-final against another club 

newcomer, Mark Fisher, at the weekend. 

Weiss won 25-15 in a high standard, 26-

end match, and displayed above average 

potential to score on 14 ends, including two 

of three counts. 

RESULT 

MINOR SINGLES 

SEMI-FINAL 

Robert Weiss 25 
Mark Fisher 15 

 
FINAL 

 
Murray Lott  

v 
Robert Weiss  

 

 

First time combination for Veteran Inter-Zone Championship 
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NO CHANGE IN LEADERSHIP AT AGM 
LEADERSHIP of the Double Bay Women’s section remains unchanged 

following its Annual General Meeting last week. 

President, Iris Kampel, was unanimously returned for her third and concluding 

year at the helm of the club. 

All other positions on the executive and committees 

were unchallenged with Barbara Shotland and Rein 

Rowlands retaining their vice-presidents portfolios. 

However, the membership was not asked to appoint a 

Patron to replace Sonia Davis, who passed away in 

April. 

In her annual report Kampel said the women’s club 

must increase its membership and strive to maintain the 

spirit of friendly sport and supportive social interaction.  

“To this end I want to stress the importance of making 

each other feel valued on the green and no one should be 

made to feel uncomfortable or inadequate by unkind 

words or actions.  
“The management enjoys working as your team to promote 

the wellbeing and enjoyment for every member. We want to 

make our club a place where members not only enjoy the 

physical challenge, but also give one another the support and 

kindness that we all need from time-to-time,” she said. 

The meeting also acknowledged a comprehensive report 

from club secretary, Marilyn Davis, and financial details 

from finance officer, Margo Michael. 

Wendy Engelander was awarded a certificate as the Most 

Improved Bowler in the past six months.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAJOR FOURS TITLE NEXT WEEK - DETAILS NEXT PAGE

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESIDENT 

IRIS KAMPEL  

VICE-PRESIDENTS 

BARBARA SHOTLAND 
REIN ROWLANDS  

SECRETARY 

MARILYN DAVIS  

FINANCE OFFICER 
 

MARGO MICHAEL  

COMMUNICATIONS 

PAM STEIN 

COMMITTEES 
 

MANAGEMENT 

DI ENGELANDER  
LESLIE JUDELMAN 

RENE SAIDMAN  

SELECTORS 

LORRAINE BECKER* 

Kathy Passman  
Alma Goldman  

Co-Opted 
Wendy Engelander 

Gail Black 
Assisted by 

Lesley Judelman  
Rene Saidman   

MATCH 

JAN FRAPE* 

Judi Snider 
Assisted by 

Di Engelander  

SOCIAL  

LEA PORTRATE* 

Maureen Cooper  
 Linda Salamon  
 Railee Michelin  
Cathy Shapiro 

    Hilda Filipovic 

LIBRARIAN 

FRANKIE GRUSD  

* Chairperson 

ELECTED TO OFFICE 

2018-2019 

ABOVE: Wendy Engelander (left) receives the “Most Improved” certificate from 
Iris Kampel; RIGHT: Treasurer, Margo Michael (left) and secretary Marilyn Davis, 

who presented reports to the Annual General Meeting. 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTOS 
PHOTOS 
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Last four in the Fours Championship 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Championship decider next week 
THE final of the 2018 Women’s Club’s Major Fours 

Championship will be played next Tuesday, August 14, 

between the Barbara Shotland skipped team and the four 

headed by the club’s other Number One competitor, Iris 

Kampel. 
In last week’s semi-finals the Shotland side of Lesley Judelman, 

Kathy Passman and Barbara Shur defeated the first-time 

combination of Nicholina Kuner, Cynthia Katz, Rein Rowlands 

and Wendy Perkins 23-12. 

In the other encounter Roslyn Hart, Railee Michelin, Gail Black 

and Kampel were just too solid for Faye Green, Jenifer Anderson, 

Jenny Welton, (sub for Wendy Engelman) and Di Engelander by a 

seven shot margin.  

FINALISTS 

ABOVE (left): Kathy 
Passman, Lesley 

Judelman, Barbara 
Shotland and 

 Barbara Shur . 
ABOVE (right) Railee 
Michelin, Roslyn Hart, 

Iris Kampel and 
 Gail Black, 

the teams which 
qualified for the  Major 

Fours Final 
last week, 

SEMI- 

FINALISTS 

ABOVE (left) Nicholina Kuner, Cynthia Katz, Wendy Perkins and Rein Rowlands. 
 ABOVE (right) Faye Green, Jenifer Anderson, Di Engelander and Jenny 

Welton, the teams which exited the 2018 Major Fours in the semi-finals. 

RESULTS 

2018 MAJOR FOURS 

SEMI-FINALS 
Roslyn Hart 

 Railee Michelin 
Gail Black  

Iris Kampel 22 
v 

Faye Green,  
Jenifer Anderson, 
 Wendy Engelman 
 Di Engelander 15 

 
Lesley Judelman, Kathy 
Passman, Barbara Shur 

Barbara Shotland 23 
v 

Nicholina. Kuner 
Cynthia Katz  

 Rein Rowlands 
Wendy Perkins 12 

 

 

  
 

 
 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTOS 
PHOTOS 
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MURRAY LOTT 
SALUTES  IN MINOR  
SINGLES VICTORY 
RETIRED army officer, Murray Lott, became 
Double Bay Men’s Club’s 2018 Minor Singles 
Champion on Sunday, at only his second 
attempt at the title.  
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MEMBERS’ $1000 TO 
DROUGHT RELIEF 

THE Double Bay Bowling Club 
membership last week joined 
the country’s concern at the 
drought conditions with a 
$1000 donation to a relief fund. 

The Men’s Club committee 
member, Michael Becker, headed 
the appeal by staging a special 
edition of the 100 Club, which is 
the club’s regular fundraiser for 
the Children’s Hospital at 
Randwick.  

Members subscribed to the 100 
Club with $10 tickets and received 
cash prizes allocated by the 
club’s computer random selection 
program during the Wednesday 
afternoon tea break. 

The majority of members who 
held winning tickets donated all 
or most of their winnings back to 
the relief fund. 

Club President, Alan Rosenberg, 
said the donation will be 
forwarded to Rotary Australia’s 
“Fighting for Our Farmers 2018 
Drought Relief Fund”.  

COUPLE RETAIN PAIRS  
 

Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman retained the Women’s Club 
Major Pairs title last week. 

STORY PAGE 3 
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Experience  and  short  ends sends 

 Lott on way to Minor Singles title 
THE groundwork of having played lawn bowls at a competitive 

level paved the way for Murray Lott (pictured 

left) to score a comfortable, 15-shot win over 

Robert Weiss (right), his inexperienced first-year opponent, in 

the Double Bay 2018 Minor Singles Championship round, on 

Sunday. 

Although he is not a newcomer to lawn bowls, until recently Lott’s 

time on the green was curtailed due to his profession as a Lieutenant 

Colonel in the Australian Army. 

Since his retirement from military service Lott has been a regular 

competitor at Double Bay Bowling Club, which he joined in 

January, 2015. 

Weiss, while demonstrating a strong, natural potential to lawn 

bowling in the few months he has been at Double Bay, he was out-

thought by Lott from the start of the final. 

Conditions were far from ideal for a high pressure encounter as 

strong wind gusts made accurate bowling far from straightforward. 

Lott, who won the 2016 Zone 13 Reserves Singles title (restricted to Grades 5-7) and 

was in the team which competed in the club’s 2016 Major Triples semi-final, gained the 

ascendancy from the start by playing minimum length bowling. 

It was a tactic that paid dividends as he scored five shots in the opening two ends. 

However Weiss, an all-round sportsman and a college sports master, came back with a 

three count and a collect of two to have the score at 5-all after four ends. 

However, once Lott regained the matt he placed it at the minimum distance from the T, 

which, with the blustery weather, had Weiss all at sea. 

By the 11th end Lott was ahead 16-5. Four 

ends later the score was 22-7 and by the 19th 

end Lott was at attention to salute for the 

title by 25-10. 

Club officials have a high opinion of 

Weiss, who has displayed the ability of a 

consistent draw bowler. 

Selectors originally had him in this year’s 

Grade 7 pennant team, but quickly upgraded 

him midseason to the Grade 5 unit which 

won the Zone 13 Section and competed in 

the playoff series. 

Lott’s only other appearance in the Double 

Bay Minor Singles was in 2016 when he 

lost a semi-final to Peter Erdos, the eventual  

champion.  

FOOTNOTE: In the 2018 Double Bay Player Pennant Statistics, which will be released next week, Lott 
(Grade 4) has a 62.50 win ratio over 10 matches, while Weiss (Grade 5) finished with a 40 percent win 
rate. 

RESULT 

MINOR 
SINGLES 

 FINAL 
 

Murray Lott 25  
v 

Robert Weiss 10  
 

 

     Robert Weiss (left) and Murray Lott, the 2018 
Minor Singles finalists. 

ALAN 
ROSENBERG  

PHOTO 
PHOTOS 
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WHEN Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel (above) retained the Women’s Club’s 

Major Pairs title last week it chalked up the seventh time Kampel has won the 

event at Double Bay. 

But the record for the number of times the event has been won by a member in the 

past 20-or-so years is Barbara Shotland, who has been 

crowned on eight occasions and who, with Pam Stein, 

was in last week’s championship match, where they 

finished three shots off the pace. 

The Shotland-Stein (left) 

combination scored a hat-trick of 

wins in the event from 2014-2016, 

while from 2000 to 2008, 

Shotland teamed with Jan 

Hutchins to take the title five times. 

It was literally “hats off” to the four competitors in the 2018 

Major Pairs final on Tuesday, August 7, as near gale-force winds 

swept the Double Bay No. 1 green.  

The Saidman-Kampel duo only hit the front on the scoreboard two ends from the 

required 18 to be played. 

The wind came from all four directions and gave no respect to the fact that it was a 

Major championship match, to such an extent that on the 14
th

 end it dislodged the 

jack, a sight seldom, if ever, seen by the four players. 

From the start Shotland and Stein were in charge and looked as if they would score a 

narrow win.  That was until Saidman and Kampel collected four shots on the 16
th

 end, 

which gave them the impetus to carry on with a three count on the 17
th

 and a single on 

the last end for the title at 16-13. 
IN the past 25 years the Major Pairs have been dominated by a handful of players. 

Barbara Shotland heads the list with eight wins. Jan 
Hutchins (pictured left) has won it seven times, five with 
Shotland and one each with Leila Levy (1999) and Joyce Leon 
(1995).  

Five of Kampel’s seven victories have been with Juliette 
Friedlander (pictured right) and two with Rene Saidman, while 
Pam Stein has five Pairs trophies, three with Shotland and 
with Devorah Lees (2006) and Sheila Martinez in 1994. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

“Hats off” to Major Pairs winners 
as wind plays a part in final 

Kampel-Saidman 
retain the trophy 

 

RESULT 

MAJOR PAIRS 

FINAL 
 

Rene Saidman  
Iris Kampel 16 

 
Barbara Shotland  

Pam Stein 13 
 

 



Zone Champion-of-Champion Pairs finalists  

but miss 

playing for 

the title 
DOUBLE Bay’s 2018 
Major Pairs title-holders, Pepe Glick and Harry 
Black, have been compelled to forfeit the final of 
Zone 13’s Champion-of-Champion event. 

Glick and Black won their way into the Zone’s 2018 
championship round against the Ashfield Club’s 
Pairs Champions, Terry Pappas and Nicholas 
Skipper, with powerful qualifying wins over the 
weekend of August 11-12. 

However, the final is not scheduled until Saturday, 
September 1, when Glick will be overseas on 
business. 

Zone organisers gave permission for the final to be 
played at a time prior to the announced date, providing it was acceptable to both teams. 

Glick and Black offered to play the final before August 28, the date Glick leaves for 
overseas, “on any day and at any time”, suitable to Pappas and Skipper. 

“They replied that they are not available before the announced date of September 1,” Glick 
told Double Bay Watch on Monday..  

“So, we had no alternative, but to give them a forfeit,” Glick said. 
After a first round bye at the Moorefield Bowling Club on the Saturday morning of August 

11, the Glick-Black combination in the afternoon, defeated the Cronulla pair of M. Garrard 
and A. McKenzie 20-15.  

The following day they returned to Moorefield to overpower the Bronte duo, N. Abrahams-
M. Byrne 26-9 and did the same to George Pappas and M. Griffith (Earlwood Bardwell Park) 
in the afternoon’s semi-final by 21-8.  

The forfeit win has given Terry Pappas his fourth Zone Champion-of-Champions Pairs title. 
FOOTNOTE: Because the event attracted more than 16 teams, the championship could not 

be completed over the August 11-12 weekend. The next available date for the final was 
September 1, when the Champion-of-Champion Singles will also be played. (See next page). 
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DOUBLE BAY’S 
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TEAM FORFEIT 
ZONE DECIDER 

Harry Black and Pepe Glick  
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Grade-3 player tops 2018 Pennant listing 
SOL CAGANOFF was the most successful Double Bay player who competed in 

the 2018 Zone 13 Pennant matches, according to statistics released by the Men’s 

Bowling Club selection committee. 

Caganoff was unbeaten in his four appearances in the 

Grade-3 team, playing three games as skip and once in the 

third’s position, to record a 100% record. 

Len Sandler, with seven winning results from eight 

appearances in the club’s best performed Grade-5 team, was 

placed second in the listing of 98 members who represented 

the club in six grades over 10 matches. 

Third spot in this year’s list is Peter Levy, who although 

hampered with a hip injury, played in six games and was in 

five winning sides for a 83.33 win percentage. 

Best Grade-1 competitor was veteran, 

Les Ferguson, who shared fourth rung 

with Grade-5 newcomer, Jeff Coleman, both on eight wins for 80%. 

The majority of the top 12 players in the listing are from the 

Grade 5 team, which won its section. Bernie Garden is sixth (75%) 

Ian Hadassin seventh, followed by Peter Wyner, Eric Grusd and 

David Kellaway, all with a 70% win record. 

  Chairman of selectors, Gerald 

Weinberg, said this week that the 

committee would consider changing 

the criteria for the results of future pennant data. 

Until now a minimum of four games qualified a 

player’s place in the season’s results. 

Weinberg will suggest to the selection committee that 

future listings should require a player to have taken 

part in at least five, or perhaps six games. 

Last year’s top player was Max Thomas with five 

wins and a drawn result from a six-game total. 

In 2016, the first-year pennant competitor, Stan 

Franks, took top spot after playing in seven of the ten matches on a 85.71% win, while 

in 2015, Bernard Fridman was the 

most recent Grade 1 participant to 

head the stats with a 75% win after 

playing only four matches. 

Best display by the club’s Grade 1 

players was in the 2013 Zone 11 

Pennants when Arnold Javen, 

Phillip Joel and Gerald Weinberg 

shared the top rung with nine wins 

and two defeats on an average of 

81.82. 

Sol Caganoff  

Les Ferguson  
DRAWN PAIRS AND 
HANDICAP SINGLES 

NEXT CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Club officials have 

announced that entries are 
now being accepted for the 

upcoming club championship 
events of Drawn Pairs and 

the Handicap Singles. 
Both are popular events and 

attract full fields. 
 

DOUG KING IN ZONE SINGLES 
DOUBLE Bay Major Singles Champion, Doug 
King, will compete in the 2018 Zone 13 Champion-
of-Champion Singles starting this weekend, 
August 25-26  at Moorefield Bowling Club.  

He has a tough first round encounter against the 
Taren Point title-holder, Simon Lyttle, on Saturday 
morning.  

Twenty-four of the Zone 13 club’s current Major 
Singles champions are in the event with the final 
on Saturday afternoon, September 1.  
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Shotland claims seventh Major Fours Championship 
THE Barbara Shotland skipped team of Lesley Judelman, Kathy Passman 

and Barbara Shur, last week won the Women’s Club’s Major Fours title 

for the third time in four years when they defeated Iris Kampel’s line up of 

Ros Hart, Railee Michelin and Gail Black by a convincing 26-shot margin. 

For Shotland it was her 7
th
 Major Fours title at Double Bay and the fourth for 

Passman.  

The Shotland, Shur, Passman, Judelman quartet have taken the Major Fours 

Crown in 2014 and 2015, while Shotland skipped last year’s winning side 

which included Passman alongside Hilda Filipovic and Lorraine McLaughlin. 

Shotland won a hat trick of Fours crowns from 2005-2007 teaming with Jenny 

Welton, Joyce Smith and Lorraine McLaughlin, while the 2006 line-up had 

Faye Glover replacing Smith. 

Kampel, who with Black was in the runners-up line-up last year, has won the 

event on six occasions, while Black won the 2013 Fours Trophy.  

The most recent of Kampel’s six Major Fours honours at Double Bay was in 

2010. She previously was in the championship assembles of 1998, 2000, 2002, 

2004 and 2008.  

The 2018 championship was never in doubt as the Kampel group battled 

against the well-balanced Shotland unit which raced to a commanding early 

lead and went right on to score by 34-12. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: The winners - Lesley 
Judelman, Kathy Passman, 

Barbara Shur and 
 Barbara Shotland.  

RIGHT: Runners up - Ros 
Hart, Railee Michelin, Gail 

Black and Iris Kampel.  

THIRD TIME BEST FOUR 

  PAM 
     STEIN 

 PHOTO 
PHOTO

S 
 



Club’s Major Singles King withdraws from 
Zone Champions title chase 

DOUBLE Bay’s current Major Singles Champion, Doug 

King, withdrew from the Zone 13 Champion-of-

Champion Singles 2018 event due to upcoming knee 

surgery. 

King, was drawn to play the Taren Point Singles title-

holder, Simon Lyttle, in the first round at Moorefield 

Bowling Club last Saturday morning, with the winner 

fronting up in the afternoon for a second round match. 

However, King, who became only the third Double Bay 

Men’s Club player to retain the Major Singles crown this 

century when he won the 2018 title in May, is due to have 

surgery next week to remedy a knee injury, which has been 

evident for the past six months. 
“I was hesitant to compete in the Zone’s Champion-of-

Champion at the weekend as there was the thought that the 

injury to my right knee would compel me to forfeit if I advanced past the first or second 

rounds,” King told Double Bay Watch. 

“A forfeit is not what a player likes to receive, particularly in such a high-standard event 

like a Major Singles Champions event, so I thought it would be the right thing to do and 

withdraw before a bowl is played,” he said. 

King is hopeful he will not be out of lawn bowls for too long, 

and is confident that he will be fighting fit to attempt a 2019 hat-

trick of Major Singles wins at Double Bay. 

When he took out the 2018 singles trophy he joined Robert 

Fetherston and Jack Kampel, who have won the event in 

consecutive years since the merger with Rose Bay in 2000.  

It was King’s fourth appearance in the club’s Major Singles 

final.  

He is a two-time runner-up in the event, in 2004 to Gerald 

Weinberg and in 2015 against Brandon Conway. 
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Doug King  

 
 
 
 

PET DOG 
SAVES 

MEMBER’S 
LIFE 

SEE PAGE 3 
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FIRST 
TIME FOR 
DOUBLE 

BAY 

MOTHER-AND-DAUGHTER PLAY DISTRICT SHIELD  
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club last week set a new mark when a mother and 

her daughter competed in the same team at District level. 

It was in the 2018 Eastern Suburbs District Shield event 

when Barbara Shur and her daughter, Natalie Franks, played 

for Double Bay at Clovelly Bowling Club. 

The District Shield is contested by two teams from each of 

the seven Eastern Suburbs Clubs playing three bowls triples 

where one point is allocated for each wining end and a rink win is 

worth three points which are shared in a tied result. 

Organisers shortened the number of ends from 18 to 15 because of the strong 

wind gusts. 

Double Bay was compelled to make two late changes to its line-up when 

Audrey Weinberg and Jenny Welton became unavailable. 

Kathy Passman skipped in place of Welton in the side of Gail Black and Rein 

Rowlands, while Franks replaced Weinberg in the unit of Jan Frape and Barbara 

Shur. 

Double Bay won but lost out 

when it came to tallying the 

points from the two matches. 

It was a 4½ tied result by the 

Passman trio against Waverley, 

but lost the match on an end 

count-back margin, while the 

Frape combination finished in 

equal second spot with the 

Moorefield entry, but again lost 

out on a count-back. 
Waverley won the District Shield, 

followed by Moorefield, South 

Coogee and Clovelly with Double 

Bay in fifth place ahead of 

Matraville and Randwick. 

  

 

 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOVE: Kathy Passman, Gail Black and Rein Rowlands  

BELOW: Jan Frape, Barbara Shur and Natalie Franks  

DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S CLUB’S 

13
th

 INVITATION TRIPLES 
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 22-23 

THE STARS 
ARE COMING 
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DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club last week handed its 
latest honorary member with her club “uniform” 
and there was quite a fuss made at the 
presentation. 
It was an unique occasion as the honorary 

membership was bestowed on Frankie, a 
registered therapy dog permitted to be with her 
owner, Double Bay bowler, Joanne Greene, 
everywhere and at all times.  
Joanne relocated to Sydney in June, 2014, 

after 20 years living in the tiny NSW village of 
Coomba Park, ready for a new adventure in Potts 

Point which started with the purchase of a pet 
companion and joining Double Bay Bowling Club. 
In January, 2015, Frankie began to behave in a 

most peculiar way towards certain parts of 
Joanne’s body.  
During a routine check Joanne’s GP ascertained 

that she had many malignant tumours. The 
tumours were identified in areas of her body that 
were causing Frankie stress. 
Three surgeries later and much radiotherapy, 

Joanne was given 12 weeks to live.  
Her oncologists offered her a combination of 

three trial drugs, to boost the immune system.  
Unfortunately, Frankie had to stay with friends 

and Joanne became extremely sick, both 
physically and emotionally. 
The oncologists suggested that Joanne needed 

to have Frankie back home with her.  
“She was as good for me as were the drugs. 

From the day of her homecoming, my health and 
mental wellbeing improved and continues to 
improve,” Joanne told members last week when 
they presented Frankie’s hand-knitted club 

uniform. 
IN April, this year, Joanne had a setback. Alone in her apartment she collapsed 
and was unable to move. Frankie realised, after lying beside Joanne on the floor, 
that there must be a problem. She went to the front door and barked until a 
neighbour came and called an ambulance. 
Joanne and Frankie spent the next six 

weeks in St Vincents Hospital. 
“Frankie shares her unconditional love 

and care to many people in hospitals, 
nursing homes, the corporate world as 
well as to me,” Joanne said. 
“I owe Frankie my life and the support I 

have received from the Double Bay 
Bowling Club membership has helped me 
get through this ‘memorable’ time.” 
“My thanks to Lorraine McLaughlin for 

Frankie’s ‘uniform’ and appreciation to 
everyone at Double Bay for welcoming us 
so warmly and being an integral part of 
my recovery,” Joanne added. 

PAW NOTE: Frankie proves that dogs are 
able to detect cancers as reported in recently published scientific journals. 

Joanne Greene with Frankie wearing 
the Double Bay Club “uniform”.  

Frankie watches every move as Joanne prepares 
to play a bowl at Double Bay last week. 



Three Jackaroos on way to Double Bay 

THREE current members of the Australian Jackaroos Lawn Bowling Squad 

have accepted invitations to compete in the Double Bay Women's Club’s $10,000 

Invitation Triples 2018 Tournament over the weekend of September 22-23. 
They include Australia’s No. 1 female bowler Natasha 

Scott, Kelsey Cottrell and Chloe Stewart, who will skip 

three of the 36 teams to play a seven-game round robin 

tournament over the two days. 

The 14
th

 Invitation Triples could also set a record if 

the team of up-and-coming Australian players Dawn 

Hayman (Australia’s No 21 ranked player), Jamie Lee 

Worsnop, (both from St Johns Park) and Molly Wilton 

from Raymond Terrace (pictured), wins the event for 

the third consecutive year. 

Scott, a 2018 Commonwealths Games Gold Medallist, will team with NSW State 

representatives and her Raymond Terrace club-mates, Genevieve Delves (ranked 7) and 

Lynne Thompson (25
th

 ranking), who have won numerous State titles including the pairs, 

triples and fours at last year’s State Championships. 
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Drawn Pairs entrant has hope for third title 

THE 2018 Drawn Pairs Championship has attracted a field of 54 players, 

where only one has the hope of winning the event for a third time in the 

past 17 years. 

This year’s draw, made last week, has 11 pairs facing 

first round matches, while five other teams were given 

entry into round two. 

Harry Black is the two-time winner attempting a third 

a victory in a Drawn Pairs contest at Double Bay since 

the 2000 merger with Rose Bay. 
In the past 17 years only Black and Ray Novis have twice 

taken out the Drawn Pairs title.  

Black was successful when drawn with Arthur Sharpe in 

2004 and with Ronald Munz in 2013, while Novis, who did 

not entered this year’s competition, won the title with Leon 

Portrate in 2005 and had Len Sandler as his partner in 

2010. 

Last year’s winning pair, Andy Baker and Pepe Glick, are 

competing with new  partners. Glick is skipping for John Rosen while Baker has been 

elevated into the  skip’s responsibility for lead player, Ian Hadassin. 

Black this year has Robert Weiss as his lead and is in the top-half of the draw where 

their first opponents are Eric Frenkel and Malcolm Serman. The winning duo go on to 

face Glick and Rosen in round two. 
Statistics reveal that the lower-half of the draw has produced winning teams in four 

of the past six Drawn Pairs events. They are Al Rowlands-Rob Hutchins (2012). Barry 
Lazarus-Ken Shapiro (2015), Brandon Conway-Cedric Amoils (2016) and Pepe 
Glick-Andy Baker (2017) 

Brian Grill with Mark Sack (2011) and Harry Black-
Ronald Munz (2013) won when drawn in the top half 
of the tournament’s fixtures. 

First round games are to be played on Saturday 
(September 8) with the final on Saturday, October 13. 

No games will be played on the September 22-23 
weekend when the greens will 
be taken for the Women’s 
Invitation Triples. 

The Drawn Pairs event is one 
of the club’s most popular 
tournaments. The Men’s Club 
selectors grade entrants into 
two divisions. One is for those 
who have experience as skips 
or are listed in the top three 

pennant teams; the other contains players who are in lesser 
grades drawn at random as their partners in the lead’s role.  

Matches are played with four bowls over 21 ends.  

FOOTNOTE: The Drawn Pairs was not contested in 2014. 

Harry Black 

Barry Lazarus  
and Ken Shapiro Drawn Pairs 

champions of 2015  

HANDICAP 
SINGLES REDRAW 

THE 2018 Handicap 
Singles draw released last 
week has been cancelled  
following the members’ 
protest that it was made 
prior to the announced 
closing date for entries. 

The redraw was made on 
Saturday with first round 
games to be completed by 
Sunday, September 9. 

MORE ENTER 
FOR REDRAW 
 NEXT PAGE  
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More in Handicap Singles with redraw  
SEVEN more entries were added to the 2018 Handicap Singles tournament 

listing when it was redrawn on Saturday, September 1. 

Men’s Bowling Club’s Match Committee ordered a redraw of the event when 

members protested that the one made on Wednesday, August 29, was prior to the 

deadline for entries. 

The first draw was made with an entry of 50 players, 15 of which had first round 

byes. The second draw had 57 names with seven given a bye into round two. 

The 2017 Handicap Singles winner, Brandon Conway, is not defending the title, but 

the runner-up, Andy Baker, who remains on a plus 5 shot handicap, has been given an 

easier start than the one in the original draw when he had a bye and faced either of the 

former Handicap Singles 

champions, Jack Kampel 

or Gerald Weinberg in the 

second round. 

Weinberg, a two-time 

winner (2001 and 2015) is 

now a late withdrawal 

from the event due to 

family commitments in 

South Africa, while 

Kampel, Len Sandler and 

Pepe Glick are the only 

three of this year’s 

contestants, who are 

seeking another Handicap 

Singles honour. 

Kampel was victorious in 

2003 and 2009, while 

Sandler used his handicap 

advantage to win in 2010 from Brandon Conway and Glick won the Handicap Singles 

in 2004 and 2012.  

The redraw gave Kampel direct round two entry, where he awaits the outcome of the 

first game clash between Phil Filler and Louis Platus. 

Sandler, who retains his plus 5 handicap, comes up against a lower grader opponent 

in Mark Fisher, who has a 10-shot start. Glick’s first opponent is Norman Morris, a 

plus six shot contestant. 

The Handicap Singles is played to the first to 25 shots where each player starts on 

their plus or minus handicap. 
PLAYING SCHEDULE (all games 9.30 am start): Round 1: Sunday September 9; Round 2: 

Sunday September 16;, Round 3: Sunday September 30; Round 4 Sunday October 7; Semi-

finals Sunday October 14; Final Sunday October 28. 
Games can be played with the consensus of both players prior to the stipulated date of the 

round; or after the advertised date of the round provided a result for the match is obtained 
prior to the date of the next round; 

  Losers are obligated to mark in the round following. 

Brandon Conway (left) and Len Sandler,  

the 2010 Handicap Singles finalists. 
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Trio aim for another prize Invitation result 
FROM FRONT PAGE 

KELSEY Cottrell, who made her debut at the 5
th

 
Invitation Triples as a 17-year-old, following a 2008 
World Women’s Singles semi-final placing, will again 
combine this year with two other Double Bay 
favourites, Anne Johns and Claire Turley, the trio 
which took second prize in 2016. 

Cottrell competed with Natasha Scott when the Australian 
Fours team won the Gold medal at the recent Gold Coast 
Commonwealth Games. 

A new face in the event will be Broadbeach Bowling Club’s 
23-year-old Jackaroo, Chloe Stewart, who hit the headlines 

last month when she took the runners-up tag at the Australian Golden Nugget Indoor Bowls 
title at Tweed Heads, going down in a tie-break 4-9, 9-1, 0-5. to Australia’s No. 2 ranked, 
Rebecca Van Asch.  

Stewart is currently ranked 18 in the Australian standings and will skip a trio of Queensland 
bowlers. 

Among the other top flight players, who have accepted Double Bay’s invitation, is Beth 
Quinlan, who represent Australia at the 2010 Commonwealth Games. She is listed at 104

th
 in 

the Australian 
rankings and was last 
year’s No 1 Senior 
NSW player.  

Quinlan competed in 
Double Bay’s 6

th
 

Invitation Triples in 
2009, (won by Karen 
Murphy, Kay Moran, 
Melanie Macaulay), 
when she played skip 
for Margaret Smith 
and Lisa Prideaux, 
who was in the 
winning 7

th
 Invitation trio of 2011 and is competing again 

this year. 
Regular competitor, Karen Murphy, is a late withdrawal 

from the event due to family commitments. 
Barbara Shotland is the tournament co-ordinator, with 

Rein Rowlands heading the club event volunteers. 

DRAWN TRIPLES FROM THE HAT 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Drawn Triples tournament started last 

week with an entry of 24 players. 

Selectors grade the entrants into Skips, thirds and leads, then one name is 

drawn from each grade to form a triples team. 

The draw is made complicated as several players are unavailable on a 

Tuesday and others cannot compete on a Thursday. 

Top players, Iris Kampel, Pam Stein, Gail Black and Jan Frape have 

skipped sides into the semi-finals which are set for decision on Tuesday.   

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS 
2018 DRAWN TRIPLES 

 
FIRST ROUND 

 
Hilda Filipovic, Margo Michael, 

Rene Saidman 24 
Lea Portrate, Faye Glover, 

 Barbara Shotland 16 
 

Natalie Franks, Judi Bihari,  
Jenny Welton 12 

Evi Perl, Florrie Cohen, 
 Iris Kampel 26 

 
SECOND ROUND 

 
Jenny Anderson (sub Evi Perl)  

F. Cohen, I. Kampel 26 
H. Filipovic, M. Michael 

 R. Saidman 12 
 

Alma Goldman, Rein Rowlands, 
Gail Black 21 

Meri Rios, Nicholina Kuner (sub Pat 
Bryant), Lorraine McLaughlin 4 

 
Faye Green, Wendy Perkins, 

Pamela Stein 17 
Di Engelander, Carol Engelman, 

Barbara Shur 9 
 

Margaret Hemphill, Wendy 
Engelander, Jan Frape. 

forfeit from  
Rose Novis, Marion Berelowitz, 

 Jan Shedlezki  
 

Claire Turley and Anne 
Johns 

Beth Quinlan and Lisa Prideaux 



Injury upsets Double Bay team in State 

Senior Fours title chase 

 

DOUBLE Bay’s Senior Fours 

team contesting the 2018 State 

Championship at Taren Point 

last Friday was compelled to 

make last minute changes to 

its playing formation when 

skip Rene Saidman suffered 

an injury to her left foot. 
Saidman had been limping during the 

week and was waiting the results of 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
and X-rays.  

The inconvenience and pain was 
similar to her three recent right foot splinter fractures which have healed. 

The team agreed that Saidman should play in the lead’s role, with Lorraine Becker taking the 
skip’s responsibility, Gail Black perform as the second and Barbara Shur in the third’s position, 
while the travelling substitute, Florrie Cohen should be on standby. 

The team won its opening match, and was fighting every end in the afternoon’s encounter, 
before a thunderstorm and lightning compelled match officials to call players from the greens 
and ordered a return early on Saturday morning to finish the second round matches. 

FOOTNOTE: Rene Saidman’s scans revealed she has two stress fractures in the left foot. She is now 
wearing a special boot and is on crutches. Medical opinion is that she will be sidelined form lawn bowls 
for six weeks to eight weeks. 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 
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Lightning sends 
teams home 

overnight 

Rene Saidman, Florrie Cohen, Gail Black, 
Barbara Shur and Lorraine Becker at 

Taren Point last Friday.  

MATCH SCORES AND REPORTS PAGE 4 
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TOP SKIPS IN FORM WITH FIRST 
ROUND DRAWN PAIRS VICTORIES 
ALL the 11 first round matches in the 2018 Drawn 

Pairs Championship were completed on Saturday 

with all but two of the club’s top-flight skips booking 

a spot in the next round set for this Saturday, 

September 15. 

Jack Kampel, Harold Jankelowitz and Harry Black 

received good support from their lesser-graded partners 

to finish ahead after the required 21 ends of the four –

bowls tournament. 

One top level competitor, Arnold Javen, a last minute 

inclusion in the draw to skip for the fifth grader, Ian 

Hadassin, finished behind by a eight shot difference (16-

24) when playing against the consistency of Barry 

Lazarus and Jody Glasser  

Another A-grader to exit the event early was Bernard 

Fridman, who with rookie partner, Bob Seymour, went 

down to Harold Roper and Sam Abrahams (16-12). 

The club’s most consistent performer, Jack Kampel, 

drawn with newcomer, John Angeles, had a tough one 

shot (15-14) decision over the experienced Rob Hutchins 

and Brian Rosmarin, the substitute for David Nathan, 

but only after an extra end when the scores were locked 

at 14-apiece. 

One of the most comfortable wins 

came from Les Ginzberg (pictured) and 

Peter Wyner who had an unbeatable 17-

shot lead against John Wineberg and 

Ray Novis after 19 ends. 

Peter Grunfeld substituted for Joe 

Berman to partner Len Sandler in their 

win over Maurice Hurwitz and Wayne Podger, while 

Alan Simmons had Norman Morris for the absent Jules 

Popper in their win against Len Simon and Louis Platus. 

Walter Jacobs, one of lawn bowls high profile players, 

after a stint as a member of another club, has returned to 

Double Bay, and was drawn a first round bye with 

partner James Flaxman. They became the first pair into 

the third round following a 17-12 victory of Michael 

Becker and Peter Erdos. 

FIRST ROUND HANDICAP SINGLES RESULTS NEXT PAGE 

RESULTS 

DRAWN PAIRS 
FIRST ROUND  

 
J Angeles 

J Kampel 15 
D Nathan 

R Hutchins 14 
 

J Berman 
L Sandler 23 

M Hurwitz 
W Podger 18 

 
B Fine 

H Jankelowitz 22 
I Hasson 

A Baker 17 
 

R Weiss 
H Black 26 
M Serman 
E Frankel 7 

 
H Roper 

S Abrahams 16 
B Seymour 

 B Fridman 12  
 

L Hovey 
J Woods 31 

L Smith 
A Rosenberg 15 

 
S Edelmuth 
P Filler 23 
B Glover 

J Coleman 11 
 

J Glasser 
B Lazarus 24 

I Hadassin 
A Javen 16 

 
A Simmons 
J Popper 26 

L Simon 
L Platus 10 

 
E Grusd 

E Wainstein 18 
M Fisher 

G Reichman 10 
 

P Wyner 
L Ginzberg 24 

R Novis 
J Wineberg 7 

 

SECOND ROUND  

J Flaxman 
W Jacobs 17 

P Erdos 
M Becker 12 
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One upset opening Handicap Singles 
THERE was only one major upset result when the opening 

round of the 2018 Handicap Singles was completed on Sunday. 
Of the 13 games decided the defeat of the experienced Grade-3 

competitor, Paul Baker (+3), by newcomer Glen Silver (+9), was the 

most unexpected. 

Silver, who played eight games as a lead in the club’s recently 

completed Grade-7 pennant season, used every one of his nine shot 

handicap start to knock out Baker, the regular Grade 3 player by a three 

shot margin.  

At the half-way point Silver led 16-12 having scored on six of 

the 12 ends. By the 25
th

 end he was one ahead at 23-22 and 

scored a pair on the next for the match at 25-22. He now has a 

second round clash with a less qualified opponent in Barry 

Glover (+8) who was given a walk-over in his match. 

Top fancies for the final rounds, Pepe Glick (-3) and Walter 

Jacobs (+3), both were comfortable in giving away substantial 

handicaps. 

Glick took the honours from Norman Morris (+6) 25-16, while 

Jacobs had the better of Len Simon (+6) at 25-10. 

The clash between the two well-credentialed and evenly-

matched Michael Becker (+3) and Ian Ossher, 

(+3) ended with Becker coming from 18-21 

down to reel off seven shots over four ends to 

win 25-21. 

Alan Saidman (+1) was given a tough run 

by popular Sam Ginges (+8), who looked like 

scoring a surprise win when he led 19-18 

going into the 20
th

 end. However, Saidman 

roared back to pick up two ends of four shots 

to reach the required number 25 by the 22
nd

 end. 

There was only one-shot dividing Eric Frenkel (+6) and Len 

Smith (+11) when Frenkel reached 25 on the scoreboard after 19 

ends. Smith had led 24-14 after 11 ends, but couldn’t win 

another shot as Frenkel continually scored ones and twos to 

record a great comeback victory.   

One of the quickest decisions was between Steve Edelmuth 

and Richard Trayer. With both off a plus 12 start, Edelmuth 

required only seven ends to reach the winning 25-shot total.  

Andy Baker (+5), last year’s Handicap Singles runner-up to 

Brandon Conway, required no more than 12 ends to conquer 

Maurice Hurwitz (+12), while Mark Sack (+3) played 11 ends 

before ending the hopes of Bernard Berelowitz (+12).  

In other results Phil Filler (+ 6) finished 25-13 ahead of Louis Platus (+5) after 17 ends and 

Barry Lazarus (+4) took 18 ends to finish Alan Sacks’ (+6) commitment to the championship 

by 25-14.  

John Woods (+5) proved too strong at 25-16 for Clive Wolff (+10), Robert Weiss (+6) got 

off to a good start when facing Ian Hadassin (+7) to be ahead 22-12 after 13 ends and 

maintained the lead to finish 25-16. 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
FIRST ROUND  

 
Phil Filler (+ 6) 25 

Louis Platus (+5) 13 
 

Barry Lazarus (+4) 25 
Alan Sacks (+6) 14 

 
Steve Edelmuth (+12) 25 
Richard Trayer (+12) 14 

 
Michael Becker (+3) 25 

Ian Ossher (+3) 21 
 

Alan Saidman (+1) 25 
Sam Ginges (+8) 19 

 
Glen Silver (+9) 25 
Paul Baker (+3) 22 

 
Eric Frenkel (+6) 25 
Len Smith (+11) 24 

 
John Woods (+5) 25 
Clive Wolff (+5) 16 

 
Robert Weiss (+6) 25 
Ian Hadassin (+7) 16 

 
Pepe Glick (-3) 25 

Norman Morris (+6)16 
 

Walter Jacobs (+3) 25 
Len Simon (+6) 10 

 
Andy Baker (+5) 25 

Maurice Hurwitz (+12) 14 
 

Mark Sack (+3) 25 
Bernard Berelowitz (+12) 14  

 
Barry Glover (+8) 

win on forfeit 
Chris Gorman (+10) 

 

Paul Baker  
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AFTER winning its opening 
match in the 2018 State Senior 
Fours Championship, the 
revamped Double Bay team 
representing Region 13, was 
four shots behind the Warilla Bowling Club team when the game was called off due to 
lightning last Friday afternoon.. 

The Double Bay side made an early change to its line-up when, after two ends, Rene 
Saidman’s foot injury compelled her to retire from the match and Florrie Cohen came in as the 
substitute lead.  

After 18 ends the Warilla team of Julea Morgan, Leone Barnet, Maureen Murphy and Vicki 
Turner, was ahead 17-13 when a thunder storm hit the area compelling officials to call a halt to 

play with two ends to compete the match. 
On Saturday morning at 8 o’clock the second 

round match restarted and the Double Bay four 
without Saidman, scored a four shot count to 
level the score at 17-all. 

However, the Warilla combination came back 
to score three shots and the match at 20-17. 

Earlier, On Friday morning in the first round 
Saidman’s right foot pain made it less worrying 
for her to play as lead instead of skipping the 
team against the Tumet Bowling Club side of 
Diane Keenan, Maureen Dowling, Roby Harris 

and skip Suzanne Franckiewicz.  
The Double Bay combination took time to settle into its new line up with the injured Saidman 

playing lead instead of skipping. At the halfway stage of the 21-ends, they trailed until stand-in 
skip, Lorraine Becker, changed to minimum length play which helped Saidman give the team 
good lead bowls at the head.  

On the last end Double Bay was one shot behind (15-16) when the bowl by the third, Barbara 
Shur, took the jack to within inches of the ditch. The Tumet skip then drew the shot, but Double 
Bay’s skip, Lorraine Becker, played a perfect reply to grab back the shot with a bowl next to the 
jack. She repeated the dose for second shot and the match on 17-16.  

Double Bay was the defending Regional State Senior Fours Champions. The 2017 event was 
won by the team of Barbara Shotland, Iris Kampel, Marna Morris and Marie Thatcher, which 
defeated the highly-rated Dubbo City four of Merrill O'Sullivan, Kay McKenzie, Judith O'Connor 
and the well-known skip, Annette McMillan, 15-13 in the final reduced to 18 ends due to 
inclement weather. 

The Saidman team’s path to the 2018 championship to represent Region 13 started in March 
when it won the District title from another Double Bay combination (Kathy Passman, Wendy 
Perkins, Rein Rowlands and Lesley Judelman) followed in May by the Regional qualification 
win over Region 14’s team from the Sylvania Club, leading to last week’s State event at Tarren 
Point. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 

Team reformed for round two 

State Senior Fours encounter 
FROM FRONT PAGE 

 

The Double 
Bay Senior 

Fours squad 
at the State 

Titles 
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Gail Black &Co. team to win Drawn Triples 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s 

Drawn Triples event has been 

won by a mix of the club’s 

regular competitors Gail 

Black, Rein Rowlands and 

Alma Goldman. 
They won the tournament last 

Thursday from a similar graded trio 

of Jan Frape, Wendy Engelander 

and Margaret Hemphill 

by 23-17. 

The trio skipped by 

Black was always in 

command.  

After eight ends 

they had the 

scorecard reading 

16-4. 

Then the Frape 

combination found 

its true form and ran 

off a collect of eight 

shots to reduce the 

arrears to 12-16. 

By the 14
th

 end it 

was anyone’s game, 

but Black, Rowlands 

and Goldman all had 

bowls around the head and claimed five shots to virtually 

put paid to the opposition with a scoreline of 22-14. 

Frape, Engelander and Hemphill won the final three ends 

with a tally of four shots to reduce the leeway to six. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS 
2018 DRAWN TRIPLES 

 
SEMI-FINALS 
Margaret Hemphill 

 Wendy Engelander 
 Jan Frape 14. 

v 
Evi Perl  

Florrie. Cohen  
Iris Kampel 13 

 
Alma Goldman 
Rein Rowlands 
 Gail Black 21 

v 
Faye Green 

Wendy Perkins 
 Pam Stein 9 

 
 FINAL  

Alma Goldman 

 Rein Rowlands 

 Gail Black 23 

v 

Margaret Hemphill  

Wendy Engelander 

 Jan Frape 17. 

 

Gail Black, Rein Rowlands and Alma Goldman  

Jan Frape, Margaret Hemphill and 

Wendy Engelander   

  PAM 
     STEIN 
 PHOTOS 

Date set for club’s 76th Annual meeting 
DOUBLE Bay (Registered) Bowling Club’s 76th Annual General Meeting will be held on 

Sunday, October 21, at 9.30 am.  
The membership was this week alerted to the date in an email signed by the club’s 

Honorary Secretary, Peter Wyner. 
The email also called for nominations for all positions on the Registered Club’s Board 

of Management and listed the meeting’s agenda. 
As in previous years, the Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club’s Annual General Meeting, 

the election of a committee and of a selection panel, will follow the Registered Club’s 
session. 

Closing date for nominations has been set for September 22, 2018 at 5 pm. 
The Women’s Section holds its annual meeting in mid-year. 



 

Double Bay’s State President's Reserve 
Pairs team challenge ends in semi-final 

 

DOUBLE Bay’s Michael Rowley 

and Andy Baker, the current Zone 

13 Reserve Pairs Champions ended 

their challenge to win the NSW 

State Presidents Reserve Pairs 

Title in the semi-final at the 

Ettalong Bowling Club on Sunday 

morning.  
The constituted team of Rowley and 

Baker became the first Double Bay 
players to hold a Zone 13 State 
Championship following the merger of 
New South Wales Zones in late 2015. 

However, with Baker, called interstate 
on a family emergency, Double Bay’s 
Maurice Boland was a successful substitute in the semi-final and final. 

In the State event starting last Saturday morning in 30° plus heat, Baker and 
Rowley scored a 18-15 first round win over Paul Cable and Graham Smith from 
Windang. They backed up in the afternoon to get past Austral Bowling Club’s Bryce 
Billington and Matt Hooker 18-16 to qualify for the last four. 

Conditions for Sunday morning’s semi final was completely different. The greens 
were running around 17 to 18, but the wind was very strong and gusting, causing the 
flags and banners on the flag poles to make a disturbing distraction. 

Both the Double Bay pair and their opponents, Tony Aldrich and Steven Balsdon, 
from the Ourimbah-Lisarow RSL Club, battled for the first seven or eight ends. 
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Forfeits a plenty as Handicap Singles moves to third round 
THE first round of the 2018 Handicap Singles title was completed on 

schedule by last Saturday, but only after five matches were forfeited before 

the second round was played on Sunday. 
Two second round games have yet to be played.  

In one of the five matches not contested last week, both competitors, David Nathan and 

Joe Berman, forfeited which gave the second round opponent, Jody Glasser, a walk-over 

into the third round which has until Sunday, September 30 to determine the quarter-

finalists. 

Two of three of the club’s higher ranked players with a tough 

minus-three handicap came through the first two rounds without too 

much fuss or bother. 

Jack Kampel (-3) played 15 ends to march into the third round with 

a 15-shot margin over Phil Filler (+6), while Pepe Glick (-3) 

advanced with a lesser-shot margin over Eric Frenkel (+6) after 24 

evenly fought ends. 

Bernard Fridman (-3) won 25-15 over Domenico Verre (+7) in his 

opening match, then surprisingly fell to 

Sam Abrahams (+5) 25-18, who the day 

before retired from the Drawn Pairs 

event due to heat stress (see page 3). 

Walter Jacobs  (+3) in his return to 

lawn bowls after a period of playing 

golf, was made to fight all the way 

against Alan Saidman (+1) before 

registering a 25-22 win over 28 ends. 

He now faces the acid test of 

challenging Kampel for a quarter-

final spot. 

There was little between for Robert 

Weiss (+6) and David Woolf (+7) 

from start to finish with both on 23 

shots after 18 ends. 

Weiss took the spoils with singles 

on the next two ends to score a 25-23 

decision. 

Two games were over quickly as 

Glen Silver (+9) won 25-11 over 10 

ends against Barry Glover (+8), while 

Mark Sack (+3) was too experienced 

for Harold Roper (+10) by 25-15 

after 12 ends. 

The experienced pair of Alan 

Simmons (+5) and Ray Novis (+6) 

battled for 24 ends before Novis 

emerged the victor 25-22.  

DRAWN PAIRS PAGE 4 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
FIRST ROUND  

 
Eric Grusd (+6) 25 

Malcolm Serman (12) 22 
 

Ray Novis (+6) 25 
Bob Seymour (+11)21 

 
Bernard Fridman (-3) 25 
Domenico Verre  (+7) 15 

 
Wayne Podger (+0) 25 

Jacques Hasson +12) 15 
 
Brian Rosmarin (+11) 25 
John Angeles (+12) 21  

 
James Flaxman (+7)  

forfeit from 
Harold Gold (+10) 

 
Gerald Raichman (+5) 

forfeit from 
 Brian Fine (+12) 

 
Cedric Amoils (+7)  

forfeit from 
Jules Popper (+7) 

 
Sol Caganoff (+1) 

forfeit from 
David Woolf (+7) 

 
Len Sandler (+5) 25 
Mark Fisher (+10 14 

 
David Nathan (+8) 
Joe Berman (+12)  

match forfeited 

 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
SECOND  ROUND  

 
Jack Kampel (-3) 25 

Phil Filler (+6) 11 
 

Pepe Glick(-3) 
Eric Frenkel +6) 21  

 
Glen Silver (+9) 25 

Barry Glover (+8) 11 
 

Robert Weiss (+6) 25 
David Woolf (+7) 23 

 
Walter Jacobs (+3) 25 
Alan Saidman (+1) 22 

 
Mark Sack (+3) 25 

Harold Roper (+10) 15 
 

Eric Grusd (+6) 25 
James Flaxman (+7) 21  

 
Ray Novis (+6) 25 

Alan Simmons (+5) 22 
 

Gerald Raichman (+5) 25 
Peter Erdos (+5) 12 

 
Brian Rosmarin (+11) 25 

Cedric Amoils (+7) 18 
 

John Woods (+5) 25 
Barry Lazarus (+4) 21 

 
Sam Abrahams (+5) 25 
Bernard Fridman (-3) 18 

 
Michael Becker (+3) 25 
Sol Caganoff (+1) 14 

 
Jody Glasser  

walkover 
 

Walter Jacobs  
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Mixed weather forecast for 

Women’s Invitation Triples 
THE Double Bay Women’s Club’s 14th Invitation Triples this 
weekend, September 22-23, should have mixed weather 
conditions, according to the local weather forecast. 

Saturday should be a fine, mainly sunny day with light wind and 
some cloud with a 21° maximum. 

Sunday’s prediction is for early morning light rain clearing with a 
19° temperature. 

Everything is prepared for the event, as the club’s computerised 
system has finalised draw for the two-day event. 

Thirty-six triples teams, which include several Australian Jackaroo 
squad players, will compete over seven games for a share of the 

$10,000 prize pool.  
The Men’s Club will provide umpires and will manage the computerised scoring system which will give 

game-by-game statistics. 
Catering over the two days will be provided by the in-house staff of Edelmuth Catering. 

DOUBLE BAY TO COMPETE IN SUMMER SHIELD 
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club will again compete in the Zone 13 Summer Shield 

competition, but it aims to improve on last year’s results when three of the four teams 

finished on the bottom rung of their sections. 

This year’s Shield will run for seven weeks starting on October 20 and completing the 

season on December 1. 

Club officials have until early October to lodge the entries for the competition, but much 

will depend on the response from the membership to commit to the length of the tournament. 

Players are urged to registered their intention to compete for Double Bay by putting their 

name on the registration form now posted on the main notice board. 

Players have the option to advise officials the dates they are unavailable during the 

tournament. 
 

FAST GREEN AND WIND HITS STATE PAIRS SEMI-FINAL GAME 
CONTINUES FROM PAGE 1 

All four players were completely clueless in how to play to the condition in last Sunday’s 
State Presidents Reserve Pairs semi-final at Ettalong.  

The heads were dreadful, bowls ended nowhere near the jack as they zoomed from one 
end of the green to the other with little or no control. 

In this period Rowley and Baker dropped two counts of five shots and one of three, while 
their opponents gave back one end of four and one of five shots, but in the end the Double 
Bay pair gave up their chance of making the final on a 26-19 scorecard.. 

 “It was a lottery,” Rowley told Double Bay Watch on Monday.  
“Having said that Andy and I went further than we thought we could ... so we are happy and 

we really appreciate the texts of support from the club members,” he said. 
 The championship was won by Kenneth Cameron and Kyle Goodwin from Walcha.  

DITCH NOTE: Rowley and Baker did not expect to qualify for Sunday’s Championship play-off 
rounds as they only had a hotel room booked for the Friday night thinking there would be no need for 
a second night's accommodation. As all local hotels were fully booked they had nowhere to spend the 
night and faced the prospect of returning to Sydney and then driving back to Ettalong early Sunday 
morning. Fortunately, Rowley contacted a friend who has a beach house a shorter drive from Ettalong 
where they stayed the night.  
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Winter “heat wave” hits Drawn Pairs players 
SYDNEY’S unseasonable hot weather took its toll on Double Bay members 

competing in the 2018 Drawn Pairs Championship on Saturday. 

The weather at two o’clock in Sydney was given at 32°, which is between 8-10 

degrees above average for this time of the year. 

Two second round games were forfeited when a player 

became unwell while three other teams had to call for 

substitutes to replace unavailable partners. 

Veteran, Sam Abrahams (pictured) told his partner, Harold 

Roper, that he was suffering from heat exhaustion after 

playing 16 ends in their match against Lionel Hovey and 

John Woods and could not continue. 

The usually energetic, Harry Black, became unwell after 

playing 13 ends with partner Robert Weiss against the well-

balanced team of John Rosen and Pepe Glick and was 

compelled to forfeit the result. 

Paul Baker was unable to take his place alongside 

Glen Silver and was substituted by Sol Caganoff in the 

upset win over Brian Fine and Harold Jankelowitz, 

while Norman Morris came in for Jules Popper in the 

loss to Jody Glasser and Barry Lazarus. 

Another substitute was required when Peter Wyner’s 

partner Les Ginzberg was unavailable and he competed 

with Alan Saidman in a nine shot win over Eric Grusd 

and Eric Wainstein. 

All second round games were completed by the 

weekend with teams skipped by two of the club’s 

leading players. 

Jack Kampel and Pepe Glick, look destined to clash in 

a semi-final, while in the other half of the tournament, 

well credentialed competitors, such as Walter Jacobs 

and Mark Sack could lead their lesser-graded partners 

into the round before the final. 

Kampel and John Angeles played well together to 

finish the match against Len Sandler and Joe Berman 

after 17 ends on a 23-10 scoreline. 

Glick and Rosen were in full control with a 12 shot 

lead when Black became unwell, but the Sack-Sacks 

pairing had to fight to the 21
st
 end before hanging onto 

a three shot win over Steve Edelmuth and Phil Filler. 

The third round is scheduled for Sunday, September 

30. 

RESULTS 

DRAWN PAIRS 
SECOND ROUND  

 
J Angeles 

J Kampel 23 
J Berman 

L Sandler 10 
 

G Silver  
P Baker 22 

B Fine 
H Jankelowitz 19 

 
John Rosen  
P Glick 19 
R Weiss 

H Black 7 
(retired) 

 
L Hovey 

J Woods 28 
H Roper 

S Abrahams 12 
(retired) 

 
A Sacks 

M Sack 23 
S Edelmuth 
P Filler 20 

 
P Wyner 

L Ginzberg 25 
E Grusd 

E Wainstein 16 
 

J Glasser 
B Lazarus 22 
A Simmons 
J Popper 19  
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Easts share inter-District honours with Sutherland 
EASTERN Suburbs (ESD) and Sutherland Shire (SSD) shared the honours 

in the annual Inter-District tournament competed at 

the Ramsgate Club last week. 

Double Bay was represented in both sections of the 

event, which is contested by Open-graded players and 

those who have been involved in lawn bowling for five 

or less years. 

Six rinks of 21-end fours were played between 

Eastern Suburbs and Sutherland teams and four 

matches were competed in the Under-5 section 

ESD selectors named interesting teams where players 

found themselves out of their usual positions, but 

binding quickly with new combinations. 
Double Bay’s Pam Stein played lead, while Jan Frape was 

the Third in the team with Taren Keir the skip and Jan Kos 

as the Second. 

In another fours combinations Barbara Shur and Wendy 

Engelander were the leads in team of players from other 

Eastern district clubs. 

Double Bay’s top flight players, Barbara Shotland, 

Lorraine Becker, Gail Black and Iris Kampel competed as a 

unit. 

Representing Double Bay in the Under-5 section were 

Leslie Judelman, Yvonne Gorman and Wendy Perkins. 
RESULTS: OPEN Sutherland Shire 123 shots 

                     Eastern Suburbs 104 
UNDER-5  Eastern Suburbs 71 
                   Sutherland Shire 68 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Section 

 

 

 

 

 
The more than 80 bowlers who competed in the Inter-District match between 

 Eastern Suburbs and Sutherland Shire Districts at Ramsgate Bowling Club last Thursday.  

 

SSD Under 5 TOTAL 68 
brs and Surt 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTO 



TWO members of the 

Australian Jackaroos 

Squad teamed with a 

top-10 Australian 

ranked player to take 

home the 14
th

 Double 

Bay Women’s Club’s 

Invitation Triples title 

and share the $3300 

prize money on 

Sunday. 

 

Top talent wins Women’s 14
th

  

Invite Triples title 

The team skipped by 

Australia’s current number 

one player, Natasha Scott, 

with fellow Jackaroo Ellen 

Ryan and the seventh-

ranked Australian, Gene 

Delves, went through the 

two-day event and seven matches undefeated, although it played a final game 

draw with the 20
th
 placed team, but finished one point ahead of a last minute 

entry combination of NSW players, Lauretta Marchese, Kerry Farrell and Tina 

Page, which claimed the $2550 second prize. 

Third spot and the $1800 prize went to the Queensland combination of Mel 

Bienemann, Dee Robertson (Broadbeach Bulls) and another Jackaroo squad 

member, Chloe Stewart, from the Tweed Heads Club.  
CONTINUES PAGES 3 & 4 WITH PICTORIAL COVERAGE 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 
 

Vol. 14 No 37 – SEPTEMBER 24, 2018 Editor: Mike Golland 

The 2018 Invitation Triples Champions Gene Delves, 
 Natasha Scott and Ellen Ryan. 
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Conway out in State Seniors quarter-final 
DOUBLE Bay’s Zone 13 Senior Singles Champion, Brandon Conway 

(pictured), survived one round of the State Championship at the 

Ettalong Club last Friday. 

Conway, who defeated club mate Jack Kampel for the Zone title in March, 

went out in the State event in the quarter-final round after defeating Maitland 

City’s, David Burton, 31-26 in the Round of 16. 

In the second match on Friday afternoon Conway found the form of Trevor 

Imer, from the Merrylands Club, a fraction too consistent and exited the title 

chase at 31-27. 

Conway has a great record at Senior Singles level. He was the Zone 13 

Seniors Singles runner up in 2017 and 2016 and won the 2011 Zone 11 

Seniors Singles  Championship. Also in Zone 11 Open events he was the 

2007 Champion-of-Club-Champions and in the same year recorded a 31-22 

victory over Australian star bowler, Aron Sherriff, in the NSW Champion-

of-Singles Champions.   
 

CLUB’S NEW WEDNESDAY LEAGUE DELAYED 
START of the Spring edition of the Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club 

popular Wednesday Intra-Club competition, which currently attracts a 

regular playing count of more than 100 members, 

has been delayed a week. 
It was originally scheduled to get underway this Wednesday, 

September 26, but club officials apologised late last week for an 

the unavoidable delay in the naming the competing teams and the 

format of the competition. 

In an email to the membership the Men’s Club said that 

unfortunately it has been deemed necessary to defer 

commencement of the next Wednesday competition by a further week.  

It is anticipated that teams and structure of the competition will be released early this week 

with first round to commence on Wednesday-week, October 3.  

Officials announced in April that the Spring 2018 Wednesday competition would have three 

divisions each of 11 teams in a bid to make it a more competitive. 

In recent times the Wednesday Fours League has been divided into a 17-team Blue League 

for teams of players eligible to compete in 

pennant grades 2-5 and the Red League for 

lower graded members. 

Intention was for the new team gradings 

would be decided by relegation, based on 

final standings of the two-tier Winter 

competition which was completed after 17 

fixtures on Wednesday, September 5.  

However, the make-up of the next 

competition is now under review. 

The Brandon Conway team of Michael 

Rowley, Peter Kurta and Peter Grunfeld had 

a half-point to spare (61½) to take out the 

Winter Wednesday League from Jack 

Kampel’s entry (61 points) with Sol Caganoff’s team in third place on 55½ points. 

The final placings of the Winter Wednesday 
Blue Division.  

WINTER LEAGUE FINAL STANDINGS 

SOCIAL WEDNESDAY 
Members wanting a 

game on Wednesday 
should ring the club 
prior to 10.30 am and 
social games will be 

arranged. 
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Great Scott – everything perfect for Invitation Triples 
REPORT BY IRIS KAMPEL 

THE 14
th

 Women’s Club Invitation Triples tournament had everything 

going for it, as it attracted a representation of Australia’s top female lawn 

bowlers as well as local and state players of above average quality.  
 And with mother nature 

providing a weekend of clear 

skies and sunshine for play on 

three perfect surfaces, plus the 

club’s high standard in-house 

catering, it left nothing to be 

desired.  

The winning trio skipped by 

Australia’s current leading 

player, Natasha Scott,  alongside 

Gene Delves, both from the 

Raymond Terrace Club, and 

Ellen Ryan, from Cabramatta 

BC, led from start-to-finish 

collecting 13 out of a possible 14 points with plus 90-shots.  

The team of Lauretta Marchese, Kerry Farrell and Tina Page, was a last minute entry 

and, as has happened in the past, took home a major share of the prize pool of $2550 

by finishing second with 12 points +35 shots. 

Another highlight was the appearance of the composite team from Queensland of 

Mel Bienemann, Dee Robertson (both from Broadbeach BC) and Jackaroo Chloe 

Stewart, the Tweed Heads player, who is ranked 18
th

 in Australia, which finished third 

with 11 points (+45 shots). In fourth place was NSW players, Louise Cronan, Denise 

Huender and Maryann Parcell on 11 points  plus 37 shots. 

Despite a couple of very late cancellations a full set of 36 teams competed for a share 

of the $10,000 prize money.  

The team of up-and-coming Australian players Dawn Hayman (Australia’s No 

21 ranked player), Jamie Lee Worsnop, (St Johns Park) and Molly Wilton, from 

Raymond Terrace BC, which has won the event in 2016 and 2017 finished this 

year in sixth spot with 10 points +39 shots. 
The catering was excellent and players appreciated the special attention given to 

bowlers with special dietary needs.  

The set of bowls donated by Jackies, of Burwood, was won by Brian Rosmarin, a 

member of Double Bay Men’s Club. 

The 14
th

 Invitational Triples was co-ordinated by Barbara Shotland with Rein 

Rowlands heading the Women’s Club’s event volunteer committee. 

PICTORIAL COVERAGE - THIRD TO SIXTH PLACE WINNERS NEXT PAGE  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 
SECOND 

Double Bay BC chairman, Barry Lazarus, presented the 
second prize to Kerry Farrell, 

 Tina Page and Loretta Marchese. 
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RIGHT : 
Double Bay 

Men’s Club 
president, Alan 

Rosenberg, 
presents the 
sixth prize to 

Dawn Hayman, 
Jamie-Lee 

Worsnop and 
Molly Wilton. 

THIRD 

 ABOVE : Women’s Club 
president, Iris Kampel (right), 
presents third prize to Chloe 

Stewart, Dee Robertson 
and Mel Bienemann. 

 

FOURTH 

RIGHT Denise Huender, NSW president 
Maryann Parcell and Louise Cronan 

 

DOUBLE BAY’S 

14th Invitation 
Triples prize 

winners 
 

PHOTOS 
 by 

 PAM STEIN  

 LEFT: NSW 
Women’s Club 

President 
Maryann Parcell 

(second from left) 
presents fifth 

prize to Daphne 
Orbach, Beth 
Bright and Jo 
Bianchetto. 

FIFTH 

SIXTH 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The only post on the nine-person board being contested is to 

name the two Directors from three nominations. 
When nominations closed on September 22, the two retiring 

Directors, Harry Black and Barbara Shotland, were challenged 
by first-time nominee, Brandon Conway.  
All other Registered Club posts are unopposed with Barry 

Lazarus, to start his sixth year as Chairman of the Board. 
Lazarus, at the 71st Annual General Meeting in October, 

2013, was unanimously approved to succeed John Rosen, 
who had served as Chairman for nine years. 
The other sitting Board members unopposed at the 76th 

Annual meeting are Deputy Chairmen, John Rosen and Barrie 
Brickman, along with directors Peter Wyner (secretary) and 
Barry Isenberg (treasurer).  

The Registered Club’s Board consists of nine directors, two 
of whom are the current Men’s and Women’s Club Presidents 
appointed as ex-officios. 
 

 

DOUBLE BAY  
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BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 
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ONLY ONE VOTE AT CLUB’S 76
th

 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

THE Double Bay membership will be asked to 
vote for one position on the Registered Club 
Board of Management when it meets for its 
76th Annual General Meeting on Sunday, 
morning, October 21. 

THE MEN’S CLUB TO VOTE FOR 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS – page 2  

Harry Black  

Barbara 
Shotland  

Brandon 
Conway  
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THE Double Bay Men’s Club membership will have the task of 
selecting five committee members from a list of eight nominees at its Annual 
General Meeting which follows the Registered Club’s session 
on Sunday, October 21. 

President, Alan Rosenberg, who won a three-corner vote for 
President in October, 2016, will not be challenged to retain the post. 

Arnold Javen, who is a retiring committee member, 
is the lone candidate for the Vice-president’s portfolio. 

Only two of the other current committee members, 
Michael Becker and Peter Goldman, are seeking re-
election to the five-man committee. 

They face a ballot against six other candidates Walter Jacobs, Sol 
Caganoff, Les Ginzberg, Peter Grunfeld, Louis Platus and Michael 
Rowley. 

There is also a list of eleven members wanting to be on a five-man Selection 
Committee. Although not covered by the club constitution, a ballot will be held to 
determine the five to sit on the selection panel. 

The nominees are current selectors, Julian Engelman, Sid Glick, Barrie Brickman  
and John Rosen, along with Brandon Conway, Phil Filler, Fred Ginsberg, Pepe Glick, 
Peter Goldman, Wayne Podger and Walter Jacobs. 

  

All set for Club’s new Wednesday leagues 
THE format of the Men’s Club’s Spring 

Wednesday Intra-Club competition has 

been finalised with the first round of the 

three divisions set to roll off on 

Wednesday, October 3. 

One hundred and fifty club members have 

signed to compete in the new competition 

which will have three sections playing a 

three-set two bowls fours format. 

Included in the 150 are 18 members who 

are available to substitute for unavailable 

players. 

The sections, graded A, B and C will each 

have 11 teams competing on a promotion 

and relegation system. 
At the end of the competition the two  teams 

finishing 10
th
 and 11

th
 from the A and B 

sections will be relegated to the B and C 

sections respectively.  

The 1
st
 and 2

nd
 teams of the B and C sections 

will be promoted to the section above them. 

The Wednesday Match Committee, Arnold 

Javen, Michael Becker and Jacques Hasson, is 

the competition’s governing body. 

 

Eight seek five Men’s Club Committee seats 
 

 

Alan 
Rosenberg,  

Arnold 

Javen 

 ABOVE: The list of the 150 Double Bay members who will compete in the Spring Wednesday competition. 
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Grade 7-player is first in Handicap’s final four 
THE Grade-7 player, Brian Rosmarin, (pictured) on Sunday became the first to enter 

the semi-final of the 2018 Handicap Singles tournament, when he knocked out veteran, 

Sam Abrahams, in dashing fashion. 

The contest was all over within eight ends when Rosmarin quickly added 

to his 12-shot handicap start for a 25-10 

scoreline. 

Rosmarin has been a member for a little more 

than a year and played mainly as a lead in the 

club’s 2018 Grade-7 pennant team. 

Abrahams (+5), a Grade-5 competitor, is a 

long-time bowler with Major wins at Rose Bay Bowling Club 

and has featured in three Double Bay club finals. But, against 

Rosmarin, he could not score until the sixth end when he 

collected a full four shots, then followed with a single to lag 10-

22, before a Rosmarin triple score ended the match. 

In the third round Rosmarin again used his maximum handicap 

to dismiss his Grade-4 opponent, Gerald Raichman (+5), when 

he raced to 18-5 after two ends and finished off the match on the 

11
th

 end with a 14-shot lead. 

On Friday, the club’s most consistent competitor, Pepe Glick, 

moved one step closer to claiming a fourth 2018 title when he 

overcame a nine-shot handicap to defeat Eric Grusd to make the 

quarter-final round. 

He is also in with a chance of a fifth title following his victory 

into the Drawn Pairs semi-final with partner, John Rosen, on 

Saturday (report next page). 

Glick has already won this year’s Major Singles, partnered 

Harry Black to take out the Major Pairs and  skipped the winning 

Major Fours combination. 

Playing off a minus three handicap Glick, compared to Grusd’s 

six shot start, had evened the score at 9-all by the seventh end, 

but Grusd claimed three shots on the ninth to regain the lead at 

13-9. By the 17
th

 end Glick’s consistency paid off with a four 

count to be in command at 20-17 and he maintained the pressure to win with a single on the 

22
nd

 end to 25-19. 

In a round two clash, Andy Baker (+5) won only 11 of the 27 ends played, but finished 

ahead of Wayne Podger (+0) with a three shot margin. Baker’s defensive play kept Podger to 

singles and two counts, while he scored two four counts and  one of three shots. 

Baker continued his good form with a 25-13 win over Ray Novis (+ 6) to set up a quarter-

final against the winner of the top-grade clash between Jack Kampel (-3) and Walter Jacobs 

(+3) which will be decided on Friday. 

Steve Edelmuth (+12) used his handicap to full advantage to win two matches. In round two 

he put paid to the challenge of Len Sandler (+5), then proved his ability to end the hopes of 

Jody Glasser (+8) by a two shot margin. 

He now meets Glick in the quarter-final 

Michael Becker (+3) was always in charge against Robert Weiss (+6) and had the match 

won after 19 ends by six shots to be in the tournament’s last eight, where he comes up against 

Mark Sack (+3) who accounted for Glen Silver (+9) 25-13 in Monday’s third round playoff. 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
 

SECOND  ROUND  
 

Andy Baker (+5) 25 
Wayne Podger (+0) 22 

 
Steve Edelmuth (+12) 25 

Len Sandler (+5) 16 
 

THIRD ROUND  
 

Steve Edelmuth (+12) 25 
Jody Glasser (+8) 23 

 
Michael Becker (+3) 25 
Robert Weiss (+6) 19 

 
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25 
Gerald Raichman (+5) 11 

 
Pepe Glick(-3) 25 
Eric Grusd (+6) 19 

 
Mark Sack (+3) 25 
 Glen Silver (+9) 13 

 
Andy Baker (+5) 25 
Ray Novis (+6) 13 

 
Sam Abrahams (+5) 

 forfeit from 
John Woods (+5) 

 
FOURTH  ROUND 

  
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25  
Sam Abrahams (+5) 10 
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Resounding win into Drawn Pairs semi-final 
PEPE Glick and John Rosen scored one of the most convincing wins in a 

club championship event when they “cake-walked” into the 2018 Drawn 

Pairs semi-final on Saturday. 
They played only 10 ends against Lionel Hovey and Michael Rowley, the substitute 

for the unavailable John Woods, to score a 25-2 

result.  

After four ends they were in front 10-0, then they 

scored a five on the ninth end, followed by a four and 

another five to have the game sown up 25-0.  

Hovey and Rowley won their only end with a two 

count when the game was 

declared over and out. 

In the semi-final Glick-Rosen 

face the winner of Tuesday’s 

scheduled clash between Jack 

Kampel and partner John 

Angeles and the Paul Baker - Glen Silver team. 

The other semi-final is between the Alan Sacks and Mark 

Sack pairing against Walter Jacobs and James Flaxman. 
The Jacobs-Flaxman combination staked a claim for the title 

when they got the better of Les Ginzberg and Peter Wyner by a 

comfortable 25-12 scoreline. 

Both pairs took time to get into a rhythm and there was little 

difference in the score for the opening eight rounds. Then 

Jacobs-Flaxman hit form to gain a five shot advantage after 

playing the 16
th

 end.  A total of 10 shots on three ends set the 

seal for their entry into the semi-final. 

The Sack-Sacks duo started their run on the seventh end of 

their tie against Barry Lazarus and Jody Glasser when they won 

the next six ends to hold sway at 14-8. 

By the 19
th

 end they were an unbeatable nine shots ahead at 

19-10. 

Good enlistment for Summer Shield teams 
DOUBLE Bay is close to nominating four teams for the upcoming Zone 13 Summer 
Shield competition. 

Late last week more than 50 members had indicated they are available for selection in 
teams to compete in the Shield which starts on Saturday, October 20 and runs until 
December 1. 

Selectors require nine players for each team which contests rinks of pairs, triples and fours. 
A pool of reserve players is also needed before a decision on the number to teams. 

A club selector said on Monday that playing at Summer Shield level is a great experience 
particularly for newer bowlers. 

“It gives them experience and sets the player and team combinations as a guide to next 
year’s pennant season. Nonetheless, players of all grades are urged to take part in the 
seven week tournament,” he said. 

RESULTS 

DRAWN PAIRS 
 

THIRD ROUND  
John Rosen  
P Glick 25 
L Hovey 

J Woods 2 
 

A Sacks 
M Sack 19 
J Glasser 

B Lazarus 10 
 

J Flaxman 
W Jacobs 25 

P Wyner 
L Ginzberg 12 

 
TO PLAY 

 
J Angeles 
J Kampel 

v  
G Silver  
P Baker  

 
 
 

 
 

John Rosen and Pepe Glick  
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Two on way to better 

Minor Singles result 
TWO past runners-up of the Double Bay 

Women’s Club’s Minor Singles title have a 

chance of going one better in this year’s event. 

Margo Michael, who is a three-time finalist, and 

Wendy Engelander, last year’s runner-up, have 

qualified for the 2018 Minor Singles semi-finals. 

Michael is aiming to improve on her 2015 Minor 

Singles final result when she went down to Jan 

Shedlezki by one shot. Her previous appearances in 

the final were in 2004 against 

Margaret Scott, and in 2009 when 

Audrey Weinberg won the title. 
Engelander has made a solid start to the 2018 Women’s Club’s Minor 

Singles Championship in her bid to go one better than in last year’s event 

when she finished runner-up to Jan Frape. 

In the first round Englander accounted for the inexperienced Nicola Kunen 

when she scored on 11 of the 18 ends to reach the required 25 shots to 

advance to the next round. 

Her second round opponent, 

Natalie Franks, was compelled to withdraw 

from the event when she underwent a shoulder 

operation last week. 

Engelander’s semi-final 

opponent is Jenny Anderson, 

who also benefited from a 

following round forfeit. 

Anderson in the opening 

round, had an early tussle 

against Lesley Judelman before taking the 

honours 25-23, then received a forfeit from 

Yvonne Gorman into the semi-final where she 

has Engelander as her opponent. 

After a first round bye, Michael produced near-perfect 

bowling to eliminate Cathy Shapiro by a big 

margin to set up a meeting  with Ros Hart in the 

other semi-final.  

Before undergoing her shoulder operation 

Natalie Franks got past Faye Green’s solid 

defensive play over 26 ends before claiming a 

11-shot  first round win.  
Semi-finals are set for Thursday,  October 18 

with the Final on Tuesday,  October 23. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS 
MINOR SINGLES 
FIRST  ROUND  

 
Jenny Anderson 25 
Lesley Judelman 22 

 
 Wendy Engelander 25 

Nicola Kunen 11 
 

Natalie Franks 25 
Faye Green 14 

 
SECOND  ROUND  

 
Jenny Anderson  

forfeit from 
 Yvonne Gorman 

 
Ros Hart 25 

Rein Rowlands 23 
 

Margo Michael 25 
Cathy Shapiro 3 

 
Wendy Engelander  

forfeit from 
Natalie Franks  

 
SEMI-FINALS 

 
Engelander v Anderson 

 
Michael v Hart 

Natalie 
Franks  

Nicola 
Kunen  

Margo Michael and  

Wendy Engelander  

Jenny 
Anderson 

 

 

Ros Hart 
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“Exciting future” predicted for Club 
THE Double Bay Bowling Club 
membership can look forward to 
an “exciting future”, the Chairman 
of the Registered Club Board, 
Barry Lazarus, said in his annual 
report released last week. 
Lazarus will table his report to 

the club’s 76th Annual General 
Meeting on Sunday morning, 
October 21. 
“While addressing some of the 

matters of the past year, I am 
genuinely excited to report on the 
exciting future of our great club, 
he said. 
The club is well progressed with 

the Glendon Road project [the 
construction of two town houses on property 
adjoining the club site] following the Board 
successfully resolving technical difficulties. 
“It expected that building will commence very 

shortly and that the project when completed will 
provide the club with an appreciating asset with a 
good source of income and or ability to sell one of 
the units, either of which options provide positively 
for the Club's future,” Mr Lazarus reported. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Honour Board statistics “go digital” to give clubhouse 
interior “modern look and feel” 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 

FROM FRONT PAGE 

THE Double Bay clubhouse has been given a modern look and feel, following the 
removal of the timber walled Honour Boards, club Chairman, Barry Lazarus, said in his 
76th annual report. 

The removal of the old timber Honour Boards has changed the appearance of the interior of the 
clubhouse providing a more modern feel and look. 

Mr Lazarus said that the automated system introduced to replace the Honour Boards more than 
adequately preserves the historical and rich bowling data and club history. The system provides access 
to the data at all times for anyone to view and it allows for. instant event updating at virtually no cost. 

“Whilst we similarly trust that the changes made to modernise the club will increase demand for 
functions and events, this was not our primary reason for completing these changes. 

 “Simply put, we wanted to modernise the clubhouse and 
hopefully provide an ambience with which our members, 
friends and guests can come and enjoy our facilities,” Mr 
Lazarus said. 

Some new ideas are already being considered but, at this 
stage, it is too early to be announced, he said. 

Mr Lazarus’s report said that the club’s financial position is 
more than satisfactory, particularly as it incurred a large cost in 
providing members with new uniforms in celebration of the 
club’s 75th year and, in addition, there were several other non-
recurring expenses. 

 “The Board will continue to strive so as to ensure that 
Double Bay Bowling Club is not only the premium club in the 
Eastern Suburbs, but considered to be the premium bowling 
club in Sydney,” he added. 

DOUBLE BAY TO HAVE FIVE TEAMS IN SUMMER SHIELD 
THE club has nominated five teams to 

compete in the 2018 Zone 13 Summer 

Shield competition starting on Saturday, 

October 20. 

It will have two teams in Division 1 for 

players graded 2 and 3, two teams in 

Division 2 (Grades 4 and 5) and one in 

Division 3 (Grades 6-7). 

The teams will be selected from a pool of 

67 players. Nine players are required for 

each team which plays rinks of pairs, triples 

and fours. 

RIGHT: The clubhouse’s new 
look interior with white walls 
replacing (inset above) the 

timber Honour Boards.  

The Men’s and Women’s Honour Boards are displayed continuously on the television set (above) 
when the membership is in attendance on bowling days. 

NOW THERE IS 10 
THE list of 11 members 

wanting to be on the five-man 
Selection Committee to be 
elected at the Men’s Club’s 
Annual Meeting on Sunday, 

October 21, has been reduced 
to 10 following the decision of 
Walter Jacobs to withdraw his 

nomination due to added 
business commitments. 

He has also withdrawn from 
the ballot for the Men’s Club 

Committee. 
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Rains came–singles and pairs games washed out 
THE much-welcomed wet weather, which drenched Sydney and other 

parts of the State last week, has setback the timetable of two club events. 

The 2018 Drawn Pairs and Handicap Singles events were on time until the rain 

compelled club officials to postpone all matches set for last Saturday and 

Sunday, October 6 and 7. 

Saturday’s Drawn Pairs games would have decided the finalists, while  

Sunday’s Handicap Singles draw was at the quarter-final stage. 

Organisers want to complete both events before the start of the Zone 13 

Summer Shield competition on Saturday, October 20, when Double Bay will 

compete with five teams in three grades (see report previous page). 

It is likely that the Drawn Pairs semi-finals will now be played on Saturday 

with the final on Sunday. 

Two players, Jack Kampel and Pepe Glick are skips of two Drawn Pairs semi-

final combinations, and have also qualified to contest the Handicap Singles 

quarter-final round, which could cause a problem in finalising that event. 

Kampel was given a forfeit decision over Walter Jacobs when rain prevented 

the Handicap Singles third round being played on Friday, October 5, after it was 

postponed from the deadline date of September 30, when Jacobs was 

unavailable. 

The Match Committee had decided that if the match was  unable to be played 

on October 5, because of rain, or any other reason beyond anyone’s control, 

then Walter Jacobs will forfeit to game to Kampel. 
Meanwhile, the Drawn Pairs semi-final four was completed last Tuesday when the 

Jack Kampel-John Angeles unit produced a “come-from-nowhere” 21-18 win over Paul 

Baker and Glen Silver. 

The Baker pair was ahead 17-6 

after 12 ends when the match turned 

around in sensational fashion as the 

Kampel team won eight of the 

following nine ends for a total of 15 

shots and the match by a three shot 

difference. 

Kampel and Angeles now face the 

well-drawn duo of Pepe Glick and 

John Rosen.  

The other semi-final looks an even 

tussle between the Walter Jacobs –

James Flaxman team and the Sacks-

Sack pair Alan and Mark. 

 

 

RESULT 

DRAWN PAIRS 
 

THIRD ROUND  
John Angeles 

Jack Kampel 21 
Glen Silver  

Paul Baker 18 
 

SEMI-FINALS 

TO PLAY 

 
John Rosen 
Pepe Glick  

v 
John Angeles 
Jack Kampel  

 
Alan Sacks 
Mark Sack  

v 
James Flaxman 
Walter Jacobs  

 
 
 
 

 
 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
 

THIRD ROUND  
Jack Kampel (-3) 

 forfeit from 
Walter Jacobs (+3) 

 
QUARTER-FINALS 

  
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25  
Sam Abrahams (+5) 10 

 
TO PLAY 

 
Pepe Glick (-3) 

v 
Steve Edelmuth (+12)  

 
Michael Becker (+3) 

v 
Mark Sack (+3)  

 
Jack Kampel (-3) 

v 
Andy Baker (+5) 

 

NO WOMEN’S PLAY 
RAIN also prevented the Women’s 

Club from playing its regular 

Thursday session last week. 



Club counts the cost when 
weather keeps players away 

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club, like all other clubs which provide 
lawn bowls facilities for its members, is at the mercy of the 
weather situation. 

As far as Double Bay is concerned, it is proving costly when the 
greens are closed due to inclement weather. 

Last Wednesday’s (October 10) Intra Club competition, which 
attracts a minimum 120 players, was called off just 90 minutes before 
the regular start time due to continuing showers.  

It cost the club more than $1200 in players’ green fees as well as the 
loss of bar takings and, to a lesser account, poker machine usage. 

 So far this year Double Bay’s greens have been closed due to rain 
on Saturday and Sunday, March 3 and 4, then on Tuesday, June 19 
and Thursday, June 21 and more recently on Thursday, October 4, 
Saturday and Sunday October 7 and 8. 

Heat also is a cause for lawn bowling to be called off. Sydney’s 
unusual high winter temperature on Sunday, March 13, compelled 
officials to close the Double Bay greens in the midst of the Zone 13 
State Senior Singles event. 

Last year Double Bay was hit by the 
weather on 14 occasions.  

 Rain was the cause on Monday, 
December 4, and two days later a 
thunder storm accompanied by soaking 
downpours, resulted in no play after the 
tea break on December 6.  

This brought to 14 the number of 
bowling days in 2017 which had been 
lost or curtailed due to inclement 
weather of either rain or high 
temperatures. 

All of which cost the club a significant portion of its income.  
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MEMBERS 
URGED TO 

ATTEND 

MONDAY PLAY 
RAINED OUT 
Continuous heavy  

showers today, Monday 
(October 15), compelled 

club officials to again 
close the greens. 

Members were notified 
early morning via the 

club’s website that the 
 Monday Competition had 

been called off. 
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Pepe Glick’s chance to set new Drawn Pairs mark 
PEPE Glick is one win away from becoming the first member to win back-to-back 

Drawn Pairs titles since 1997 when it was played as a Handicap Pairs tournament. 

Glick, with partner John Rosen, on Saturday won the 2018 Drawn Pairs semi-final by 21-16 

over Jack Kampel and John Angeles and now face the opposition of Walter Jacobs and James 

Flaxman for the title, which Glick won last year when drawn with Andy Baker. 

The name of the event has over the years been listed as Handicap Pairs on the honour 

boards and this will continue despite the generic name recently given to it as Drawn Pairs.  

Veteran member, Sam Terley who celebrates his 98
th

 birthday next month, has won the 

Handicap-cum-Drawn Pairs a record three times and was the first to successfully defend the 

title he took out  in 1996 with L Kostza when he and Peter Lipman won the 

1997 event. 

Terley’s third Handicap Pairs title was in 1999 when he was teamed with 

Edward Jackson. 

Two other current club members have twice collected the 

Handicap Pairs trophy. Ken Shapiro was successful in 

2006 with Sam Abrahams and in 2015 with Barry Lazarus, 

while Harry Black’s wins were in 2004 with Arthur Sharp 

and with Ronald Munz in 2013.  

Another successful competitor in the Drawn Pairs event is 

Sam Brick, who has featured in three finals, with a win in 

2009 when partnered by Michael Libesman and as runner-up in 2006 with 

Eric Wainstein and in 2007 with Harry Jacobs. 

Others who have won the event and have also been a one-time runner-up 

include Brian Grill, Les Ginzberg, Brandon Conway and Solly Shuster. 

RAIN AND SUNSHINE FOR SEMI-FINAL CONTESTS 
The 2018 Handicap Pairs semi-finals were played on a surface affected 

by a weeklong soaking, when groundsman, Rob Fetherston and staff, 

produced a slow and evenly-paced green, but the combatants 

had to contend with intermittent showers, only one of which 

forced them to shelter in the clubhouse for a short time. 

The Glick-Rosen pairing had a 

disastrous start giving away six shots on 

the first end to Kampel and Angeles, but 

they clawed their way back to be 8-all on 

the ninth end, then scored a four count to 

be ahead 12-8 after the 10
th

. 

From that point they maintained the 

advantage adding shots on five of the 

following 11 ends to finish with a five shot margin. 

Meanwhile, the Walter Jacobs-James Flaxman pairing were 

quickly in control against Mark Sack and Alan Sacks in the other 

semi-final, racing to a 14-4 lead after seven ends. 

By the 12
th

 end the Sack-Sacks duo had reduced the deficit to five 

shots (10-15) and by the 16
th

 they were still off the pace at 14-18. 

Going into the 20
th

 end Jacobs and Flaxman had a five shot margin 

when their four count settled the match at 25-15. 

 Due to players’ other commitments the date for the Drawn Pairs 

Final has yet to be arranged. 

RESULTS 

DRAWN PAIRS 
 

SEMI-FINALS 

John Rosen 
Pepe Glick 21 
John Angeles 

Jack Kampel 16 
 

James Flaxman 
Walter Jacobs 25 

Alan Sacks 
Mark Sack 15 

 

FINAL 

John Rosen 
Pepe Glick  

v 
James Flaxman 
Walter Jacobs  

 
 

Sam Brick  

Sam Terley  

Jack Kampel and  
John Angeles  
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Handicaps prove too tough for top players 
THE three-year run of an A-grade player taking out the Handicap Singles title 

ended last week when Pepe Glick failed to overcome the much lower-graded 

Steve Edelmuth’s 15-shot start in a 2018 quarter-final. 

And at the same time, two-time title-holder, Jack Kampel, was 

also eliminated by a lesser-ranked opponent. 
Glick, playing off a minus three handicap, was six shots behind when 

Edelmuth reached the required 25 total after 21 ends. 

Edelmuth, due to his duties as the club’s general manager, is 

restricted to time on the bowling green and has a plus 12 shot 

handicap. 

Glick’s talent and experience had him challenging for the match after 

the 14
th

 end when he had the score at 16-18. It was a one-shot 

difference 18-19 going into the 17
th

 end when Glick had wiped off the handicaps to be 

even at 19-all. Surprisingly, Edelmuth regained command by scoring six shots on the 

following four ends to win by 25-19 and set up a semi-final clash with last year’s 

runner-up Andy Baker.  

 Baker (+5) continued his good form with a narrow, but convincing win over Jack 

Kampel (-3) by 25-21 over 26 ends last Tuesday. He held Kampel at bay for the first 

seven ends before Kampel, who won the event in 2003 and 2009, had negated his 

three-shot handicap. 

The 12
th

 and 13
th

 ends were Kampel’s as he scored a total of seven shots, but still 

lagged 11-14 on the scoreboard. On the 19
th

 end it was all-square at 18-18, and 19-all 

on the 21
st
 . 

Then Baker gained a slight advantage at 22-19 only to allow Kampel to again have it 

even at 21-21 going into the 26
th

 end, when Baker played his best to grasp the match 

with a trio score. 

It was a more even contest in the other 

quarter-final game when Mark Sack (+3) 

defeated Michael Becker (+3) 25-23 over 26 

ends. 

Sack looked good from the start and was a 

handy leader 15-8 (11
th

 end), then maintained 

the pace for 19-13 (16
th

) and 23-15 (20
th

), 

before Becker came back for a collect of five 

shots to reduce the backlog to 20-23.  

Becker’s three count on the 25
th

 end had the match wide 

open with the score at 23-24, but Sack gained the verdict 

with a single on the following end. 
The previous three Handicap events have been taken out by 

players on the  maximum minus three shot handicap. 

 Brandon Conway (-3) was last year’s winner over Andy Baker 

(+5), 2016 went to Doug King (-3) against Ray Novis (+6) and 

in 2015 Gerald Weinberg (-3) accounted for Ronald Munz (+6), 

who the previous year, playing with a plus eight handicap, 

defeated Weinberg for the title by 25-12. 

RESULTS 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
 

QUARTER-FINALS 
  

Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25  
Sam Abrahams (+5) 10 

 
Andy Baker (+5) 25 
Jack Kampel (-3) 21 

 
Steve Edelmuth (+12) 25 

Pepe Glick (-3) 19 
 

Mark Sack (+3) 25 
Michael Becker (+3) 23 

 
SEMI-FINALS 

 
Steve Edelmuth (+12) 

v 
Andy Baker (+5) 

 
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 

v 
Mark Sack (+3) 

Mark Sack  

Steve 
Edelmuth 
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Two teams seek Summer Shield’s top division prize 

DOUBLE Bay is fielding two of the four teams competing in Division 1 of the 2018 Zone 
13 Summer Shield which starts a six round tournament on Saturday, October 20, at 12 
noon. 

The club also has two teams in the Division 2 contest, but this is being played in two sections 
where an open draw has a Double Bay team in each section. 

The Division 3 competition also is in two sections where the draw was allocated 
geographically putting Double Bay’s team in Section 1 against local Eastern Suburbs clubs. 

The Summer Shield is an eight point match competition contested by sides of Pairs (19 ends), 
Triples (25 ends) and Fours (19 ends) all of which are worth two points for a win with the 
aggregate shot tally adding two points. 

Last year Double Bay had a disappointing Summer Shield result when three of its four teams 
finished at the tail of their divisions. 

Division 1 teams are Double Bay 1 and Double Bay 2, Eastlakes and Caringbah. 
Division 2 Section 1 teams are Double Bay 1, Eastlakes, EBP Sports and Ashfield; Section 2 

Double  Bay 2, Waverley, Bronte and Tigers Fivedock. The Division 3 (Section 1) has Double 
Bay, Coogee, Bondi and Bronte; (Section 2) Gladstone Park, Grandviews, Leichhardt and EBP 
Sports. 

Club selectors have named the teams for Saturday’s opening matches with the Division 1 
team combination as Jack Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Sol Caganoff and Walter Jacobs (fours) 
Phillip Joel, Pepe Glick, Harry Black, (triples), Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian (pairs). 

NOTE: The Division 3 match listed below as being played at Coogee has been transferred to 
Double Bay following a request by Coogee that its greens are below standard at this time. 

2018 ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD DRAW 
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Double Bay No. 2 in Top 5 challenge 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club 

proved it can match the best of 

local and district opposition when 

its team was undefeated in the 

Mosman Top 5 tournament last 

week. 

The tournament attracted teams 

from North Shore clubs Harbord, 

Lindfield, Mosman, Neutral Bay, 

Newport, North Epping, St. Ives, 

Turramurra and Warringah and three 

from the other side of the harbour 

from Double Bay, Clovelly and 

Belrose. 

The format called on each club to 

nominate players for one rink of 

three bowls pairs and three for a two 

bowls triples match, both over 18 

ends.  

Double Bay selected Iris Kampel 

and Barbara Shotland to compete in 

the pairs, Gail Black, Jan Frape and 

Pam Stein as the triple combination. 

In the morning pairs session Double Bay defeated North Epping and won the afternoon 

game against the home side, Mosman. 

The triples outfit also went through undefeated with wins over North Epping and Newport. 

The strong Belrose Club was the only other undefeated team from  

four games and took first place over Double Bay on a better shot 

margin.  

FOURTH TIME LUCKY FOR MINOR SINGLES TITLE? 
MARGO Michael is hoping it will be fourth time lucky when she 

competes in the 2018 Minor Singles 

Championships final tomorrow (Tuesday). 

She is a three-time finalist in the event and 

hopes she can finish ahead of Jenny Anderson 

in this year’s title match, following her narrow 

semi-final win over Ros Hart last Thursday. 

Anderson booked her place in the final when 

she upset Wendy Engelander, who was last 

year’s runner-up, by a 15-shot margin.  

The semi-finals were played on a well-

prepared green under a sky having a break from the wet weather. 

Michael and Hart were close on the scoreboard throughout, while 

Anderson finished well ahead of Englander in their encounter.  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

DOUBLE Bay’s Top 5 with their Runners-Up envelopes 
(back)  Barbara Shotland, Jan Frape  

(front) Iris Kampel, Gail Black and Pam Stein.  

RESULTS 
MINOR SINGLES 

 
SEMI-FINALS 

 
Jenny Anderson 25 

Wendy Engelander 10 
 

Margo Michael 25 
Ros Hart 22 

 
 
 
 

Margo Michael 

Ros Hart 

Jenny Anderson  
Wendy Engelander  

 



 

NO CHANGE AT THE HEAD 
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The Double Bay Registered Bowling Club leadership remained unchanged following the 
76

th
 Annual General Meeting on Sunday, October 21. 

Only one executive position was challenged when Brandon Conway nominated to serve as 
one of two directors elected by the membership. 

Chairman Barry Lazarus, Deputy chairmen Barrie Brickman and John Rosen, Secretary 
Peter Wyner and Treasurer Barry Isenberg, were unopposed, but directors Harry Black and 
Barbara Shotland, faced a ballot to retain their posts. 

The meeting was attended by 84 members from the Men’s Club and 49 from the Women’s 
Club. Although no details of the vote-count for the ballot between Black, Shotland and 
Conway were released to the membership, the sitting candidates were believed to have 
been returned with a comfortable margin. 

Pictured above is the Registered Club board elected to head the club for  the next 12 months  
(seated l-r) Treasurer Barry Isenberg, Chairman Barry Lazarus, Deputy chairmen 

John Rosen and Barrie Brickman, (standing) directors Barbara Shotland, 
 Iris Kampel and Alan Rosenberg, Secretary Peter Wyner, director Harry Black. 

 

SEE ALSO 

PAGES 2 and 3 
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Townhouse project 
work starts 

next month 
WORK is expected to start in 

early November on the club’s 

townhouse development on the  

adjoining property it owns at 42 

Glendon Road, Double Bay, its 

76
th

 Annual Meeting was told 

on Sunday, October 21. 

Chairman, Barry Lazarus, 

updating his annual report, 

revealed that contracts have been 

prepared and demolition of the 

present building is “expected to 

start around November 1.”  

Mr Lazarus said that project had 

stalled since it was first mooted in 2016, by several technical 

difficulties, in particular concerning power and water to the site. 

“Now all is in place and, the project, hopefully, will be 

completed by this time next year,” he added. 

New faces on Men’s Club committee 

THERE are five new, but familiar faces on the Double 

Bay Men’s Bowling Club committee following the 

Annual General Meeting on Sunday. 

Alan Rosenberg (pictured) was unchallenged 

to retain the President’s responsibility, and 

Arnold Javen was the lone nomination to take 

over the Vice-president’s post, while only 

Michael Becker stays on the general 

committee following a ballot to decide the five 

members from a ballot of seven nominees. 

The other successful candidates are Sol Caganoff, Peter 

Grunfeld, Michael Rowley, but Louis Platus and Les 

Ginzberg, each polled an equal number of votes.   

Although the club’s by-law calls for a “out-of-the-hat” 

draw to decided a tied result, Rosenberg asked members to 

approve a motion, which was passed without dissent, that 

both candidates be co-opted to the committee at its first 

meeting. 

Rosenberg’s report paid tribute to those who had served 

the 2017 committee. 

  

 
 

REGISTERED 
CLUB 

CCHHAAIIRRMMAANN  

BBaarrrryy  LLaazzaarruuss  

  

DDEEPPUUTTYY  CCHHAAIIRRMMEENN  

JJoohhnn  RRoosseenn  

BBaarrrriiee  BBrriicckkmmaann  

  

SSEECCRREETTAARRYY  

PPeetteerr  WWyynneerr  

  

TTRREEAASSUURREERR::  

BBaarrrryy  IIsseennbbeerrgg  

  

DDIIRREECCTTOORRSS  

EElleecctteedd  bbyy  mmeemmbbeerrsshhiipp  

HHaarrrryy  BBllaacckk  

BBaarrbbaarraa  SShhoottllaanndd  

MMeenn’’ss  CClluubb  pprreessiiddeenntt  

AAllaann  RRoosseennbbeerrgg  

WWoommeenn’’ss  CClluubb  pprreessiiddeenntt  

IIrriiss  KKaammppeell  

  

MMEENN’’SS  BBOOWWLLIINNGG  

CCLLUUBB  
  

PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  

AAllaann  RRoosseennbbeerrgg  

  

VVIICCEE--PPRREESSIIDDEENNTT  

AArrnnoolldd  JJaavveenn,,  

  

CCOOMMMMIITTTTEEEE  

MMiicchhaaeell  BBeecckkeerr  

SSooll  CCaaggaannooffff  

PPeetteerr  GGrruunnffeelldd  

MMiicchhaaeell  RRoowwlleeyy  

**LLeess  GGiinnzzbbeerrgg  

**  LLoouuiiss  PPllaattuuss  

**  DDeennootteess    eeqquuaall  vvootteess;;  

ccoo--oopptteedd    ttoo  CCoommmmiitteeee  

  

SSEELLEECCTTOORRSS  

BBrraannddoonn  CCoonnwwaayy  

JJuulliiaann  EEnnggeellmmaann  

PPhhiill  FFiilllleerr  

PPeeppee  GGlliicckk  

JJoohhnn  RRoosseenn  

 

2018-2019 

Double Bay Chairman, Barry 
Lazarus, speaking at the 76th 
Annual meeting with the file 

of the townhouse project. 
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ANNUAL REPORT SHOWS NO PROFIT FROM POKER MACHINES  

Club may lease Gaming Machine Entitlements 
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club is considering leasing its 12 Gaming Machine 

Entitlements, in a bid to recover losses incurred from its poker 

machines.  

Member, Michael Rowley, suggested during the General Business 

agenda item at Sunday’s 76
th

 Annual Meeting, that Double Bay “must 

be the only club in the universe” to show an annual loss on poker 

machines. “So why keep them?” he asked. 

He was commenting on the annual report by treasurer, Barry 

Isenberg, which showed that the Income and 

Expenditure account has a loss from the poker 

machine operation. 

The 2018 Income and Expenditure Statement reveals 

a loss of more than $1300 on poker machines. This 

compares with a $11,000 profit in the club’s 2013 audited report. 

Double Bay has seven poker machines of games which have not been 

updated since the merger with Rose Bay in the year 2000.  

The meeting was told that Independent Liquor & Gaming Authority 

(LGA) has confirmed that the club holds Entitlement licences to 

operate 12 gaming machines, although it operates only seven.  

Club secretary, Peter Wyner, revealed that the Gaming Machine 

Entitlement (GME) leasing scheme, allows small hotels and clubs to 

improve their financial viability and continue to offer valuable 

services to the community, by allowing them to lease their GMEs as 

an alternative to selling them. 

He said that Double Bay’s next step is to circulate a letter to like 

clubs initially in our area offering the leases for a period of time at a 

negotiated fee.  

Thereafter, a joint 

application can be 

made by both parties to the LGA 

and the final step is to have a 

contract in place between the 

lessor and lessee.  

Wyner said that upon expiry of 

the lease the ownership/use of the 

licences reverts to Double Bay 

Bowling Club.  

The poker machines in situ are 

retained by us, Wyner added.  

NOTE: The Club’s audited Financial 
Report published in the 76th annual 
report is available to the membership. 

Michael 
Rowley  

Barry 
Isenberg 

Bar manager, Julie Carter, attends to one of Double 
Bay’s seven poker machines. 

Peter Wyner  
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Baker again in Handicap final 
THE inform and consistent bowler, Andy 

Baker, has set up a chance to go one better 

than last year when he contests the 2018 

Handicap Singles title on Sunday. 

In the 2017 final Baker lost to the A-grader 

Brandon Conway.  

This year he faces a lesser graded opponent 

in Mark Sack, who has also produced steady 

performances from the first round. 

The giant-killing run of Steve Edelmuth 

(+12) ended in Sunday’s semi-final against 

Baker (+5) who was in charge from the word 

go to take the match 25-17 after 15 ends. 

Sack (+3) was given tougher semi-final 

encounter by Brian Rosmarin (+12). 

 Although he 

had wiped off the 

handicap after  

five ends, Sack 

battled until the 

20
th

 end to finish 

ahead by the odd 

shot 25-24. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD Rd 1  

DIVISION 1 (1) VS CARINGBAH AT CARINGBAH 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL H JANKELOWITZ 
 

B FRIDMAN   
 

S CAGANOFF P GLICK  
 

W JACOBS H BLACK L LILIAN WON 

26-7 30-18 22-15 
RESULT: 

8-8 

DIVISION 1 (2) v EASTLAKES AT DOUBLE BAY 
 

M BECKER A SAIDMAN W PODGER 
 

I OSSHER   
 

L FERGUSON M ROWLEY  
 

L BREM J WINEBERG P GRUNFELD LOST 

8-21 25-21 11-13 
RESULT: 

2-6 

    

DIVISION 2 (1) v ASHFIELD AT ASHFIELD 
 

R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS J COLEMAN 
 

A ROSENBERG   
 

P FILLER JOHN ROSEN  
 

G RAICHMAN R WEISS A BAKER WON 

17-14 19-22 17-15 
RESULT: 

6-2 

DIVISION 2 (2) v TIGERS 5D AT DOUBLE BAY 
 

E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY L SANDLER 
 

I FEDER   
 

N MORRIS P WYNER  
 

A SIMMONS J GLASSER S ABRAHAMS LOST 

20-20 17-23 14-18 
RESULT: 

1-7 

    

DIVISION 3 v COOGEE AT DOUBLE BAY 
 

JACK ROSEN J POPPER M REISEN 
 

S FRANKS   
 

G SILVER J RAINES  
 

J ANGELES B ROSMARIN L SIMON WON 

25-8 14-31 26-16 
RESULT: 

6-2 

GOOD START TO SUMMER SHIELD 
DOUBLE Bay won three of its five matches in 

the opening round of the Zone 13 Summer 
Shield last Saturday. 

The top Division 1 (1) side won all three rinks 
at Caringbah for a full 8-0 result scoring a total 
of 78 shots to 38. 

In Division 2 the Division 1 side returned from 
Ashfield 6-2 victors dropping only the triples 
rink. 

The third win came from the Division 3 team 
at home to Coogee scoring by 6-2 with big 
margin wins in the fours and pairs games. 

Andy Baker and Steve Edelmuth  

Brian Rosmarin and Mark Sack  

RESULTS 
SEMI-FINALS 

 
Andy Baker (+5) 25 

Steve Edelmuth (+12) 17 
 
v 

Mark Sack (+3) 25 
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 24 
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Margo 
Michael 
makes 
Minors  
at last  
(bowl) 

 

MARGO Michael has 

at last won the club’s 

Minor Singles  title. 

 Last week, after  

her fourth successful 

semi-final appearance 

in the event, she 

scored a single on the 

last bowl to claim the 

2018 title from Jenny 

Anderson 25-24. 
Michael, one of the 

Women’s Club’s most 

active members having 

served as its President, 

as well  as a Registered 

Club director and 

treasurer at club and district level, has been runner-up in the Minor Singles in 2015 

when she went down to Jan Shedlezki by one shot, in 2004 against Margaret Scott, 

and in 2009 when Audrey Weinberg took the honour. 
The 2018 final proved to be a close and very exciting encounter, played on a green 

recovering from wet weather, but under sunny skies with gentle wind gusts.  

Michael was in charge from the start and was ahead 16-9 before Anderson found line 

and length to creep up to have the match on a knife edge at 24-all.     

Both combatants were now one-shot from the required 25. 

 In a nail-biting last end, Anderson sent down three bowls which 

surrounded the jack. 

Michael showed her experience to produce a perfect last bowl 

which sneaked through the pack to claim shot and title. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Margo Michael (right) and Jenny Anderson posed for this photograph 
with the scoreboard showing the final score after their 2018 Minor 

Singles championship match last week. 

RESULT 
MINOR SINGLES 

FINAL 
Margo Michael 25 

Jenny Anderson 24 
 
 
 
 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTO 
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Becker is best 
District bowler 
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Lorraine 

Becker has been named Eastern Suburbs 
District’s Player-of-the-Year. 

McLaughlin marks 
50 years on the green 

At the same time the District 
presented Double Bay’s long-time 
player, Lorraine McLaughlin, with 

 a certificate marking  her  
50 years as a lawn bowler. 

FULL REPORT PAGES 5 & 6 

2018 DRAWN PAIRS FINAL DECIDED 
SEE PAGE 2 

BAKER IS 
HANDICAP 
SINGLES 

CHAMPION 
Last year’s Handicap 

Singles runner-up, 
 Andy Baker, has gone one better 

in this year final. 

SCORE AND REPORT PAGE 2 
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 Andy Baker adds Handicap 
Singles to 2018 achievements 
THE ever-consistent Andy Baker 

won the 2018 Handicap Singles 

Championship on Sunday with a 

six shot margin from Mark Sack. 

It has been a good year for Baker, 

who with Michael Rowley, holds 

Zone 13 President’s Pairs title. 

This time last year Baker was 

battling in the handicap final against 

minus 3 opponent  Brandon Conway, 

finishing runner-up on a 25-22 score line.  

In this year’s deciding match there was only a two shot 

handicap between Baker (+5) and Sack (+3), who has 

distinction of having won the club’s Minor Singles in 

2008. 

Baker was first to fire reeling off collects on six of the opening seven ends to 

be ahead 15-5; then Sack hit his straps to add shots on the following six to hit 

the front 18-15 after 13 ends. 

The tide turned again as Baker started another run from the 16
th
 end with a 

treble then singles on ends 17 to 20 and finally a two-count to clinch the match 

at 25-19 on the 21
st
 .  

Drawn Pairs victory gives 
Pepe Glick three 2018 titles 

PEPE Glick joins an elite list of members 

who have won three Men’s Club 

championship titles in a calendar year 

following his victory with John Rosen in the 

2018 Drawn Pairs final on Sunday. 

He is also the only player to have appeared in 

four finals in the one year with this year’s 

results of taking out the Major Pairs and Fours, 

being runner-up in the Major Singles and 

winning the Drawn Pairs. 

Glick and Rosen scored a convincing win over 

Walter Jacobs and James Flaxman to claim the 

2018 Drawn Pairs honour. 

After 19 ends Glick-Rosen were ahead 22-10, 

the score line which prompted Jacobs and 

Flaxman to concede the match.  
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

MMark Sack and Andy Baker  

RESULT 

HANDICAP SINGLES 
FINAL 

 
Andy Baker (+5) 25 
Mark Sack (+3) 19 

 

John Rosen and Pepe Glick  
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Early six shot count sets  
pace for Drawn Pairs win 

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

WALTER Jacobs and James Flaxman 

started the 2018 Drawn Pairs final by 

scoring single shots on the first two ends. 

But it was the last time they were ahead 

against Pepe Glick and John Rosen. 

The third end tally of six shots set the Glick 

duo on their way to the title.  

By the 12
th

 end they were ahead 13-8 and 

gradually went on to build up a widening 

margin. 

A top-up of four shots on the 19
th

 end gave 

Glick & Co an unbeatable tally of 22-10 and 

the acceptance from their opponents that the 

match was done and dusted. 

Best record of a player’s performance in a 

year of Major championship results since 

the merger with Rose Bay in 2001, is shared 

by Les Ferguson and Gerald Weinberg, who 

were in the wining Pairs, Triples (with Pepe 

Glick) and Fours teams of 2005. 

The list of players who have appeared in 

three finals include Brandon Conway who 

in 2015 won the Major Singles, Major Pairs 

and the Mixed Pairs, while Jack Kampel in 

2013 took home the Major Triples and 

Major Fours as well as partnering wife, Iris, 

for the Mixed Pairs trophy. 

The 2018 Drawn Pairs win puts John 

Rosen’s name on the 

honour board for the 

third time having 

partnered Barbara Shotland in the 2006 Mixed Pairs 

event and for being in the Major Fours team which 

contested the 2005 final. 

Walter Jacobs, who has a high profile in the lawn bowl 

industry, has five listings on the club’s honour boards as 

Major Singles runner-up in 2003, the same year he won 

the Major Pairs, and for being Major Fours finalists in 2007 and 2015 and a 

member of the Major Fours champion team of 2014. 

Walter Jacobs and James Flaxman  

FLASHBACK TO 2005 – The winning 
Major Triples team of Les Ferguson, 

 Gerald Weinberg and Pepe Glick. RESULT 

DRAWN PAIRS 
FINAL 

John Rosen 
Pepe Glick 22 

 

James Flaxman 
Walter Jacobs 10 
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MEN’S CLUB’S NEW COMMITTEE MEETING 
THE Double Bay 

Men’s Club 
committee elected at 

the recent Annual 
General Meeting met 
for the first time last 

week. 
Pictured are (seated) 

President  
Alan Rosenberg, 
 Vice-president  
Arnold Javen, 

 (standing)  
Michael Rowley,  

Les Ginzberg,  
Peter Grunfeld, 
Louis Platus, 

 Michael Becker and  
Sol Caganoff   

 
 
 
 

 
 

DIVISION 1 (1) v DOUBLE BAY (2) at DOUBLE BAY 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL H JANKELOWITZ 
 

B FRIDMAN 
   

S CAGANOFF P GLICK 
  

W JACOBS H BLACK L LILIAN RESULT 

21-17 29-19 12-19 WWOONN  66--22  

    
DIVISION 1 (2) v DOUBLE BAY (1) at DOUBLE BAY 

 
M BECKER A SAIDMAN D KING 

 
J ENGELMAN 

   
M LOTT M ROWLEY 

  
L BREM J WINEBERG P LEVY 

 
17-21 19-29 19-12 RESULT 

   
LLOOSSTT  22--66  

DIVISION 2 (1) v EBP SPORTS at DOUBLE BAY 
 

R HUTCHINS B LAZARUS J COLEMAN 
 

I FEDER 
   

P FILLER JOHN ROSEN 
  

G RAICHMAN R WEISS A BAKER 
 

1188--1166  13-30 17-25 RESULT 

   
LLOOSSTT  22--66  

DIVISION 2 (2) v BRONTE at BRONTE 
 

E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY A ROSENBERG 
 

S ABRAHAMS 
   

E GRUSD P WYNER 
  

A SIMMONS I HADASSIN G GIACOMINI RESULT 

15-25 11-36 22-17 LLOOSSTT  22--66  

    
DIVISION 3 v BRONTE at BRONTE 

 
JACK ROSEN J POPPER M REISEN 

 
S FRANKS 

   
G SILVER R NOVIS 

  
J ANGELES J HASSON J FLAXMAN 

 
17-21 18-4 20-19 RESULT 

   
LLOOSSTT  22--66  

2018 SUMMER SHIELD ROUND 2 RESULTS 
WOMEN’S CLUB’S 

HANDICAP PAIRS DRAW 

THE  Women’s Club Handicap Pairs 
first round will be played tomorrow 
(Tuesday) with games over 18 ends 

playing three bowls.  
 

J Thomas (5)  W Perkins (3) 
v 

R Rosenberg (5) J Welton (3) 
 
 

R Rowland (4)  A Weinberg (4) 
v 

H Filipovic (5) K Passman (3) 
 

J  Bihari (4) M Michael (4) 
v 

C Engelman (5) J Frape (2) 
 

M Hemphill (6) R Saidman (1) 
v 

L Judelman (4) I Kampel (1) 
 

D Engelander (4) B Shur (2) 
v 

R Novis (5) F Cohen (4) 
 

Round 2 is on Thursday, 
November 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

NEW TWILIGHT BOWLS SERIES STARTS ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8 
Twilight Bowls will start again on Thursday, November 8, and will run for four consecutive weeks. 

The $30 weekly fee includes two games of pairs starting 4.45 pm followed by a sumptuous dinner by 
June Edelmuth catering. 
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Double Bay’s District Player-of-the-Year  
REPORT AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN  

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Lorraine Becker has been named the Eastern 

Suburbs District Bowling Association’s Open Player-of-the-Year. 

The award was inaugurated last year when Double Bay’s Iris Kampel was the 

recipient. 

Becker won the District’s 2018 Open Triples title with club mates Marna Morris and 

Barbara Shotland, the District’s Senior Pairs partnered by Barbara Shur and the 

District’s Senior Fours with Shur, Gail Black and Rene Saidman, the team which went 

on to win the Regional Title from the Sylvania champions. 

The award was announced at the annual Presentation Day hosted by the Clovelly BC 

on October 17.  

District championship winners and runners-up as well as pennant 

teams were presented with pennant pins and gift boxes of note pads.  

Heavy overnight rain prevented the customary Presentation Day 

bowling; instead a game of Trivia was played with tables of teams 

on the cards.  

Lunch was made and served by the organisers District Secretary, 

Toni Hartley, and her daughter, Kylie, (pictured) who is an integral 

member of the NSW Women’s Association office.  
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

Eastern Suburbs District President, Sue Snape (left), with 2018 District Player-of-the-Year,  
Lorraine Becker, District Secretary, Toni Hartley and Double Bay Women’s Club President, 

 Iris Kampel, who was last year’s Player-of-the-Year  
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Lorraine McLaughlin marks 
50 years on the bowling green 

DOUBLE Bay’s Lorraine McLaughlin and 

Gwynne Bowley, of Clovelly Bowling Club, were 

honoured at the  Eastern Suburbs District’s 

Presentation Day  
McLaughlin was acknowledge for  her 50 years in 

the bowling community. 

 Among her many achievements  she is a multi-time 

Major Singles winner as well as taking out titles in 

many events at Double Bay and at Rose Bay.  

She was also an employee at the now defunct Rose 

Bay Bowling Club, a responsibility she continued at 

Double Bay for a short period. 

McLaughlin has also served the Double Bay 

Women’s Club as a Vice-president. 

In recent years she has held the District post as 

Chairperson of the Match Committee. 

In her acceptance of the Special Certificate, 

McLaughlin recalled as a single girl she played lawn 

bowls with her mother, but was precluded from 

becoming a member of the club, because single 

women were precluded. 

Bowley, who has been bowling since 1957 at 

Elizabethan, Bronte, Rose Bay and now Clovelly, 

related the history of exclusion and eventual reluctant 

inclusion of women in lawn bowling. 

Lorraine’s appreciation 
 First thing Lorraine Becker did 
when she won the District’s 
Player-of-the-Year Award was to 
contact each and every one of her 
team mates who played alongside 
her in the Double Bay teams. 
 Lorraine told Double Bay Watch 
that they share the honour with her 
and she wanted them to know that 
she appreciated their mateship. 
  “It is a pleasure to be a member 

of such a great club,” she added.  

PAIRS 

Barbara Shur  

TRIPLES 

Gail Black and Barbara Shotland  

FOURS 

Gail Black             Barbara Shur  

    and Rene Saidman  

Pam Anbrich, NSW Women’s Finance Officer (left) 
presents a long service certificate to 

 Lorraine McLaughlin. 
 



Barbara Shotland in the City Seniors 
team win over Country 
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City won the annual Women’s Bowls NSW clash against Country last week when its 
teams of Seniors, Open and Under-25 representatives claimed the overall trophy. 

Double Bay’s Barbara Shotland was selected to compete for City’s Senior 
team which played 21 ends of Fours over three games at Soldiers Point Bowling 
Club on Saturday and Sunday, winning the match by 135 shots to 70 (pictured). 
 Shotland, pictured above left, who played in the thirds position and above 
(second from right) holding the City-Country trophy with her Seniors team skip 
Susan Laidlaw (Harbord), the second Cheryl Wright (Taren Point) and lead 
Barbara Hvass (Taren Point). 
.  

  Memorial Rose Garden blooms again – PAGE 2  
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CClluubb’’ss  MMeemmoorriiaall  RRoossee  

GGaarrddeenn  bblloooommss  aaggaaiinn  

THE Double Bay Rose Garden between the driveway 

entrance and the No. 1 green, which has been a feature of the club grounds 

for at least 40 years, 

has been “replanted”. 

The date of the 

original planting of the 

Rose Garden is 

uncertain, but it was 

established to honour 

the name and memory 

of Lewis Cohen, a Life 

Member, who played a 

vital part in the 

establishment of the 

club grounds in the 

foundation years of  the 

mid-1940s. 

Since then it has become the Memorial Rose 

Garden with plaques installed in memory of 

Lewis Cohen, Jack Perini, who cared for the 

garden after Cohen’s death and in more recent 

times as a tribute to Phil Epstein, who was a 

driving force behind the amalgamation of Rose 

Bay and Double Bay in year 2000. 

Epstein is credited with having spent endless 

hours with solicitors and others in negotiating 

for the sale of the Rose Bay Bowling Club 

property and the subsequent merger with 

Double Bay. 

His untimely death is recorded in the Double 

Bay Bowling Club Annual Report of 2003. 

It said that he was Chairman of the all 

important Planning for the Future Sub-

committee and his dedicated service to both 

Rose Bay and Double Bay Bowling Clubs, as a 

director and a Life Member, “will always be 

remembered”. 

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 

The new Double Bay Memorial Rose Garden at the entrance to 
the club. 

The entrance path as it is 
today; grass and concrete 
replaces the memorial rose 

garden.  

The Lewis Cohen Memorial 
Garden soon after its 

establishment in mid-1950  
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WWiiddooww’’ss  jjooyy  aatt  sseeeeiinngg  nneeww  RRoossee  GGaarrddeenn  

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE 

THE original Rose Garden was demolished recently when 

services of power and water had to be reconnected to the 

club’s adjoining property on which it is building the 

townhouse development. 

With the Club Board’s approval a small portion of land at 

the club’s gate entrance has been transformed into a near-

circular garden for the roses and the three memorial plaques. 

Long-time club groundsman, Rob Fetherston, arranged for 

the delivery of a dozen young 

rose plants to replace age-old 

ones which had bloomed 

continuously year-in-year-out. 

The Women’s Club has 

written to the Board saying that 

its President, Iris Kampel, and 

the Management Committee 

“appreciate the planting of the 

new garden”.  

Marlene Epstein, the widow of Phil Epstein, 

visited the club on Tuesday, October 31, and was 

delighted with the layout and the plaque in honour 

of her late husband.  

Late last week Marlene Epstein emailed the 

Women’s Club public relations officer, Pam Stein, 

that it was “so nice to be invited for lunch and 

meet the 

members 

and catch 

up with 

Lorraine [McLaughlin] after so long”.  

“The roses are beautiful and to see 

the plaque so well placed gave me so 

much pleasure.  

“I will bring my daughters to now see 

the lovely new garden that has been 

created,” she wrote. 

MEMORIAL 
PLAQUES 

 
 
 
 
 

Lewis Cohen 
 
 
 
 
 

Jack Perini 
 
 
 
 
 

      Phil Epstein 

Phil Epstein’s widow, Marlene, 
was a visitor at the Women’s 

Club’s luncheon last Tuesday- 
and had the pleasure of seeing 
the first yellow blooms from the 

newly created Memorial Rose 
Garden decorating the head 

table. 

HISTORIC PHOTO: Phil Epstein (left) is presented with Life Membership of 
Double Bay Bowling Club by club treasurer, Barry Isenberg, at the dinner to 

celebrate the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in 2001. 
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Better results with three wins and a draw in Summer Shield 

DOUBLE Bay had one of its better days in the third round of the Zone 13 

Summer Shield on Saturday. 

It won three and drew one of its five matches with the one loss coming from the 

Division 1 (1) team playing away to the unbeaten Eastlakes Club. 

The Division 3 (1) team, which is a mix of experienced and new players, chalked up 

its first win with a comprehensive 8-0 victory over Bondi scoring 76-41 shots. 

Double Bay’s Division 1 (2) side also hit the mark with a 8-0 (80-45) win at 

Caringbah, while the Division 2 (1) side returned from Eastlakes with a satisfying 6-2 

(67-49) result. 

The Division 2 (2) side which performed so well in the 2018 Pennant competition is 

finding the opposition much tougher and had to be content with a 4-all home result 

against table-toppers Waverley. 

It won two of the three rinks, 

but lost the aggregate shot tally 

by three shots (55-58). 

Family teams to star 
again in Mixed Pairs? 

THE Mixed Pairs, the club’s final 
championship of the year, is due 
to play the first round on Sunday 
after entries close on Thursday, 
November 8. 
  Husband and wife combinations 
have won the event eight times in 
the past 10 years, while the other 
two titles were won by Barbara 
Shotland playing with different 
partners. 
 Jack and Iris Kampel head the 
“family list” by taking the honours 
on four occasions - 2008, 2009, 
2010 and 2013. 
 Gerald and Audrey Weinberg have 
won it twice (2011, 2012), Julian 
and Carol Engelman were 
successful in 2016 while Alan and 
Rene Saidman are the 2017 
defending champions. 
  Barbara Shotland’s wins have 
been with Brandon Conway (2015) 
and a year earlier 
when partnered 
by Phillip Joel.  

 

 

 

 

SUMMER SHIELD  ROUND 3 
 

DIVISION 1 (1) v EASTLAKES AT EASTLAKES 
 

J KAMPEL P JOEL H JANKELOWITZ  

B FRIDMAN    

S CAGANOFF P GLICK   

P LEVY H BLACK L LILIAN RESULT 

19-10 23-29 14-24 LOST 2-6 

    

DIVISION 1 (2) v CARINGBAH AT DOUBLE BAY 
 M BECKER J ENGELMAN M ROWLEY  

A SAIDMAN    

I OSSHER J WINEBERG   

B GARDEN P GRUNFELD A BAKER RESULT 

36-11 21-18 23-16 WON 8-0 

    

DIVISION 2 (1)  v EASTLAKES AT EASTLAKES 
 R HUTCHINS I FEDER L SANDLER  

P FILLER    

G RAICHMAN JOHN ROSEN   

R POLLAK R WEISS L PLATUS RESULT 

14-21 33-16 20-12 WON 6-2 

    

DIVISION 2 (2) v WAVERLEY AT DOUBLE BAY 
 E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY A ROSENBERG  

E GRUSD    

R NOVIS P WYNER   

I HADASSIN A SIMMONS J ANGELES RESULT 

20-17 21-19 14-22 DREW 4-4 

    

DIVISION 3 v BONDI AT DOUBLE BAY 
 C WOLFF JACK ROSEN M REISEN  

B ROSMARIN    

L SMITH S FRANKS   

M HURWITZ T COHEN J FLAXMAN RESULT 

18-17 34-13 19-16 WON 8-0 

The 2017 Mixed 
Pairs Champions, 

Rene and Alan 
Saidman. 
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Third Handicap Pairs final 

a hope for Judy Thomas 
JUDY Thomas (pictured) has a chance of qualifying 

for a third consecutive Handicap Pairs final 

following a second round win with partner, Wendy 

Perkins, last week. 

Last year Thomas, when drawn with Marna Morris, 

lost the final to the strong pairing of Barbara Shotland 

and Wendy Engelander, and in 2016 she was Shotland’s partner in winning the 

title from Rene Saidman and Hilda Filipovic. 

Last week Thomas (+5) and Perkins (+3) knocked out Rayna Rosenberg (+5) 

and Jenny Welton, (+3) 17-15, then went on to ease past Hilda Filipovic (+5) 

and Kathy Passman (+3) 24-8. 

Toughest opposition for the Thomas-Perkins duo could 

come from Iris Kampel (+1) and Lesley Judelman (+4) who 

scored a second round encounter over Judy Bihari (+4) and 

Margo Michael (+4) by 17-

12. 

The other semi-finalists 

are Gail Black (+2) with 

Diane Engelander (+4), the 

pair which had to play an 

extra second round end to 

defeat Wendy Engelander 

and Barbara Shur 20-19, 

Faye Green and first-time competitor, Kaye 

Gooch, who registered a surprise second 

round win over Lorraine McLaughlin and 

Natalie Franks by 21-13  

The semi-finals are set to be decided on 

Tuesday-week (November 13) with the final 

on Thursday, November 15. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

HANDICAP PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

J Thomas (5) W Perkins (3) 17 
R Rosenberg (5) J Welton (3) 15 

 
H Filipovic (5) K Passman (3) 19 

R Rowland (4) C Katz (4) 
(sub for A Weinberg) (4) 13 

 
J Bihari (4) M Michael (4) 25 

C Engelman (5) J Frape (2) 13 
 

L Judelman (4) I Kampel (1) 26 
M Hemphill (6) R Saidman (1) 13 

 
J Green (4) (sub for D Engelander) 

 G Black (2) 15 
R Novis (5) F Cohen (4) 14 

 

SECOND ROUND  
 

J Thomas -W Perkins 24 
H Filipovic-K Passman 8 

 
L Judelman-I Kampel 17 

J Bihari M Michael 12 
 

J Greene -G Black 20 
W Engelander-B Shur 19 

 
F Green (sub for R Michelin)-K Gooch 21 

N Franks-L McLaughlin 13 

 

Gail Black  

Double Bay competes at Neutral Bay 
Double Bay was one of 12 Sydney Women’s Clubs 
invited to compete at Neutral Bay in a recent three 
game Fours tournament. 
  The team of Gail Black, Lorraine Becker, Pam 
Stein and Barbara Shotland, playing on a synthetic 
surface, finished second.  

 



DOUBLE Bay members lost 
more than a half an afternoon 
of bowling due to rain last 
Wednesday, November 7. 

More than 80 bowlers, some 
sharing umbrellas, braved the 
wet conditions to start play in the 
Intra-club competition soon after 
12 noon, but the light rain 
gradually increased, compelling 
club officials to call a halt just 
before two o’clock, near the 
usual time for the afternoon 
refreshment break.  

Members adjourned to the 
clubhouse where the club 
caterer, June Edelmuth and 
staff, served an afternoon tea 
menu of two hot dishes, cakes 
and tea.  

Earlier, club officials were 
reluctant to cancel the day’s 

play, as they did due to wet weather on Wednesday, October 19. 
They kept a check on the weather map to see the progress of the rain belt moving 

across the Sydney region and were told by the ground staff that the rain had not 
unduly affected the playing surface. 

However, they received dozens of phone calls from players withdrawing from the 
day’s play, necessitating last minute changes to the day’s allocated games. 

The interrupted round of the Intra-Club competition will be replayed on Wednesday, 
weather permitting! 

See FROM THE DITCH – Page 5 
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Umbrellas and lawn bowls at Double Bay last week. 
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MIXED PAIRS ENTRY DEADLINE EXTENDED 
NOMINATIONS for the 2018 Mixed Pairs Championship have been 

extended until this Wednesday, November 14, the Men’s Bowls Committee 

announced last week. 

This follows the smaller than usual number of teams entered when entries 

closed on the announced date last week. 

Organisers said that the event’s schedule will be maintained with the semi-

finals played on Sunday, December 9 and the final on December 16. 

First round games will be played this Sunday, November 18. 

Meanwhile, the first Twilight Bowls session will be played on Thursday, 

providing at least 30 players have entered for the four-week commitment. 

SUMMER  SHIELD ROUND 4 
 

DIVISION 1 (1) v CARINGBAH DOUBLE BAY 
 

J KAMPEL D KING P GLICK 
 

B FRIDMAN 
   

H JANKELOWIZ P JOEL 
  

S CAGANOFF L LILIAN H BLACK RESULT 

19-16 17-20 11-19 LOST 2-6 

    
DIVISION 1 (2)  v EASTLAKES EASTLAKES 

 
M BECKER J ENGELMAN M ROWLEY 

 
A SAIDMAN 

   
M  SACK J WINEBERG 

  
P  LEVY L BREM A BAKER RESULT 

18-15 34-23 17-27 WON 6-2 

   
(69-65) 

DIVISION 2 (1)  v ASHFIELD DOUBLE BAY 
 

L SANDLER I FEDER B LAZARUS 
 

P FILLER 
   

G RAICHMAN JOHN ROSEN 
  

R POLLAK R WEISS L PLATUS RESULT 

12-22 17-23 21-23 LOST 0-8 

    
DIVISION 2 (2) v TIGER 5 Dock ASHFIELD 

 
E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY G GIACOMINI 

 
S ABRAHAMS 

   
R NOVIS P WYNER 

  
J GLASSER S FRANKS J ANGELES RESULT 

18-12 29-14 16-24 WON 6-2 

   
(63-50) 

DIVISION 3 v COOGEE DOUBLE BAY 
 

J POPPER G SILVER M REISIN 
 

B ROSMARIN 
   

L SMITH J LENNOX 
  

M HURWITZ D HOENIG J FLAXMAN RESULT 

13-24 19-24 9-29 LOST 0-8 

TWO SHIELD WINS 
DOUBLE Bay’s Summer 
Shield teams continued to 
battle for winning results in 
the Round 4 matches 
played on Saturday. 

Best results came from the 
Division 1 (2) side which 
chalked up its second win and 
from the Division 2 (2) unit 
which registered its first 
victory. 

Both reversed first round 
losses. 

The Division 1 (2) side came 
back from Eastlakes with a 
narrow 6-2 win on the back of 
a 34-23 triples win by Julian 
Engelman, John Wineberg 
and Les Brem, and a narrow 
decision 18-15 fours win by 
Michael Becker, Alan 
Saidman, Mark Sack and 
Peter Levy.. 

The Division 2 (2) team 
played Tigers Five Dock at 
Ashfield to record a 6-2 result   
David Kellaway’s triples 
combination of Peter Wyner 
and Stan Franks led the way 
with a 29-14 result, backed up 
by the 18-12 score from the 
foursome of Eric Wainstein, 
Sam Abrahams, Ray Novis 

and Jody Glasser. 
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Cup day aids 
club’s charity 

DOUBLE Bay’s Women’s Club 
used its 2018 Melbourne Cup Day 

party to boost its annual donation to the 
Randwick Hospital Children’s Oncology 
Foundation.   

As well as taking part in Cup sweeps, more than 75 
members and guests, purchased tickets in a fund-raising 
raffle which will be drawn during the Women’s Club’s 

annual Charity Day, on Thursday, 
November 22. 

One of the main prizes in the raffle 
is $400 worth of Chanel products 
(pictured left) donated by Furley's 
Pharmacy, of Double Bay.  
 The Cup day’s lawn bowling of mixed 
teams presented an opportunity for 
members to play with those with 

whom they had not previously teamed. 
Luncheon offered cold meats and smoked salmon to go 

with salads galore.  
Many members contributed to the atmosphere of the 

Melbourne Cup by wearing fanciful and decorative 
headwear. 

Last year’s Charity Day helped Double Bay donate 
$3000 to the Children's Oncology Foundation, bringing 
its overall total contribution to more than $61,000. 

 

Di Engelander, Wendy Engelander, 
 Hilda Filipovic,  

Rein Rowlands and Arlene Normand.  

 

 

Faye Green  
and 

Judy Bihari.  

 

Jenny Anderson, 
 Al Rowlands, Natalie 

Franks and Barbara Shur. 
 

   Luncheon is served 

Harry Black, Michael and Lorraine 

Becker offering raffle tickets. 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTOS 
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Eight Hands ready for Handicap final 

Iris Kampel aims for second title 

IRIS Kampel is the only one of the four 2018 Handicap 

Pairs finalists who has previously won the event at 

Double Bay. 

It was in 2011 that she skipped the title-winning 

combination with Ray Novis as her lead. 

This year Kampel has Lesley Judelman as her partner and 

they teamed well last week in a semi-final to overcome the 

tenacious opposition of Wendy Perkins and Judy Thomas 

by a single shot at 19-18.  

It was all square at 18-all going into the last end when 

Kampel and Judelman held the determine shot. 

At the same time the Gail Black and Di Engelander pairing were too consistent 

for the duo of Faye Green and newcomer to the club, Kaye Gooch, winning 

their way into the final by an eight shot margin.  
 
 
 

 

The four pairs of hands which will take part in the 2018 Women’s Club’s Handicap Pairs 
final tomorrow (Tuesday). 

They will pair together in teams of Iris Kampel and Lesley Judelman against Gail Black 

and Di Engelander. 

PAM 
STEIN 

PHOTO 

DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S CLUB ANNUAL CHARITY DAY 

                       THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 9 am 
ALL PROCEEDS TO THE 

RANDWICK CHILDREN'S ONCOLOGY FOUNDATION 

 

BIG PRIZES 
TOP BE WON 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

HANDICAP PAIRS 
RESULTS 

SEMI-FINALS 
 

Lesley Judelman (4)  
 Iris Kampel (1) 19 

 
Judy Thomas (6)  

Wendy Perkins (3) 18 
 
 

Di Engelander (5)  
Gail Black (2) 20 

 
Faye Green (6)  

Kaye Gooch (2) 12 
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A YEAR ago this columnist penned an 
item detailing the frustration felt by 
our club officials who have the 
responsibility of organising the weekly 
Monday and Wednesday intra-club 
competitions. 
It pointed out that one would expect 

that all the officials have to do is to 
follow the team v team draw and 
allocate the rinks. 
That is the basis of the morning’s 

work, but it is only one aspect of 
ensuring a successful and entertaining 
afternoon of bowling for the 
members. 
Before the cards can be completed 

for the day, a check of the overnight and early morning phone message from 
players who, for some reason or another, have to be scratched from the day’s 
listing.  
Then there’s the names on the Away Board posted in the men’s dressing room, 

which have to be taken into account when it comes to completing the teams for 
the day’s play. 
But it doesn’t end there. There is a list of members who have been absent in 

previous weeks due to health problems and other reasons.  
The question is will they be returning to their teams? A phone call is the only 

way to ascertain the player’s availability on the day. 
All this is achieved well before nine o’clock so that the day’s playing list can be 

adjusted to accommodate where substitutes are required. 
Last Wednesday had the added problem of a wet weather forecast, which 

dampened the spirit of a number of members who advised by phone that would 
stay home rather than be bowling at Double Bay.  
Problem with that was the phone calls continued throughout the morning 

delaying the make-up of the teams to the last minute. 
And what about those who assumed that the rain would cause the day’s play to 

be cancelled, and didn’t bother to advice that they would not be playing?  
Perhaps there are too many members who consider the Monday and 

Wednesday competitions as social games rather than what they are - significant 
competitions which offer prize money for the most successful. 
The make-up of the Men’s Club’s weekday competitions gives members the 

opportunity to play with other members of their choice and of similar ability.    
It also means that everyone has the chance of sharing in the end of season 
dividends. 
 If the current situation gets out of hand and the club reverts to the former 

system of social games organised on the day, just wait for the outcry! 
 

WONDER how many members 
have noticed the new time 
piece in the clubhouse? 
It is a fashionable Raymond 

Weil clock donated to the club 
by Steven Rom, the CEO of 
the Avstev Group, which is 
Raymond Weil’s Australian 

distributor. 
Club manager, Steve Edelmuth, mentioned 

the need for a new time piece for the redecorated clubhouse to Rom, when they 
met in Sydney recently. 
 Within a few days it arrived with his company Avstev’s best wishes.  



 

WEDNESDAY WET WEATHER WOES, BUT ...   

Half-hour wait saves day of bowling 
A DECISION to wait 30 minutes before calling off last Wednesday’s Intra-Club 

competition due to inclement weather paid dividends for more than 100 club members. 

The previous week Double Bay members lost half an afternoon of bowling due to rain and it 

looked likely no play at all would be possible a week later.  

Intermittent light rain for most of last Wednesday morning did not prevent 110 bowlers 

from arriving at the club in the hope that the weather would improve enough to allow the 

previous week’s disbanded round of the three-division Wednesday League to go ahead. 

Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, and the Greens Chairman, John Rosen, had agreed 

that it would not be in the best interest of the membership to ignore the weather conditions if 

the rain continued past the 12.30 pm start time. 

Several members used their phone  Apps to check the weather map which suggested that the 

cloud mass over the eastern suburbs would remain for most of the afternoon. 

At 12 noon, Rosenberg announced to about 80 players assembled in the clubhouse that the 

playing surface at that time was unaffected, but if the rain continued play would have to be 

stopped. 

“Let’s give it another 30 minutes before we make that decision,” he said. 

Almost on the dot of half-past-twelve conditions brightened as several patches of blue sky 

appeared over the greens. 

There was no change in the weather which allowed the 110 members to compete three sets 

of lawn bowls, only interrupted by the 15-minute tea break at 2.10 pm. 
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Club members gather in the Double Bay Clubhouse waiting on last 
Wednesday’s decision to play-or-not-to-play.  

LAST week’s 
match draw and 
rinks allocation 
was made by a 

unique computer 
programme 

devised by two  
club members. 

STORY 

NEXT PAGE 
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Two computer experts combine to design 

club’s automated competition program 
TWO Double Bay Men’s Club members have devised a computer programme which 
automatically produces the draw and teams which compete in the Monday and Wednesday 
Intra-club competitions. 

The Monday league is contested by an average of 45 players, 
while the three-division Wednesday competition has a registered 
120 competitors. 

Until last week, arranging the games for the two competitions 
required the manual input of at least three club members, headed 
in recent times by Harry Black, over a three hour period. 

Much of this has changed following the design of a computer 
program by club members Les Lilian and Peter Wyner. 

Lilian, with suggestions from Wyner, has developed software 
that follows on from the present computerised system for the 
match results of the Monday and Wednesday competitions. 

Now, for the Wednesday competition participating teams in the 
three divisions are automatically listed week-by-week with the 
week’s adjustments made by the club officials for members who 
are recorded on the ”away” board and the non-attending players 
reported by phone.  

The next phase is the allocation of 
games to the respective teams.  

A draw for the entire competition is 
held in the program’s memory and each week it automatically allocates and displays 
the round’s games with byes noted. 

 All that remains for the organisers is the manual allocation of rinks and day’s game 
details are ready to print to display for 
members.  

Once the day’s game sheet has been 
completed club officers manually pen the 
score cards, but Lilian and Wyner are  
giving consideration to automate this task. 

 At the end of the procedure, the system 
allows a “reset” of teams back to the 
original master and advances to the next 
round of games, again automatically noting 
the teams and games for the new round.  

At the end of the competition, the system 
resets to the first round and allows changes 
to future team combinations and match 
draws. It conservatively estimated that up to 
50% of the manual preparation time will be 
saved by the automated systems.  

SOCIAL GAMES PROGRAM 
A simple system also has been developed 

for the Saturday social games. 
 The developed software stores all 

members with club numbers and 
automatically transfers the member’s name 
to a sheet allowing game allocations.  

This, too, should save around 25% of a 
club officer’s time. 

    Les Lilian - the 
       maths and 
    computer whiz 
LES LILIAN is a retired 

maths teacher and an IT  

(Information Technology) 

whiz, who has been playing lawn bowls 

for almost 40 years. 

His background includes being head 

of computer programming and training 

with the transport giant TNT and 

National Operations Manager for the 

Help Fund Australia. 

He has been a maths teacher at 

Blacktown, Balmain, Cabramatta, 

Sydney Boys’ High, Cranbrook, Shore 

and The Emanuel School. 

 

 

 

PETER WYNER – LONG-TIME COMPUTER PROGRAMMER 

PETER WYNER, who joined Double Bay in January, 2014, 

is a current Board of Management director serving as its 

Honorary Secretary and has been involved in computer 

programming since 1977. 

Following the passing of the club’s long-time computer 

expert Eddie Fingret in May 2014, Wyner was invited to 

assist with the club’s computer system. His initial task was to 

revamp. modernise and maintain the Double Bay Bowling 

Club website.  

At the 72
nd

 annual meeting Wyner was also elected as a 

Men’s Bowling Club Vice-president which led him to 

computerise the Monday and  Wednesday results listings 

which had been manually entered on a metre-long board. 

Then he devised the automation of an Away List for the 

Monday and Wednesday competitions. 

When he did not seek re-election to the Men’s Club 

committee in 2015, Wyner handed the  computer’s 

competition score recording to Phil Filler.  

Since then Wyner and Les Lilian have combined to come 

up with the new computerised match program which passed 

its first test last Wednesday.  

 

         Peter Wyner and Harry Black  
    discuss what is required for the  

computerised  weekly competition and team program. 
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Double Bay will challenge for Division 1 Summer Shield 
AT least one of Double Bay’s two Division 1 teams will challenge for the 

Zone 13 Summer Shield when the final is played on Saturday, December 1 

at Double Bay. 
 Double Bay is the host club for all Summer Shield Division finals on the afternoon 

of December 1 

Only three clubs are contesting the Division 1 Summer Shield, with Double Bay 

represented by two teams. 

Last Saturday’s clash between the two Double Bay sides resulted in a 4-4 draw 

which gave both a tally of 22 

points, six behind table toppers 

Eastlakes.  

In Saturday’s last round Double 

Bay (1) is at home to  Eastlakes, 

while Double Bay (2) travels to 

last placed Caringbah. 

Whatever the outcome of 

Saturday’s results a Double Bay 

team will contest the final. 

There is also the possibility of 

the two Double Bay teams 

playing for the Division 1 

Summer Shield.  

This will occur is both teams 

win their concluding games on 

Saturday by an 8-0 margin. 

 Double Bay will not feature in 

the other Divisional playoffs. 

 
 Another Double Bay Summer 

Shield team finished all-square in 

Round 5 matches on Saturday.  

In Division 3 Double Bay tied its 

home match against Bronte, 

although it finished nine shots 

behind on the aggregate count.  

The Division 2 (1) side suffered a 

heavy loss away to EBP Sports, 

while the Division 2 (2) lost 2-6 at 

home to Bronte only winning the 

fours rink.  

SUMMER SHIELD ROUND 5 
 

DIVISION 1 (1) v  DOUBLE BAY (2) at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

J KAMPEL D KING P GLICK 
 

B FRIDMAN 
   

H JANKELOWITZ S CAGANOFF 
  

A JAVEN L LILIAN H BLACK RESULT 

19-23 22-24 22-12 DRAW 4-4 

    

DIVISION 1 (2) v  DOUBLE BAY (1) at DOUBLE BAY 
 

R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN M ROWLEY 
 

A SAIDMAN 
   

M SACK J WINEBERG 
  

P GRUNFELD L BREM A BAKER RESULT 

23-19 24-22 12-22 DRAW 4-4 

 
   

DIVISION 2 (1) v EBP SPORTS at EARLWOOD 
 

R HUTCHINS L SANDLER M LOTT 
 

P FILLER 
   

G RAICHMAN S FRANKS 
  

P LABROOY R POLLAK R WEISS RESULT 

14-21 12-25 6-31 LOST 0-8 

    

DIVISION 2 (2) v BRONTE at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY A ROSENBERG 
 

S ABRAHAMS 
   

R NOVIS P WYNER 
  

J GLASSER I HADASSIN G GIACOMINI RESULT 

19-14 21-23 10-28 LOST 2-6 

    

DIVISION 3 v BRONTE at DOUBLE BAY 
 

J FLAXMAN G SILVER M REISIN 
 

B ROSMARIN 
   

L SMITH J LENNOX 
  

J HASSON M SERMAN L SIMON RESULT 

11-26 21-18 18-15  DRAW 4-4 

EASTLAKES      28  

DOUBLE BAY (1)  22 

DOUBLE  BAY   (2)     22 

CARINGBAH                    10 
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EIGHTEEN TEAMS CHALLENGING 
FOR MIXED PAIRS CHAMPIONSHIP 

EIGHTEEN teams will compete for the 2018 Mixed Pairs 

title which started on Sunday. 

This is the same number of combinations as last year and two 

less than in 2016. 

Four of the 18 parings are previous winners of the event since 

the Rose Bay merger 18 years ago, including husband and wife, 

Jack and Iris Kampel, who are six-time champions. 

Two of the other former winners are married couples, the 

defending champions, Alan and Rene Saidman, and 

the 2016 title holders, Julian and Carol Engelman, 

while the A-grade combination of Brandon Conway 

and Barbara Shotland was the 2015 top team. 

The Kampel’s list of six Mixed Pairs started in 2002 

and they went on to take home the trophy in 2004, then 

a hat-trick of wins from 2008 to 2010. Their most 

recent success was in 2013. 

Other family pairings in this year’s title chase are 

John and Marianne Woods, Bernard Fridman with 

Judy Thomas and David Kellaway and his partner 

Wendy Perkins.  

The Engelmans were the first casualty from the list of 

ex-champions when they were outplayed by John and 

Marianne Woods after 18 ends in one of the two first 

round games played on Sunday. 

It was a closer and longer encounter between 

veterans Sam Abrahams and Flora Cohen, against Ian 

Hadassin and Rein Rowlands, the substitute for Dafna 

Orbach, which went down to the wire. 

After four hours of high pressure bowling the teams 

were locked at 20-all going into the 21
st
 end when 

Cohen produced the best bowl and defended it to claim  

the spot in the second round. 

RESULTS 

MIXED PAIRS 

FIRST ROUND 

John & Marianne  
Woods 24 

Julian & Carol 
 Engelman 6 

 
Sam Abrahams  
Flora Cohen 21 
Ian Hadassin  

Dafna Orbach 20 
 

  

 

 
 

Jack and Iris Kampel  embrace 
after winning the 2009 Mixed 

Pairs title. 

HOLD ON TWILIGHT–DINNER BOWLS GAMES 
PLANS to stage another Twilight Bowls and Dinner season before the  
the Christmas-New Year break, were scrapped last week due to 
an insufficient number of competitors. 

Men’s Bowling Club President, Alan Rosenberg, said that the 
committee is considering staging the competition, which had 
previously proved successful, on Sundays starting in mid-
January, but much depends on the number of members willing 
to commit to a five-week season. 

Last November’s Twilight league attracted 34 players when 
Pepe Glick won the top $250 prize  

 

 

WOMEN’S CLUB 
HANDICAP PAIRS 

FINAL DELAY 
THE Women’s Club’s 

2018 Handicap Pairs final 
set for last Tuesday was 
postponed to this week 

following the non-
availability of a competitor. 

 

The finalists are Iris 
Kampel with Lesley 

Judelman against Gail 

Black and Di Engelander. 
 

 

 



Happy 40
th

 Double Bay Women 
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More than 50 of the Double Bay Women’s Club membership marked the club’s 40
th

 birthday last week 
by posing for this scenic photograph on the No. 1 green.  

Celebrations continued during the week with the Women’s Club’s Annual Charity and Friends’ Day 
attended by more than 100 members and guests.  

FULL STORY AND PICTORIAL COVERAGE PAGES 4, 5, 6.? 
 
 
 

STEVE 
EDELMUTH  

PHOTO 

   PORTRATE-FINGRET MEMORIAL DAY 
THE Second Leon Portrate and Eddie Fingret Memorial Tournament 
and Tribute Lunch will be staged at the Double Bay Club on 
Saturday, December 15. 
 Portrate was a long-time President and Chairman of Double Bay Bowling Club 
and Fingret was President of the merged Rose Bay Club and Double Bay Men’s 
Club for a combined 10 years. 

CONTINUES PAGE 2 
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Prolific winners out of Mixed Pairs in second round 
SIX-time winners of the Double Bay Mixed Pairs title, Jack and Iris Kampel, 

were surprise second round losers in matches played on Sunday. 

They went out to the first-time combination of Arnold Javen and Audrey Weinberg 

by a six-shot margin. 

The Kampels were behind from the start as the Javen-Weinberg pairing collected 

seven shots in three ends, then led 18-5 after 11 ends were played. 

A five tally on the 14
th 

 end took the Kampels’ score to 14-18, but their run was short 

lived as their opponents hit back to regain supremacy and the 

match on the 21
st
 end by 

24-18. 

In an unusually tight 

game, when 16 ends were 

one-shot counts and the 

other five were two shots,  

Bernard Fridman and 

partner Judy Thomas 

finished 13-12 over Frank 

Mogor and Faye Green.  

The first-time pairing of 

Andy Baker and Cynthia 

Katz got home 21-18 over Sol Caganoff and Kaye Gooch. 

Michael Becker substituted for Sam Abrahams to partner 

Florrie Cohen in a comfortable win over Phil Filler and 

Margo Michael. 

The Saidmans, Alan and Rene, proved too consistent for 

David Kellaway and his partner Wendy Perkins, getting 

home on the 20
th

 end 24-11.  

At the same time Wayne Podger and Jan Frape staked their 

claim to the title with a 23-18 decision over the formidable 

husband-and-wife combination John and Marianne Woods. 

Club caterer sponsoring Portrate-Fingret Tournament 
FROM FRONT PAGE 

THE prize money and trophy for the Second Leon 
Portrate and Eddie Fingret Tribute Tournament and 
Luncheon on Saturday, December 15, is being 
sponsored by JunEdelmuth Catering, which operates 
from the Double Bay Club. 

The tournament will be played as two games of two-
bowls triples over 15 ends. 
Competitors will be offered refreshments from 10 am 

with cards called at 10.20 am for a 10.30 start. 
Luncheon is set to be served at 1.30 pm during which the prize money will be allocated 
and the Memorial Trophy presented to the top team. 

FULL DETAILS ARE ON THE NOTICEBOARD IN THE CLUBHOUSE. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

June 

Edelmuth 

The 
Memorial 

Trophy 

RESULTS 

MIXED PAIRS 

SECOND ROUND 

Wayne Podger  
Jan Frape 23 

John & Marianne  
Woods 18 

 
Sam Abrahams  
Flora Cohen 26 

Phil Filler  
Margo Michael 9 

 
Alan & Rene Saidman 24 

David Kellaway  
Wendy Perkins 11 

 
Andy Baker  

Cynthia Katz 21 

Sol Caganoff  
Kaye Gooch 18 

 
Arnold Javen 

Audrey Weinberg 24 

Jack & Iris Kampel 18 
 

Bernard Fridman  
Judy Thomas 13 

Frank Mogor 
Faye Green 12 

  

 
 

 

Arnold Javen and Audrey Weinberg  
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Double Bay v Eastlakes for top Summer Shield honour 
DOUBLE Bay’s top selection will contest the 2018 Zone 13 Summer 

Shield’s Division 1 final on home soil on Saturday against Eastlakes. 

All the Summer Shield finals are being played at Double Bay, but Double Bay 

has only qualified in one of the three divisions. 

Double Bay (1) and Eastlakes shared the honours during the six-game Division 

1 Summer Shield. Eastlakes won the Round 3 match 6-2 at home when it scored 

wins in the Pairs and Triples rinks.  

In last Saturday’s 

Round 6 encounter 

Double Bay at home 

reversed the result with 

a 6-2 win with Pairs and 

Triples rink victories. 
Eastlakes topped the 

four-team Division 1 

with 30 points and a 

plus 60-shot margin.  

Double Bay (1) was 

second (28 points plus 

45 shots) followed by 

Double Bay (2) also on 

28 points, but with a 

plus 18-shots margin.  
Caringbah finished at 

the tail with 10 points and 

minus 102 shots. 

In Division 2 (Section 

1) Double Bay (1) ended 

with 20 points (minus 55 

shots) for third place, 

while in Division 2 

Double Bay (2) also 

ended in third spot with 

17 points (minus 57 

shots). 

The club’s Division 3 

Section 1 side scored 22 

points (minus 41 shots) to 

be at the tail of the 

section,  but was only five 

less than the section 

winners. 

SUMMER SHIELD ROUND 6 
 

DIVISION 1 (1) v EASTLAKES at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

J KAMPEL D KING B CONWAY 
 

B FRIDMAN 
   

H JANKELOWITZ P JOEL 
  

L LILIAN H BLACK P GLICK RESULT 

14-23 33-16 18-12 WON 6-2 

   
(65-51) 

DIVISION 1 (2) v CARINGBAH at CARINGBAH 
 

R JANKELOWITZ J ENGELMAN P LEVY 
 

A SAIDMAN 
   

M ROWLEY J WINEBERG 
  

P GRUNFELD A BAKER L BREM RESULT 

19-17 29-17 13-25 WON 6-2 

   
(61-59) 

DIVISION 2 (1) v EASTLAKES at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

R HUTCHINS I FEDER J COLEMAN 
 

P FILLER 
   

P LABROOY M LOTT 
  

R WEISS S FRANKS L PLATUS RESULT 

14-18 26-17 19-13 WON 6-2 

   
(52-48) 

DIVISION 2 (2) v WAVERLEY at WAVERLEY 
 

E WAINSTEIN D KELLAWAY E GRUSD 
 

S ABRAHAMS 
   

R NOVIS A ROSENBERG 
  

J GLASSER J ANGELES P WYNER RESULT 

20-12 20-22 12-20 LOST 2-6 

    
DIVISION 3 v BONDI at BONDI 

 
J FLAXMAN G SILVER M REISIN 

 
J POPPER 

   
B ROSMARIN J LENNOX 

  
M HURWITZ M SERMAN L SIMON RESULT 

10-28 20-21 17-16  LOST 2-6 
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IRIS 
KAMPEL’S

THIRD 
HANDICAP 

PAIRS 
TITLE 

 

 

IRIS Kampel won a third Handicap Pairs title last week when she and 

Lesley Judelman took out the 2018 event with a late burst of shots. 

They defeated Gail Black and Di Engelander 27-15 with a whirlwind collect of 

13 shots over the last six of the 18 ends. 

 Kampel won the Handicap Pairs for the first time soon after the merger with 

Rose Bay Bowling Club.   

She had Devorah Lees as her partner when she took out the event in 2004 and 

waited until 2011 before winning it for a second time when Rose Novis was her 

lead. 
 

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club celebrated its 40
th

 (Ruby) 

Birthday last Thursday when more than 100 members and 

invited guests packed the clubhouse for the annual Charity 

and Friends’ Day. 

Proceeds from the event helped the club boost its annual 

contribution to the Randwick Hospital Children’s Oncology 

Foundation to $5000, bringing its all-time donations to 

$70,000.   

Visiting women’s bowling clubs were Clovelly, Mount 

Lewis, Moorefield, Matraville, Mosman, Randwick, South 

Coogee, Taren Point, Turramurra and Waverley. 

The majority at the function recognised the occasion by 

featuring ruby-red as part of their apparel. 

CONTINUES WITH PICTORIAL COVERAGE NEXT TWO PAGES 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT 

HANDICAP PAIRS 
 

FINAL 
 

Lesley Judelman (4)  
 Iris Kampel (1) 27 

 
Di Engelander (5)  
Gail Black (2) 15 

 
 

Iris Kampel (left) and Lesley Judelman – the Women’s Club’s 2018 Handicap Pairs Champions 

Women celebrate Ruby Birthday with 
100 bowlers at Charity & Friends’ Day 
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FOUNDATION GIVES THANKS FOR 
CLUB’S HELP IN CANCER RESEARCH 

THE Double Bay Women’s Club members and their guests at 

the Charity and Friends’ Day last week were thanked for 

their donations to the Randwick Children's Foundation and 

were told what it has achieved over the years. 

The Foundation’s representative, Amanda Cruze (pictured), 

revealed that the generosity had enabled the purchase of innovative equipment 

used to detect cancer in children and she added “the funding never ceases for 

this task”. 

This year’s charity program was highlighted by the raffle competition which 

offered prizes totalling almost $1000 in value, while a table of homemade 

biscuits, pickles and nick-knacks were offered for sale on the day. 

Club officials were thankful that several past presidents and life members 

attended the 40
th

 anniversary. Chairman of 

the Double Bay Board, Barry Lazarus and 

President of the Men’s Club, Alan 

Rosenberg, were among invited guests. 

Visiting bowlers joined the Double Bay 

members on the green until Sydney’s wind 

and dust storm compelled them back to the 

clubhouse soon after 11 

am when they were 

offered punch and 

nibbles. 

The lunch tables were 

decorated in ruby and 

red, with a pack of lollies 

at each seat as the 

JunEdelmuth Catering 

served 

lunch 

platters of 

delicious 

food, 

while the 

jelly, 

cream and cake  dessert had been prepared 

earlier by club members headed by 

Margo Michael. 

ABOVE: The dessert – made by club members. 
LEFT:  Members and visitors during the lunch session 

MORE 
NEXT 
PAGE 
 

Current President Iris Kampel with Past 
Presidents Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland, 

Ruth Bender and Margo Michael. 
Front: Life members Lea Portrate and 

Juliette Friedlander.  
 

Red dominates the colour scene as club 

and visiting bowlers take to the greens. 
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.......... 

VISITORS FROM 
OTHER CLUBS 

 

FROM CLOVELLY AND RANDWICK 

FROM TURRAMARA 

FROM MOUNT LEWIS 

WINNERS 
AMONG THE WINNERS WERE  ... 

LEFT: Kathy Passman winner of the 
Hallam Pharmacy basket;  

RIGHT: Lorraine Becker with the 21 

Espresso prize package.  

LEFT: Linda Salamon with her collection 
of “goodies; RIGHT Wendy Engelander 

would have also won a Best Dress prize. 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
PHOTGRAPHED 

The photographs on 
these pages were 
taken by  Double 

Bay Women’s 
Club’s 

PR Officer 

PAM STEIN 
pictured (left) with 

Maxine Stokes 

. 

 



DOUBLE BAY  
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BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 
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Summer Shield Winners 

DOUBLE Bay won the 2018 Division 1 Summer Shield 
with a 6-2 win over Eastlakes on Saturday. 

The team was compelled to make a last minute change to 
its line-up when the Fours rink skip, 

 Jack Kampel, was sidelined on doctor’s orders. 
ABOVE: Harold Jankelowitz, Harry Black, Phillip Joel, 
Les Lilian, Sol Caganoff, Bernard Fridman, Doug King, 

Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway .  
 

MORE PICTURES AND ALL THE SCORES PAGE 2 

2018 

AAANNNOOOTTTHHHEEERRR   

WWWEEEDDDNNNEEESSSDDDAAAYYY   

HHHIIITTT   BBBYYY   WWWEEEAAATTTHHHEEERRR   
SEE PAGE 3 
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DOUBLE BAY’S SUMMER SHIELD 

DOUBLE Bay won the 2018 Zone 13 Division 1 Summer Shield with a 6-2 (69-49 shots) 

win over Eastlakes on Saturday as Double Bay was the venue for the three Divisional 

finals. 

Club selectors had named an unchanged team for the final, but 

had to make a last minute alteration when the regular Fours 

rink skip, Jack Kampel, pulled out on medical advice and was 

replaced by the team’s regular substitute, Sol Caganoff, who 

had competed in five of the six rounds for the team. 

The victory was spearheaded by 

solid wins from the pairs and 

triples rinks. 

The duo of Pepe Glick and 

Brandon Conway (left) won 23-12 

taking shots on nine of the 16 of the 

allocated 19 ends. Their score-line 

included a six shot collect on the 

second end, then a five count (10
th

) 

and four shots on the following 

end. 

The triples combination of 

Phillip Joel, Harry Black and 

Doug King (right), after a slow 

start when they lagged  5-11 

after 10 ends, took command 

on ends 14 to 16 which 

included a six shot count for 22-12 and going on to a 31-18 win. 

In the fours rink Harold Jankelowitz, Bernard Fridman, Les 

Lilian and Sol Caganoff (left) combined well and led by a 

10-4 margin mid-match.  

Eastlakes took control from end 10 when it added 15 shots 

to be in front by 19-10 with two ends to play on which 

Double Bay scored a four and a single for a 19
th

 end score of 

15-19  
Double Bay’s previous Zone 13 Summer Shield results have 

been varied. Last year the club was the Division 2 Sectional 

runner-up; it won the Division 1 in 2016 and in 2015 lost the Division 1 final to 

Western Suburbs Leagues. In the 2014 Summer Shield conducted by Zone 11 Double 

Bay won the Division 3 event beating Double Bay club-mates in the final. 

 

   

DIVISION 1 (1) v EASTLAKES at  DOUBLE BAY 
 

BERNARD FRIDMAN DOUG KING BRANDON CONWAY 
 

HAROLD JANKELOWITZ 
   

SOL CAGANOFF  PHILLIP JOEL 
  

LES LILIAN HARRY BLACK PEPE GLICK RESULT 

LOST 15-19 WON 31-18 WON 23-12 WON 6-2 

   
69-49 SHOTS 

DOUBLE BAY ZONE 13 SUMMER SHIELD 2018 DIVISION ONE FINAL 

KAMPEL 
“FEELING  
BETTER” 

JACK Kampel has passed all 
major tests following a dizzy 
spell he suffered on the 
bowling green last Friday when 
practising for the following 
day’s Summer Shield final..  

His condition went from bad 
to worse and he was taken to 
hospital by ambulance, where 
he. passed all the vital tests 
including a brain scan.  
 Doctors, however, advised 
him to consult a cardiologist 
within two weeks. 

Kampel told Double Bay 
Watch he is feeling better and 
he was taken to the club to 
watch the team win the 
Summer Shield. 
 

JOHN 
ROSEN  

PHOTOS 
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SYDNEY’S worst November wet weather day in almost 
100 years occured last Wednesday, November 28, and 
not surprisingly it compelled Double Bay Bowling 
Club officials to call off the day’s Intra-Club 
competition. 

For the record the Eastern Suburbs received 100 mm of rain, 
accompanied by thunder and lightning from soon after midnight 
and until mid-morning. Adding to the bad weather pattern was 
wind gusts of up to 90 km/h. 

 Double Bay’s bowling club administrator, Harry Black, had no 
hesitation in making an early decision to close the club for the 
day. Rain wasn’t the only reason for his decision, as there was 
also the forecast of thunder storms and lightning during the 
day.  

Double Bay adheres to Bowls Australia’s 2016 Weather 
Policy which strives to ensure that players participate in the 
game of bowls in the safest environment possible and with a 
minimum risk of harm.  

This takes in monitoring and managing hot weather, being 
alert to periods of lightning by ensuring all players, officials, 
administrators and spectators are safe during lightning activity. 

It also includes the monitoring and 
managing of wet and cold weather, if 
the playing surface is slippery from 
frost, snow, rain or mud or, if the 
temperature drops below eight degrees 
or the sky becomes dark.  
  In making any decision, account 
should be taken of all relevant factors 
including the age and health of players 
and officials, the policy adds 
 So far this year the Double Bay greens 
have been affected by rain on 11 
occasions and once by over 30° heat 
as illustrated on the  above calendar.  
   

One of the most amazing weather 
incidents for Double Bay was in 
2015 when the greens resembled an 
ice rink as pictured at left. 

 
The Double Bay No. 1 green resembled an ice rink on 
Saturday, April 25, 2015, following a heavy storm and 

golf ball-sized hailstones hit Sydney just after the club 
finalised its Anzac Day tournament.  

Co-organiser of the Anzac Day morning ceremony 
and the bowling afternoon, Barbara Shotland, braved 
the conditions to take the above photograph of the 
greens as the hailstones rained down and covered the 
area with sheets of ice. 

 
 

ICE RINK BOWLING GREEN 

     Green denotes a day 
when Double Bay Bowling 
Club has been closed due 

to rain, or wet weather 
restricted the day’s 

playing time. 
Red denotes day when 

play was curtailed due to 

heat wave conditions. 

          WWWeeedddnnneeesssdddaaayyy   bbbooowwwllliiinnnggg      

                              aaagggaaaiiinnn   hhhiiittt   bbbyyy   wwweeeaaattthhheeerrr   
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Weekday comps off during Xmas - New Year period 

THE Monday and Wednesday Intra-Club competitions will be suspended 

during the 2018 Xmas and 2019 New Year holiday 

periods. 

Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, this week 

announced that the Monday competition will stop for 

the holiday break on December 10 and resume on 

January 7, 2019, while Wednesday’s last game for 

2018 will be on December 12 with a restart on January 9, 2019. 

“Honeymoon” over for married 

couples in 2018 Mixed Pairs 
A MARRIED couple will not celebrate winning the 2018 

Mixed Pairs title at Double Bay, following third round 

results played at the weekend. 
Since 2008 a married partnership has taken out the title eight 

times, four by Jack and Iris Kampel, twice by Gerald and Audrey 

Weinberg and by Julian and Carol Engelman and the 2017 

defending champions, Alan and Rene Saidman. 

The other winning combinations have been Phillip Joel and 

Barbara Shotland and Brandon Conway with Shotland. 

This year’s final four are Wayne Podger–

Jan Frape, Arnold Javen–Audrey Weinberg, 

Brandon Conway-Barbara Shotland, and 

Pepe Glick-Barbara Shur. 

The defending champions and the only 

family combination remaining in the event 

were dismissed by the Glick-Shur duo in an 

even battle decided in the last three ends, 

two of which went against the Saidmans.  

Another close encounter kept the 2015 

champions, Conway and Shotland, in the 

hunt for another title when they squeezed past 

Andy Baker and Cynthia Katz 20-18, while 

Wayne Podger and Jan Frape surprised with the 

ease of their win over Bernard Fridman and Judy 

Thomas by a 12-shot margin after 19 ends. 

During the holiday break from the weekly 
Intra-Club competitions, the greens will be 
available for social play, but members must 
phone 9327-6774 before 9.30 am to be 
included in the day’s matches. 

THE CLUB WILL BE CLOSED ON ALL PUBLIC HOLIDAYS. 

 

PHONE FOR 
SOCIAL 
GAME 
DURING 
HOLIDAY 
BREAK 

RESULTS 

MIXED PAIRS 

THIRD ROUND 

Arnold Javen 23 
Audrey Weinberg  

Sam Abrahams 12 
Flora Cohen  

Wayne Podger 25  
Jan Frape  

Bernard Fridman 13 
Judy Thomas  

 Pepe Glick  
Barbara Shur 21 

Alan & Rene Saidman 19 

Brandon Conway  
Barbara Shotland 20 

Andy Baker  
Cynthia Katz 18 

SEMI-FINAL DRAW 

Conway-Shotland 
v 

Glick-Shur 
 

Podger-Frape 
v  

Javen-Weinberg 
 

 
 

 

Wayne Podger  

Jan Frape  

RETURN SCORECARDS 
Scorecards of matches played in club 

championships must be placed in the 
 MATCHES PLAYED BOX 

Failure to do so could make the result null and void. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

DAVID Holt, one of the world’s 

leading lawn bowlers, has been 

appointed Double Bay’s Coach 

and Bowls Administrator. 

The appointment, which starts in 

February, was announced by club 

Chairman, Barry Lazarus, at last 

Wednesday’s afternoon tea break. 

The announcement was warmly 

applauded by the more than 100 

bowlers who were competing in 

the club’s Wednesday Intra-club 

competition. 

Holt, 52, will be the second professional lawn bowler employed by Double 

Bay Bowling Club. 

In April, 2005, with the employment of James Cook, Double Bay became the 

first lawn bowls club within Sydney’s Metropolitan Zone 11 (Eastern and 

Western Suburbs) to have a full-time professional responsible for the club’s 

bowling administration and lawn bowls promotion in the local area. 

Cook, who was one of the Zone’s highest graded players, left Double Bay to 

take up a similar appointment at Bondi Bowling Club, in November, 2008. 

 

DOUBLE BAY  
MEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 

DOUBLE BAY 
WOMEN’S 

BOWLING CLUB 
 

Vol. 14 No 48– DECEMBER 10, 2018 Editor Mike Golland 

World class bowler 
coach at Double Bay 

DAVID HOLT 

HOLT’S LONG LIST OF LAWN BOWLING ACHIEVEMENTS – PAGE 2 
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DAVID Holt, who will be Double Bay Bowling Club’s professional coach and 
bowls administrator, has been among the world’s best for the past 20 years. 

Born in 1966,  in Manchester, England, Holt came to Australia in 2002. 
 He won his first competition medal at the age of 12 and went on to take out the British Isles Pairs 

Champion Outdoor title in 1988 and the Indoor event in 1999. In the same year he captured the 
European Indoor Championships Singles. 

 This was followed in 2000 by playing the World Indoor Singles semi-final, which ranked him 
England’s No. 2 bowler. 

Holt represented England in Indoor Internationals from 1988 to 2001 and in the Outdoor events for a 
total of 12 years.  

At the 2002 Commonwealth Games Holt skipped the Fours Gold Medal team. 
His first major honour in Australia was as the runner-up in the 2003 Australian National Champion-of-

Champions Singles, the title he won 10 years later.  
Among other high profile results Holt was the 2014 World Champion-of-

Champions Bronze Medallist, the Australian Indoor Singles winner (2015) 
and World Cup Singles runner-up (2016). 

In 2015 Holt was ranked Australia’s No. 1. He has been successful in the 
2011 Australian National Premier League playing with the Cabramatta Club. 
He has finished with NSW Open Pairs and Fours titles, the Victorian Masters 
Singles and he was in the 2014 Victorian Premier League Champions team 
from the Clayton Bowling Club. 

For more than a decade Holt has been commercially involved as the State 
Sales Manager of the Australian lawn bowls manufacturer, Henselite.  

Club Chairman, Barry Lazarus, said that Double Bay had been considering 
the possibility of employing a professional bowler for the men’s and women’s 
club for two months. 

The Presidents of the Men’s Club, Alan Rosenberg, and the Women’s Club 
President, Iris Kampel, had joined him in considering the idea and were 
unanimous in the appointment of David Holt. 

“Holt will be charged with staging coaching sessions for men and women 
members of all standards He will also play a major part in Double Bay’s 2019 Zone 13 pennant 

competition as a player and 
consultant with the selection 
committee,” Lazarus said. 

  
 

 

 

 

 

  

Barry Lazarus  
announcing the 
appointment of  

David Holt. 

FLASHBACK  

David Holt visited Double 
Bay Bowling Club in 
November, 2010 to 
demonstrate a new 
range of Henselite  

bowls and accessories. 
He is pictured with Ivor 
Cohen, John Volanakis, 
Michael Libesman and 

Les Ginzberg  

David Holt – on top for 20 years and counting 
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Club selectors’ support 

for Zone team hopefuls 
DOUBLE Bay will encourage and support any player 

who nominates to trial for selection in Zone 13 

representative teams, John Rosen, said on Monday. 

Rosen, the recently elected Chairman of the Men’s Club 

Selectors’ Committee, said Zone 13’s Sports 

Administrator, Dan Roper, has advised affiliated clubs 

that a number of trials for Zone selection will be played 

early in 2019.  

“Double Bay has had a regular representation in the Zone’s Veterans’ (70 

years and above) teams, but now the way is open for a member to seek a place 

in the Open or Seniors’ (60 years and over) sides,” Rosen said. 

“The Selection Committee will assist in every way in the process of a member 

seeking to advance his playing standard. 

 “However, it should be understood that a member will have to meet a criteria 

before the Selection Committee will endorse the application to compete in the 

trials,” he added. 

The application forms for the trials are now on the club’s notice board. Players 

must indicate that they are available to play in trials or matches on the dates 

listed on the forms. Contenders must also indicate a preferred playing position 

which they consider their most affective and disclose their 2018 Pennant 

grading. 

Closing date for the applications of Double Bay candidates is Wednesday, 

January 23, 2019. 

Zone 13’s Selection Committee, headed by Ray Tozer, will meet on Friday 

February 1, at Taren Point BC, to receive the applications. 

Rosen said that his committee has spotted a number of players who are 

showing potential and could be ideal candidates to take part in the trials, 

particularly for the Seniors 

grading. 

“There is also a couple of 

younger members who have 

the talent to advance to our top 

grades and they might 

considering a chance to show 

their ability in the Open class 

trials, but this is a tough 

assignment,” he stressed. 
The five-man Double Bay Selection Committee, elected at the recent annual meeting, is 

John Rosen (Chairman), Brandon Conway, Julian Engelman, Phil Filler and Pepe Glick.  

John Rosen  

SELECTORS: Brandon Conway, Julian Engelman, 
 Phil Filler and Pepe Glick  
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Double Bay again co-hosting 
61st Turn-of-the-Year carnival 

DOUBLE Bay and Ashfield Bowling Club will co-host 

the Zone 13-organised 61
st
 Turn-of-the-Year (TOY) 

Open Bowls Carnival due to start on Thursday, 

December 27. 

The two club’s co-sponsored last year’s 60
th

 Diamond 

Jubilee TOY events over the 2017 Xmas and 2018 New 

Year Holiday period. 

This year’s TOY offers prize money in excess of $6000 for the three events - Open Singles, 

Pairs and (two bowls) Triples. 
Double Bay will provide 12 rinks for the Pairs Round Robin play on Thursday, December 

27. Other Pairs matches are set for Ashfield, Taren Point and Hillsdale. 

On Saturday, December 29, Double Bay will be the venue for the Round Robin Sectional 

Singles sets play (2 games of 9 ends) on 10 rinks, while other sections are at Ashfield plus 

two sections at Taren Point. 

The Triples section matches will be played at Double Bay on Wednesday, January 2, as well 

as at Ashfield and Caringbah. Post sectional play is at Ashfield. 

Club triples team defending TOY trophy 
DOUBLE Bay representation in this year’s TOY includes the defending Triples (two 
bowls) team of Brandon Conway, Bernard Fridman and Phil Filler. 
 The trio scored a last end, one shot 25-24 win in last year’s final over the mixed combination 
of Cabramatta Women’s Club members, Kerry Farrell and Loretta Marchese, with Kerry’s 
husband, Bill Farrell, who plays at The Hills, skipping the side. 

 Double Bay entrants in this year’s Singles are John Angeles Gerald Raichman, Walter 
Jacobs and Ian Ossher. 

Contesting the Pairs are Gerald 
Raichman and Arnold Javen, 
Jack Kampel and Walter Jacobs, 
Mark Sack and Ian Ossher, while 
John Angeles has yet to name his 
partner 

Along with the Conway trio, 
Double Bay will have Triples 
contenders skipped by Barbara 
Shotland and by Ian Ossher. 

The previous TOY title won by a 
Double Bay team was in 2007 
when James Cook and Phil 
Gordon Jnr, won the Pairs event.  

In 1998 Rod Davies and Les 
Lilian were the Pairs champions. 

The TOY draw for all divisions 
was released on Sunday. 

 

Phil Filler, Brandon Conway and 
Bernard Fridman after winning last 

year’s TOY Triples title. 
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Top combination slips in 
Mixed Pairs semi-final 

THE well-performed combination of Brandon 

Conway and Barbara Shotland looked certain 

to win their way into the 2018 Mixed Pairs title 

during their semi-final clash with Pepe Glick 

and Barbara Shur on Sunday. 

The Conway-Shotland team was last year’s 

runners-up and was the championship team of the 

2015 event, whilst it was a first-time pairing for 

Glick and Shur. 

Glick’s tip-top 2018 form has given him the 

Major Pairs and Major Fours titles, He has also 

taken the runner-up prize 

in the Major singles as well as winning the Drawn 

Pairs event. 

He continued this A-grade form as he and Shur 

produced a whirlwind finish for the one-shot, 20-19, 

2018 Mixed Pairs semi-final win when Conway and 

Shotland looked “home and hosed” after being ahead 

by six shots with ends 20 and 21 to play. 

However, Glick-Shur grabbed three shots on the 20
th
 

end to lag 16-19 and required a three count to force a 

22
nd

 extra end or an unlikely four count to win and 

qualify for their third final. 

Tension and pressure was obvious on the 21
st
 end as Glick and Shur held three 

shots with Glick to play his last bowl, which he calmly delivered to finish in the 

count of four. The result gives Glick the opportunity to make 2018 a four club 

championship year.  

Meanwhile, the long-time collaboration of Wayne 

Podger and Jan Frape missed the chance to enter their 

first Mixed Pairs Championship final after playing 

together in six tournaments.  

They failed to get the better of the first-time pairing of 

Arnold Javen and Audrey Weinberg by a 16-8 score line 

over 16 of the 21 ends. 

The Podger-Frape association began in 2012 when they 

reached the semi-final and had similar successes in the 

2013 and 2014 championships.  

They teamed without making the headlines in the 2015 

and 2016 Mixed Pairs and did not compete last year.  

RESULTS 

MIXED PAIRS 

SEMI-FINALS  

Pepe Glick 
 Barbara Shur 20 

v 
Brandon Conway 

Barbara Shotland 19 
 

Arnold Javen 16 
Audrey Weinberg  

v 
Wayne Podger 8 

Jan-Frape  
 
  
 

 

 
 

 

Pepe Glick on 
way to fourth 

title in 2018 

Pepe Glick and Barbara Shur  

Brandon Conway and 

Barbara Shotland  
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Natalie Franks is club’s 
most improved player 

NATALIE Franks has been named Double Bay 

Women’s Club’s Most Improved Player and 

the winner of the 2018 Meg Collins Trophy. 

The award was announced last week by club 

President, Iris Kampel. 

She said that Natalie had made vast 

improvement in her game during the past 12 

months. 

“Natalie, has a delightful personality and has 

shown a great enthusiasm for lawn bowls which 

has been noted and appreciated by the 

membership,” Kampel said. 

"Perhaps you will be as good, or even a better 

bowler than your mother, Barbara,” she added. 

NOTE: Natalie is the daughter of Barbara Shur, a 
leading light at Double Bay Women’s Club. 

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 

 

 

 

 

 

WOMEN’S CLUB 

CHAMPIONS 2018 

MAJOR SINGLES: 

BARBARA SHOTLAND 

*Kathy Passman 

MINOR SINGLES 

MARGO MICHAEL 

*Jenny Anderson 

MAJOR PAIRS: 

IRIS KAMPEL 
RENE SAIDMAN 

*Pam Stein 
Barbara Shotland 

 
HANDICAP PAIRS: 

 

IRIS KAMPEL 
LESLEY JUDELMAN 

 

*Gail Black 
Di Engelander 

MAJOR (DRAWN) TRIPLES: 

GAIL BLACK 
REIN ROWLANDS 
ALMA GOLDMAN 

 

*Jan Frape 
Wendy Engelander 
Margaret Hemphill 

MAJOR FOURS: 

LESLEY JUDELMAN 
KATHY PASSMAN 
BARBARA SHUR 

BARBARA SHOTLAND 
 

* Ros Hart 
Railee Michelin 

Gail Black 
Iris Kampel 

 

DUTCHIE BACKHOUSE TROPHY 
FOR NON-PENNANT PLAYERS: 

JAN SHEDLEZKI 
and 

EDITH JOCHELSON 

 
MEG COLLINS TROPHY FOR 
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER: 

NATALIE FRANKS 

*Denotes Runner/s-up 

 

 

 

Women’s Club President Iris Kampel (left) with Natalie 
Franks after presenting the Meg Collins Trophy for the 

Most Improved Player of the Year.  

PAM  
STEIN  

PHOTO 



VALE PETER GOLDMAN  

SAD END AS CLUB HONOURS YEARS OF SERVICE 

PETER GOLDMAN, the Double Bay Bowling Club’s 

long-time bowls administrator, passed away on Sunday, 

four days after he was honoured with Life Membership 

in recognition of “many years of meritorious service”. 

After returning from a recent holiday he was hospitalised 

with a serious illness and died there at the age of 76. 

Life Membership was bestowed on Goldman at a Special 

Meeting on December 12 at the afternoon tea break by more 

than 100 members who were competing in the club’s 

Wednesday Intra-club League.  

The membership was advised by email on Monday, 

December 10, that the Board of Directors had requested that “on Wednesday,  

December 12, at the 2 pm afternoon tea, a short Special Meeting of importance 

is to take place and that details will be advised on the day”.  

The Board’s honorary Secretary, Peter Wyner, said the email was 

“intentionally cryptic as a great deal of thought had been given for the special 

situation involving the membership”.  

PETER GOLDMAN – THE “BACKROOM BOY”  
               OF THE CLUB – PAGE 2 
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Health issue kept Goldman from Award time 
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE 

PETER Goldman was not at the club on 

Wednesday, December 12, when the more 

than 100 members approved his 

appointment as a Life Member.  
In moving the motion for the Life Membership, 

Board secretary, Peter Wyner, said that “Peter is 

battling a major illness ... and he would be 

delighted to hear of the honour of the 

nomination”. 

Wyner revealed that as club secretary he had 

received a nomination from Board members, 

Chairman, Barry Lazarus and Vice-chairman, 

John Rosen, to bestow a Double Bay Bowling 

Club Life Membership on Peter Goldman in 

recognition of his many years of meritorious 

service rendered to the club. 

 The nomination was endorsed by the Board of 

Directors, Wyner added. 

“Peter, despite his inability to actively bowl in 

recent years, was the first to assist in the 

administration of the club’s bowling,” Wyner 

said. 

He was the first to arrive at the club to carry 

out the necessary work for the day’s play. He did 

it without fuss or the desire to seek 

acknowledgement to get the players on the 

green. This we all appreciate,” Wyner said.  

Wyner moved the Life Membership motion and 

asked for a Seconder from the floor. It was 

answered by a dozen or more members offering 

to support the motion.  

On a show of hands, many more than the 

required 75 members in attendance, unanimously 

approved the motion. 
 

Bedside presentation of Life Membership 

THE Life Membership Award plaque was presented on 
Thursday, December 13, to Peter Goldman at his 
hospital bedside by Board members, John Rosen and 
Barrie Brickman, both of whom are long-time family 
friends. 
 They were accompanied by Harry Black with whom 
Peter worked alongside organising the daily bowling 
schedules for the past eight years. 

John Rosen told Double Bay Watch that Peter was 
most appreciative of the award and he thanked the 
members for their support and friendship over the 
years. 

Barrie Brickman, Harry Black and 
John Rosen with Peter Goldman last 

Thursday. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

“Backroom Boy” of 
Double Bay Club 

PETER Goldman was a typical club 
“backroom boy”, whose work is not 
seen by the majority of the membership. 

He was involved with the organisation 
of the daily play from the day Rose Bay 
merged with Double Bay in 2001. 

Peter was on the Men’s Bowls 
Committee from 2004 until 2018 serving 
as a Vice-President from 2008 until 2014 
and its secretary in 2006 and 2007. 

While the membership might not have 
known how much input Goldman put into 
the smooth running of the bowling, it 
was acknowledge regularly in annual 
reports such as in the 62nd year issue 
which said:  
“Thanks to Peter Goldman for his 

invaluable help on bowling days ... 
successful bowling days do not just 
happen -  it takes a lot of hard work.” 

 
 

Peter Goldman in the “backroom” 
producing a Wednesday playing 

schedule for 100 or more members. 
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Mixed Pairs gives Pepe Glick 

four out of five 2018 club titles 
PEPE Glick last week became only the second player this 

century to have competed in five club annual 

championship finals when he partnered Barbara Shur to win the 2018 

Mixed Pairs title. 

This year Glick has skipped the winning 

Major Pairs (with Harry Black) and Fours 

(with Gerald Weinberg, Harry Black and 

Les Brem), been runner-up in the Singles 

to Doug King, while taking the titles for 

the Drawn Pairs (with John Rosen) and 

the Mixed Pairs. 

Since the merger with Rose Bay in 2000, 

Gerald Weinberg created the record of 

qualifying for five finals in 2005.  

These included wins in the Major Pairs, 

Triples and Fours and runner-up in the 

Singles, while he skipped the winning 

Mixed Fours team, in what was the last 

time the event was included in the club’s 

Championship program.  

Glick also joins Weinberg and Jack 

Kampel in the short list of players who 

have qualified in a year for the 

championship 

round of three of the four 

Major events. 
In the 2018 Mixed Pairs final 

Glick and Shur took the 

honours by an six shot margin, 

22-16, over Arnold Javen and 

Audrey Weinberg. 

It was Javen’s first Mixed 

Pairs final, while Audrey 

Weinberg has contest five finals with husband Gerald, 

winning in 2011 and 2012. 

After an even start of a near four-hour encounter, the Glick pair gained a four count 

on the 7
th

 end to lead 8-5. They continued the run with collects on the following three 

ends to consolidate the advantage to 11-5. 

The game was almost decided on ends 13 and 14 when the Glick-Shur gap rocketed 

to 20-6. Javen and Weinberg came back to score on the next five ends for a tally of 

eight shots including a four on the 17
th

, but it was too late to change the result. 

RESULT 

MIXED PAIRS 

FINAL 

Pepe Glick 22 
 Barbara Shur  

 
Arnold Javen 16 
Audrey Weinberg  

  
 
  
 

 

 
 

 

TWO 
WINS IN 
MAJORS 

Pepe Glick and Barbara Shur  

Audrey Weinberg and 

Arnold Javen  
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Eighty compete in 
Fingret-Portrate 
Memorial trophy 

REPORT BY IRIS KAMPEL 
PHOTOS BY JOHN WINEBERG 

On a very sultry Saturday morning 

of December 15, more than 80 

players were at the Double Bay 

Bowling Club to take part in the 

Second Annual Eddie Fingret-Leon 

Portrate Memorial  tournament for 

a floating trophy and $600 Prize money donated by June Edelmuth 

Caterers. 
The Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, called the cards and the conditions of 

play for two games over 15 ends of two bowl triples. 

 Torrential rain from the previous day and overnight made the greens quite 

challenging and with high humidity it was sauna-like conditions. 

Happily, the relief of the clubhouse air conditioning 

was welcomed at lunchtime which featured an 

outstanding gourmet meal of delicious pies, mushy 

peas and vegetables plus a  dessert of passionfruit 

sorbet. 

Rosenberg, in welcoming guest of honour, Lea 

Portrate, who is a Life Member of the Women’s Club 

and the widow of Leon Portrate, paid tribute to the 

wonderful contribution that Eddie and Leon had made 

in the amalgamation of Rose Bay and Double Bay 

almost two decades ago. 

He said they both gave countless hours of work to 

benefit the club and how important it is to honour their 

memory and the legacy they produced over the years. 

At the same time Rosenberg thanked June Edelmuth Catering for providing the prize 

money and the Perpetual Trophy for the event.  

PICTORIAL COVERAGE NEXT PAGE 

Lea Portrate (centre) widow of Leon Portrate, 
with Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel, and 

Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg. 

Eddie Fingret (left) and Leon 
Portrate pennant team mates 

  A Merry Christmas 
 Happy and Healthy New Year 

    to members and families 
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FIVE TOP TEAMS IN 2018 FINGRET- PORTRATE TROPHY 
A FORMER two-time Double Bay Major Singles Champion, Harold Jankelowitz, teamed with a Major Singles runner-
up, Bernard Fridman, and a Women’s Club Major Triples winner, Judy Thomas, to win the 2018 Eddie Fingret – 
Leon Portrate Memorial Trophy event last Saturday. 

They collected. 27 points by winning their two games of two bowls triples, two more than the second placed trio of Stan 
Franks, Jules Popper and Phillip Joel.  

Third prize with 24 points went to Kaye Gooch, Jan Frape and Wayne Podger, followed by fourth-placed Phil Labrooy, 
Carol and Julian Engelman on 22 points. Rein Rowlands, Wendy Perkins and David Kellaway took fifth spot with 21 points. 

WINNERS with Lea Portrate (front) Harold 
Jankelowitz, Judy Thomas and 

Bernard Fridman  

SECOND: Stan Franks , Jules Popper 

(absent inset) and Phillip Joel.  

THIRD; Kaye Gooch, Wayne Podger 

and Jan Frape.  

FOURTH: Philip Labrooy, Carol and  

Julian Engelman.  

FIFTH: Wendy Perkins, David 

Kellaway and Rein Rowlands.  

LEFT: June Edelmuth – sponsor of 
the tournament’. 

ABOVE:  Packed clubhouse for 
luncheon. 

JOHN 
WINEBERG  

PHOTOS 
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XXXmmmaaasss   pppaaarrrtttyyy   –––   fffiiinnneee   fffooooooddd   

aaannnddd   tttoooppp   eeennnttteeerrrtttaaaiiinnnmmmeeennnttt   
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS BY PAM STEIN  

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s annual Xmas Party and 

Show Time, plus trophy presentations, attracted 72 happy 

members who lunched at tables set with red napkins and shining silver 

bon-bons, plus platters of roast chicken, green salad, roast vegetable salad, 

crispy rolls, followed by Christmas pudding and a delicious custard.  

However, before lunch there were a few ends of lawn bowls, then the  

presentations of trophies, badges and cash prizes to the many 2018 club 

champions. 

After dessert, The DBVADS. (Double Bay Very Amateur Dramatic Society) 

presented its 2018 Xmas Extravaganza, with MC Judy Bihari, glamorous in a 

white and silver outfit. 

Opening spot was taken by the Hot Stuff Singers, aka Jenny Welton and, Evi 

Perl with Kathy Passman at the piano. 

Then they placed four mats and jacks and asked for volunteer Greta Archbold 

to join them to sing and demonstrate how to deliver a jack to the tune of Balling 

the Jack". 

Judy introduced surprise guest artist, Julie Carter, (the club’s bar tender) who 

joined the group for a comedy version of Are You Lonesome Tonight? 

Next was Wendy Engelander, disguised as Roy Orbison, brilliantly lip-sinking 

Pretty Woman. with Jan Frape looking gloriously dreadful as the attractive 

female.  

Followed was the Johnny Ray hit Crying with tissues flying and the audience 

cheering each tear drop! 

A quieter few minutes was taken to watch a fascinating artist at work as Faye 

Green demonstrated how she paints on silk. 

 Soon after queen Lorraine Stafford arrived and was quickly waved away as 

the audience wanted the real Queen of music. 

Within a flash Rene Saidman appeared as Freddie Mercury (hairy armpits-and- 

all) accompanied by lead guitarist Judy Snider for a rendition of We Are The 

Champions as everyone joined in with arms waving 

Pam Stein rounded off the show with a poem about the goings on when the 

ladies' play bowls under the heading Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

Auld Lang Syne ended the festivities with linked arms and a happy farewell 

atmosphere of friendship and camaraderie. 

PICTORIAL COVERAGE NEXT PAGES  

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club 
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Songs and fun by Double Bay’s Very Amateur Dramatic Society 

The  
Queen 

Pretty 
Woman 

Painting 
on silk 

We are the 
Champions 

Auld 
Lang Syne 

Bowling the 

Jack 

Are you 
Lonesome 
Tonight? 
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THE 2018 CHAMPIONSHIP WINNERS RECEIVE REWARDS 

 

MAJOR SINGLES winner Barbara Shotland (left) 
with club president Iris Kampel  

Minor Singles winner Margo Michael (left) and 

the runner-up Jenny Anderson. 

Major Pairs winners Iris Kampel (left) and Rene 

Saidman (right) with  presenter Rein Rowlands.  

Major Drawn Triples runners-up Jan Frape, 
Wendy Engelander and 

 Margaret Hemphill 

Major Pairs runners-up Pam 
Stein (left) and Barbara 

Shotland (right). 

Kathy Passman (left), 
Barbara Shotland (right) 
two of the Major Fours 

champions with presenter 

Marilyn Davis.  

Handicap Pairs runners-up 
Gail Black (left) and Di 

Engelander.  

PAM  
STEIN  

PHOTOS 


